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REPORT OF THE FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OF THE 

MICHIGAN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, HELD 

AT TRAVERSE CITY, DECEMBER 2-4, 1913. 

The forty-third annual meeting of the Michigan State Horticultural 
Society, which was held at Traverse City, December 2, 8, 4, was a de- 
cided success from every standpoint. 

The value of the program was apparent from the very beginning, for 
one of the first talks given was one of the most valuable given before 
the society in years. The place of meeting was in itself interesting and 
was a good illustration of the newer religion, the practical and applied 
Christianity. The building was that of the Central Methodist Church, 
in which were rest rooms, a gymnasium, shower baths and other things 
of interest to its younger members. The attendance at all sessions was 
very good but would have been better if it had not been so difficult for 
those in the southern part of the state to get there. The interest mani- 
fested however, was of the very best and there were spirited discussions 
on all subjects. 

No one subject predominated in interest, which is unusual at such 
meetings. Among the most prominent given attention were the sub- 
jects of spraying, thoroughness in spraying, pruning, marketing and 
advertising. The good interest shown all subjects is probably due to 
the fact that each speaker had his subject well in hand and had a mes- 
sage of value to present. 

THIRTY YEARS OF FRUIT GROWING ON THE PENINSULA. 

E. O. LADD, OLD MISSION. 

The history of fruit growing on the Peninsula dates back much 
farther than thirty years. Indeed, it was shown conclusively forty years 
ago at a joint meeting of this society with the Grand Traverse Union 
Agricultural Society at the annual fair, that this region was destined 
to become a great fruit producing section. The first fruit trees on the 
Peninsula were apple trees grown from seeds planted by the Indians. I 
remember very well when a small boy before we had any other fruit, 
how good those apples tasted. The early white settlers of this region 
planted fruit trees mainly to furnish fruit for home use and as an ex- 
periment to see what fruits, if any, could be successfully grown so 
far north. The “Fruit Belt” of Michigan was then supposed to be a 
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narrow strip of land along the shore of Lake Michigan, the northern 
limit of which was very indefinite. 

The Peninsula, as you all know, is a narrow strip of land extending 
from the head of Grand Traverse Bay some twenty miles in a north- 
easterly direction, dividing the bay into two arms, known as the east 
and west arms. The waters of Grand Traverse Bay are said to be 
very deep, in many places as deep as anywhere in Lake Michigan, thus 
exercising a peculiarly favorable influence upon the climate; the soil is 
varied in character but the greater portion of it may be described as a 
dark sandy loam, naturally well drained and easy to work, a soil 
easily exhausted by improper methods of handling, but under a wise 
system of management is capable of maintaining its fertility and re- 
sisting the effects of drouth to a remarkable degree. 

The surface is mostly a succession of undulating plains, hills and val- 
leys, the highest points being about three hundred feet above the bay 
level, thus furnishing the necessary atmospheric drainage and providing 
excellent locations on nearly every section of land for the production 
of fruit. The records kept at the Old Mission weather station for the 
past 19 years show an average annual rainfall of over thirty inches, 
well distributed throughout the growing season. These records show 
for the present year from January 1st to December 1st, eleven months, 
a rainfall of 3185/100 inches, of which 14 2/100 inches fell during the 
five months of May, June, July, August and September. 

The first attempt at fruit growing on a commercial scale was in the 
fall of 1860 when apple trees were procured from a New York nursery 
for the planting of three orchards of about 400 trees each, consisting 
largely of Greenings, Baldwins and Northern Spies. Two of these 
orchards were planted on good soil and favorable locations and are still 
alive and producing fruit. The other was dead and gone long ago, 
due, I think, to three causes, (1) poor loeation, being down on low flat 
land but little above the bay level, (2) poor soil, (8) neglect. 

The Peninsula has an area of seventeen thousand acres. A careful 
estimate made by the Board of Supervisors three years ago placed the 
number of acres then set out to fruit at seventeen hundred or one-tenth 
the total area, and 42% of the total orchard acreage of the entire county. 
Large plantings have been made during the last three years, so that 
there is at the present time probably two thousand acres set out to 
fruit trees. 

In 1867 Mr. George Parmelee bought a large tract of land on the 
north end of the Peninsula and after two or three years of preparation 
set out his large apple orchard of one hundred acres and twenty acres 
to other fruits. Closely following Mr. Parmelee came C. P. Avery, 
Tracy & Reynolds, A. P. Gray, Benjamin and Amos Montague, W. D. 
Bagley, H. W. Curtis and others, each of whom planted large apple 
orchards as did also several of the older residents of the town. This 
was before the days of cold storage for apples, and the plantings were 
largely of Golden Russets on account of their long keeping qualities. 
Most of them have since been top grafted to other more desirable sorts 
and have proved to be very good stock for such purpose. 

In a general way it may be said that it was about thirty years ago 
that apples began to be produced for commercial purposes. I well re- 
member about this time that our young apple orchard of 300 trees 
which TI helped to plant when a small boy produced what was up to that 
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time its largest crop of fruit when we packed up 520 barrels. Most of 
the fruit at this time was shipped to Chicago to Stewart & Wolcott, com- 
mission merchants. Mr. Stewart came up every fall for several years 
and went around among the farmers showing them how to sort and 
pack the apples. 

Individual reputations were built up in those early days for honest 
packing, as is shown by an instance told me by a friend who saw the 
transaction. 

I have spoken mostly of apples but pears, plums, peaches and cherries 
were also grown to a limited extent. The most serious pest we had to 
contend with was the codling moth, with no remedy except to bandage 
the trees and destroy the worms that could be caught hiding under the 
bands. The plum curculio had to be fought by jarring the trees-and 
killing those that would fall on to a sheet or canvas placed under the 
trees. The curculio would also often work on cherries and both plum 
and cherry trees would sometimes lose their foliage because of the 
blight and seriously injure the vitality of the trees. We first commenced 
spraying about 25 years ago, using only water and paris green to destroy 
the young worms of the codling moth but nothing was done toward 
spraying for fungous diseases until several years later. People were 
slow to believe in the benefits of spraying as many who did spray failed 
to do thorough work or to spray at the right time. 

In September, 1895, the State Horticultural Society held a meeting 
here in connection with the county fair. At that time Mr. Smith 
Hawley of Ludington gave an address at the fair grounds on “The Re- 
vival of Apple Culture in Michigan.” In this address he gave his ex- 
periences in two years’ use of the Bordeaux mixture. He told at just 
what stage of growth the different sprayings were given and emphasized 
the importance of thoroughness in the work. Here was the experience 
of a practical man who had obtained wonderful results from spraying. 
That address was worth a great deal to those who heard it and from 
that time on more thorough work was done in the way of spraying on 
the Peninsula. We soon learned to control the curculio as well as the 
codling moth and fungous diseases of the plum and the cherry as well 
as of the apple. But it was not until 4 or 5 years ago that power 
sprayers began to be used. 

The cherry has lately come into prominence as a profitable fruit to 
grow in this region. It can be grown to great perfection here and will 
yield a greater net profit per acre than any other fruit we can grow. 
The fear of not being able to get help enough to pick them has prevented 
many from setting out large orchards, but we are beginning to see now 
that those who have the most cherries to pick have the least trouble to 
get pickers. 

It is sometimes argued that the fruit grower should grow fruit ex- 
clusively and not combine it with any other branch of farming. The 
man with only a small area in a favored location may well devote it 
all to the production of fruit, depending on outside sources for main- 
taining the fertility of the soil and supplying the needs of the home. 
But the great majority of people who grow fruit do and I think always 
will combine it with some other branch of farming. The general farmer 
usually depends on one or two leading money crops to which he gives 
special attention, arranging other crops in the rotation with reference 
to maintaining the fertility of the soil and supplying the needs of the 
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home. The fruit grower may well adopt this plan and make fruit the 
leading money crop. On nearly every farm there are some locations 
better adapted to fruit growing than others. These may well be set 
out to fruit to the extent of from one-fourth to one-half of the culti- 
vated area. 
Many of our farmers on the Peninsula have found that dairying fits 

in well with the fruit business as is evidenced by the large number of 
silos that have been put up in recent years. Our land is too valuable 
for grazing purposes but we can with the aid of the silo and by the 
use of the two great forage crops—corn and clover—compare favorably 
with any section of our county in the production of dairy products. 
Fruit growing and dairying may well go together, the one furnishing a 
direct money crop to be sold off the farm, the other furnishing a good 
market right at home on the farm for all the forage crops that can be 
grown and while realizing a profit from feeding them out, still retain- 
ing to the farm a large per cent of their fertilizing value. This system 
along with the use of cover crops in the orchards supplemented by 
small quantities of mineral fertilizers will greatly aid in the production 
of more and better fruit. There are also other advantages in this com- 
bination, it helps to distribute the labor of the farm more evenly 
throughout the season, giving something for men and teams to do when 
not needed in the orchard. It helps to supply the needs of the home 
by furnishing the things which we have come to regard as essential to 
the art of good living. 

DISCUSSION. 

Q. Give the list of varieties and proportions for a model orchard in 
the Grand Traverse section, of apple, peach, cherry and small fruit? 

Mr. E. O. Ladd: I can give you my opinion. Fall apples—Duchess 
and Wealthy. Winter apples—Greenings, Baldwins, Northern Spy, Wag- 
ners, Hubbardston and Canada Red. 

A member: I think there should not be too many varieties, and that 
one fault with the older orchards is there are too many varieties. For 
commercial purposes we should confine ourseives to a few leading 
varieties. 

Q. Will severe pruning of young trees hasten or retard bearing? 

Mr. Wilken: The severe pruning of young trees generally tends to 
check early bearing, because severe pruning in spring will tend to make 
the tree make good “erowth; I just prune lightly, shaping up the head. 

Q. What is the average cost of producing and packing a barrel of 
apples? The cost of a bushel of peaches and a crate of strawberries? 

Mr. Wilken: That was answered by Mr. Case—$1.00 to $1.25. 

A. What causes the Baldwin and Jonathan Spot? How prevented? 

Mr. Wilken: The Baldwin and Jonathan spots are both parasitical 

trouble, and is a breaking down of the cells of the fruit. The Spy has 

about the same, and there is no cure for it. The Jonathan spot is very 

often found on the tree, but more often found after it has been in cold 

storage two or three weeks. The spots don’t grow much in the winter, 

but sink more on account of the drying of the fruit. 

Q. How does the dry powdered arsenate of lead compare with the 

paste, in cost and in value as an insecticide? 
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A. Member: It was used by a neighbor of mine with good results. It 
doesn’t cost any more; he claimed it was easier to use. 

Mr. Wilken: We used dry lead to some extent last year at the sta- 
tion, and we found it used up much better than the paste; it costs a 
little more than the paste. As far as effectiveness is concerned, they 
were about equal. It will not freeze. 

Mr. Farnsworth: We had a little experience in the apple orchard. 
It mixed much more readily and was more handy. 

Mr. Eustace: It will work all right, but there is a great deal of 
sentiment working up against it because it is very poisonous. If you 
get too much in your hands it might kill you. Some have been made 
seriously sick and some have died from the use of it, and the sentiment 
is working against the manufacturers making it. They are about equal 
in results. 

Q. To what extent shall we set McIntosh Red, Delicious, Stayman, 
Lowland Raspberry, the J. H. Hale peach and other advertised brands? 

A Member: (Mr. Cook) The McIntosh Red apple is very desirous to 
erow. The trees are good growers and the apples take very well on the 
market. Our trees have been set about ten years and in bearing about 
five years, and the trade takes them like the Snows. With the right 
kind of storage and market it appears to me to be a very desirous apple. 
I have five or six trees of the Delicious that I have been waiting to 
come into bearing. As grafts they are magnificent growers. 

Mr. Bassett: The only trouble with the Staymen is the claim that 
the season is too short. In Delaware and New Jersey it is one of the 
most beautiful of apples. 

Q. Is large size desirable to strive for in Michigan apples? Will it 
pay to raise the ordinary size Michigan Jonathans? 

Mr. Cook: I would like to say a word for the Jonathan. It needs 
high feeding, but give it proper feeding and it is a very good variety ; 
something that Michigan can grow to a high degree of perfection. It 
is more nearly a yearly bearer than any of the varieties that grow. 

A Member: How about the spot that comes on them. I can grow 
them, but after they have matured about a month they spot. 

Mr. Cook: I have always found it was well to get the Jonathan on 
the market early in December and January, as they often go down very 
rapidly. 

Q. Should we plow a heavy orchard sod in fall or spring? 
Mr. Ladd: I don’t know any objections to plowing late in the fall; 

don’t find any difference. If I have a heavy sod on the orchard and 
want to plow it up, I see no harm in it. 

Mr. Bassett: Some of the best results in our district. Some of our 
neighbors started to fall plow their orchard, but didn’t finish until the 
next spring. The part that was fall plowed showed an absolute gain 
over the other in fruit. In this particular case they demonstrated that 
fall plowing produced a good deal better crop than the spring plowing. 
A Member: Were these apples in sod when they plowed? 
Mr. Bassett. That orchard was in fine condition, and had very good 

feeding; it had the very best of care. They used cover crops. It is not 
an old sod; it is a well cared for orchard. 
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APPLE GROWING IN NEW YORK STATE. 

B. J. CASE, SODUS, N. Y. 

My wife said I should tell you the first thing that she was born in 
Michigan. I want to say that I am very glad “to be here. I have no 
set speech—I came here to learn. I have been studying fruit growing all my 
life; my father was a fruit grower before me, and I have come to the 
conclusion that we do not half know our business yet. There are a 
whole lot of things that we take for granted that my father was con- 
vinced was the wrong thing to do, and a lot of things that we used to do 
in growing fruit we have “abandoned. The experiment stations in New 
York State, in Ithaca and Erie, with their quota of very efficient workers, 
has been a very great advantage, but a bunch of us growers there in 
New York State that have no use for any scientific information or 
plans or schemes unless we can work them out practically on our farms 
believe that these experiments, etc., have to be practiced or they are no 
good to us. It is one of my old sayings that I have no use for an ex- 
periment that we have to count, weigh or measure to determine whether 
it is any good or not. If it is so close that we have to count, weigh or 
measure we have no use for it. We want to see it at once. Now, Mr. 
Bassett has rather embarrassed me before you in his note in your catalog 
that I am one of the best fruit growers in America. I don’t claim any 
such thing. I am situated on the shore of Lake Ontario, 30 miles east 
of Rochester on the Ontario division of the New York Central. I will 
have to speak largely of my own farm in order to bring out my points— 
you will have to bear with me. 

I have twenty-five acres of apples. Six acres of it were set by my 
father in the spring of 1853, making it sixty years of age. It was set 
two rods one way and three rods the other, setting peaches between; I 
can remember the peaches. I think there are 156 trees in that orchard, 
and that there are 140 or 1438 of the original trees there now. I have 
another orchard of six acres that part of it father set in the fall of 
1852. There are two or three, or perhaps four, trees there that my 
father claims were quite trees when my grandfather moved on the farm 
in 1828. Right across the road from me is an orchard that my uncle 
set in the spring of 1835, still in good bearing condition; I don’t think 
there is any idea of tearing it out. I have four acres of orchard that 
was set about 1870. This we set rather irregular in places several years 
ago—I think they will not average quite 33 feet each way. I have had 
to go there and cut them out recently. I have another orchard that 
was set in 1881, 83 feet apart each way. Then I have an orchard of 
six acres that was set in the spring of 1882, 40 feet apart each way. 
That comprises the 25 acres. 

I don’t know how I am going to take up pruning. Now, these old 
apple trees—you can imagine the size of them. There were a lot of 
apples we could not get with a 30-foot ladder; we could not reach them 
with any spray, and. there didn’t seem anything to do but these tops 
must be lowered. So we conceived the idea—now the experiment sta- 
tion went back on us but we are getting the fruit just the same—of 
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cutting out the long limbs instead of the short ones. Now what we claim 
is that we have been trimming these trees wrong. As the limbs run 
out we have been cutting out these shorter limbs until we have a circle 
in the middle of these trees that don’t bear anything. Our point was to 
bring them back. We commenced where the limbs run out’ and we cut 
off long limbs, and go over the tops the same way. In this way we have 
lowered these trees six or eight feet, and think we can pick all of them 
with a 24 or 26 foot ladder. 
Now in planting our later plantings of apples we are setting them 

closer together. All the planting we have done in the last five years 
we are setting 20x24, keeping every variety in a block; I mean by this 
not mixing varieties. I want you to take that in—20x24. Our idea 
is this. You take’ the three large growing varieties—the Baldwins, 
Greenings and Spys. We have them perhaps three feet, or as low as 
they would naturally head in a nursery. We claim that when a man 
gets on a job with both feet that he ought to make these trees show 
a paying crop in seven years. Trees set 20x24 will not crowd for about 
fifteen years, and you have eight years of good crops of apples off that 
orchard. I had your worthy president draw a diagram here showing 
the orchard—20x24. We are making it wider one way on account that, 
as the trees come together we want one way to drive through with a 
spraying machine, and to haul packages in and fruit out one way. We 
always make the 24 feet the way you would naturally come to a drive 
way. Now at the end of fifteen years they commence to crowd. We 
go through them diagonally and take out every other row. Now they 
are 31 feet each way, and they will not crowd for another ten years, 
until they are about 25 years old. I am speaking now of the large grow- 
ing varieties—the Baldwins, Spys and Greenings. Of course you under- 
stand other varieties, such as the Wealthy, Mackintosh or the Duchess, 
would not crowd 20x24 in a long time, if ever. Now, they commence 
to crowd at 31 feet in 25 years. Then we go and cut out the odd trees, 
and you have them 40x28 feet, the ideal distance for Baldwins, Spys 
and Greenings, and you have been bearing apples all the while. 

Now, I want to give you a few figures. Setting an orchard 20x24 
you put 90 trees to the acre, and by the time that orchard is ten years 
old, if you have given it proper care, it ought to show five bushels to 
the tree; you have 450 bushels per acre. Now you go through and cut 
these out diagonally and you have reduced these trees to 45 to the acre, 
and you have to average ten bushels to the tree to get your 450 per 
acre. Now you go through and cut these out and you have reduced it 
to 2214 trees per acre; now you have to have 20 bushels per tree to 
equal the number of bushels you had at five bushels per tree, and you 
have been growing apples all the while. That is the point that we make. 
We don’t mix varieties; I suppose you have been all over that ground. 
In the first place we don’t take a bit of stock in crossing varieties. There 
may be orchards in the West where they had thousands of Ben Davis 
trees where they need it, but we don’t think we need it in New York 
State. Now the critical things in my opinion is to spray before the 
bloom, known as the pink bud spray, and once after the bloom. One is 
for the fungus and the other for the codling moth. We usually have 
about ten days between; this last year I think we had unly three or 
four days—usually it is about ten days. Now if your varieties are mixed 
you will find that when the Greenings are opened the apples have started 
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before the buds really open; that the Russets and the Spys, especially 
the Spys, are closed right up tight and when the Greenings are ready 
the Spys are not. If you wait until the Spys are ready the Greenings 
are in bloom. Another objection I find is the low-headed trees. The 
first man in Western New York who ever set low-headed trees was Willis 
Mann. He went to California several years ago and got that idea 
and came back and set out some low-headed trees 20x22, mixing his 
varieties, and he is having trouble over this point. His orchard is now 
getting to the point where he has to go through diagonally, so that he 
will soon have to get them, out. Now these trees load right down with 
fruit, and he has to go around through the trees to pick these apples, 
and he cannot go through without knocking off the. Baldwins. While 
if they were all Baldwins, Greenings or Spys he goes in and carries his 
package a couple of rows, picks his fruit and takes it out. 

Then there is another point—a strong point. These different varie- 
ties very often need different cultivation. You cannot handle a Spy 
tree as you can handle a Greening or Baldwin or another variety. I 
am fully convinced that if we are going to be successful fruit growers 
we must keep absolute control over the growth of our trees. They must 
have a natural growth to be successful ‘and a Spy will sometimes grow 
right away from the Greening and you cannot hold it down, while if 
you had it in a block by itself you could hold it down. 
Now we come up to the question of making these trees bear. I will 

tell you my experience. I know it is said that I make Baldwins bear 
both years, but I am like every other fruit grower—lI fall down in getting 
my work done as I would like it many times. Now the way these things 
come about, we have been trying all these years to get the Baldwin to 
bearing the odd year. It is full of apples one year and not even a bloom 
the next year, and we tried everything. We tried cutting the limbs and 
many other ways, but didn’t succeed. I even sent an apple to a chemist 
and had a chemist examine the flesh of the apple, to know what we have 
to put on the soil to grow them. The chemist tells us that apple is 
nearly all water—95 or 96 per cent water, just a trace of potash in the 
flesh, but the seeds are high in potash and phosphoric acid. It does not 
exhaust our soil or strain our trees to pump water out of the soil to 
make the flesh of that apple, but what does exhaust our soil and strain 
our trees is to pump potash and phosphoric acid to make the seeds that 
grow that apple. Therefore, the larger apples you grow the less seeds 
you grow, the less you exhaust your soil and the less you strain your 
tree. There was a Baldwin tree right beside my garden that had a 
limb six inches in diameter, but I had to cut it off. There was a bushel 
of apples on it, and in order to try out thinning these apples I thinned 
it myself early in July, the rest of the tree not. being thinned until the 
last of August or Ist of September. Gre atly to our surprise, the next 

year that limb had a crop of apples on it again, and the rest of the tree 
nothing. I have a Seek-no-further tree that stands right by my tool shed 
that has been bearing on the even years and nothing on the odd year. 
I stood right by that tree and had the man pull these apples off as I 
told him in July. When I got the fruit in the fall I had eight buhels 
of medium size. The next year, to my surprise, I got six bushels of 
great, big Seek-no-furthers. The next year we thinned them again and 
we got eight bushels; the fourth year we got six bushels again. Then 
we got that tree so it came out just about even. I have 100 trees in 
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this orchard I described to you of Baldwins that have always borne 
the even year, and nothing doing the odd year, except possibly a limb 
here and there. By that plan I got that 100 trees up to 200 barrels the 
odd year, and then I fell down. My men struck. Did you ever have 
any of your help quit on you and say they would not do a thing? Well, 
that was the way with me. We were late with our thinning—it was in 
August—but we got our men started picking the apples, and I went to 
Niagara Falls to the International Fruit Shippers’ Association. While 
I was gone the foreman goes through the orchard and finds the men all 
sitting on the ladders. He says, “What is the matter; can’t you do the 
work?” They said they had made up their minds not to pull off another 
of those apples. “They are all good and we are not going to pull off 
any more of them.” Well, he told them to put their ladders away. I 
got back well into August. It was late and the apples were all good. I 
took my chances, and I am set right back again to fifty barrels, or possibly 
75. It can be done by heavy feeding of potash and phosphoric acid, 
trimming the trees and thinning the fruit. It can be done a great deal 
easier on young trees than on old, but you can effect the old. Now with 
that orchard I told you about I run about 1500 to 2500 barrels of Bald- 
wins just as regular as the year comes off the whole 25 acres. I have 
more Baldwins than anything else—more than all the other varieties 
put together. If anyone wants to ask a question, just ask them. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Marvin: How far apart do you thin these apples? 
Mr. Cases When you can see what the June crop has been we thin 

one on a cluster, leaving one or a couple. Then we go right over them 
the second time and do that four to six inches. 

Mr. Bassett: What is the object of that second thinning? 
Mr. Case: I find a lot of things the second time over that I have 

missed. You can tell early just when you want to thin. We start on 
one variety. The first variety will be Wealthy, then probably the 20 
Ounce, and then the Greenings and then Talman Sweets and possibly a 
little on the Kings, and along up to the Baldwins. By the time we get 
through with the Baldwins we go right back to the Wealthy again. The 
Wealthy has to be thinned over and over again. We had quite a joke 
this year over our Wealthys. When we brought them in the first time 
we took in one-half. I was not satisfied at all and sent the men over 
again to take one-half of what was left. Then it run along and I was 

not satisfied yet, and sent them back to take one-third of them yet. Now 
what proportion of the apples that were set were left on the trees? 

A Member: Do you thin the Duchess? 
Mr. Case: I have no Duchess bearing. I certainly would thin any 

apple. I have 450 trees of Duchess that are just commencing to bear. 
We went over them this year and didn’t do any thinning. We are not 
in the Duchess section. 

A Member: Have you ever thinned any before the June crop? 
Mr. Case: Some of our people are doing that. 
A Member: Would you get more of a crop the second year by taking 

off half the blossoms? 
Mr. Case: How would you get the blossoms off? 
Member: Pick them off. 
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Mr. Case: I wish I had brought the figures that it has cost each year 
to do the thinning. Last year—1912—think it cost me the most; I 
think possibly $370, but we had the pink aphis very bad. 
A Member: Did you have them the second year? 
Mr. Case: A few. I started out the second year fully confident that 

I could handle the pink aphis. 
Mr. Wilken: We had them in 1912. 
Mr. Case: My idea was that we would not spray. They come under 

the lower limbs first and I would not spray the tops of the trees, but 
we put a man ahead to locate the lice and he told them where to spray. 
You understand that under normal conditions the lady bug and larva 
are there and that they are feeding on the aphis, and that anything 
that will kill the aphis will kill them a good deal quicker, as the lady 
bug and larva are right in the open. Teets Bros. of East Williamston 
had one orchard sprayed nine times with everything you can think of, 
and if you ever saw a poor crop of apples they had it. The more they 
sprayed the worse the apple crop. 

A Member: When did they spray? 
Mr. Case: Soon after the bloom crop. 
A Member: If you spray at that time can you control it? 
Mr. Case: We tried it. Of course the green aphis we don’t care much 

about. It is the pink aphis we care about. The most feasible thing I’ve 
struck yet in regard to taking care of Rosy aphis was done at Homer 
L’s who has a farm on the lake shore. He has been very successful 
there growing fruit. Last year in that part there was quite a bit of 
pink aphis, and when he found them on the trees he immediately tele- 
phoned to Ithaca—to Cornell—for the entomologist to come right there. 
He showed it to him and he said to use kerosene emulsion or whale oil 
soap, “Well” he says, “Case last year sprayed and sprayed with that 
stuff and so did the Teets boys, and we have no one in the country who 
does more thorough work than they do, and I haven’t a bit of faith in 
it. Now tell me one thing, how long before these lice that are on these 
lower limbs will have wings and fly to other trees and have eggs?” He 
gives him ten days. He calls a couple of men in and they get a pair of 
shears and a grain bag. They got underneath and got these leaves off 
and put them in a bag, and he says two men covered this orchard in 
a short time and then went over it again. He burned these up and that 
was the end of it. I don’t believe there is anything else. 

Mr. Rogers: You have no trouble with the leaf hopper? 
Mr. Case: On the apples, no. 
Mr. Sherwood: I would like to ask, Mr. Case, if it was economical to 

set your orchard as your father set it with peach trees? 
Mr. Case: Now we will suppose that orchard was set two rods x 3 

rods. You have them a long ways apart and you are going to try and 
do something with that land. Now will you please tell me at the price 
of labor today what you can put between these trees to get a paying 
crop. Tell me what it is besides berries. You may take potatoes or 
beans or corn or any of these things. 

Mr. Sherwood: How about peaches? 
Mr. Case: I don’t like ‘peaches in an orchard. There are several objec- 

tions. One is, their cultivation is not the same; it is very different than 
on an apple orchard. Another thing, the spray is different and it is 
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almost impossible to spray these trees with lime and sulphur and not 
touch the peach trees, and it is too strong for peach trees. 

A Member: Would not peach trees be better in there than apples 
even if you did touch a leaf occasionally? 

Mr. Case: It is possible. 
_ A Member: What would be the objection to peaches if the crop is 

larger? 
Mr. Fralick: What is your objection? 
Mr. Case: I believe that an apple tree is like an animal in this 

respect; that during the months of incubation it must have the best of 
care; that is, during the blooming period, which are the months of 
April, May and June, while the tree is forming its blossoms—getting 
ready to form the buds—that is the critical time for that tree, and dur- 
ing that time it must have plenty of moisture and plenty of good feed 
that its roots can get hold of to support that tree during that time. (Does 
not believe the land should be used for other things at the expense of 
your fruit) We commenced seeding down in August. We have got 
way back to June 10th when we start picking these apples orchards, and 
that varies a little. We depend entirely on the time we shall seed by 
the color of the foliage. 

Mr. Fralick: What time do you commence picking? 
Mr. Case: June 10th or 15th. 
A Member: Isn’t it as desirous to have a big, healthy growing tree 

as it is to have the fruit? If you don’t get your tree large enough to 
bear fruit early are you not ahead? 

Mr. Case: I think that tree is like an animal. If you let a heifer 
have a calf at two years old and another at three and at four by that 
time you have a good cow. If you don’t let a heifer have a calf until she 
is three years old you have turned these elements into making flesh. 
It is the same with an apple orchard. You want to get the fruit bear- 
ing early, and we have proved it very successfully. 

A Member: What do you estimate is the profit on an apple orchard 
at maturity? 

Mr. Case: Our Commissioner of Agriculture, who is in Iowa now, 
came after me a year ago last winter to give a paper before the New 
York Agricultural Association, of which he was then President. I think 
I started with 1906. Now here are the gross receipts of 1906; here are 
the expenses of 1906, and here is the net of 1906, and the same with 
1907 and 1908 and for six years. What he wanted me to show were the 
gross receipts, the expenses and the net of a period of years, claiming 
I was the only man in the state that could do it. I started keeping 
books double entry, and as I look back to it now that very fact is what 
started my turning grain growing into fruit growing. I have a system 
of cards from which I can tell what is done every day; who has worked 
for me for something like fifteen or sixteen years, etc. Now you get at 
the end of six years and you have the net profit for the six years. Divide 
that by six years and it gives you the average net per year. We divide 
that by the number of acres and it gives you the average net per acre 
per year. That is what I gave him for the different fruits—apples, 
peaches, plums, grapes and cherries. I found that from $1.00 to $1.25 
was what it cost me to put a barrel of apples on the car. 
A Member: Does that include the package? 
Mr. Case: Yes, to put them on board cars. Now Mr. Bassett asked 

3 
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me “How about your overhead expenses?” Now we have an account 
we call farm expense that has to take care of things that we cannot 
charge to anything—insurance, taxes and the foreman’s time you can- 
not charge to any one crop, and the up-keep of the buildings and tools, 
and looking over that account when we were ready to get it for the 
commissioner we found that quite a bit was charged to that account that 
should have been charged to farm improvement. I have ten carloads of 
sewer pipe buried underneath my farm, none of it less than ten or twelve 
inches in diameter. Now that should not be charged to farm expense— 
it is farm improvement. Now we thought one thousand dollars a year 
would about even up what legitimately belonged to farm expense, so we 
divided one thousand dollars by 85 acres and apportioned it between 
them. 

Mr. Bassett: I was interested in the relative profits of the different 
crops you raise in New York. 

Mr. Case: Grapes $35; peaches $55 net per acre. I wish to speak 
about these peaches. There was a heavy body of woods between them 
and the lake, and I lost my peach crop there, but later I took these 
woods out of the way. In the vear 1907 we had peaches on the table 
a couple of times, and we had all the expense of caring for them. Plums 
$74; pears $98; apples $124; cherries $174. This whole report is pub- 
lished in the proceedings of the New York State Agricultural Associa- 
tion of that year. 

Mr. Bassett: Were those sour or sweet cherries, or both? 
Mr. Case: Both. 
A Member: What was the relative cost of production? 
Mr. Case: I cannot remember. I want to tell you that when we 

got these nets together there were a lot of interesting figures, and they 
were a great surprise to us. I was surprised to find peaches $55, but 
there were my books showing the gross receipts, the expenditures, ete. 
I took it for the six years and we could not get around it, and I was 
surprised. 

A. Member: Do you think pears? 
Mr. Case: If they need it. 
A Member: How many failures did you have on your peaches in six 

years. 
Mr. Case: There were about twenty acres of these peaches in all, and 

there was about ten acres of it that would produce, but we had to charge 
up the twenty acres. 

Mr. Allyn: I just wanted to ask a question. You spoke of this timber 
screen. I don’t really understand all the principles. It seems that the 
timber sereen would help the fruit, and at the same time we know it 
prevents the carrying of moisture laden winds through the orchard, and 
we all know we get a cooler temperature if the atmosphere is not moist. 

Mr. Bassett: I think it is a fact that is not disputed that we need 
air drainage for several reasons; it is almost as necessary as water 
drainage. 

Mr. Case: In 1895 we had a very cold Northwest wind when the 
fruit was in bloom, and the thermometer hung around 34 or 36 all day 
long, and the only apples or fruit we had in 1895 was close to the lake; 
then we went twenty or thirty miles south until we got in the chain of 
lakes that goes through the state and there along these lakes we had 
some apples, and we could not find any apples between there and eastern 
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Ontario except you got east of the hills or east of a piece of woods. 
Mr. Sherwood: About estimating your profits over a period of years. 

Would 507 of your gross be profit “and 50% expense? About what pro- 
portion is it? 

Mr. Case: I couldn’t do it as cheap as that. Over one-half is expense. 
Mr. Sherwood: Did you have half of the profit on the black board? 
Mr. Case: I had the whole of it. 
A Member: Where do the men put your apples when they are thinning 

them? 
Mr. Case: On the ground. We are in the evaporating section. (Told 

how he used to pare apples when he was a little boy and that they used 
to dry about two bushels a day). Then father got one that would dry 
five bushels a day, but we stood sorrowfully by one day and saw our 
dryer that w ould dry five bushels per day go up into smoke. Then my 
father got the idea of a dryer that would ‘dry fifteen bushels per day. 
I was ‘asked to go down to Detroit and talk on evaporated fruits, and 

I told them that as near as I could get the figures the Northern part 
of Wayne County had produced 800 carloads of evaporated apples. Now 
in order that you may fully appreciate this vast amount I will say that, 
allowing 600 cases per car, we have 480,000 cases; allowing 50 pounds 
per case we have 24 million pounds ; allowing (—) pounds to the pie we 
have (—) pies; allowing a pie to occupy a full space we have made 
apples enough last year in a territory fifty by thirty miles to make a 
string of pies across the continent to Liverpool, and another string from 
soston to San Francisco, ete., continuing a line on to Hawaii and 
Manilla and still on, and we have 540, pies left for a fruit growers’ 
feast; in fact, we only lack nine million pies to encircle the globe. 

A Member: Do you consider it necessary to put pears in a block? 
Mr. Case: I have a small block of Bartletts. (Described pear 

orchard.) We had a bad job with the pears. They ripen late and we 
lost them. We have grafted them all over to Bartletts. The Kieffers 
are still in there. I grafted a few into (— ) a late summer pear 
that we pick with the black caps, and we get a very fair price for them. 
The Kieffers we have never found anything they make a good union 
with. 

A Member: How do you like the Kieffer? 
Mr. Case: I don’t like them. 
A Member: Is your section anything like the Hudson River section? 
Mr. Case: No, we can grow good pears there. The only Kieffer 

orchard I ever saw in my life belongs to Mr. Morrill of 
and he is growing some good Kieffers there. We are growing one but 
not as good as his. We are making money on them, but I am expecting 
the time to come when people will not have them at any price. 

Mr. Kendrick: Have you any trouble with summer blight in the pear? 
Mr. Case: Yes, a little. 
A Member: Was it bad this year with the Kieffer? 
Mr. Case: No, not so bad with the Kieffer. 
A Member: How do you control blight in a pear tree? 
Mr. Case: Cut it out and wipe the stem with corrosive sublimate. 

The first infection is always during the bloom, and if you get it in 
time you can check it, but if it gets by you and gets on the new growth 
you will have trouble. 

A Member: I have some Kieffer pears and I am proud of them. I 
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have let them stay on the trees late so they ripen up in good shape and. 
they are good eating. 
A Member: They are one of the best pears for canning also. 
A Member: What do you do with the apples that are thinned out? 
Mr. Case: At the time we thin the apples are not good for anything. 

We are in an evaporating section, and when we were first thinning these 
out we waited until the last of August or 1st of September to do this 
in, and then would run them through the dryer. My records show at 
that time that the first year I did that my accounts show I was $250 
winner, after taking out my expense of thinning and gathering and 
running through the dryer I got $250 more than it cost me, but I was 
convinced that I had done nothing to the balance of the fruit. 

A Member: In your thinning do you figure that you shorten your 
crop for that year? 

Mr. Case: No sir. 
A Member: You get practically the same crop you would have had 

anyway? 
Mr. Case: Yes I do, but you have to stick right to it year after year. 
A Member: If necessary, you are willing to sacrifice some of the 

crop? 
Mr. Case: You don’t have to. You will have just that many bushels. 

You won’t have so many for drying and canning but more bushels. 
A Member: My experience is, if you don’t sacrifice they won’t come 

back another year. Won’t you get a lot better crop the second year if 
you sacrifice the first year? 

Mr. Case: I think that some of them do. I never done it. 
Mr. Munson: Don’t you take into consideration the fact that when 

you get apples the off year you get a better price for them? 
Mr. Case: Sometimes, but the price is governed by the amount of 

apples all over the United States, and it has gotten so the price on the 
even year is not much lower. 

Mr. Bassett: Are all orchards alike on the odd and even year? 
Mr. Case: No, orchards are different. Now, we are thoroughly con- 

vinced of another thing, and I want you to try it out. During all these 
years if we have a lot of wet during the blooming period and our bloom 
don’t set, they say it is too wet—the pollen has not been distributed. I 
don’t believe that. Every blossom has the fine pistil in the centers; 
you have the stamen standing right around it. The blossom leaves are 
outside of them, and a nice breeze will blow that over there and you 
have ten days to do it—not ten days for one blossom, but ten days from 
the time there are blossoms on the tree to be fertilized, and if you get 
one blossom in twenty you have a crop of fruit. The trouble caused by 
the wet is the fungus. W. W. Whitsell, our New York man, found 
winter fungus was not on the trees but on the leaves on the ground 
and all they needed was a warm wind, when they would burst with 
sufficient power to shoot the spores into the air, and the first infection 
was on the blossom leaves and stems, and what we laid to lack of 
fertilization was this fungus, so we should get our spraying on before the 
bud opened. 

Q. Is summer pruning of young trees desirable in this state? 
Mr. Wilken: I think in cases where trees are a little slow in coming 

into bearing summer pruning right after the terminal bud has formed, 
late in June or July, might be a good thing, but under ordinary cir- 
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cumstances where an orchard is doing very well as far as bearing is 
concerned I prefer the spring pruning. Summer pruning will tend to 
check growth to some extent. You will generally find the fruit buds 
on the short growths, and where there are many long growths or an 
unusual number of short, stubby growths we would have better bearing 
by summer pruning. 

Q. Can we afford to support the plan of the Apple Shippers’ Asso- 
ciation for advertising the apple, by using their stamps on packages? 

Mr. Bassett: The purpose of this Association is trying to advertise 
the apple. They feel that it is necessary to advertise the use of the 
apple. For instance, they put out cook books of 157 varieties of recipes 
—no 197, I guess I got mixed with Heinz pickles, they also intend to 
use this money to advertise the use of the apple—the fact that apples 
are healthful, that they can be used in many ways and in every way 
possible encourage the use of them. Now the President has explained 
just exactly the plan. The producer of the apple should purchase from 
this Trust Company in Baltimore stamps to be applied to the barrels 
and boxes as packed. It is not intended or expected that the stamp 
upon the package is going to be any guarantee—it is simply going to 
mean a revenue just like internal revenue stamps. The question is, 
can we afford to support that plan. We expected to have (——-———_) 
to discuss this with us this meeting, but he could not be here. The hope 
is, to raise money to advertise the use of the apple. We are all anxious 
to have our goods sell, and there has been a tendency in the past to keep 
out the apple supply by using such fruits as grape fruit and oranges, 
etc., and to get back on a good foundation we have not only got to 
pack and grow a good apple, but we must educate the people to buy 
these apples. Personally, I feel that it is a good move, and if this money 
is well expended that is received for the sale of these stamps, we will 
all get a benefit from the increased demand for these goods. Now this 
plan is not new—this idea of advertising the apple. The rice growers 
of Louisiana and Texas have conducted rice parlors and rice restaurants 
with the idea of teaching people how to use rice, its edible qualities, ete. 
The orange growers of America have done a certain amount of good 
in increasing the sale of their oranges by advertising them, and the 
same with other fruits. Now it is hard to say how this is going to be 
done. You might buy stamps and put them on your boxes and barrels 
and support this movement, and your neighbor would not have anything 
to do with it, and he would get just as much out of this as you. They 
are asking us to support it, and I see no reason why we should not. 

Mr. Munson: I understand the advertisement will go into every house 
in the country and get people to thinking about apples. 

Q. My neighbor sprays his orchard in a careless way, but the scale 
from his orchard spots up my fruit. What remedy have I? 

Mr. Geo. Friday: I think the neighbor will kill himself off in a short 
time, and it doesn’t make any difference to me whether he sprays or not. 

Mr. Wilken: We have the state law that will take care of that. It is 
one of the things that is very hard to follow. The law requires that a 
man has to take care of his trees or they will be destroyed, but if the 
proper authority in the township starts anything like that in one place 
he will have to start it in the whole township, and is liable to create 
enmity. It is a law that is very hard to carry out, but we have the law. 

A Member: If an orchard was infested in the neighborhood with 
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scabs what effect would it have on an orchard that is sprayed and what 
distance? 

Mr. O. K. White: I could not say definitely along that line, but my 
idea has been that there is not a great deal of danger of a neighbor’s 
scale affecting your orchard. The wind might carry it, but I don’t be- 
lieve it is any where near as bad as the sparrows carrying scale. 

Mr. Bassett: About the neighbor not spraying his orchard, there is 
a difference of opinion on that. A couple of men came to me, or three 
of them, in our neighborhood who were thorough sprayers, good men 
in every way, but in the division of the orchards, right over the fence, 
there were some trees infested by scale, bought by a city man. He buys 
a solution and an outfit and sets a single man to squirting around the 
orchard, I would not call it spraying, and he thinks he is living up to 
the law. My neighbor is a great grower. He had taken a great deal 
of pains to produce a fine crop of Greenings, and at the last end of that 
season when he thought he had a fine crop, there comes this scale from 
his neighbor’s orchard and spots his orchard so his apples were very 
unsalable. Now the law says that his neighbor must spray or destroy 
his trees. Now, he thinks he has sprayed but he did not do a good job. 
He was told by the real estate man that he could clean up that orchard 
for fifteen dollars. Down there our real estate men sometimes make 
mistakes, and some people get mixed as a result. I know the commis- 
sioners should take care of this, but it is a serious problem when a man 
has spent thousands of dollars on an orchard and then has it infected 
by his neighbor’s infected orchard. Now can we enforce that law or 
are we helpless. The law says a man should thoroughly spray—I am 
not positive about that “thoroughly” but he should spray. Because he 
attempts it and has the solution thrown in the air does not absolve him 
from liability, and I think he is liable for damage. I am not smart 
enough to answer the question, but perhaps Mr. Smythe can solve it. 

Mr. Smythe: When Mr. Bassett asked me to talk on the laws I read up 
the laws on yellows in peaches and the scale, and the law is very weak. 
I think our fruit laws are all very weak. We get good enough laws but 
we are handicapped. In regard to the scale and the yellows in peaches, 
the township board appoints a man to go around and inspect these trees, 
and they give him the large sum of $2. 00 per day for this work. Now 
there is no man that is willing to go around through the orchards of his 
neighbors and create enemies by enforcing this law for $2.00 per day. 
I think the laws are very definite but they don’t go far enough. It is 
the same with the new package law and the new “marking law. There 
is nothing behind it. I think that is where the laws are lame; we have 
them, but no one to enforce them. 
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ESSENTIALS IN COMMERCIAL VEGETABLE GROWING. 

BY W. S. PALMER, KALKASKA, MICH. 

In considering the “Essentials of Commercial Vegetable Growing” 
we sy poe with them for the most part under two quite different 

rhether we are growing vegetables for the general or 
open market, or catering to a particular or special market. In the 
former, our products must compete with other like products on the 
open or general market; while in the latter, they are shipped direct 
to particular customers, thereby removing them from the general com- 
petition to which they are subjected in the former. The chances taken 
are far greater in the former than in the latter method of marketing. 

In dealing with this subject today I prefer to speak from the stand- 
point of the grower who caters to the special markets, for several rea- 
sons: as this is the phase with which I am most familiar; the one most 
often overlooked at our horticultural meetings; and the one that is 
destined to come to the front here in Michigan owing to the high quality 
of our fruits and vegetables. 

Some years ago I conceived the idea that the resort towns of Northern 
Michigan, including a portion of the Upper Peninsula, offered an ex- 
cellent opportunity for one in the “small fruit or vegetable business” 
to supply these markets with fresh fruits and vegetables direct from 
the grower. I therefore gave this matter considerable thought during 
my last two years in school where I devoted considerable time along 
horticultural lines. Upon completing my course I began at once to 
look about me for a good location for the growing of fruits and vege- 
tables. The more I thought the question over the more impressed I be- 
came that the markets w fel lay to the north of my own home offered, 
that which I afterward found to be true, an excellent market for just 
the products which I wished to grow. 

I first secured forty acres of good improved land close to a shipping 
station with two railroads which led into the territory I wished to 
reach. The land for the most part was well drained, free from the late 
spring frosts, rich in decayed vegetable matter, but rather rolling. I 
first set out twenty acres to tree fruits on the more rolling portion, 
retaining the more level portion for the growing of small fruits and 
vegetables. I afterward purchased another forty acres of land more 
level and better adapted to the growing of vegetables than the former 
where a strong quick growth is required in the early spring. 

No one can start out and grow vegetables altogether from books. We 
must first secure the proper locations with regard not only to the sur- 
rounding climatic conditions, lay of the land, and character of the soil 
for our particular needs, but as to the size and character of the markets 
within reach. Moreover we must have some liking for the business if 
we expect to succeed in this as in another line of work. 

One has to study their soil and work with it some time in an experi- 
mental way before he knows just what soil is best adapted to each and 
every crop under certain surrounding climatic conditions. It has been 
my experience, where the season is short and we want a strong, quick 
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growth, that a good sandy loam rich in decayed vegetable matter is 
far better than a heavier soil. We want a soil, rich in plant food, one 
that will warm up quickly in the spring, and one that can be readily 
worked soon after a rain without injury. 

For certain crops such as tomatoes, peppers, early cauliflower, and 
cabbage it is quite necessary that we grow our plants in hotbeds of some 
sort. Especially is this so if we are after the early prices for our 
products which are almost always higher then than later in the season. 
It may spell success or failure for one in the business. 

Hotbeds are almost an absolute necessity to one in the vegetable busi- 
ness in this section of the state when catering to the northern resort 
trade. They need not be an elaborate affair but simply one in which the 
grower may start his plants early preparatory to transplanting the same 
into the cold frames or field. The greatest difficulty we have found with 
the ordinary hotbed where extra early plants were wanted was the 
damage from cold winds when transplanting and caring for the plants 
during the month of April. 

To overcome this danger we constructed a long structure 11’x42’ even 
span and used our same 3’x6’ sash on this frame-work . This width 
left a wide bed on each side with room to walk through center under 
the peak. We dug a small cellar at north end of structure 12’x12’ by 
8’ in depth which was used as a workroom for transplanting. This 
cellar also contained a large brick arch which furnished the heat that 
was carried through under the two beds and out at the south end of 
the building. While the heat was not as uniform as in the old style hot- 
bed, yet the plants had all the sunlight available and the transplanting 
could be done at just the proper time regardless of the weather outside. 

Good seed is one of the prime essentials in successful vegetable grow- 
ing. It should be fresh, strong in its germinating qualities, and of 
the proper varieties to satisfy the needs of your customers. 
My experience in this northern section of the state has been that the 

extra early to medium varieties of vegetables will yield far better 
profits than the later varieties. This might not hold true were one 
selling on the open market as the later varieties usually outyield the 
earlier ones and the work of growing the plants is much less. In buy- 
ing seed it is essential that we secure the best obtainable. When your 
seedsman comes to know that you want only the best and that you are 
willing to pay the additional cost to secure the same he will make a 
special effort to satisfy your wants. For this reason it pays one to 
select a good reliable seed firm and stick by them from year to year in 
the purchase of seeds. 

The choice of varieties is a local matter. One must become an ex- 
perimenter as well as a grower if he would succeed. He must test out 
his varieties under certain given conditions with some given purpose 
in mind that certain varieties may be selected that best fulfill the given 
local requirements as to soil, climate, and markets to be reached. 

The matter of having good plants is one of the prime essentials of 
successful vegetable growing. Plants should be strong and_ stocky 
when transplanting from a hotbed or coldframe. Those plants which 
have been transplanted from two to three times receive but a slight 
check when transplanted to the open field as compared to the soft 
slender plants which are grown closely together and have poor root 
systems, 
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The proper condition of the soil, likewise favorable weather at plant- 
_ ing time is also very essential. The soil should be in fine tilth and 
warm before transplanting, otherwise plants had best remain in cold- 
frames a few days longer. I have transplanted tomatoes and peppers to 
open field as early as the 18th of May and as late as the 7th of June 
and still began harvesting ripe tomatoes the latter part of July by havy- 
ing large, stocky, heavily budded plants ready to set out into the ground 
the minute the weather looked favorable. 

As far as cultivation is concerned we all know that this is very essen- 
tial to any growing crop, not only to conserve moisture and keep the 
weeds in check, but with vegetables where an extra quick growth is re- 
quired, it is exceptionally so. One or two applications during the early 
part of the season of a commercial fertilizer rich in potash and phos- 
phoric acid when the soil is already rich in decayed vegetable matter 
will hasten the growth and likewise improve the quality of the crop. 

The use of bordeaux on the tomato is quite essential to prevent blight. 
Have made a practice of using arsenate of lead with the spraying of 
bordeaux in combating the potato beetle and tomato worm. Cut worms 
are quite a menace in the early spring when plants are small but are 
readily taken care of by the use of poisoned bait scattered upon the 
ground either before or immediately after sowing or transplanting into 
the field as the case may be. 

Some growers advocate the staking and training of tomatoes but our 
experience has been that, while they ripen slightly earlier and are less 
subject to rot, yet the results obtained would not warrant the extra 
expense except on a small scale. 

In the growing of vegetables for special markets the work is only half 
- accomplished when the crop is grown. It requires considerable tact on 
the part of the grower to seek out suitable markets for certain products 
after they are carefully harvested, graded, and packed for market. 

Special care should be exercised in the harvesting of vegetables, that 
they may show up good by the time they reach the consumer. Espe- 
cially is this true with such crops as tomatoes, peppers, melons, and 
cauliflower. Tomatoes in particular must be picked at frequent inter- 
vals so as not to allow them to become overripe. This also holds true 
with other vegetables but not to so great an extent. 

It is very necessary that we have a good seasonable product, uniformly 
graded, well packed in attractive packages, and every package guaran- 
teed, to make a success of growing vegetables for a special market. 
Your products must be of such quality and attractiveness as to not only 
hold the markets already obtained, but also create new ones in ad- 
jacent territory. Herein, the catering to a particular market necessi- 
tates extra labor and tact on the part of the grower to make a success of 
this method of marketing. While the expense is some greater, yet the 
consumer expects and is only too willing to pay a few cents more for 
a product that he knows is good. 
We should exercise the same judgment in the grading of vegetables as 

with fruit, by making from two to three distinct grades of the same. 
How many do? Careful systematic grading is one of the prime essen- 
tials under this system of marketing and one that is becoming more 
pronounced from year to year. 

Special care should be exercised in the selection of a neat attractive 
package suitable for the particular product in hand and one which 
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will be capable of transporting the same safely to its destination. The 
six basket peach carrier is about the most suitable package for fancy 
tomatoes. We have used this package entirely for the early and medium 
varieties for the past ten years and are well satisfied with its merits. 
In our experience with peppers we have found the half-bushel and 
bushel basket to be the best. Peppers as well as tomatoes must be 
packed in uniform layers from the bottom up to the top of the basket 
and not dumped in and faced over the top to make an attractive 
package. 

The old adage, “That the Package Sells the Fruit,” is in a large 
measure true with vegetables as with various other products. A small 
neat package of vegetables properly graded and packed is certainly 
attractive and brings the price. 

Musk melons, sweet corn, cauliflower, and early cabbage are best 
Shipped in a slat crate having solid ends to give it strength. The plac- 
ing of a sheet of wax paper over each head of cauliflower. when packing 
adds greatly to the attractiveness and quality of the same upon arriving 
at destination. 

There is always a good market for early radishes, beets, carrots, and 
onions. These should be carefully washed and tied in small bunches 
by raphia and packed in crates for shipping. The ready sale for such 
products depends largely upon the neatness and attractiveness of the 
package and contents. Peas, beans, kohl-raba, and swiss chard are all 
popular vegetables and find a ready sale in a particular market. 

The new fruit package law brought about through the persistent 
efforts of prominent members of this “societ y of ours in session here to- 
day, while it will be of untold benefit to the fruit- growing industry of 
Michigan, it will also to a certain extent tend to improve “the standard 
of quality of the vegetables placed upon our markets. 

A few dollars spent during the season for attractive labels placed upon 
erates and individual packages as well is money well invested. In 
catering to a special market the matter of labels is an absolute neces- 
sity to rhe commercial grower. He must have a label of some descrip- 

tion. Too few growers “realize the full value of a neat attractive label 
with the name Ai the farm, the grower’s name and address, the variety 
and grade of the article contained, and a guarantee as to the quality 
of the same. A neat attractive package with the contents properly 
graded and packed and with some such label as mentioned is absolutely 
essential to gain a reputation for your products that will be lasting. 
What does a few dollars spent in such advertising mean to gaining a 
reputation that will give your products prestige over others on the same 
market? Your vegetables will sell readily after your trade is once 
established while the other fellow must take his chances. 

A narrow label with some such wording as “Fancy Products” or “Our 
Best,” the name of the farm, the grower’s name and address, may be 
placed across each basket of tomatoes in a carrier at a slight expense, 
thus adding much to the attractiveness of the package. 

Not only this, but when Mr. Brown sells Mrs. Smith one of these 
particular baskets of tomatoes and she in turn tells Mrs. Jones, her 
neighbor, about what fine tomatoes Mr. Brown is selling and will be 
satisfied with only those with your label, you are not only gaining a 
better reputation for your products, but a much larger volume of 
business. 
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We have always made it a practice to label all of our crates of fruit 
and vegetables with a good substantial label as previously described. 
We also placed a neat white label diagonally across the top of each box 
of strawberries and raspberries and one somewhat larger across each 
individual basket of tomatoes and peaches. The waxed paper placed 
over each head of cauliflower also carried a printed label. We found 
that it paid us well for this extra expense. We secured a reputation 
for our fruits and vegetables through this method of advertising that 
after the first two years we were swamped so to speak with orders, many 
of which we were unable to fill. 

A vegetable grower who caters to the special markets must of neces- 
sity be a good grower and an exceptionally good marketman, as it is just 
as essential to thoroughly understand the marketing end of the business 
as that of growing the crop in the first place. 

Time will not permit us to go into detail regarding many of the 
essentials of commercial vegetable growing at this time so I am not 
going to touch upon the importance of transportation facilities in the 
commercial vegetable business as this is a broad subject of itself. 

It is safe to say that commercial vegetable growing bids fair to 
become a prosperous business along with commercial fruit erowing here 
in Michigan. While it has not been given an equal amount of study and 
attention, yet from what experience I have had along this line here in 
Northern Michig: an, I feel convinced that it is destined to become one 
of the leading industries of the state in the near future. 

DISCUSSION ON “ESSENTIALS IN COMMERCIAL VEGETABLE GROWING.” 

A Member: Are potatoes fruit? 
Answer: The definition for Horticulture is that part of agriculture 

which produces food for the people directly. Not raising hay to rajse 
steers for meat, but the raising of fruit as a food or vegetables as a 
food. When he does that he is a horticulturist. 

Mr. Gibson: They are twitting me of being an Irishman. There are 
two things I am proud of. One is that I was born in Ireland, and the 
other is that I left it just as soon as I could. 

A Member: I am another Irishman. The potato is called the Irish- 
man’s apple, but I raise more of the American apples. 

A member: I would like to get more information about the potato 
blight. 

A Member: I want to know something about the blight also. 
Mr. Palmer: I have had little experience with potatoes, but will say 

I have sprayed a couple of years, I had quite a few in, with Bordeaux 
mixture. There was blight all around us and I was free from it. 

Mr. Morrill: That is a very important question because it is gain- 
ing on us. I have been thirty-five years a commercial potato grower. 
I was run out of it in Michigan by this same blight. I would like to 
see spraying a success because I am interested in spraying products. I 
go back periodically and try it again, thinking perhaps my farm, after 
keeping potatoes off for a few years, would be all right. This year I 
went back with 18 acres and I got it in the neck again. I have never 
seen a man stop blight, and I have seen it tried repeatedly. When the 
country is new and adapted to the potato crop, it becomes a prominent 
crop, but now countries that did this are troubled with blight to such 
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an extent that people quit that crop and are buying their potatoes. In 
the west there are wonderul valleys that are great producers for a time, 
and then this disease gets hold of them and they quit, and a new country 
furnishes a supply. 

Mr. Gibson: How do you account for their growing potatoes so long 
in Ireland. 

Mr. Morrill: The Irish are pretty bright people and they probably 
succeed where others don’t. I wish someone would tell me if they have 
succeeded for a term of years where blight was prevalent. I have seen 
some farms under some conditions have a nice crop of potatoes on land 
not so good as that on which I lost mine by blight. 

Mr. Munson: I heard a man saying something about getting four 
hundred bushels per acre and sprayed often. 

Mr. Morrill: I have worked a long time on potatoes, and I would 
go a long way to find out about this thing. 

Mr. Smeltzer of Benzie County: Speaking about potato blight, I 
have not sprayed except for the beetle myself, but some of my neighbors 
are quite heavy potato growers, and some of the men since they have 
begun to spray for potato blight have had good crops. 
A member: (Mr. Morrill) It is the early blight we have. Part of 

my patch was all right, some of them were still green and some of them 
were bad. I would like to know how to control this early blight. 

Mr. White: There are perhaps three different kinds of blight we 
have on potatoes. The early blight that Mr. Morrill has just been speak- 
ing about is very hard to control. The early blight is usually the most 
prevalent on early potatoes. There are many experiments in this 
state and in the experiment stations that will give men considerable con- 
trol on late blight that kills the vines off in a half week or such 
matter. It has a very offensive odor. 

Mr. Morrill: The blight I mean is when the leaves begin to turn yel- 
low. When you get the other you can control it. 

Mr. Wilson: I have raised potatoes. And often times we would 
get from a peck to a half bushel in a hill. When the Colorado potato 
bugs were first talked about we had a man in our town who prophesied 
very solemnly that it was impossible for potato bugs to come in that 
country on account of Lake Michigan being between. But after a 
while I went down to the beach and saw a swarm of bugs that had 
drifted ashore in a swarm—the water was full of them. Where they 
came from I could never tell, but they were along the shore for two or 
three miles along Crystal Lake about four to six inches thick, and as 
soon as they dried they were ready for work, and we have been infested 
with them ever since. Now as far as using Bordeaux mixture for 
blight and bugs is concerned, I have sprayed for something over twenty- 
five years, from the first time I heard about it being necessary—sprayed 
my fruit trees and my potatoes for bugs—and these bugs succumb to 
paris green in reasonable good shape, and while some of my neighbors 
had blight I never had any. I keep up this spraying three or four times 
during the season, and they are always in good condition without any 
trouble. 

A Member: I have been waiting for a point to be brought out. I 
understand this spray goes through a chemical change in about ten days 
(the Bordeaux), and is only active about ten days. I have found that 
when they sprayed, if they sprayed more often, the cost was more than 
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the good, but if they sprayed about once in ten days they were almost 
sure to control the blight if they sprayed well; often they have a spray 
outfit that doesn’t throw it over the potato well. 
A Member. A neighbor said he sprayed when his potatoes were 

small and controlled that blight. 

HARVESTING AND PACKING OF FRUITS. 

W. G. FARNSWORTH, WATERVILLE, OHIO. 

I have been fortunate enough to visit Mr. Case’s place and go all over 
his grounds, and witness some of the results that he obtained from thin- 
ning apples, and I want to say here this afternoon that they are re- 
markable. I don’t know what he has told you, but I doubt if he has 
made it strong enough. I was also in his packing house, and pretty 
well over his premises, and it would do the eyes and hearts of any fruit 
erower good to see the sights I saw there. I am very much pleased 
to have the opportunity of meeting with this representative body of 
fruit growers. Knowing your Secretary as I do, I know he is a live 
wire among a bunch of others, and we expect to get something here be- 
fore we go away. 

Now, what I have to say this afternoon has been hastily prepared, be- 
ing very busy at home, but I want to speak largely of our own practices 
and I hope you will pardon the personalities. I want each person 
present to be perfectly free to put in a question if they wish. The sub- 
ject that I am to discuss this afternoon and one or two other subjects 
are very closely allied; for instance, the growing of fruit, the harvesting 
and packing and the marketing are three subjects so closely allied to 
one another that it is difficult to talk on any one without saying a little 
something about the other. In taking up this subject I might ask this 
question. When do we begin to prepare for the harvesting of our fruit 
crop? JI am something like the party who said “if you want to know 
how a boy is going to do in life, you want to go back to his grandfather 
and grandmother,” and to get something to harvest you want to go 
back to the planting of the orchard. In growing fruit commercially 
or for local market we plant several varieties that will not mature at 
the same time, thus giving us a longer season to harvest. If we were 
to plant one variety we would be limiting the time of harvesting. Then 
the pruning and training of the orchards by heading low. Our practice 
is to head our trees very low, perhaps from 114 to two feet, and in 
older orchards that have been planted from twenty to thirty years, 
where the trees have not been properly trained we have gone into these 
orchards with permission of the owners and cut them back quite severely 
in some instances, taking out several feet. The object is to grow the 
fruit where we can get it with the least expense, and prevent it from 
being injured by the storms and winds blowing it off. Following this 
preparation is the thinning. Now I don’t know how extensively you 
are practicing thinning here. I hope very extensively from the results 
we have obtained in our own orchard, and Brother Case in his orchard. 
We know it not only increases the quality of the fruit, but it cuts out 
a large expense in harvesting. This includes pears, peaches, plums and 
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apples. By these methods we are preparing for the harvest. When 
harvest comes we have plenty to do. We have a short season, from two 
to four weeks, for apples, and a short season for peaches. Now we 
come to the harvesting of the products after we have properly grown 
them. I will speak just briefly of the equipment for the harvest. There 
are the ladders, and for our own use we use 20-foot ladders, which is 
the longest we are using, and of course the basswood ladders where the 
sides are spread well at the bottom and with a pointed top. We like 
the basswood ladders as they are very strong and rigid and light. The 
length of the ladder will vary according to the age of the trees and 
the size. We are using for peaches a four to six foot stepladder. They 
are one of the handiest ladders we have ever used in the orchard. They 
stand very solid on nearly all kinds and conditions of soil. We do not 
want a ladder that is in any way dangerous to get upon, or liable to 
turn and throw a man so he has to hang on with one hand—we want 
him to pick with both hands. We use baskets. In some places they 
use sacks, but we don’t want a sack taken into the orchard. They do 
get in sometimes in the evening when we are not there. For our apple 
picking and pears we use the handled basket, and we are going to 
have these baskets with handles padded on the inside and I am satis. 
fied it will pay us for the extra expense. You do not want to compress 
the fruit or drop it. For our peach harvest we use a Diamond market 
basket, just as firm as we can get. The half bushel splint basket, and 
they are not handled until they are ready for the packers. Be very sure to 
get a basket that is firm (you will have to order them made extra) and 
not fill baskets too full of the fruit, to injure those in the bottom of the 
basket. One of the important things to be considered in harvesting is 
supplying the packages. There is plenty of worry and anxiety without 
wondering where you are going to get your package. Then for the 
handling ‘of the fruit after it is picked we use wagons with springs in 
them altogether. In fact, we like to handle our fruit like eggs, as it 
pays us to take care of it. Then after we have this equipment the 
question would be asked about the time of harvest. This is a very 
difficult question to answer, as to the condition the fruit should be in 
at the time of harvest. It will depend largely, practically altogether, 
on the market. Under our own conditions, we allow the fruit to be- 
come quite ripe. We find it has a better quality, a better peach flavor, 
when it matures on the trees. Too many are situated where the fruit 
has to be in transit two or three days or a week before it reaches the 
consumer. With us it may reach the customer or consumer within 
twelve hours from the time it is picked and can be better matured. 
It takes experience along this line of picking for good results. In apples 
we also require the fruit quite mature. In reference to the packing 
house I might suggest a word. This should be well supplied with tables, 
I prefer the canvas covered tables, where you pour the peaches or 
apples out as it doesn’t bruise them, with the edges padded. After 
they are harvested, peaches of course want to go to market at onee, the 
quicker the better. They want to go where it is cool and be handled 
and crated at once and started on their way to market. With apples 
it is a little different. We are handling ours in crates and barrels to 
get them to the packing house or storage. Our early apples we generally 
send at once to market. I wish to say right here that in growing early 
apples we do not do the amount of thinning we do on the later ones. 
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We sometimes go through the first time, thinning a reasonable amount 
and the second time just as soon as they will do for cooking, and in that 
way we get them on the market. Many times in harvesting these we 
will lay blankets on our wagons, which are low, and line them very 
heavily. Sometimes we do not pour them out, but simply pick them 
out of the baskets. We generally keep in the shade of one of the trees 
and pack them there for market, and they are taken directly to the 
railroad and shipped. 

A few words now in reference to the harvesting of our winter crop. 
If any of you have a question at any time you may ask it. In the har- 
vesting of our late apple crop we use a little different method. If it 
is possible, we avoid picking our winter apples when the weather is 
hot or muggy, close or damp, but there are times when we cannot avoid 
it; we have to get them off because they are ripe. Then we put them 
into crates and get them at once into the cold storage house or into a 
cool, shady place. We find the barn floor a.good place. We never want 
to barrel our apples or put them into a package when they are warm or 
damp. I am satisfied that many of us have been making a serious mis- 
take in this line. We have passed places where apples were picked and 
lying on the ground. I know of no quicker way to destroy a larger per 
cent of your apple crop than by putting them on the ground. It causes 
premature decay. If picked at the proper time and put in cold storage, 
they can be held in perfect condition much longer than you anticipate. 
I want to make this a strong point this afternoon. Don’t lay them on 
the ground. The change in temperature and the moisture in the soil 
will make decay set in at once, and when you come to put your apples 
in storage you will find they are ready to go on the table. So let us 
make this a point to be observed. I might just say a word or two 
further in reference to picking our apples and handling them. If we 
have a large lot to handle, as a good many have, we like to divide our 
help into groups. We don’t like to have too many in one squad. I 
notice when we get one or two men together we get pretty good service, 
but if we get too many together they seem unable to plan or manage 
just right, and there is not much work accomplished, so we like to 
divide them into squads of six or eight. But above all things, we do 
not want to hire our fruit picked by the bushel. While possibly we 
can get more bushels off by this means, we find that we also get far 
less returns for this fruit when put on the market. We have one of 
the squad serve as foreman of the orchard, and then visit each squad as 
often as possible. If we hear an apple dropping into the basket or on 
to the ground, we try to find out the cause. I realize an oceasional one 
is dropped through no fault of the picker, but sometimes a picker is 
careless. Now if it is a light apple, like Grimes’ Golden or the Yel- 
low Transparent, you will notice in a few days where it dropped. Then 
in the picking we find there is a tendency among some of the pickers to 
not use the care they should to separate the apples from the spur, and some 
will tear off too much foliage or damage the body of the tree. By 
using a little care they can take hold of the apple and with a little up- 
ward lift separate it from the stem, but if they pull them down they 
sometimes damage the tree. It will take longer to pick a bushel, but 
the apples are worth something when you get them. We can never ex- 
pect to get the prices that the Western producers do unless we handle the 
fruit like they do. J believe we ought to send them a vote of thanks 
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for waking us up, if we will only stay awake. They will have to find 
another market if we do, as we have the fruit that has the quality. I 
am glad to see that they are doing it in this section. I think that this 
is one of the most important questions, and I feel that I am not capable 
by a long ways of doing the packing of our fruit justice. In talking 
with one of the cold storage men from Cleveland a year ago he made 
this statement—that sixty per cent of the fruit in their cold storage 
house was from the West. Now I would like to ask each of you why 
this was the case. They cannot grow any better quality, and they can’t 
grow as good. Then why? For this very reason—the dealers know 
what they are going to buy when they buy that box of apples, and they 
don’t know when they buy a barrel. If you were going to buy for your- 
self, if you wanted a high grade article, you would want to examine a 
good many barrels of apples that were put up ,in. that way before you 
bought, or you would expect only about one-tenth perfect fruit. Now 
when you buy boxes of apples you know exactly how many apples are 
in the box, and you know they are of uniform size and color. They are 
free from blemish; they are free from worm injury; they are free from 
fungus trouble and bruise. How many barrels could you buy in the same 
condition? Now I am not ready to say we should box all our apples, but 
if we expect to have our markets for ourselves, or have the first choice 
of our markets, even with the handicap of fifty cents for freight from 
the West, we will have to practice the same principle in the grading 
and packing. Now I believe we ought to put it up in a different style 
of pack because we grow a better quality and we don‘t want to adver- 
tise our Western brother by selling a good quality of Eastern apples 
and calling them Western apples; we want them to know they are 
Kastern apples and to want another box. Now I believe we can solve 
this question in some sections, in some portions of some states espe- 
cially, by a co-operative marketing association. In our own state, how- 
ever, our fruit interests are so scattered that it is going to be a difficult 
problem, but I will say more later on that subject. Now coming to 
our own fruit, especially in our line, we have followed the boxing to 
some extent but not largely. With us, bushels seem to be the best, and 
when we pack in the bushels we want to be very particular as to the 
grade. We are using for our own pack largely the 20-pound and bushel 
baskets, and even in packing into these we grade very carefully, and 
we try to guarantee to the man that is buying a basket of our fruit 
that they are just as good on top as they are in the bottom, and we 
also try and guarantee that they are just as good in the bottom as 
they are on the top. We place the rosy cheek up on the top, but we 
want the rosy cheek on all of them, so that the person buying comes 
back for more of the same kind at the same price. If we do not pack it 
properly we cannot expect results and success in a financial way from 
our fruit interests. It makes me think of the story of the father who 
sent his boy to market one winter’s day with a load of potatoes in sacks. 
He came home at night with the potatoes and his father said “Did you 
sell them?” The boy says “No, I could not sell them.” The father 
asked him if he tried and the boy said “Yes.” “What did you do?” 
“Why, somebody asked me what I had in the sacks and I said it was 
none of their business.” 
Now just a word in reference to the packing of peaches—those for 

immediate use, within twenty-four hours, In the early part of the sea- 
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son people use them for table. They want a small package—a take-home- 
with-you package that they can take home and put in the cellar for 
slicing and eating. So we use one that will retail for 50 or 60 cents. 
Later on we use a seven-eighths basket and put on a bushel by weight. 
We weigh them up and guarantee full weight, but it is only a seven- 
eighths basket. Then we use a netting over them and that holds them 
on. In reference to the package question, | feel that conditions vary 
so much we may not all be able to use the same, but it matters not 
whether we are harvesting and marketing our summer fruit or our 
peaches or pears or plums, I am satisfied it does not pay us to use an old, 
unsightly-looking package. Let us use a clean, neat, tight package that 
will bring us customers and will keep them. Now, friends, I think I 
have covered this ground in a scattering way, and if any of you wish to 
ask a question, I will be glad to answer them. 

A Member: In packing peaches in the 7 baskets do you use covers? 
Mr. Farnsworth: Just netting, and tuck it along under the rim of 

the basket. We have a large local trade there. People for seventeen. 
miles distant and machine after machine comes out of the city bring- 
ing people to see the orchards, taking home apples or peaches as the 
case may be; we generally have them setting around in packing house. 
It doesn’t pay in dollars and cents to treat a customer so you haye to 
get away from his neighborhood before you get a new one. 

A Member: What objections have you to the sack in picking apples? 
Mr. Farnsworth: The pickers in climbing about will bruise them more 

or less, and if they climb into the trees, which we do not allow until 
it is necessary as it damages a tree, with the baskets they are not going 
to damage them. 

Mr. Smythe: What have your peaches averaged you in the last five 
years. 

Mr. Farnsworth: I could not answer. 
Mr. Smythe: The reason I asked the question is on account of your 

local market. Mo&t of the fruit in Grand Rapids is sold on the open 
market. 

Mr. Farnsworth: This year they run from $1.75 to $2.50; some $5.00— 
these were the Kalamazoo and Elbertas. I think possibly on an average 
of $2.00 or $2.25. Some of the smaller varieties sold at $1.75. 

Mr. Case: I think that very few of us here are as nicely situated in 
regard to marketing the products of our fruit farms as Mr. Farns- 
worth. As I understand it, the trolley people let him have a car that 
he loads up every night and sends out. He sells practically all of his 
fruits by telephone. This car goes through some of the smaller vil- 
lages, and they meet it and take what they want. Finally this car runs 
into Lima, where the balance is sold the next morning, and the car 
comes back, and they use this car over and over again. We are not 
situated like that. We have to go to New York and Philadelphia and 
even Springfield and Worcester, and we have to go in carloads; our 
fruit must be cooled and it must be under-ripe. We could not pick 
peaches as he does. 

Mr. Fralick: I would like to know how to prepare this fruit under 
different conditions. In regard to help, ete. 

Mr. Farnsworth: The help question is one that is troubling all of 
us. There area good many other ways of handling your crops to good ad- 

-vantage, even if you are not situated as we are. Not all the fruit 
5 
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goes under that grade. We have second grade fruit and the hucksters 
come out and get that, and I suppose the poor people suffer. I believe 
that many don’t employ or use enough labor. Some of us cannot get 
it, and yet people are idle in the city and crying for low prices and 
won’t come out and help us. I am not much in sympathy with such 
people. A year ago one of our men was sick along in June and we 
had to get another man—you know what a busy season that is. We 
put an “Ad” in the Toledo paper and there were 62 or 63 applicants, 
and we got a very good man from these applicants. Possibly you have 
some people in your city who want a place on a fruit farm to learn the 
business. We have many bright young men who are doing good work. 
The Pennsylvania College sends out young men to get the practical 
education required; we get them and we find they are good help. 

Mr. Rogers: What method of cooling is used in the cold storage? 
Mr. Farnsworth: I have no cold storage at home. My brother has. 

He uses ice overhead—direct icing above. My own plan of handling 
my apples especially has been—we have a large cellar and a packing 
and storage room above for packing the apples in and an elevator 
carrying the fruit above from the cellars below. We pack directly into 
the barrels if it is cool, but much of the time it is not cool enough. Then 
we let them stand on the barn floor, which is cool, and the following 
morning while it is a little damp for picking and apples are cooled off 
we can use all hands to put them into the barrels. We just simply put 
them into storage for packing in the winter. Some prefer to grade 
them in the orchard and pack them right there. 

A Member: In packing by weight, isn’t it quite a job—isn’t there 
quite a difference in the weight of the peaches? 

Mr. Farnsworth: Yes, you take some of the smaller peaches and 
there is a vast difference. Of course for the apples we use a full bushel. 
But we have scales setting where they are handy, and we set them right 
on there and put them in. We grade all our fruit by hand, and that 
requires considerable skill and experience, but if a picker has graded 
for a year or two he will get pretty close to how many apples are neces- 
sary for a bushel. If you have to load into a car you could not pack them 
that way. 

Mr. Fralick: The weight proposition is one we are coming to if we 
can get a bushel of peaches into a basket by weight. 

Mr. Farnsworth: I doubt if you could get a flat cover on a bushel 
basket and get the weight in. 

A Member: I have been loading in bushel baskets and we just load 
them without anything over them. 

Mr. Farnsworth: You are at a disadvantage there. You set your 
basket which is only about level full by the side of one that is rounded 
up and you know the one a customer would take. 

Mr. Pratt: You spoke of the Western boxes containing so many 
apples. That is the only true pack. With us, we have too many various 
sized apples in the package. My experience has been that this is a hard 
proposition—to get a grade that is of a size. What is your opinion of 
automatic graders? Do you think it advisable to use them. They don’t 
grade them, but put them in sizes. ; i 

Mr. Farnsworth: It grades them for size; not for color or perfection. 
I believe under a good many conditions that plan can be used to good 
advantage. I would certainly try it, but as I said, our conditions are 

—14 
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different; we get them a little more mature; they are ready to go on 
the table and eat. It is a little more work to grade by hand, but I be- 
lieve it pays us in dollars and cents if we can get the help. 

Mr. Sherwood: Last year the barrel outsold the boxes by from two 
or three to one, and I think it will do it again. The point I want to 
make is this—that the barrel is the Eastern package for the Eastern 
apple grower. It is the most economical as it is not necessary for us 
to pack every apple the same size as in a box. If you pack No. 1 it 
can vary in size and still be No. 1. I understand the Western growers 
lose many of their apples by this, and it seems to me for the general 
market it is a very foolish thing to try boxes. 

Mr. Farnsworth: I think you are right in a certain sense. I be- 
lieve even in our barrel stuff if we would grade them down so closely 
that they would not vary to exceed 1 inch in size and diameter we 
would get a better price for them. Uniformity appeals to the eye. If 
you get them uniform in size I believe you will win out even in barrels. 
But it is my opinion we will get enough more for the box because it 
is smaller. You set a barrel of apples into a city consumer’s cellar 
and there is no room it is so small, and many of the cellars are heated 
and the apple is not very good in quality after it has been in a warm 
cellar for a week, and they lose their taste for anples. But if they can 
get a fresh box of Ohio or Michigan or New York apples put up just 
the same, and let them know which were Western and which were 
Eastern, if we will pack them accordingly, we would get the sales. 

A Member: They are selling better in the barrels. 
Mr. Farnsworth: You take a box of apples and a barrel that are 

guaranteed, and the same number of bushels of bulk stuff and what is 
the difference in price? There is sometimes three or four times the 
difference in price. Now I believe we should not pack apples that can- 
not be put on the table or eaten with the lights turned off. 

Mr. White: Regarding Western apples, a man would have to be a 
packing expert to know how many there are in a box, because there 
are all the way from eighteen sizes up. Anyway, most of the Associa- 
tions in the west will pack eighteen sizes in boxes according to the 
varieties. As to the advantage of the box over the barrel, I just want 
to speak a few words for the Fruit Growers Association in Northport. 
This season everything that went out of the Association at Northport was 
labeled, and we got a price of $2.65 for all standard apples except 
Wealthys, and the Association charged 3 cents per barrel for handling. 
Now I don’t know whether that is considered a very good price or not, 
but believe we could have done a little better if we had not been in such a 
hurry. But taking it all through, we felt pretty well satisfied with $2.65. 
In regard to the mechanical grader, I wish to say that Mr. ————— of 
Empire has used one and has been getting remarkably good prices. 

Mr. Roach: In regard to graders, we have been using one with good 
success. We just simply stamp the number in the box on each one. 
The grader made five or six different grades, but we had stamps so we 
simply stamped the number in each box. When a man come to buy, he 
knew how many there were in a box—like oranges. AJl you have to 
do is keep track of the tiers when you put them in. 

Mr. Farnsworth: Did it bruise the apples? 
Mr. Roach: Not a particle. 
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(A member speaks of a grader that was bought on trial and kept. It 
reduced the expense of packing.) Called the Schellenger. 

Mr. Farnsworth: Describe it please. 
Member: It runs on an endless chain connected up with a cog wheel 

on each end, which goes around carrying the pockets which gauge the 
size of the apples, and of Course as this belt goes around they drop onto 
the table. It is fed from one end, the apples going through grooves 
at the end of which are little fingers. It trips fifty times a minute, and 
every time it trips, it trips four apples. It will sort on an average of 
300 bushels per day—all ordinary apples. Of course if they are wind 
falls and have not been graded it takes longer. A hand picked apple is 
easier, and the man at the hopper can easily grade them. We use an 
engine to run it. 

Mr. Case: We had to go up to Ohio to find a grader. We finally 
bought what is known as the Burke, and we have used it very success- 
fully on peaches and pears, but not much on apples because we are 
organized the other way, but see no reason why it should not work on 
apples as well. We had no trouble to run one hundred bushels of Bart- 
letts through in an hour. It cost $60. They have a treadle and a 
hopper that comes with the machine but we did not buy it. We put on 
an automatic feed with which we could turn the peaches or pears on the 
belt so they would not bruise. 
A Member: How do you size in grading? 
Mr. Case: Just as you want them. 
A Member: How big? 
Mr. Case: Just as you want them. It is adjusted on each end. We 

run through Seckel pears and made them in three grades; our Bart- 
letts we made into only two grades, No. 2 or culls and No. 1. One year 
after we got through packing we rented our packing house to a man 
who was not through, and he run a lot of apples through it. You can 
run Kings or any of these big varieties. We were very much pleased 
with it. 

A Member: How many per day? 
Mr. Case: One hundred bushels per hour of Bartletts, and on peaches 

in an hour and fifty minutes, with thirteen women and four or five men 

to wait on them, we run through 300 bushels. 
Mr. Munson: What power? 
Mr. Case: We have electricity. I think that the motor we have on 

that is about 44; horse power; it might be 14. 
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CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING. 

R. E. HANLEY, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Preliminary to my brief observations on co-operative marketing I ven- 
ture a few remarks on the apparent great need of greater organization 
among Michigan Horticulturists in the matter of marketing. 

I will hazard the assertion that the State of Michigan is Tess organized 
in that respect than any other state in the Union equally as important. 
in the production of fruits. 

There are among you, of course, men who have by more than ordinary 
efforts produced fine fruit, packed well and consequently have established 
a trade demand for their goods. 

But just as sure as the sun shines these men are going to have greater 
competition among their neighbors in the production of fine fruit, thanks 
to the efforts of the Michigan State Horticultural Society and your col- 
lege at Lansing. 

In consequence you are sooner or later to be brought face to face 
with the absolute necessity for co-operation among you to prevent 
destruction of your industry by wasteful competition at home. , 

Through ‘apidly increasing bearing acreages you are threatened with 
the possibility of overproduction, alarm about which has already had 
expression during this convention. 

With ninety millions of consumers we are not likely to reach a state 
of overproduction of food products for some time to come, provided 
these supplies are equitably distributed and proper distribution of large 
volumes of fruit can be arrived at only through co-operative effort. 
We heard about 12 years ago expressions of grave fear on the part 

of Pacific Coast fruit growers relative to rapid yearly increase in the 
production of citrus fruits, California at that time shipping to markets 
18,000 cars of oranges and lemons per year. 

The industry steadily expanded to a present normal output of 40,000 
carloads annually, brought in direct competition too with six million 
boxes or twenty thousand ‘ars of the same fruit from Florida. 

From this will be seen the extent of the advance of one branch of 
horticulture and the growers by reason of standardization of pack and 
proper organization are still making money. 

With this fruit competitive with your own together with peach and 
apple districts throughout the country vieing with one another to raise 
and ship better fruit, are you in Michigan not at considerable disad- 
vantage without greater marketing organization among you? 

I believe Mr. Mumford’s able suggestions this morning fit in here and 
every fruit grower of this convention should take home the duty of or- 
ganizing his local county thoroughly. 

It may seem presumptuous for me, an outsider, to attempt to advo- 
cate what may seem to be a need in your midst, but I do it earnestly 
with the best intentions. 

I may modestly make claim to having had association with horti- 
cultural interests from three different angles: First through employ- 
ment with the Armour Car Lines of Chicago engaged in the distribution 
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of their large rolling equipment specially adapted for transportation of 
perishable food commodities. 

The Car Line furnishes in season refrigerator cars and the necessary 
ice for the movement of fruit in practically every large producing terri- 
tory of the country, including your own state. 

I am reminded of that period when the Car Line by reason of its 
tariff charges was not so popular among you shippers. 

Secondly, in 1909 I was chosen the first Business Manager of the 
National League of Commission Merchants of the United States, an 
organization which has for its purposes the promotion of the commis- 
sion business and greater co-operation with the shippers. 

In my present affiliation with the North American Fruit Exchange 
I am brought closer in touch with the growers’ problem than ever before. 

Few, if any, are there to dispute the success generally of co-operative 
marketing by growers of fruits and vegetables. Through that method 
which has importantly developed within late years the growers have 
benefited through economic advantages and have secured greater re- 
turns for their products by reason of concerted shipping and marketing. 
From the old plan of the growers undertaking their own marketing, 

each for themselves according to individual ideas or preferences as to 
methods, quite without regard for competitive neighbors, with conse- 
quent irregularity of shipments and attendant market gluts, co-operative 
marketing .was a long step in the right direction. However, the 
institution of the growers co-operative organization in many cases has 
not solved completely or satisfactorily the problem of acquiring for the 
producer returns for his produce commensurate with the time, energy 
and expenditures involved, nor with ultimate costs to consumers. 

To this fact must be charged, to some extent at least, the widely 
varying methods of marketing pursued by associations and exchanges of 
the growers now operating throughout the country. A pronounced lack 
of uniformity in methods of operation and systems of selling is re- 
vealed by a brief study of some of these organizations. 

The student of co-operative marketing turns readily to California 
where exists the commonly accepted ideal growers’ marketing organiza- 
tion, the California Fruit Growers’ Exchange. 

The Exchange is a co-operative body of approximately 6,000 fruit 
erowers distributed among about 100 local associations within the 
state. Through its strength of number and consequent tonnage shipped 
over a period of ten months in a year, this federation of growers is 
enabled to, and does maintain continuously throughout the year, an 
elaborate system of sales offices of its own in the principal marketing 
centers. This established selling force largely facilitates equitable dis- 
tribution among the markets and excepting a small percentage handled 
through auctions in few of the largest cities the Exchange’s fruit 
is disposed of by outright sale in carlots to local wholesalers, prices be- 
ing governed practically by supply and demand. 

The success of this organization can be somewhat attributed to the 
binding contract existing between the association and its members, there 
being little opportunity for degression on the part of the growers, a 
harmful practice so common to members of co-operative bodies in other 
states. 

While the Exchange is said to be somewhat top-heavy with numerous 
high-salaried officers, and outlays of large expenditures for packing 
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plants, box factories, sawmills, and other auxiliaries are alleged to be 
burdensome to the individual member, this organization controls practi- 
cally 60% of California’s citrus crop which is normally placed at about 
40,000 cars per annum. 

In Florida we find a citrus fruit growers’ organization following much 
after the California plan, but with less than 20% of the state’s crop 
under control. There being only a limited tonnage available and moy- 
ing during a period not to exceed six months of a year, the Florida Ex- 
change is only warranted in operating but a few sales offices of its own, 
using principally for an outlet for its fruit the auctions of a few of 
the larger markets generally oversupplied. 
We turn now to the Missouri-Arkansas Fruit Belt where organization 

among the growers has had thorough promotion—where a federation of 
local fruit growers’ associations was undertaken the past season or two 
with some considerable degree of success. A central association that 
had been formed of local associations as units, by judicious advertising 
endeavored last season to attract desirable buyers to points of shipment, 
and for the sale of the major part of its shipments consisting mostly of 
peaches depended upon its personal sales representatives specially em- 
ployed and assigned to many of the northern markets. 

The principle of operation seemed feasible and commendable since the 
association retained entire control of its products until paid for by the 
carlot purchasers, but since the services of the market salesmen or 
representatives were required only about 45 te 60 days the association 
was dependent upon local talent it could procure among the farming 
communities, rather than competent and experienced salesmen obviously 
not av ailable for short time employment. It can be easily understood, 
therefore, at what disadvantages the association operated with men not 
thoroughly experienced in the selling end of the fruit business—in fact, 
in some instances without any acquaintance of the trade or knowledge of 
local conditions in the markets to which they were assigned. 
We may look to Louisiana for light on the system of cash selling as 

disclosed through the operation of several strawberry associations in 
that locality. By reason of that section’s early production of the popu- 
lar berry each season generally opens with a liberal attendance of repre- 
sentative and transient buyers to whom cash sales of berries are made. 
Working under these conditions in the past the prices have been governed 
largely by competition among the attending buyers and often without 
sufficient regard for market values prevailing at the points of con- 
sumption. 

For information regarding distant market conditions these berry 
grower’s associations in most part have been dependent upon dealers or 
commission merchants directly, or indirectly interested in prospective 
purchases or consignments of surplus cars, a source not considered the 
best guidance in determining proper values at shipping points. 

Cash sales under these conditions being somewhat subject to unfair 
combination among the buyers and speculators, cannot be depended upon 
always to secure for the growers full value for their products. 

In Texas there has been in existence for several years past an asso- 
ciation with a membership comprising 1100 truck growers and which has 
shipped annually about 3,000 carloads of vegetables. At the present 
time we find the membership of this association in general uprising in 
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protest of the association’s selling methods and the organization ap- 
pears to be on the very verge of dissolution in consequence. 

In the past this association has employed at good salaries a manager 
and assistants, who undertook distribution of the association’s ship- 
ments among commission merchants throughout the country. This plan 
appears to have proven very unsatisfactory to the growers who are now 
demanding outright sale rather than the consignment of their products. 

It will not be difficult to understand from these examples cited—and 
we could give many more were there the time—how diversified are the 
marketing methods prevalent among present day co-operative organiza- 
tions of growers. One may be easily impressed, therefore, with the great 
need of some uniformity in selling methods among these growers’ asso- 
ciations themselves and that necessarily this must come through more 
far-reaching co-operation among the producers of foodstuffs. 

The growers’ association that serves best its membership is that one 
which can: 

1. Procure for its members the best of supplies and implements at 
minimum of cost. 

2. Provide suitable facilities for the careful grading and packing of 
goods for market. 

53. Regulate harvesting as near as possible to market requirements. 
4. Establish such a reputation for quality of goods and packing and 

for reliable dealing as to create cash demand for the association’s 
products. 

5. Equip itself with experienced and dependable sales forces in the 
markets of the country through which can be executed outright sale 
of the association’s products before, at, or after time of shipment. 

The accomplishment of most of these requirements may be arrived at 
through competent management, but it must be plain that an establish- 
ment by the individual association of an extensive sales force after the 
pattern of the California plan, which is that of large commercial enter- 
prises generally, is not feasible except with the control of sufficient 
tonnage distributed over an extended period warranting the expense. 

In fact, no single organization of fruit and vegetable growers out- 
side of California appears to have that volume of output requisite to 
the maintenance of a complete marketing machine of its own. 

Recognizing these shortcomings and needs of the individual growers’ 
organization measures were undertaken in 1910 to create a central sell- 
ing agency with a corps of trained salesmen located in the important 
market centers that might be utilized jointly by non-competitive asso- 
ciations or exchanges shipping in consecutive seasons throughout the 
year. The centralization of selling effort by important shipping factors 
variously located from Florida to Oregon was to make possible the year 
round operation of an organized selling force, but under expense to the 
individual association only as actually needed. 

Under this plan it was contemplated the sales force at the marketing 
end would operate under direction of the individual association’s mana- 
ger in season in the execution of sales orders and in acquiring authentic 
information of markets to facilitate distribution and selling at points of 
production. 

It was thus the North American Fruit Exchange, referred to as an 
exchange of exchanges, came into existence, promoted primarily by 
horticulture interests of Florida, West Virginia, New York and Oregon. 
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The Exchange operates district sales offices in practically all of the 
important marketing centers and from its general offices at New York 
and Chicago constantly supervises the activities of this extensive force 
which, however, looks directly to the shipping associations for instruc- 
tions, presently these facilities are utilized in season by the following 
shipping organizations, the list to be augmented shortly by other desir. 
able affiliations : 

Northwestern Fruit Exchange, Portland, Ore. 
Monmouth County Farmers’ Exchange, Freehold, N. J. 
Peninsula Produce Exchange, Pocomoke, Md. 
Kastern Fruit & Produce Exchange, Rochester, N. Y. 
Virginia’s Fruit Exchange, Charlestown, W. Va. 
St. Joseph-Michigan Fruit Exchange, St. Joseph, Michigan. 
Georgia Fruit Exchange, Atlanta, Ga. 

Indian River & Lakeworth Orange Growers’ Assn., Cocoa, Fla. 
Western Slope Fruit Growers’ Association, Palisade, Colo. 
Arizona Orange Association, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Stevensville Grape Assn., Stevensville, Michigan. 
Nauvoo Fruit Growers’ Union, Nauvoo, III. 
West Coast Fruit Association, Clearwater, Fla. 

Garfield Peach Association, Garfield, Ark. 
Independence Farmer’s Association, Independence, La. 
Concluding we add that when we have before us, as now, popular 

clamor anent the high cost of living, greater expansion of co-operative 
selling, supplemented when possible by consumers’ co-operative purchas- 
ing, seems to be surely the order of the day. 

Necessity requires continuance of effort in that direction to the end 
that the producer may acquire greater returns and yet the cost may be 
less to the consumer, for essential food products of the farm and 
orchard. 

“GETTING THE DOLLARS FOR OUR FRUIT CROP.” 

W. G. FARNSWORTH, WATERVILLE, OHIO. 

I believe the subjects to be discussed this afternoon are some of the 
most important that we have to deal with as fruit growers or farmers 
We have discussed during the meeting here nearly all phases of the fr uit 
growing problem and we have str uck this question several times. Com- 
ing to you as I do from very different conditions and environments in 
the adjoining sister state of Ohio, what I may have to say may not 
fit your conditions. In fact, I am fearful they may not. However, I 
may drop a few thoughts that may be taken home and worked over to 
suit your conditions. We realize when we come to start the marketing 
of our product the problems that we have before us, and Prof. Eustace’s 
remarks yesterday morning, coming at the opportune time, before your 
crops are ready to be harvested in such enormous quantities as are shown 
by statistics today will serve as a warning of the labor required in 
harvesting and marketing and I believe you people realize the problem 
that confronts you in that feature of your cherry crop especially. Now 
in a pleasant drive we had this morning over a portion of the country, 
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we noticed quite a number of orchards. We noticed also the condition 
of the roads, possibly because they are so different from what they are 
at our own home. We would feel that we were confronting a rather 
serious problem were we to draw our fruit even two or three miles over 
some of the hills we passed this morning. I might state our conditions 
briefly so you will realize the conditions. Our packing houses—one of 
them is within a half mile of the station and an electric line. Our 
road is a stone pike and one horse will draw two tons. The other pack- 
ing house on my place where we live is not quite a half mile from the 
stations, so you see that one horse would load a car very easily with a 
one-horse wagon in a day’s time, and you see why the transportation 
facilities required are very limited. I feel that one thing your section 
here needs is good roads with lighter grades, so that you can bring your 
fruit to market at a much less expense, because if we are going to get 
the largest result out of our fruit in dollars and keep them, we have to 
eliminate some of the expense of handling that product. So I would 
suggest first an improvement in your roads. As I said to a young man 
who came to our place a few years ago to get some practical experience— 
(he had capital back of him to buy a farm), as he was going into the 
fruit business. He asked me many, many questions and one of them 
was “What is location worth?” and I told him that would vary, but I 
considered it would be worth $200 per acre for bare land for location 
alone. He thought at first that was a rather exaggerated statement, 
but before he left us in the fall he realized that it was the truth. There 
is another suggestion that has been offered here a number of times. I 
know the failing in human nature, in Ohio as well as in all parts of the 
world, every fellow is afraid of the other. One fellow will swear that 
T am.a rascal and I will swear that he is a rascal; in fact, we are very 
jealous and hard-hearted—we put our heels together and kick each 
other. It does seem we cannot get together and organize, and that one 
point in the marketing question is where our Western brothers have us 
down. They are organized for the simple reason that they are obliged 
to organize or starve to death.. Here you are making a good living—(as 
your presence here would indicate)—but I am perfectly satisfied in 
my own mind that by thorough organization you will help yourself 
and the state at large very materially. And right along this line I might 
mention a suggestion that I believe is to be put into operation in our 
own state. <A week ago this last Tuesday there was a meeting of the 
executive committee of our State Horticultural Society with our Agri- 
cultural Commission to see if they would assist the state, or the people 
at Jarge, in the marketing question. This plan was suggested. Realizing 
that our people in Ohio were of this independent disposition, and I be. 
lieve the farm suggests independence, the Agricultural commission: is 
to fix a standard package. It is somewhat like the Sulzer bill, but the 
package was to be a box or basket or barrel containing a certain num- 
i of cubie inches. Then fix a standard for grading, and after the 
standard has been fixed put this matter in the hands of the inspector and 
his deputies, in combination with our pure food commission. They 
were to use stamps. We have somewhat combined a number of plans, 
but believe the stamp plan could be used to advantage. This is to be 
carried out through the Agricultural Bureau. We have them fix the 
standard package ‘and a standard grade; then put the inspecting pow- 
ers in the hands of the Bureau and Food Commission. As the inspector 
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goes around through the orchards he can also look after the fruit, and 
can instruct the different parties that buy the stamps how to grade the 
fruit so it will be in compliance with the standard fixed by the Com- 
mission. This stamp is to carry the guarantee of the Agricultural Com- 
mission of the state and the number of the persons purchasing it. The 
Bureau and food inspectors are authorized to inspect or seize any 
package bearing this stamp in any market or any warehouse or in any 
consumer’s hands, and after inspecting, if it does not conform to the 
proper regulations, the stamps can be revoked and penalty collected. 
Now we believe this will have a tendency to help establish more uni- 
form grading. You are not obliged to do it unless you want to, but the 
party who purchases say one hundred or a thousand stamps pays for 
that assistance the amount of purchase; five thousand stamps pays that 
much extra and is five times the benefit. It is self supporting, and the 
commission can take it up without an act of the legislature. If a 
dealer wants to purchase several cars of apples, he can go to this com- 
mission and find out who has purchased several thousand stamps. Then 
he can write and contract on the condition that the apples are packed 
and graded according to the standard set by the commission. As I 
said in the beginning, this is simply a proposition—it is not carried 
out as yet and there are always differences between theories and prac- 
tices. After we have looked up our markets, and I believe we can do 
a great deal in this in keeping in touch with more than one market, 
it is our practice to have more than one wholesale market—a number 
of cities in which we deal directly with the consumer or dealer. We 
have heard a great deal said of the over-production of especially the 
apple and peach. I hardly look at it in that light. I would rather say 
under-consumption, for there are thousands and millions of people in 
our larger cities who don’t know what an apple taste’s like from one 
week’s end to the other, much less than haying them served on the 
table. It is not that they don’t care for them, but we have lacked in 
boosting the apple. We see-oranges in fruit stores and Western fruits 
fixed up in good shape to attract the eye of the boys and girls and the 
consumer, but if you ask for an apple they will take you to the back 
end of the store and show you some bruised and damaged ones that 
are of poor quality and appearance and if you ask them why they don’t 
keep some good apples they say “if we get some good ones we cannot 
sell these.” We have not advertised our product as we should. <A little 
quotation from Prof. Green: 

“He who whispers down a well need not expect a reward in dollars, 
like he who sits in trees and hollers.” 

Our Western friends have been doing a great deal of halloaing. One 
commission man told me that sixty per cent of the apples in his cold 
storage were Western fruit. If we can organize and get our heads to- 
gether for effective work we can advertise by the same method, or similar 

to what they are doing in the West, and I am very glad to hear that 
you are doing something of this kind in this vicinity. If you are lo- 
cated in an isolated section you can do personal advertising. I have 
here several little slips. One was from your own state. It says, “C. 8S. 
Kendrick, grower of apples with flavor, Blissfield, Michigan.” It is one 
of our means of advertising. I have here another slip from a man you 
all know and love—“J. H. Hale,” whose business is a guarantee of the 
wisdom of that little slip. He sends this out on every basket of peaches, 
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He puts his name on his Baldwin apples; he is not afraid. “No. 1 
Peaches, Case & Co., Sodus, N. Y.” Not afraid to put the name and 
address on the package, because he knows they are packed according to 
the Golden Rule. You can lay aside every other phase of the question 
except the dollars and cents and the Golden Rule will pay you to go by 
in marketing your product every time. So I say, let us do some adver- 
tising along this line. Here is another slip “At the Sign of the Apple,” 
a store handling apples especially. Then after he has advertised it, sell- 
ing only a product that he can get back of with a guarantee. He has 
to compete with the Western people and can get their prices. It is just 
as well packed and just as good in appearance. I believe candidly, from 
the bottom of my heart, this question is the heart and center of the 
marketing. Growing a product we are proud to market, and then put- 
ting it up so we are not ashamed of any of the specimens in the barrels. 
Don’t put your name only on the top of the package—put it right down 
in the center of the barrel, and it will have a tendency to crowd out 
some of the inferior stuff in the barrel. Your name won’t look good 
along side of a gnarly, inferior apple. 

I want to say something more about the package we use in the market. 
In the marketing of our peaches—we generally begin with them—the elec- 
tric railroad furnishes us a car for the season. We go into that car 
and shelve it so we can place in there a % bushel basket without inter- 
ferring with the shelf above. This car is drawn to Lima each evening 
except Saturday and Sunday and brought back the next morning un- 
loaded, so we have it each day to send out a carload of fruit. Now we 
use, as I said before, the 7% bushel baskets, and put a bushel of peaches 
into it, and it rounds up the basket. They are covered over with netting 
so they will not rattle off, and the dealers take them right from the car. 
For two years we sent a man with the car. There are a few towns be- 
tween our town and Lima where there are dealers, and this man worked 
up the trade. One gentleman asked him if he did not have to turn his 
back when he made the prices, but we got them, and the consumers 
were satisfied. Now the dealers come to the car and get their orders, 
and if there are any left a wholesale man in Lima takes care of that 
trade. He comes to the car and cleans up everything that is left in the 
car in the morning, and the car comes back. In this way we can let 
our fruit get a little riper, and so a little better quality, and it is not 
bumped around by the railroad men. By setting them carefully on 
these shelves they get in in almost perfect condition, and we get 90 per 
cent of the consumer’s dollar. In the handling of one apple crop we 
do not use these 7% bushel baskets to any great extent. We use a twenty 
pound basket in which we pack our select or choice fruit. Sometimes 
we use the bushel box or full bushel basket or barrel, especially for the 
second grade, but for our local trade the twenty-pound basket is used 
almost entirely because the fruit is all exposed and covered with a net. 
You will be surprised how many dealers and persons from adjoining 

states have written for our fruit, and we find out by this means that 

we can get just as good prices as they are getting for the box apples, 

without the extra expense for the box and packing. For your imme- 

diate section I want to reiterate what I said yesterday. I feel that when 

we come to the packing of our choice fruit in the boxes then we can 

get the trade that the Western growers get now. For the better fruit, 
it is my candid opinion, you will want to put them in bushel boxes for 
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the long shipment you have here. Now I don’t know that I wish to 
take up more time this afternoon. If I have not made my point entirely 
clear I will be pleased to do so. ~ 

(Mr. Gray asks a question in regard to selling peaches at auction.) 
Mr. Farnsworth: The gentleman brings up another method of market- 

ing which is found in the peach belt of Northern Ohio, and it may come 
into practice here. It is selling them at auction. They pick the fruit, 
run it through graders, pack it carefully and bring it in wagon loads to 
the auction block. It is sold very rapidly, and if want to say they are 
getting remarkable prices for it. The dealers from New York and 
Boston come there and bring their money with them and deposit it in the 
bank. They are not taking any chances with the commission men, and 
as they buy a load of peaches the man is given a check and he goes right 
over to the bank and gets his money. Where there are larger quantities, 
and the section becomes noted for any one kind of fruit, this is perhaps 
the best way to market. I believe you can get this method by organi- 
zation. 

I would like to leave this thought with you in summing it up. If I 
were an independent grower, situated where I could not organize and 
help the other fellow, I would grow the very best article possible—try to 
excel if possible; I would get a little neater package than the other fellow 
if I had to spend more money; then I would put it up better than the 
other fellow and get the most money out of the purchaser. If I were 
situated where I could organize I would be one of the first to say “come 
on boys, let us get together in an organization and see if we can defend 
ourselves and get the rightful share of the consumers’ dollar.” I want 
to thank you for the courtesy you have shown me in the last few days. 
I am satisfied I have received more than I have given, and I would like 
to see you at my home. I have been in Brother Case’s orchard and can 
vouch for every ‘thing he says, and would go a little further if he were 
not such a modest man. If you get near “Toledo I would like to have 
you all come and visit me, but would make one request—that you do 
not all come at once. 

MARKETING PROBLEMS. 

MR. B. J. CASE, SODUS, N. Y. 

There are some points that I think you can well take home with you. 
In the marketing problem of our fruits, I claim that when we have our 
fruit grown, packed and delivered on board cars there is only one-half 
of our problem solved if we are going to market fruit successfully. 
Another thing, I claim that there is no market equal to a home market 
until that market is supplied. There are hundreds, I may say thousands, 
of small towns and villages all over this land that are not half supplied 
with fruit, and there are people right near them that can grow the fruit, 
and can deliver it to them if they will turn their attention to it. I am 
going to risk the statement that there is hardly a fruit grower in this 
audience but what lives in or near a town that is not using nearly the 
fruit it would use if you would deliver that fruit to it in “good condi- 
tion at a reasonable price. Now we hear a great deal about how much 
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it eosts to market this fruit. I took these figures I am giving you here 
from memory. I find that when I come to the final result I think I 
am about four dollars off. Last fall I had 160 barrels of Kieffer pears. 
At the time I picked them they were very dull and it was almost im- 
possible to sell them; I don’t think I could have gotten over thirty cents 
a bushel for them in our section. I thought that was pretty cheap and 
IT took my chances. I barreled them up and sent them to Rochester. 
They laid there until along in November, and I saw the pear market in 
New York was improving and notified our commission man that we used 
there that I had a car of pears and any time he thought the market was 
in good condition for it to wire me and I would or der them out. Ina 
short time he did so, and the car went to New York. Now that car was 
packed in two grades, and sold on the Barclay Street dock for $450. 
Now I wanted to know just how much more money I got out of those 
Kieffer pears than I would have had if I sold them in the fall. The 
freight was $43.20 from Brighton cold storage to New York—fifteen 
cents per cwt. The commission was $45 
from memory and it may have been seven per cent. All barrels had to 
be opened, and a cushion was put on them. It cost $16.00 to prepare 
these barrels, or about 10 cents per barrel including broken hoops. The 
cold storage charge was 25 cents per barrel or $40.00. Freight from 
Sodus to Brighton is seven cents per cwt. and cost about twenty dollars. 
None of these charges are high. Case & Company do the marketing and 
they have ten per cent of the products of my farm, which is credited 
to Case & Co. The barrels cost $56.00. Now if I have carried these 
figures through right, the car of Kieffer pears that sold for $450 in New 
York by the time it got back to me got down to $220, and none of the 
charges were exorbitant. I made $75 or $80 by holding. 

If I can offer any suggestions that will help you in marketing, I am 
glad to do so. I can give you my plan. I am on the south shore of 
Lake Ontario, in a little town of fifteen hundred in a large fruit sec- 
tion. I conceived the idea of getting just as close to the consumer as I 
could many years ago. We have five or six counties north of us that 
don’t grow much fruit—a few strawberries and a few red raspberries; 
a few “apples of the early varieties. I make a trip up there and call 
on the grocery men who are handling the fruit and take their orders. 
I commenced that in 1886. I give them a quotation, after I get going, 
every Friday; I put ona postal card the quotations for the next week, 
keeping them thoroughly posted in regard to the fruit coming on the 
next week. They get these quotations Saturday morning, and before the 
time of shipment Monday we most always have plenty of daily orders. 
We carried that on until about five years ago, when the American Ex- 
press Co. would not give us service. I found it almost impossible to 
deliver a crate of red raspberries or a crate of peaches into the northern 
part of the state in salable condition, so the groceryman could sell that 
fruit without a loss. We came, after working up that trade all those 
years, very nearly throwing the whole thing up and going to the big 
cities. Then we found in Watertown a couple of young fellows had 
started a fruit commission business and were supplying that country. I 
knew one of them, and the other one was from Elmira. We turned this 
business over to these young fellows with the reputation we had been 
years in getting. Then we commenced shipping by freight in carload 
lots. There was a through freight train going through, that is not sup- 

n per cent. IT am taking this 

, 
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posed to stop at Sodus. We arranged with the railroad to have our car 
taken out, and got the railroad officials to give us power to hold that 
train there certain times to 5:30, and on certain special occasions we 
ean hold that train until six o’clock, but it is given us to understand 
the limit ordinarily is 5:30. Our car is put on that train and taken 
through to Watertown. We have electricity in our packing house, and 
we cool the cars with electric fans. We open both ventilators and start 
a fan going, and always leave that fan in the car while the fruit is 
loading. Now that car is in Watertown at four o’clock the next morn- 
ing. Immediately upon the car leaving our station, when we know what 
is in it, we call these men on the telephone and tell them what is in the 
car so that they know before the car arrives just what is in it. They 
sell it in Watertown, or they are in time to get out by express from 
Watertown to the smaller towns. That is the plan that we have handled 
a large part of that trade with, and we have had to fight for it. This 
market is right near us and we propose to hold it. I don’t like to be too 
personal about this, but I take pride in telling you a few things I picked 
up. The same Presbyterian minister who told the story of the foxes’ 
tails is around our warehouse more or less. He has a sister living at 
Mannsville, near Watertown, and during the peach season he goes down 
to visit his sister at Mannsville and once he was in Watertown visiting 
and saw in front of the fruit store a whole sidewalk full of peaches, with 
many of our peaches among them with our label on them. Knowing us, 
he is interested. There is a man there buying peaches, and the dealer 
asks him $1.15 per basket for our No. 1 peaches. There is another basket 
of peaches there that looks just as good as ours; he asks 90 cents for it, but 
the man buys our peaches. The minister thought that was funny as the 
other basket of peaches looked just as good as ours, and he says to the 
buyer, “I am interested in your buying those peaches. I am wondering 
why you bought that basket at $1.15 when you could buy these for 90 
cents.” The man says “That basket is Case & Company’s peaches; they 
are all alike through the basket. I have bought them for years.” When 
that came back to me, showing that the people were appreciating honest 
packing it was a great satisfaction to one. Moody & Stewart asked us 
to give them the control of our peaches in Northern New York and said, 
“We can get you 25 cents more per crate for anything you can put in 
here.” Now we are up against the point where the fruit has increased so 
that this section cannot handle all our fruit. Understand, we dictate the 
price that Moody & Stewart gets for our fruit, we dictate the price, and 
if we cannot get it they can’t have the stuff. We expect to be reasonable 
and fair and every time give the man his money’s worth. We pack our 
peaches in three grades; that will take care of anything that is market- 
able. We will not allow any stuffing of baskets. It is an old saying in 
our packing house about Case & Co.’s reputation. I go in there and say 
“Girls, our reputation is in your hands. Don’t you put anything in 
those baskets that you would not like someone else to put in for you 
if you had to buy them, and don’t you let me catch you stuffing these 
baskets or putting better fruit on top than you put right down through 
them.” That is the way we have built our reputation, but now we are 
up against the bigger markets in New York. We have tried for two or 
three years to get in New York right, but have failed. We cannot get 
in there with the price we should get for the quality we have grown. At 
last I think we have found a way to get better results. I think it was 
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in 1909 or 1910 we had a beautiful crop of Greenings on our Bay View 
farm. G. W. Olivet of Olivet Bros. was up there and I told him I had a 
scheme in my head of packing these apples in two grades; three inches 
and two and one-half to three, and he says, “Let me have the apples.” 
So I packed up about a car of them that year and shipped them to him, 
instructing him to use his judgment whether to sell or store. He sold 
them. He sold the best apples for $4.50 I think, and the other grade for 
$3.50, but there were more of the lower grade than the upper grade so 
we did not get as much money as we would have had by the barrel if 
they had all been packed together as No. 1 Greenings were then drawing 
$4.00 per bbl. I never knew until last fall who had those apples, but 
the very next year the party who had them, hung around my orchard 
for a week and tried to buy my crop of apples. He was not a very 
prepossessing fellow, but I looked up his records and saw he had the 
money—the commercial agencies rated him at 100 to 125 thousand dol- 
lars. But I would not sell my apples to him, and I afterwards found 
that he had bought my apples the year before and got $7.00 a barrel for 
them. The point I want to make is this. If he had come out straight 
and told me he had bought these apples for $8.50 to $4.50 and sold them 
for $7.00, and told me he was in position to handle my apples and sell 
them for a good price, he would have got them. That is the firm we are 
now hooked up with, and we are shipping them right along. 

This idea of the value of associated effort it seems to me is the thing 
that the fruit grower must wake up to. We must follow the golden rule, 
not from any religious standpoint but as a business proposition you 
understand, my religion is, and I don’t want one that I can’t mix with 

my business, and I claim that a religion is no good that doesn’t help 
a man get a living, and help him do it in a legitimate way. There, I 
claim, is the point in marketing. Don’t try to do customers up; be 
sure that you are giving them their money’s worth. I think the fruit 
growers will wake up to the fact that from the time we set the trees 
until the time we deliver the fruit the interest of the consumer must 
be considered—that the fruit growers know a good deal better than 
the consumer knows what will please him. You know that is a fact; 
we are making a life study of it. Keep the consumers’ needs in your 
mind all the while, and then another thing, I believe we want to get 
just as close to the consumer as possible, but we want everybody that 
touches our fruit or has anything to do with it to make a small profit. 
We don’t want them to get rich off us, but from the time it leaves our 
hands until it goes to the consumer we want everyone to make a living 
profit and the consumer to be satisfied. If you get the people who are 
not near big markets that will handle their fruits together where there 
is a bunch of them co-operation can be made a success as in Sodus, and 
I have a scheme in my head that I think will work out. It is something 
on Mr. Morrill’s plan—perhaps a little different. I have thought a 
little of trying out my plan, but fail to see where it will be of advantage 
to us because we can market our own fruits. But this is the plan. 
Form an association called a marketing association. Every person who 
joins that association is a stockholder, and to become a stockholder he 
has to take, sav ten dollars worth of stock for every acre of fruit he 

has in bearing. ‘When you have the stockholders they meet together 
and appoint a Board of Directors and they appoint a manager. When 
the manager is appointed you have to have a man that has executive 
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ability enough to hold the whole list of stockholders loyal to him. You 
look over the associations in the country, and all that have been success- 
ful have had one or two such men. You take that Potato Growers’ 
Association in Virginia. It has been one of the most successful market- 
ing associations in the country, but they tell me one man is boss; he is 
czar. They have to grow these potatoes and pack and deliver them as 
he says and buy the seed he says. They tell me he has made everyone 
of them rich. Such an association should be around each shipping point 
with a central packing house. If they could put up: one brand of 
apples, packing say thirty thousand barrels a year, and have them every 
year, don’t tell me I could not sell them. Put the apples into grades 
where they belong, and sell them for what they are and you will have 
no trouble selling them after the brand has become known as an honest 
pack. 

One thing is sure, I have learned how to pick cherries, and am taking 
home with me the finest “contraption” you ever saw. I have enjoyed 
this meeting very much, and would very much like to see any of you 
come to the New York Fruit Growers’ Association which meets in 
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 7-9. You will find a lively bunch of fruit growers. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Smythe: How did the Fruit Growers’ Association come out that 
was started a few years ago, to co-operate in selling? 

Mr. Case: I have been identified with the New York Fruit Growers’ 
Association ever since it was organized. I was on the executive com- 

mittee for several years as chairman, and I think that the executive 
committee was more criticized for not developing a co-operative market- 
ing scheme than for all the other things put together since the society 
was organized. But none of us have ever been able to map out a scheme 
to take care of all the large and small growers, that we thought was 
practical—that would work out. I was president of the Association 
when that Association was formed, and as I look back at it now I 
think I would have joined if I had not been president of the Association, 
but I was determined that I would not get a lot of people into any 
scheme where I could not see daylight myself. If I want to spend my 
own money, all right, but am not going to lead a lot of others into it. 
Before it was organized I looked up the manager and found he was a 
periodical drinker. He would go for months without drinking, and 
then there might be two or three weeks when he would be no good. It 
was landed in the hands of a receiver—no good at all. If you can only 
get the fruit distributed as bananas are distributed. If you could give 
every man, woman and child in the United States an apple apiece 
every day in the year, it would take ninety million barrels to feed them. 
Distribution systematically is what you want. 

A Member: Just put right down in your minutes what Mr. Case 
Says about putting a boozer at the head of an Association. That is all. 

Q. Who has packed according to the Sulzer law and with what 
results? ° 

Mr. Case: It is practically what we have been using for years; you 
stamp on the package what the size is. 

A Member: Do you pack what the size is under this brand? 
Mr. Case: No, I would rather use Case & Company’s brand. You 

7 
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want to use the Golden Rule in packing fruit. You want to pack it 
just the same as you would want to buy it, not from a religious stand- 
point but from the buyer’s. 

A Member: There were some that were afraid to commence packing 
under the new ruling, but I know several who had no hesitation in pack- 
ing and no complaint was ever made. 

Q. Will it pay to make more than one picking of winter apples? 
Mr. Case: More than one picking? Yes, if they are properly thinned, 

but in orchards that are not properly thinned it is absolutely neces- 
sary. There is the Northern Spy and Wealthy—a great many varieties 
need several pickings. 

@. Who has had success with “Pyrox”, Niagara “soluble sulphur’, 
“Scalecide”’, prepared Bordeaux paste, ete. 

Mr. Case: The soluble sulphur we used last year; we used the lime 
sulphur and soluble both, tested them side by side, and we intend to use 
the soluble sulphur entirely next year. ‘There is a little difference in 
the cost of the soluble sulphur. It is a little dearer, but it is a little 
more pleasant to handle. 

A Member: It is not good for the codling moth. 
Mr. Case: No, lime and sulphur is not considered an insecticide; it 

is a fungicide. 
A Member: What will it kill besides scale? 
Mr. Case: I know Mr. Teets said they could kill aphis by using one 

to 50 and soaking the trees, so I started out by using lime and sulphur 
and soaked the trees and never harmed them a bit. Then I used one 
to 40 and never harmed them a bit, and then one to 33 and one to 25. 
Anything below forty scorched the fruit. I think there are very few 
insects that it will by contact, but I like it for a fungicide. 

Mr. Munson: How about the Bordeaux Paste? 
Mr. Clark: We used the paste this spring in comparison with the 

home mixed Bordeaux, and also with the lime and sulphur, and the 
results were very inferior. 

Mr. Munson: Did you try it on grapes or apples? 
Mr. Clark: No, we have no bearing apples. Our trial was on peaches 

for leaf curl. 
Mr. Roach: I would like to ask about the prepared Bordeaux in the 

dry form. 
Mr. Munson: We used a paste this year in the vineyard and it is 

very easily put on. It is a preventive, and we got a good crop of 
grapes. It is very much easier put on than the home mixed. I didn’t 
know of any powder. 

A Member: I also wish to say we got that for the purpose of trying 
it out. We used 49 gallons of water that spring, and we also tried it 
at 42 gallons, and we tried it in comparison with lime and sulphur 
and the home mixed Bordeaux and the results were very inferior, so 
we stopped using it. 

Mr. Sherwood: I would like to ask Mr. Case or Mr. Farnsworth 
if they would use lime and sulphur for spraying before the leaves were 
out. I used to use the Bordeaux, but now I use lime and sulphur. 

Mr. Case: I believe it is advisable to go back to Bordeaux mixture 
for some things. The trouble with the Bordeaux is that you will rust 
your Greenings and your Baldwins, while you hardly ever rust with 

lime and sulphur, and we consider it the best fungicide on apples. We 
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do not use but little lime and sulphur on pears, especially the Duchess; 
we went right back to Bordeaux mixture on sour cherries. 

Mr. Farnsworth: In Ohio where they have a different climate and 
they are subject to fungus on apples, we got better results with 
Bordeaux for this fungus, but we have been using lime and sulphur also 
for the third season and we saw no rusted fruit, and we like it much 
better than the Bordeaux. We found it almost impossible to spray 
with Bordeaux without getting rust. 

Mr. O. K. White: On apples, pears, cherries and plums I have been 
making comparative tests with lime and sulphur one to 40, and testing 
52 to 33, and with Bordeaux Mixture 44 to 50, for the past two sea- 
sons. As far as effectiveness is concerned, I would not give a snap of 
my fingers for it for fungus diseases. In many cases lime sulphur has 
been superior to Bordeaux on Snows. 

Mr. Rogers: I used Bordeaux this year for the spraying after the 
blossoms fall and just as the buds were beginning to swell, and had 
a little rust on the Wagners, but that is the only variety. The only 
objection I find to Bordeaux is that you cannot use it with the nicotine; 
it has some detrimental effect with the Bordeaux Mixture. It can be 
used with perfect success in the mixture of lime and sulphur. 

Mr. Munson: Why are you using nicotine? 
Mr. Rogers: For aphis. 
Mr. Gray: What is the effect on sweet cherries with lime and 

sulphur? 
Mr. Case: We are fully convinced we hurt our sweet cherries quite 

seriously in 1910. They did not develop any fungus disease and the 
only solution we could find was that the cherries were injured by this 
lime and sulphur. It just effected the fruit—not the foliage. 

In the first place we put a spray on just after the bloom drops; we 
add arsenate of lead, about three pounds, or blue vitrol—2 pounds, to 
a gallon or two gallons of water, and after the cherries get started we 
put on another spray. If we have quite a lot of wet weather we put 
it on two to fifty gallons of water so as not to spot the cherries. 

Mr. Munson: I think Mr. Paul Rose sprayed his cherries up to nearly 
the time of ripening with Bordeaux, and they kept a long time without 
rot. 

Mr. Rogers: Nine years ago I did my first work for Paul Rose, and 
that was the first year he sprayed these cherries for brown rot. Before 
that he had a great deal of trouble with the ten-pound boxes rotting 
before they got to market, and lots of times before they left the farm. 
He sprayed that year with Bordeaux mixture, and the commission men 
put in a slight objection because some of the cherries were spotted. 
That was the beginning of the season, but that same commission firm 
later wrote him that those spots were just what he wanted to see— 
that the cherries were keeping nicely and he could afford to spray them. 

Mr. Case: I would like to ask if there is anyone here who has found 
a mulberry that will ripen at the same time as the Black Tartarian 
cherry, for the birds to feed on. 

A Member: How about a raspberry? 
Mr. Case: They will not leave the cherries for that. They like the 

Black Tartarian, and I would like to find a mulberry that will ripen 
with them. They all ripen when the Black Tartarians are half gone and 
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we lost the cherries out of the tops of the trees, and then as soon as the 
mulberries got ripe they left them. 

Mr. Gray: We use a Russian mulberry for that purpose somewhat. 
They begin ripening with the Black Knights. 

Mr. Morrill: I would like to ask the value of the powdered lime sul- 
phur in comparison with the liquid lime sulphur. 

A Member: I cannot add anything to what Mr. Case said: I have 
not seen hardly any of it used. Cannot get any better results with it; 
there is practically no difference. 

A Member: I would like to ask a question about the prepared 
Bordeaux mixture. One of my neighbors thought that was a little bet- 
ter than he could mix it himself. I think I ean make a Bordeaux that 
can stand up in any shape. The Bordeaux we get in the dry packages 
Seems to separate; in a little while the particles will float by them- 
selves, and it doesn’t look as though they would stick on the leaves. I 
would like to ask someone with experience in that line. 

Mr. Bassett: I have only part of the account. I was asking Mr. Case 
his experience with it; I asked him the effect in killing scale, but he says 
“we don’t have any scale.” Our practical use for limesulphur is for 
killing scale. Now as far as this Bordeaux paste or any of these pre- 
pared mixtures is concerned, the home mixed is a great deal better in 
my opinion; keep away from the whole outfit. Why should any man 
who has any ingenuity want to buy this prepared stuff when he can 
make it just as well and know what he has when he gets through. 

A Member: The prepared Bordeaux is cheaper. 
Mr. Bassett: I would like to ask how anyone can get this mixture to 

you cheaper than you can make it yourself. The only man who should 
use this is a man who has a single tree in his back yard and doesn’t 
want to use but a little. You all know Mr. J. C. Woodman of Paw 
?aw; you may have heard him speak at some farmers’ institute. He 
tried using Bordeaux paste on his potatoes and paid dearly for the 
experience. He said “you can’t get any more of that paste on me or 
on my potatoes.” There have been disastrous experiences. A man can 
make a cheaper Bordeaux mixture than any company. It is rather a 
disagreeable job, and if vou want someone to take that job away from 
you, all right, but as a rule you had better buy your material and make 
it yourself, and know just exactly what you have. I would just like to 
ask you to look into this thing. Take the manufacturers of this soluble 
sulphur—it has no analysis. ; 

If that material can be purchased cheaper and will do the work just 
as well, go after it, and I will buy it too, as we want to get something 
that will do the work cheaper and easier. But until we are sure, it is 
wrong to put this stuff out. Look over the testimonials and you will 
find they are all from hardware stores, ete. “I sold so many tons of 
your stuff last vear.”’ Not a single testimonial that said “I used your 
material and got good results.” When I found Mr. Case didn’t have 
any scale on his farm I found his experience was not valuable as far 
as killing scale was concerned. 

Mr. Case: I think the ground was well taken, and if I had some 
scale I would give it a thorough test. I have no scale, so know nothing 
about it. 

Mr. Farnsworth: I bought ten barrels of prepared Bordeaux and had 
three spray rigs, and they went. through my orchard and put on about 
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half of it. I thought before I got my men satisfied, my tanks cleaned 
out and my disposition cooled I would have nervous prostration. I 
sold the remaining five barrels to my neighbor and he had the same ex- 
perience. 

A Member: Is there not another side to that question? Isn’t the 
soluble sulphur easier to put on? With lime-sulphur you have to get 
a good man that will go out and spray and get this lime-sulphur in his 
face. 

Mr. Case: You will spray the tree—not the man. 
A Member: I think that the soluble sulphur does the work just as 

well. 
Mr. White: I have a good many opportunities to know of ex- 

periences. with the Bordeaux paste and Bordeaux powder, and you are 
the only man in the whole state of Michigan that got any results at all. 

Mr. Munson: You cannot tell about the results on grapes; you either 
have the rot or you don’t have the rot. 

A Member: There is a young fellow here who was in college last year 
and made tests with several things as the basis of his thesis for gradu- 
ation. 

Mr. Pickford: We used scalecide. We sprayed in the fall and the 
spring both, and part of those we sprayed in the fall were sprayed in 
the spring and part were not. We examined scale and found many of 
them alive. Then we sprayed again and examined them with a miscro- 
scope, and found that the soluble lime and sulphur was just as effective 
for scale as lime-sulphur; it practically killed 100 per cent of the scale. 
We made tests on green house plants for green aphis—every spring— 
and it didn’t kill aphis, but it is as well for scale as lime and sulphur or 
home-made lime and sulphur. 

A Member: I would like to ask the young man that was talking how 
soluble lime and sulphur results compared with the liquid for fungus. 

Mr. Pickford: We simply used it as a test with scalecide for aphis. 

FRUIT GROWING ON SAND BY A SANDY FARMER. 

W. D. BAGLEY, OLD MISSION. 

By the term sand, I mean the kind of soil characteristically described 
by Prof. Smith, formerly director of our experiment station, who 
described the soil of their station at Grayling, Mich., as “very sandy 
sand.” 

Sandy loam with a good heavy subsoil is about the best soil for all 
kinds of crops, but the soil of which I speak has no subsoil any better 
than that on top—in fact in improving such soil the best part of it is 
always that on top. 

I want to say in the beginning of these remarks that the state and 
national authorities are right in saying that such soil is non-agricultural ; 
they go even further than that, declaring that it is nothing less than 
a crime to sell such land to a poor man with the expectation of making 
a living on it. There is no excuse for any person locating on such land 
except necessity. There are still thousands of acres of cut-over hard- 
wood lands with good soil in Michigan for sale at moderate price, and 
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it is better for a poor man to run in debt for good soil than to take 
pine barrens as a gift if he intends to make a living on the land. The 
80 acres on which I have made my home the past 25 years was formerly 
part of an estate of which I was executor and which I could not sell 
at any price worth mentioning. Thus it was necessity and not choice 
which started me farming on this kind of land. 

This necessity was doubled a few years later by the apparent certainty 
of a railroad being built from Traverse City to Old Mission at that 
time, which if done would destroy the only means I had at that time of 
making a living, that of forwarding fruit and farm produce by water, 
which occupied nyy time only late in summer and the fall months. It 
will thus be readily understood that I was not a bloated bondholder 
farming for fun. There was but little published data at that time, 1887, 
to assist me in building up this barren soil, so I had to work out the 
problem mainly myself, necessarily doing the manual labor also. At 
first I tried general farming with rotation of crops in which clover was 
one crop. I soon found that clover would not grow in any degree worth 
mentioning, and as I could not raise farm crops in paying quantities 
to feed live stock, I abandoned all idea of making a living by general 
farming on such land. In fact I have never raised, even after years of 
careful and expensive upbuilding of this sand, more than 15 bushels of 
ears of corn per acre and one-fourth ton of hay per acre. But Old Mis- 
sion was already known to have a fine climate for fruit and I decided 
to plant an orchard. My first planting was in the year 1895, seven 
acres of sour and sweet cherries, also Wagner and Duchess apples. Next 
year I planted 6 acres more, mostly cherries and crab apples. I put 
commercial fertilizer under ev ery tree, mixing the fertilizer with the soil 
to avoid burning the roots. I grew a crop of corn among the trees 
which was well cultivated and fertilized with commercial fertilizer. 
Both the years 1895 and 1896 were extremely hot dry summers with very 
little rain. I have always believed that it was the fertilizer which pre- 
vented the trees from entirely dying, which not only furnished plant 
food in available form but helped hold the moisture around the roots. 

As it was the trees barely lived, some of them did not live. <A few 
years after, 300, practically all, my English Morello trees died, partly 
because this cherry is hard to start and a poor grower at any period of 
its life, partly long continued hot dry weather, and partly because they 
were not sprayed. Two years in succession the leaves turned yellow and 
dropped in the middle of the growing season. Then came a hard winter 
and they all died. To show how little we fruit growers of Old Mis- 
sion knew about spraying at that time, I asked “the question of the 
famous Peninsula Farmers’ Club about spraying my young orchard. 
All the members present at that session said they did not ‘consider it 
necessary to spray young trees; that spraying was necessary only for 
bearing trees. Nearly all the Morello cherry trees in this township died 
at the same time from the same causes here shown. The almost total 
widespread loss of this cherry, when it had been thoroughly discussed, 
and especially when it was found that the few Morello cherry trees that 
had been sprayed with Bordeaux, if in a favorable location as regards 
frost, had survived the cold winter led to a much more general and 
thorough use of this fungicide. 

This kind of soil is almost totally lacking in all the elements of 
fertility. The first necessary step in building it up is to fill it with 
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humus and it must be supplied every year at first in some form as the 
sun burns the humus, and it becomes exhausted from washing away 
and other causes. 

The first step I took was to purchase an old straw stack and six 
hayrack loads of corn stover in the spring of 1896, spreading this evenly 
over the ground then plowing it under, having help to put the straw and 
stalks in the bottom of the furrow to have it all plowed under. The 
effect of this was manifest in the darker color of the soil. 
‘Next year I planted fodder corn in drills, and after the corn was 

fully ripe, plowed the entire crop under in the fall, running the plow 
crosswise of the rows, using a chain to tuck the stalks under. The 
cherry trees I had planted made a slight growth, except the Morello, 
but the apple trees made no growth for 4 years. They barely lived, 
until I bought a quantity of hen manure and put a shovel full around 
each apple tree on top of the ground and hoed it in. 

This gave them their first growth, and with the help of yearly appli- 
cations of humus in the form of matured crops plowed under, a little 
stable manure and some commercial fertilizer applied to growing crops 
among the trees, they have made a good growth every year since. 

I am not in favor of the use of raw bone meal as a fertilizer for young 
fruit trees on sand, it is too slow to act. Nitrate of soda, hen manure, 
or some other highly concentrated form of nitrogen, placed on top of 
the ground near the tree and hoed in is much better, or best of all, four 
forkfulls of good stable manure just after the tree is set. This latter 
not only is a good fertilizer for this and a number of succeeding years, 
but also, what is most important of all, the first and most critical year, 
it aids greatly in keeping the ground moist around the roots of the tree, 
for it is mainly from the roots becoming dry that the newly set tree 
dies. The third year I sowed part of the orchard to rye in August, hoe- 
ing around the trees the following summer, and plowing under the follow- 
ing spring. This was not very satisfactory as there are better crops to 
raise to plow under for humus than rye alone. I might say right here, 
that years before planting this orchard I was thoroughly convinced that 
green manuring is of very little value as humus, and I have never prac- 
ticed it. 

Sand becomes very hot in summer, especially if accompanied by long 
continued dry weather and the crop, if plowed under in the green state 
in the hottest part of the year, being nearly all water at that stage of 
growth, nearly all evaporates and makes but little humus. If the green 
crop is plowed under in May it has made so little growth as to be of 
still less value. Green manuring on heavy soils may be a very different 
proposition, but I am speaking entirely about light sandy soil—“very 
sand sand.” 
My 18 years of observation and experience have still further confirmed 

me in the practice of plowing under matured crops for humus. 
I tried clover in the orchard, sowing the center of the tree space, 

cultivating a narrow strip on each side of the tree rows. I discontinued 
that practice for two reasons: 

1st. It takes 114 years to develop the clover plant, during which 
time the trees have but little cultivation. 

2nd. The soil of the orchard was not yet in condition to grow a 
good crop of clover. 

I plowed this clover under after 3 years, not taking any hay off. I 
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shall have something to Say about clover further on. I next tried 
Canada field peas, at first in part of the orchard, and afterward, being. 
greatly encouraged in all the orchard which by this time covered 20 
acres. One of these years I planted peas in one section of the orchard, 
and corn alongside the peas. 

I was much gratified to note the fact that the portion of the orchard 
in peas, even where the trees were not hoed, made as good growth as 
that in the corn, which was cultivated and hoed and which also had a 
moderate application of commercial fertilizer. I plowed under the en- 
tire crop of peas, buying new seed each successive year. 

I sowed the new seed on the ground before plowing and thus with one 
plowing I put in both the old crop and the new seed. I found this 
method, plowing in the seed 4 inches deep, the best way, as the peas are 
less likely to dry out in summer, beside this reason, I had no drill and 

the peas are hard to cover up unless put in with either drill or plowing 
under. By this method the orchard received a three fold benefit, ferti- 
lizer, humus, and a cover crop, as the peas lay where they grew until 
the following spring before being plowed under. 

About the only objection to the peas was that some years, in a long 
continued drouth, the sand would become so hot as to scald the vines 
as they had no other plant to climb upon, so I decided to try vetch as 
that legume was coming into prominence as a soil renewer. 

At first I tried vetch alone, and since that rye and vetch together, half 
a bushel of each seed per acre. I was unfortunate in being imposed on by 
my seedsman, who sent me vetch seed that was about one-half cockle. 
I am trying to destroy that pest by pulling it out while in blossom, a 
very expensive and discouraging job. As usual I leave the rye and vetch 
to grow to maturity and plow under the crop when the seed is ripe 
enough to grow, except about 2 acres of the best of it, which I cut and 
thresh: ed for seed and now have nearly all my orchard seeded with rye and 
vetch, about 30 acres of this seeding. Part of the new seeding was done 
in standing corn and cultivated in about Sept. 1st. 

At date of this meeting it has made a splendid stand, and growth 
enough to ensure a good crop next season. The soil in the older part 
of the orchard has, by the practice as shown in this paper, become good 
enough for clover and in my 8 acre portion of the orchard seeded with 
clover a year ago last September, the clover is as rank and as fine 
every way as on the best quality of land anywhere. August is by far 
the best time to sow both rye and vetch, also clover, on sand. When 
clover is sown in spring it often dries out and dies, and the young tender 
plants are easily destroyed by the hot sand burning the leaves. My 
method of putting in clover seed, also rye and vetch seed, is to sow 
broadeast on the rough furrow and drag it in with spring tooth harrow, 
then with spike tooth harrow and finish with the float. 

The float is one of the best tools in my orchard, home made. I do 
not use a dise. For years I owned a half interest in a disc, and after 
thorough trial for sev eral years I have become disgusted with its failing 
to come up to expectations. There is nothing that the disc will do on 
sandy ground but what a spring tooth harrow will do much better, and 
the latter is easier on the team and costs only one-fourth as much in pur- 
chase money and a hundred times easier to keep in order and repairs. 
Of course sand never becomes lumpy. 

I have tried cow peas and soy beans and have come to the same con- 
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clusion as Prof. Smith who said at a farmers’ institute, “why monkey 
with cow peas and soy beans in this northern climate when field peas 
are so much more satisfactory.” When I commenced my work as 
described, it was no trouble to keep down grass and weeds, they would 
hardly grow at all, but sowing grain crops and legunyes so many years 
which helped the grass and weeds to grow without any hindrance, and 
the gradual building up of the quality of the soil, together with my 
absence from the orchard as before mentioned, earning my living for 
the entire year during the late summer and autumn months has re- 
sulted in establishing. a heavy sod under the low headed trees, which 
it seems impossible to control without great labor, as during the rainy 
fall months the grass was not touched, and therefore took possession, 
and this was greatly helped by the stable manure and other fertilizer 
placed around the trees at the beginning of the season. 

I have always used commercial fertilizers but of late years have used 
high grade phosphate and muriate of potash, purchased through the 
State Horticultural Society, sowing each kind separately and at different 
times broadcast over the entire surface of the part of orchard I wish to 
fertilize and harrowing in each kind separately. I sow the fertilizer 
from the rear of a wagon, sowing with both hands a strip 20 feet wide 
as fast as the team can walk. I seldom buy nitrogen as I grow that in 
the legumes, but sometimes use nitrate of soda to give unthrifty or 
newly set trees a boost. 

The plowing under of the whole of a matured crop of rye and vetch is 
not an ideal way of seeding, it puts seed in too thick to raise good 
seed to harvest but it furnishes the soil with an immense amount of 
humus and also much fertilizer that is stored up during the growing 
season in the roots of the vetch. I feel that in rye and veteh I have an 
ideal crop for the orchard, free from every objection that I have pre- 
sented against the other crops I have plow ed under in past years. oa: 
vetch climbs up on the rye and thus is not scalded by the hot sand, 
matures in one season, it furnishes the most humus of anything I He 
tried, both rye and vetch are hardy as an oak, and it can be plowed 
under after the rush of cultivating and cherry picking is done. The 
vetch matures about ten days earlier than the rye but that is no great 
objection; it does delay the plowing that much if it is desired to plow 
under both grains ripe enough to seed themselves, but this can be man- 
aged by sowing half a bushel of new rye seed, costing about 35 cents per 
acre, and plow the standing crop as soon as the vetch is ripe. 

This year as already mentioned I cut two acres of rye and vetch for 
seed. The vetch, being very ripe shelled some in handling it so that 
there was a partial seeding on that 2 acres of vetch but no rye. 

Most of this 15 acres of rye and vetch was plowed under the first 
half of September 6 inches deep, yet enough of it came up through that 
6 inches of soil to make a heavy seeding. 

I was warned by some of my neighbors that such late plowing with 
no previous cultivation of the orchard during the season up to September 
1, was dangerous, that it would result in causing new growth on the 
trees, and that the new growth thus made would winter kill; perhaps 
the whole tree would die. I replied that I could not afford to buy $150 
worth of vetch seed and I was sure it would be all right to plow it 
under ripe. There has been no new growth. The trees standing in this 
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rye and vetch made a splendid growth early in the season. This is 
the second year I have done this with good results. 

There are 5 reasons for this; Ist, Sand being very warm soil matures 
all vegetation early. 2nd, The new growth of the seed plowed under 
tends to check all new growth of the trees. 3rd, The straw and roots of 
the rye and vetch being mature decompose very slowly. 

I believe there would be much more danger of there being overgrowth 
of immature wood if the rye and vetch had been plowed in the green 
state, say in June. 

I think strongly of harvesting all my rye and vetch next year when 
fully ripe, threshing it, which would give plenty of straw to use in the 
stable, thus increasing the amount of stable manure returned to the 
orchard, also quite an amount of seed to sell, after sowing the usual 
bushel per acre, and the roots of the old crop are left in the ground. 

The best way to harvest a crop of vetch alone, for seed, is to allow 
it to become dead ripe and then the vine will break loose from the ground 
when gathered by a horse rake, leaving the roots in the ground; the 
roots being the most valuable part of the plant as a soil renewer. By 
thus taking off alternate whole crops of rye and vetch, and plowing 
under the whole of the other alternate crop, I believe the orchard can be 
sufficiently supplied with humus and partly, at least, supplied with ferti- 
lizer, especially after so many years of plowing under matured crops 
every year. 

This, however, could not have been done at the beginning of such soil 
building without detriment. The clover part of the orchard I shall 
cut for hay next June and leave the second growth on the ground. I 
have done this already in a block of cherries and crab apples situated 
on a big hill. It is very important to keep such steep hillsides seeded 
as much as possible on account of the heavy rains making gullies and 
spoiling the entire surface of the hill for future use, both in difficulty in 
plowing and in taking all the fertility and humus out of the soil. There- 
fore, to give the trees some cultivation and prevent erosion I have spaded 
and hoed a wide circle around the trees and fertilized with commercial 
fertilizer, sometimes muriate of potash, sometimes with phosphate. In 
this way I get crops of fruit and one crop of hay each year and keep the 
hill in good condition for future use. Having some degree of success 
with this hill has caused me to commence clearing several adjoining 
hills for the same purpose, especially as the hills have better soil than 
the orchard already in bearing, and are nearly immune from spring 
frosts which have taken most of my profits the past four years by de- 
stroying the bloom. Most of the spraying will have to be done with a 
Knapsack sprayer, but this work can be done effectually by planting 
Morello cherries and which need no ladder in picking. ; 

After setting out Morello cherries on these hills, first pulling out the 
stumps and plowing the ground, the trees should be cultivated with a 
hoed crop one or two years and then I intend to seed to alfalfa and hoe 
a circle around each tree, etc., as before mentioned. This means a lot 
of extra hard work but I believe it will pay in the long run. 

The varieties of fruit that proved most valuable in my experience have 
been in the following order: 1st, sour cherries; 2nd, Hyslop crab apples; 
3rd, Duchess apples. The Wealthy is as valuable as the Duchess but 
I did not say much about them as a class, having only about a dozen 
trees of that variety, but the past few years they have brought higher 
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prices at Old Mission than the Duchess, and in addition have stronger 
crotches, the fruit does not blow off as badly as the Duchess, and com- 
ing when the weather is cooler do not scald on the ground if they do 
fall off. 

Winter apples, pears, Sweet cherries and currants seem to need a 
heavier soil than sand; a good subsoil. I have tried a good many fruits 
and vegetables in my arden near the house, a very frosty location. I 
have found tree fruits “do better than bush fruits as they root deeper. 
Among vegetables, peas, and carrots and early potatoes are most easily 
raised, the latter being fertilized liberally with potash. Most of the fer- 
tility in my garden is supplied from the slops and ashes from the resi- 
dence. In setting fruit trees I regard it as very important to put the 
best top soil in bottom of the tree hole, and the barren subsoil last of all 
in filling up the hole. 

About a dozen years ago having found that about 100 of my sour 
cherries were not true to label, I started in to graft these Louis Phil- 
lippe over into Montmorency and I have been at this job off and on ever 
since. The sum of my experience is that it don’t pay; better pull out 
an unprofitable variety of cherry as soon as discovered and set a bet- 
ter one at once. A few of these grafted cherry trees have grown until 
they are the full size of stock on which they are grafted and have borne 
full crops of fine fruit for several years, but most of the scions died the 
year they were set, some bore fruit a few years and then died, quite 
a number of the original trees died in consequence of so much heavy 
cutting of limbs. This fall I have pulled out about 25 of these trees 
and set Montmorency in their places, after losing so much time and ex- 
pense. One of my neighbors has the same experience and has arrived 
at the same conclusion as my own 

3uying so much hay and other feed for the livestock necessary to 
every farm has been a heavy expense, so that about a dozen years ago I 
began experimenting with the intention of raising much of this feed. 
Again I refer to Prof. Smith, with whom I was in frequent corres- 
pondence at that time. Following his advice I planted half an acre 
with sand lucerne. The seed proved to be too old and was a failure. 
The second planting of half an acre seemed to be a success and I was 
much encouraged, although I had some trouble with June grass. I 
summer fallowed these half acres to- have a clean seed bed but June 
grass has a way of appearing to be dead and then coming to life in the 
fall as strong as ever. 

I prepared a summer fallow of six acres with unusual care, running 

the spring tooth harrow over it frequently all spring and summer. In 
September on Prof. Smith’s advice I sowed 3 acres of this piece to sand 
lucerne but it all winter killed. The remaining three acres I harrowed 
twice the following spring and sowed it thick with the lucerne in May 
but it was, as usual very slow in starting and most of the seeding was 
again choked out by the June grass, a most grievous disappointment. I 
cannot recall at the present time anything being said about bacterial 
innoculation of seed—I think this important essential is of later dis- 
covery. For some years I abandoned all effort to raise hay but in recent 
years I have, by innoculation, obtained a fairly good stand of alfalfa on 
one of my steep hills. 

“Hope springs eternal in the human breast.” 
During the first eight years, however, I had many setbacks, some 
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which I have here set forth; some years I could hardly keep my head 
above water, financially, but I kept the orchard growing. 

Then came the great year 1903, great not only for me but for every- 
body in this region who had good varieties of fruit in bearing and had 
taken good care of them. 

Not only a big crop, but what is still more important, a big price. 
With so many years of good care of my orchard, 90 per cent of my fruit 
graded fancy. Every Duchess apple tree, every crab tree had to be well 
propped and even then some branches broke with the great crop of fruit 
and the limbs of the cherry trees bent to the ground. 

This one crop paid for every fruit tree both living and dead T had set 
in that eight years, for every other cash expense and the orchard stayed 
with me, pay in future years for my toil and management. I was so 
much encouraged that I determined to plant a big crab orchard on the 
piece of land already mentioned, where I had tried and failed with sand 
lucerne, which is really a sand dune. This 10 acre block of Hyslop 
crabs has been kept growing, first with fertilizer under the trees and 
stable manure around them on top of the ground and since then with 
several matured crops of peas plowed under, and more recently with 
rye and vetch. These trees have made good growth each of the six years 
since they were planted, and are now ready to produce paying crops. 

Hyslop crab, while fairly profitable, has some drawbacks; it is sub- 
ject to blight same as pears. I have lost 200 trees from this cause in 
the past 6 years. This fruit is slow to pick and must be placed on the 
market in very limited time as they are in demand only a few weeks, 
beside that they become mealy and therefore worthless ?rf left in the 
orchard too long. 

Crabs would not be profitable much south of this region as they would 
mature too early there. 

Since the year 1903 I have had several good crops of fruit but the 
past four years spring frosts have taken most of the profits, but the first 
year the trees are full of fruit there will be profit enough in that year 
to tide over several poor years and “thus will our winter of discontent 
be made glorious summer.” 

Most of this orchard is still young and this fall I have weeded out 
unprofitable and dead trees and replaced them; with varieties well known 
to be profitable and thus I am full of hope for the future. 

The word and the sentiment, hope, is what keeps us to our life work, 
and the right way to spell that word is h-o-p; Hop LIVELY. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Cheney: Do you find by letting your crop mature you lose your 
moisture? 

Mr. Bagley: The trees are matured in their growth that year, and 
don’t receive any benefit that season. The danger was in keeping them 
growing too late, but have had no trouble. 

A Member: Don’t you find that if you had a crop on the tree they 
would lack moisture? Do you cultivate in the spring? 

Mr. Bagley: Certainly. My paper was so long when I was reading it 
over, but I saw many points that were not covered. I sow the center of 

the strip. My trees are twenty feet apart each way. I refer to what 
Mr. Case said yesterday about planting close together and then taking 



R. H. Sherwood in his fine orchards near Watervliet. He is not only one of the largest fruit growers 

in Michigan but has one of the largest circle of friends, won by his clean character and happy dis- 

position. 

C. E. Young among the Jonathans in his orchard, Rives Junction, Jackson County. 
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them out when they crowd. I don’t sow anything close to the trees; 
leave it so I can run a spring tooth cultivator around the tree space, and 
the trees have had this amount of cultivation. Three years ago when I 
cultivated my crab trees I went over themi on my hands and knees three 
times and hoed them with my fingers, and found a cut worm every time. 
You will find these insects worse on sandy land than on any other kind 
of land, and crab trees will develop things you never heard of before. 
It:is true a crab tree is well adapted to that kind of land, and you can 

make it grow just as well and better perhaps. I sow seed, and ferti- 
lizer and everything from the rear end of a wagon as near as I can 
about twelve feet out of that tw enty. That leaves strips on each side 
to run the cultivator during the season and hoe around the trees. 

FINANCIAL REPORT. 

Report of J. Satterlee, Secretary of the Board of Trustees of the Lyon 
Memorial Fund. 

Lansing, Mich., June 25, 1913. 
At a meeting of the Trustees of the Lyon Memorial Fund today at 

the residence of Secretary Satterlee in the city of Lansing, there were 
present Chas. J. Monroe, President, Charles W. Garfield, Treasurer, and 
James Satterlee, Secretary. Mr. Monroe presided and asked for a re- 
port of the treasurer. 

Mr. Garfield, as treasurer, reported the following assets of the fund. 

PoMarr mur OrGnanvdaeOMd «xs fic eih scksidls oie se g-a.a jefe a Slane ayes $1,000 00 
RGRetiwer FEIErTEO! MS COEK es cis 6c tsia e's sh his © Date weve abe s Wh 2,000 00 
PR MECTHIOURE. TSOILGINS/cr oo eae nee ore SR tala oe 1,500 00 
eI eI Gir oe ASE SOIR oat Sanat aca aa CES A ache age he, ee a a ae 1,000 00 
eM VIAL INOUE let so icbine a wee a «legeewcs ore are Shoas shore tees 345 00 
Peed Ge EL TTS OIG» | eukcicatat sess etic: sna on oo. cugnenageatinnsia: tie & oteeen a ols 500 00 
1 Commonwealth Power, Ry. and Light Co. Bond ......... 500 00 
enusumers: PowersCo, Pretrd Stock: coca. siiiele ote ura care acne 1,500 00 
OT SEES TTT gal 5171 Fg eo a ee OA eve Me teet Sra eh Ae 117 42 

MR uet he eetener rece aca a-ha Sits ata tae Ayre ace Beasts bes Meson e akan $8,462 42 

The Trustees carefully inspected the securities as eed and they 
met the approval of the entire Board. 

No further business appearing the Board adjourned. 
J. SATTERLEE, 

Secretary. 
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Annual Report of Chas. W. Garfield, Treasurer of the Board of 
Trustees of the Lyon Memorial Fund. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., 
Now. 12,1913: 

To James Satterlee, Secretary: 
I herewith present you my annual statement as treasurer: 

LIST OF INVESTMENTS. 

Ones MorrilmOrchard Bond oss eo eke Se ee $1,000 00 
Warden sbreferned Stock io 50a. ket ee eae 2,000 00 
Greenhouse 7B ondrnd ee ee eee Ba ee. Cee 1,500 00 
ADORE OTE RAS chs OWE -.5 Seic 2s the oe ee ey See 1,000 00 
yA CHIE SIOLE! Pic cian bas. sco ls PRs bee UO Oe 335 00 
VT cl SOMOS 16%. ses wee Rene eee Ee ee en 500 00 
Commonwealth Power and Light Co. Bond............... 500 00 
Consumers Power-Co. Prird Stock. (22.028 <0 1,500 00 
PSs Ss AMG fo fyt ec. Law aS eyo ue eae ee eee eee Tk Ee 610 59 

$8,945 59 
NEYO UIA anche ales aise ec urs Sas A aes $7,600 00 
late Membership Fund 2. :. 003.3... t eons 500 00 
Malkanea total Of". 3. .;.. Bsa Sa Fg eae ahaa MR gt tetera? 8,100 00 

Me awnors DALANCE OPA ai. esec cco et sath Oe tet eles ve oats $845 59 

For ready reference I give you a list of transactions during the year 
since I made the last report on October 21, 1912 to this date, as they are 
recorded in the bank book at the Grand Rapids Savings Bank: 

1912 
OcriA- Cash on Wand “oc. oh face ceases a 2,399.86 
Oe@En22 Paid Stale Soclety ..-ce..c. cee $714 86 
Oct. 28 Investment—Consumers Power Co.. 1,430 75 
Deer.) Worden Intenest ge, etext mech ord 70 00 

19138 
Daneel misank INPEVeSt (505 5.'s iach ece sacle: Sc aie eons 12 78 
Jan. 2 Consumers Power Int.............. 22 50 
Apr. 14. Consumers Power Unt: 2...) 026.0 22 50 
Apres Morrill sinterest..3: Ss ccincscscs oes 90 00 
Apr. 22 Greenhouse Interest ............. 43 80 
Sune. « Worden. Unterest $65. . (sis bo ce 0 lets 70 00 
June 2 Investment—Commonwealth Power. 490 83 
June:2s.. Dykema interest .......0..0¢.% 0. 22 42 
iy eel a amk An terest cs. ss c's bo eiee wus’ ote or 4 72 
July 2 Consumers Power Interest ......... 22 50 
any 22 Detroit Gas Interest :. 2% oo seg wrote 50 00 
July 2 Savannah Bond Interest .......... 25 00 
Needs cMOPril INtePest 225... 2.0 ssa. ot as 30 00 
Aug. 29 Dykema Int. and Principal ....... 138 45 
Oct. 2. Consumers Power Int.............. 22 50 
Oct.-2 ‘Greenhouse Coupons ...........:.. 45 00 
Wav. “Dykema vinterest....o....¢c00%.2 2 ss 5 00 
NOV. 46° Cash in; Bank 9.5.66 ee ee 610 59 
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You will note that I have not enough on hand to pay the whole in- 
come for the year to the State Society because I have over invested, but 
I presume the society is not in immediate need of funds and I enclose 
herewith a due bill as treasurer of the Lyon Fund which I will honor at 
any time it is presented. 

Very respectfully submitted, 
CHARLES W. GARFIELD, 

Treasurer. 

Since receiving the above I have had word from Secretary Bassett 
that he had settled with the treasurer of the State Society for twenty- 
five life memberships received during the year which will be turned over 
to Treasurer Garfield to be added to the Lyon Fund which will make 
that fund $8,225.00 besides the South Haven real estate. 
_ It seems to me that the State Society is again to be congratulated on 
the wise provision made by T. T. Lyon for a permanent income for the 
Society, especially now that the income from the state has been cut off. 

It is to be hoped that a large number of life memberships may be 
secured each year to add to the permanent fund, thus increasing the 
annual income and adding to the efficiency and scope of the Society’s 
work. 

At the formal meeting of the Trustees in midsummer, a report of 
which appears above, all the securities were carefully reviewed by the 
full Board of Trustees and found to be in a good and safe condition. 
The funds seem to be well invested and the income is unusually large 
for a trust fund of this character. 

Respectfully submitted, 
J. SATTERLEE, 

Secretary. 
Lansing, Mich., Nov. 26, 1918. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

The election of officers which followed resulted as follows: 
President, J. Pomeroy Munson, Grand Rapids; secretary, C. E. Bas- 

sett, Fennville; treasurer, Robert Smythe, Benton Harbor; executive 
committee, Frank A. Wilken, Detroit; O. E. Ladd, Old Mission; J. E. 
Merritt, Manistee. 

All of the above were re-elected except the last two, who are new mem- 
bers on the executive board. 

BANQUET. 

The annual banquet was held Wednesday evening in the church gym- 
nasium and was in charge of the ladies of the church. After a most 
excellent physical feast, Mr. R. H. Sherwood, of Watervliet, as toast- 
master, started a mental feast in which sense and nonsense were de- 
lightfully mixed. Mr. Sherwood is a born toastmaster and the list of 
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speakers he presented held the interest of those present for over two 
hours. One thing strongly apparent, was the loyalty of the Traverse 
City people who responded to toasts to their part of the county. Such 
a home spirit is to be commended. When everyone gives a boost some- 
thing has to move for the betterment of the locality. 

Mr. Case, of New York, responded to the toast, “Associated Effort,” 
and took biblical times to illustrate the value of such effort. Prof. 
Eustace spoke of the Agricultural College and urged that all be friendly 
to that institution. He invited friendly criticism as well as encourage- 
ment. Mr. Hart, a student at the college, spoke on the subject of unified 
effort. In his talk he paid high compliments to Prof. Eustace and his 
ability as an advisor and teacher. At the close of his toast Mr. Hart 
called on the M. A. ©. men present to give the college yell, which cer- 
tainly well illustrated unified effort. 

Mr. Farnsworth asked that we give more attention to the human fac- 
tor in agriculture and strongly urged that we give more attention to 
the most important crop of the county, the boys and girls. Mr. Roland 
Morrill gave a short sketch of his early experiences in the peach busi- 
ness, which was full of value and interest. 

It was only after Mr. Sherwood accused him of eating peas with his 
knife and thereby giving the plant breeder, Mr. Burbank, the inspira- 
tion to breed a square pea that Mr. Bassett, our secretary, consented to 
say anything. After coming back at Mr. Sherwood in good form he 
urged improvements in ourselves and our way of doing things. 

The chief speaker of the Wednesday afternoon session was Roland 
Morrill, famous for peaches, of Benton Harbor, who spoke on the 
present status of the peach industry. In his very able presentation 
which was interspersed with many terse philosophical truths, he showed 
that in Michigan we had nothing to fear from competition of other 
peach growing districts. Statistics showed that in the agregate this 
state was heavily in the peach business, but individually it was not. He 
said that the Elberta reigned supreme in the peach business and wher- 
ever it could be grown successfully this industry became of commercial 
importance. The time of ripening of this variety in this state gave us 
the advantage over other parts of the country as that time is the usual 
canning time for the housewives. Mr. Morrill made a special plea for 
honesty in packing so that the state could maintain an eager demand 
for this fruit. 

STUDENTS’ SPEAKING CONTEST. 

The students’ speaking contest opened the Wednesday afternoon ses- 
sion. Without exception the subjects were well selected, practical and 
well given. It was very difficult for the audience, who were the judges, 
to select the winners. The decision of the hearers was as follows: 

1st. Ernest Hart, of Rochester, N. Y., whose subject was, “Does it 
Pay to Renovate Apple Orchards?” 

Qnd. J. A. Petrie, Kalamazoo, Mich., who spoke of the shot-hole 
fungus of the cherry. 

3rd. A. L. Coons, Lowell, Mich., whose topic was, ‘Market 
Preferences.” 
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The students’ judging contest was won by J. A. Petrie, with I. R. 
Notteware, of Bellaire, second, and H. 8S. Bird, of Lansing, and A. L. 
Coons, tied for third. 

Of the growers exhibiting at the fruit hall, A. J. Rogers, of Beulah, 
got first prize; E. W. Lincoln, of Greenville, second, and F. H. Hem- 
street, of Bellaire, was awarded third. 

Following are the addresses of the students: 

DOES IT PAY TO RENOVATE APPLES? 

ERNEST HART, ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

(First Prize Article in Students’ Speaking Contest.) 

In the rapid advances made along the lines of pruning, spraying and 
marketing, the progressive horticulturist has been able to give little at- 
tention to the rotting of trunks and limbs of apple trees. But the most 
casual survey of the average orchard of 25 years or more will reveal 
the importance of this subject. Here we may find trees with large cavi- 
ties or rot holes which are the result of decaying heartwood. At some 
time the bark has been injured, possibly a stub left in pruning or a 
limb has been broken off in a storm, exposing the heartwood. Fungi 
have entered and, in the presence of moisture, are eating away the heart 
of the tree, thereby destroying its chief mechanical support and shorten- 
ing its life by many years. Not only will the tree succumb sooner but 
it cannot be depended upon to support a large bearing surface. The 
familiar sight of one of these effective trees, loaded with beautiful fruit, 
but hopelessly checked and split demonstrates this all too well. 

The best way to cure a disease is not to have it, and as these fungi 
can only gain entrance into a tree through a wound in the bark, the 
preventative measures are very simple. If all prunings are made flush 
with the main limbs and all cut surfaces are kept covered with white 
lead or some similar substance the cambium layer will soon heal over the 
wound and there is no danger of fungus infection. On the other hand, 
if the rot has already gained a foothold there are two methods of com- 
bating it. First, to allow trained tree surgeons to ¢ome into the orchard 
and treat the trees at the rate of 60 cents an hour. This method is not 
to be advised, but if no other way can be found even it will pay in the 
end. The other way is for the grower to do the work himself. The 
operation is comparatively simple and if the workman is handy with 
mallet and chisel and has a little skill in dealing with cement he is 
bound to succeed. 

The rotted parts of the tree are dug out and cleaned away until. solid 
wood is reached, then some disinfectant such as creosote or coal tar is 
coated over the exposed surface to remove as far as possible the last 
traces of the rot organisms. The hole is then filled with concrete which 
is shaped on the surface to allow of good drainage. The purpose of 
the cement is to prevent the re-entrance of the fungi, to prevent the col- 
lection of excessive water and provides a strong, solid core to take the 
place of the decayed heartwood. In time a wound callous will grow 

9 
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over the cement, and whereas before we had for a trunk a cylindrical 
support which was open in places and had a rotten center, we now have 
for a mechanical support, a closed tube with a solid center which is ab- 
solutely impermeable to fungus infection. 

I call your attention to the following figures from a 12 acre, 50 year 
old Baldwin orchard in which I demonstrated that this work can be 
profitably carried on in a commercial way. 

Four hundred and fifty trees were treated with a total of over 1200 
cavities. The cost of the operation and materials was: 

7 wks. labor—38 men at $18 per wk. ....... $378 00 
DU LOAGS <Samly.. 20. es. cee yeaa ae ane ae » 00 
ZA ADAGS*COMECNE sete Gc. kee eee oe ot eer ee 15 00 
Lools, and Srepairs.4 soa Ree ee ee as absye(I10) 
Barrel coal tam sy cers. sce 2 we maaan ere 8 00 

Deo tall orcises teach bees lore Weee barre te cana arte aaa $419 00 

Yield of the orchard—average year, bbls. ... 1,000 
average price, per Darrel c:aoe.wee mae eee ee $2.50 

Total taken from orchard—average year .... $2,500 00 
Cost of producing the crop in that locality.. 550 00 ‘ 

IPrOuE TOF aAVeCrACe, VeUr, \e . bh Cots. aa oie urate te $1,950 00 
WOSiTOl CLECASUEOCIY fo atirac te tcie Gtr anes, feo era 419 00 

Thus if the work of arresting the rot prolongs the life of 14 of the 
trees for 1 crop it pays for itself. But the life of all of the trees and 
all of the main limbs will be prolonged for several years and several 
crops. It is instantly evident that here is a profitable proposition for 
the grower and he need no longer sit helplessly by and see his valuable 
apple trees tottering with age when they should properly be in the 
prime of their bearing, for the application of these simple methods has 
solved the problem of successfully combating the rots which bring about 
premature death. 

SHOT-HOLE FUNGOUS ON THE CHERRY. 

J. A. PETRIE, KALAMAZOO. 

(Second Prize Address.) 

“Shot-hole Fungous” or the Cherry “Leaf-Spot” is a disease of great 
importance to you people, who are growing cherries. 
When the fungous is present in the cherry or plum orchards, it causes 

the leaves to turn yellow and drop prematurely, and occasionally all of 
the foliage falls to the ground before the crop is picked. This loss of 
foliage does not affect this year’s crop so much, but by losing its leaves, 
the tree is unable to ripen its wood properly and is apt to winter-kill. 
Tt is also unable to mature the fruit-buds, which are to produce the 
next year’s crop. The food necessary for the ripening of the wood and 
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the maturing of the next year’s fruit-buds is manufactured by the leaves 
after the present crop is picked, so it is evident that if the majority of 
the leaves fall to the ground, the tree and the future crop will suffer. 

For many years, it was not definitely known how this fungous passed 
the winter, and most people surmised that it either stayed in the twigs 
or else wintered over in the old dry leaves. Last year, B. B. Higgins, 
of the Cornell Experiment Station, discovered the winter stage of this 
fungous and proved to his own satisfaction that the disease winters over 
in the old leaves. On account of his discovery, the name of the fungous 
will probably be changed from Cylindrosporium padi to Coccomyces 
heimalis. 

The disease first shows up as discolored spots on the leaves, which 
gradually enlarge. Later they become dark around the edges of the 
circular patches and pale in the centers. These spots wither, dry up, 
and fall out, leaving round, clean-cut holes, which resemble those caused 
by shot, hence the name “Shot-Hole Fungous.” 
When the disease has weakened the leaves sufficiently, they fall to the 

ground and dry up. There is a slow development of the fungous, dur- 
ing the winter and the mature spores come out in the spring about May. 
These small spores are then blown about by the wind and fall on the 
young leaves of the cherry trees, producing new infections. 

In controlling this disease, our work must be preventative rather than 
curative. We must have every part of the leaf-surface of the trees cov- 
ered with spray, so that when the spores fall on the young leaves and 
start to germinate, the little germ-tube will come in contact with the 
caustic spray and be killed immediately. We must kill these spores be- 
fore they get into the leaf-tissue for after they have gained entrance, 
we cannot affect them by spraying and they will spread the disease 
rapidly. 
When we spray, we should have plenty of pressure so that we can 

throw the solution in a very fine mist, being careful to cover all parts 
of the trees, for if some places are overlooked, the spores will be sure to 
find them and there reproduce themselves. 

Formerly it was the custom to spray with Bordeaux Mixture for this 
disease, but the Horticultural Department of the Michigan Agricultural 
College, carried on experiments using dilute lime and sulphur (1 to 40) 
instead, and found that it controlled the fungous perfectly and caused 
no burning of the foliage. Many people have been afraid to use lime and 
sulphur because they understand that it would burn the leaves, but Prof. 
White proved by his experiments, that if it was properly applied, no 
damage would result. 

Since this fungous winters over on the old leaves of the 
past season, general clean-up measures and the burning of the 
leaves are beneficial and destroy the source of much of the trouble. Now 
if we do all we can to destroy the old leaves by early plowing in the 
spring, ete., which winter this fungous over, and then do a thorough job 
of spraying at the right time so that we prevent the spores from germ- 
inating, we surely will have the disease under control. 
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MARKET PREFERENCES. 

A, L. COONS, LOWELL, MICH. 

(Third Prize Address.) 

As you came up the street this morning had you noticed closely you 
would probably have met a man wearing a red neck-tie; later on you 
passed one wearing a black bow tie and still another with a blue tie with 
white dots. 

Now, what do these neckties have to do with apple production in 
Michigan? Just this. 

As surely as the first man preferred the red necktie, so does New York 
City prefer the Rhode Island Greening and the Maiden Blush apples 
above all the others and dislikes the Hubbardston. Just as the second 
man preferred the black bow tie so does the South and Mobile and New 
Orleans prefer the Ben Davis which is best suited to their needs. Just 
as the third man chose the blue tie with the white dots so will Indian- 
apolis pay nearly twice as much for the Hubbardston apple as will New 
York City. 

Study the markets and the pay check will grow. This is a proven 
fact and not idle talk. 

Ship the Baldwin to Boston where there is a particular demand for 
it. This apple, however, will sell well in all of the markets with the 
possible exception of New Orleans where there is only a partial demand 
for it. The Northern Spy will sell anywhere except in the South. to 
whose needs it is poorly adapted, and the Maiden Blush has a good 
reputation in all markets with the possible exceptions of Norfolk an@¢ 
Richmond. 

Detroit and Boston like the Talman Sweet but this apple is little 
known in the other markets, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and St. Louis not 
wanting it at all. Except in the South, to which it is poorly adapted, 
the Snow apple is held in the highest esteem. The Gravenstein is not in 
demand in Detroit nor the South but New York and the other northern 
markets like it. The King sells well in both the North and the South 
and Detroit has a particular craving for the McIntosh, that excellent 

Christmas apple. 
The baked apple trade of Baltimore, Richmond, Washington and 

to dispose of should carefully select their market. 
Richmond, Buffalo and Milwaukee want the Wagner, and the Jona- 

than sells well throughout the north, also selling well in Mobile and New 
Orleans where it is classed as excellent. Cincinnati has a distinct cray- 
ing for the Yellow Transparent, while Chicago and Buffalo want the 
Duchess. The Duchess, however, should not be sent to the South for 

there is little demand there for it. 
Cincinnati also says, “Send me your Alexanders,” but Indianapolis 

and St. Louis do not seem to want this apple. The other markets of 
the north will take this and the Wealthy apple in limited amounts, al- 
though New York and Pittsburg class the Wealthy as excellent. The 
Seek-no-Further is in demand in Baltimore and Buffalo but the other 
markets demand it only in smaller amounts. 



The attractive ‘fruit piece,’ 17x26 feet, made in the Sanitarium gymnasium, Battle Creek, 

by O. C. Edwards, using 48 bushels of apples of different colors. 

The Battle Creek Sanitarium auto truck hauling a 150 bushel load of apples from their own farn 
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Just as these various markets prefer certain varieties, so do these 

varieties prefer certain seasons. It is folly to place the Ben Davis on 

the market in the fall. Keep it until May and dispose of it then. The 
Baldwin sells best during or shortly after December while the Twenty 
Ounce and the Wealthy should be disposed of before Christmas. The 

McIntosh is an ideal Christmas apple, bringing its highest price then, 

while the Rhode Island Greening reaches its highest price during Janu- 

ary and February. 
There is a time and a place for every variety. You need no one to 

tell. you further, then, that there are increased dividends awaiting the 
man who sends his fruit to the right market at the proper seasonable 

time. 

WHY FRUITS SHOULD BE PRECOOLED. 

J. R. NOTEWARE, BELLAIRE. 

The term precooling has been applied to the rapid and prompt cooling 
of fruit or other produce before it is shipped or stored. To the grower 
and shipper it is important as a means of extending the market area of 
‘a product by assuring its delivery in sound condition over long distances. 
Ice and salt or mechanical refrigeration are usually employed as the 
cooling agents and the object is to reduce the temperature of the fruit, 
as quickly as possible, to a point where ripening will be retarded, and 
decay and deterioration prevented. 

During the maturing of a normal fruit, certain chemical and physio- 
logical processes are taking place within the fruit, which results in the 
acquirement of flavor and quality; this constituting the ripening process. 
After a certain point is reached the fruit becomes over-ripe, quality and 
flavor are lost and deterioration progresses until eventually the fruit is 
destroyed by fungous decay or fermentation or through destructive 
physiological changes. When the fruit is picked the ripening period is 
hastened and greatly shortened if the fruit is allowed to remain warm 
for any length of time. Hence the importance of reducing the tempera- 
ture of the fruit as rapidly as possible after it is picked. 

Aside from the breaking down from over-ripeness, fruits are subject to 
premature decay, due to the attacks of fungi. The most common of these, 
however, have not the power to penetrate the unbroken skin of healthy, 
normal fruit but injuries to fruit from rough handling provides an en- 
trance for spores of fungi and decay occurs very rapidly if they are sub- 
jected to ordinary temperature for any length of time. The germination 
of the decay spores does not take place while the fruit is perfectly dry 
or the temperature low. After the spores have germinated, however, and 
decay has started within the fruit, even as low a temperature as thirty- 
two degrees Fahrenheit will not check it. Growth of the mold is only 
retarded and decay continues slowly to develop. Prompt and rapid 
reduction of the temperature of the fruit below the point where the de- 
cay spores will germinate, prevents the development of the disease and 

_ fruits that have been rendered extremely susceptible, through some me- 
chanical injury, can be transported with only slight loss from decay. 
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These dormant fungus spores however, will become active when the fruit 
is unloaded, especially in hot, humid weather and such fruit will gain a 
reputation for poor marketing quality and be discounted accordingly. 
It is just as important that fruit remain in sound condition after its 
arrival, long enough at least to be sold and consumed, as it is to get it 
to market sound. So it is evident that precooling can not be legitimately 
substituted for careful handling in preparing fruit for shipment. It is 
in no sense a panacea for all the difficulties of carrying fruit in a sound 
condition to distant markets. It cannot improve the quality or condition 
of the fruit packed and can only temporarily retard decay, following in- 
juries made by rough handling. But it renders unnecessary the packing of 
such fruits as peaches, plums, and apricots in a hard green condition in 
order to offset the ripening which takes place in cars under ordinary 
methods, thus giving a better satisfaction to the consumer and a more 
extended and profitable market to the grower and shipper. 

THE CHERRY FRUIT FLIES. 

A. H. HOLLINGER, DETROIT. 

The earliest account of maggots working in American cherries was 

from Massachusetts in 1883. Six years later, the cherry growers in this 

region reported much damage from a similar maggot. It is very likely 

that maggots had been destructive before this in other localities, but 

the cause of the trouble was credited to the grub of the plum curculio. 

The fruit-fly is now widely distributed over the northern and central 

states. ; 

The native food-plants were probably wild species of plum and cherry, 

but gradually it has acquired a taste for cultivated fruits, until now, 

all cherries, both sweet and sour, and occasionally plums, are attacked. 

However, it has a decided preference for certain varieties, such as Eng- 

lish Morello, Montmorency, Downer, Black Cherries, and others. 

The adult insect is a pretty little fly, resembling the common house- 

fly in general form, though much smaller. Its body is black and the head 

and legs are brown. Each wing is crossed by four blackish bands and 

has a black spot at its tip. These peculiar wing-markings serve to easily 

distinguish this fly from the adult of the apple-maggot or railroad worm 

and other near relatives, and render these flies quite conspicuous objects 

as they fly from cherry to cherry. All growers should familiarize them- 

selves with the adult stage of this pest. 

The eggs are deposited just under the skin of the cherry by the sharp 

ovipositor of the female, and may be laid in any section of the fruit. 

The egg-scars are mere punctures and must not be confused with the 

crescent-shaped scars made by the plum curculio. Egeg-laying extends over 

a considerable period, from June till as long as cherries last, he, tly 

lays about four hundred eggs and begins’ ovipositing about two weeks 

after she emerges. 
In a few days the eggs hatch into yellowish-white maggots which pene- 

trate to the pit, feeding on the flesh and forming an irregular rotting- 

appearing cavity. The fruit is not mined, as in the case with the apple- 
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maggot, but the larvae invariably work around the pit. As a rule, the 
maggots attain maturity simultaneously with the ripening of the cher- 
ries, and they thus find their way to the consumer. This is the only 
stage with which most growers and consumers are familiar. Until the 
maggots are nearly full grown, their work does not show on the surface 
of the fruit. 

There is never more than one maggot in a cherry and unfortunately, 
it works in a very inconspicuous manner, so that it is difficult to de 
termine its presence until the damage is wrought. 

Infested fruit shows a decided tendency to brown-rot,sand upon ex- 
amining closely those cherries in which brown-rot was just beginning, 
the egg-punctures were seen in the center of the decay. For this reason, 
most of the fruit rotting on the trees has been found to contain cherry- 
maggots. It has been observed that few infested cherries fall from the 
trees, differing in this respect from the work of the railroad-worm. 

The maggots are generally full grown by the time of ripening, and 
crawl out of the cherries and drop to the ground, where they transform 
to puparia and pass the winter and late spring within an inch of the 
surface of the ground. 

Cherry fruit-flies have long been considered one of the hardest of 
orchard pests to control. Some remedies have been suggested, such as 
destroying the entire crop of infested fruit, or removing the top layer 
of soil from beneath the trees after the maggots have pupated. Such 
treatments have been of little avail. 

There is now a certain means of destroying this pest. A spray, simi- 
lar to the one employed against the railroad worm, is used. It con- 
sists of a mixture of five pounds of arsenate of lead, three gallons of 
cheap molasses, and one hundred gallons of water. This spray is not 
intended for the larvae, but is used for the adult flies that come to the 
trees for egg-laying and for feeding. The spray is not applied until the 
flies appear in the orchard, at which time the cherries are about half- 
grown and just beginning to color. There are usually two applications, 
one about the tenth of June, and the second about June twenty-fifth. 
The spray is applied through a syringe holding about one pint, and this 
amount will be sufficient for a medium sized tree, so little of the mix- 
ture being needed to kill the flies. 

Results have been very gratifying. In tests, the fruit of unsprayed 
trees resulted in infestation of fully one-third the crop, while that of 
sprayed trees was remarkably clean, having only one-sixth of one per 
cent infested. The sprayed fruit also showed a noticeable lack of brown 
rot and of curculio injury. 
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PRUNING OF NEGLECTED APPLE ORCHARDS. 

MELVIN A. RUSSELL, LUDINGTON. 

Pruning was one of the first operations devised as an aid in the pro- 
duction of fruit. Hours might be spent in discussing it in its many phases, 
but never the less I think that by attacking this limited subject, I can 
bring before you in a few minutes the more important points about prun- 
ing neglected apple orchards. 

In spite of the well known fact that pruning is necessary in the pro- 
duction of good apples, many farmers seem to have labored under the 
impression that after an apple tree is twenty or thirty years old, it no 
longer requires annual pruning, but will thrive as well if left to its 
own resources as if pruned and cared for. As a result of this wrong 
idea, nearly every early settled neighborhood in our state has a number 
of old farm orchards that have become unproductive, unprofitable, and 
in many cases unsightly, through lack of proper care. 

The importance of spraying and cultivation in bringing an old orchard 
into productiveness must not be overlooked. But pruning is usually the 
first task and one that greatly facilitates the spraying and cultivation 
which are to follow. 

Broadly speaking, there are three objects to be sought in this kind of 
pruning: The dead branches must be removed, the head of the tree must 
be thinned out to admit sunshine and the circulation of air, and the 
fruit bearing area of the tree should usually be lowered. 

In some cases a tree may be greatly improved by simply trimming 
out the dead branches. But as a rule after this has been done the head 
of the tree is still too thick. It must be thinned out by removing the 
inferior branches and those which do not go to make a good shaped head. 
Just what and how much to prune off is a problem that is solved only 
by good judgment and a great deal of experience. 
Many old apple trees even after having been well thinned out, are 

still so tall that it is almost impossible to work in their highest branches. 
It is a common occurrence for a tall tree to bear its finest apples just 
beyond the reach of your longest ladder. So it is generally necessary to 
lower the fruit bearing area by cutting back the long upright branches. 
Much depends upon the tree and the ideal of the pruner how much to 
cut back the head, but as a rule it should not be left more than twenty 
feet high. 

Because of the harm resulting from throwing the root area and the 
leaf area of the tree out of balance, it is better to spread this severe 
pruning process over two or three years, but for the sake of economy 
it is often done in one operation. 

The best time for this pruning is in late winter or early spring. Here, 
as in other horticultural operations, the details are important. Branches 
should always be cut off as closely as possible. If stubs are left pro- 
jecting, they will not heal over, but will rot back and often leave an ugly 
hole in the trunk of the tree. Large wounds should be painted over 
with pure white lead and raw linseed oil. Painting does not help to 
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heal the wound, but it does preserve the exposed wood and acts as an 
antiseptic against rot causing fungi. 

If this briefly outlined plan of pruning is properly carried out it will 
leave the trees in a much more sightly and convenient form to work in. 
With good spraying and culture it brings an orchard into a condition to 
bear more, larger, and better colored apples, a result well worth being 
sought. 

AN IDEAL PEAR ORCHARD. 

H. S. BIRD, LANSING. 

This ideal pear orchard is situated in one of the most wonderful pear 
producing sections of the world. The rich clay soil, the abundant and 
timely rains, and the exceptional climate all play their parts. Numerous 
and well placed shipping stations bring the use of a good refrigerator 
car service close to every grower. 

The ideal orchard itself consists of one hundred twenty acres of the 
best of this land. It is divided into six blocks, on five of which are ten 
year old pear trees. 

As we drove between rows of perfect Bosc, Comice, and Winter Nellis 
trees not a single weed was visible. Weekly and often semi-weekly culti- 
vation had discouraged even the rankest of them. Next we crossed ten 
acres of beautiful grounds on which were situated the buildings. Be- 
yond these came the Anjou orchard and twenty acres of as fine Bartletts 
as were ever grown. 

The owner asked us to visit his fine farm residence and later intro- 
duced his foreman, a man who had spent his entire life in the pear in- 
dustry. During our trip through the barns the great advantages of good 
machinery, thoroughly used, was explained to us. Their two spraying 
outfits were of the finest and best obtainable, their orchard fruit wagons 
were shelved and canvas covered. Nothing but spring wagons were found. 
shelved and canvas covered. Nothing but spring wagons were found. 
Three big rack wagons were ready to haul the coming crop to town. 
We are next taken to the big bunk house, on the second floor of which 

were twenty clean comfortable bunks. The room was large, clean, and 
light. On the floor below were a dining room and a well equipped 
kitchen. From here we went to the packing shed, the entire second floor 
of which was piled high with boxes ready for the harvest. 

I saw much of this orchard during the following weeks. At last the 
Bartletts became full sized and the harvest began. The bunk house was 
filled with experienced men, for the consideration given them brought 
many applicants to choose from. 

Pickers were given ten foot orchard step-ladders and picking aprons 
into which the pears could be placed easily and with no bruising. Only 
the most careful work was tolerated, yet it is surprising how little 
trouble there was. 

Lug boxes holding about a bushel without being filled above the level 
of the top, had been distributed through the orchard. Into these the 
pears were emptied from the aprons by a method that assured no injury. 
The orchard wagons then transferred the fruit to the packing shed 
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where it was packed by experienced packers in bushel and half bushel 
boxes. Each pear was placed in a transparent wrapper stamped with 
an attractive brand. Only the most perfect fruit was packed, but in 
this case over ninety-seven per cent was in the best of condition. 

The packed boxes were loaded in the rack wagons and within a few 
hours after the fruit left the trees it was tightly braced in the refriger- 
ator cars ready for the best markets. 

The natural question is, “Has all this care yielded dividends?” The 
answer is, “Yes, decidedly.” This orchard is averaging over ten per cent 
clear each year. The Bartletts have never sold for less than $1.50 per 
box and occasionally they have brought as high as $5.00. The half boxes 
do nearly as well. Other varieties bring as much or more. In 1912 one 
large lot of Bose pears sold for $5.35 a half box. 

There is no question but that all this care has yielded dividends and 
large ones. 

REINFORCING AND BRACING FRUIT TREES. 

V. R. PICKFORD, EAST LANSING. 

The methods of preventing fruit trees from splitting is an important 
subject. We have all seen orchards of various kinds break down and 
become unprofitable when they should be in their period of greatest 
returns. 

Several factors have tended to make the problem of splitting less 
severe. Among these is the habit of thinning, which is a widespread 
and growing practice, especially among peach and apple growers. The 
severity of the thinning should be tempered to the strength of the 
trees, leaving enough to make a safe load, counting on each fruit be- 
coming normal size for the variety. 

Another factor which will do away in some measure with the fre- 
quent premature breakdown is better formed trees. The idea of forming 
the head of an apple tree, (for example), so that the main branches are 
well distributed on the trunk, is a comparatively new one. Throughout 
the country many young orchards are found with from four to eight 
main branches, or scaffold limbs starting from the same level. 

This summer I worked in a young Duchess orchard of considerable 
size in which the tops were formed in this manner. It has always had 
first class care, with good cultivation, making the trees of good size and 
thrifty appearance. Many, however, exhibit an alarming tendency to 
split in the crotches although up to this season they had never borne a 
good load of fruit. 

This spring the orchard was left in clover sod, with the idea of check- 
ing growth, toughening the wood and causing them to bear. For this 
or other reasons they set a nice lot of fruit, making it necessary that 
something be done to keep the trees from splitting. In doing this a 
somewhat different method was followed than the usual practice of 
wrapping a “gunny” sack around the branches, placing a few splints 
over the sacking and binding them together with wire. Two inch screw- 
eyes were used, putting them into the frame-work branches in such a 
manner that the flat side of the eye was parallel with the long way of 
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of the branch, as this does not spread and crack the bark as much and 

facilitates the healing of the wound. The wire is then inserted and 

twisted until taut. Unless the tree has many framework branches two 

wires are sufficient. 
The screw-eye will hold an immense weight when first put in and after 

remaining a season or two until the bark has had a chance to grow 

over them, the danger of pulling is very slight. This method is more 
practicable in rather small to medium sized trees. It does away with 

the necessity of looking after them each year, in order to see that the 

wire is not choking the limb it is around, besides being more quickly and 
easily applied and less harmful to the tree. 

This particular orchard averaged two barrels of choice fruit to the 
tree and came through the season without the loss of a branch of any 
size, although dozens of them would have broken down if it had not 
been for the braces. 

This method works equally well for peaches, but if it has been allowed 
to split the trunk must be bolted as well as wired. Another method 
worth carrying out is that of twisting the young suckers, from the dif- 
ferent main branches about each other, making a living brace; often 
they will live and continue to grow as long as the tree, forming a strong 
brace several inches in diameter. I know of two orchards where this 
has been carried out very successfully. 

In the case of large mature trees weakened by bearing many heavy 
loads of fruit, and the frosts and winds of many seasons the branches 
must be chained together, with props from the ground to the weakened 
limbs if circumstances permit. 

In this work prevention of breaking and splitting should always be in 
mind and is much easier than mending after the damage is done. 

With the main branches distributed so as to have as few weak trees 
as possible, and careful thinning practices, based upon the strength of 
the tree, followed by a good method of bracing, commencing when the 
trees are young thousands of trees might be saved in Michigan orchards 
every year. The saving inne season would be many times the cost of 
the labor and materials it took to safeguard them. 

JUST A FARMER... 

MR. GRANGER WHITNEY, WILLIAMSTON. 

Just a farmer in a clearing on the bleak New England shore: 
In the woods the treacherous red skin lurks and hunger shakes the door: 
To the eastward lies the stormy reach of Massachusetts Bay: 
To the westward through the wilderness an empire spreads away. 
Who will win it from the red skin who with blindness bars the road, 
For the future of humanity who will bear the heavy load? 

Just a farmer. 

Just a farmer following Braddock through the Pennsylvania wilds 
With his knowledge and his wood lore he travels with the guides. 
His uniform, a hunting shirt, his discipline, his sense. 
He has neither pomp nor tactics but energy intense. 
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When the soldiers stubbornly went down in their hour of defeat; 
Fought behind the trees and fallen logs to cover their retreat 

Just a farmer. 

Just a farmer riding swiftly from a furrow he has turned, 
Just a farmer in whose heart the fire of patriotism burned. 
The furrow turned at Danvers at the sun’s first rays of light, 
At noon he is at Concord and has joined the running fight 
Later on he’s digging trenches in the night at Bunker Hill. 
In the army’s front at Yorktown you will find him fighting still. 

Just a farmer. 

Just a farmer from the blue grass scouting southward through the wood, 
With his horse and trusty rifle with an army making good. 
He is following Andy Jackson and later on will fight 
With grim and tried campaigners exultant in their might. 
The veterans of Wellington have gathered for the fray. 
On the ramparts of New Orleans, he made es that day. 

Just a farmer. 

Just a farmer from Virginia and another out of Maine 
He still is making history in trial and in pain. 
For politicians differ and reach out with graft and greed: 
A nation’s split asunder; for strong men there is need. 
To settle claims of statehood it took many a weary day. 
He fought it out: one dressed in blue, another dressed in gray. 

Just a farmer. 

Through the woods and cross the prairie an empire has been won. 
Its boundaries see the rising and the setting of the sun. 
The corn fields and the orchards all abloom ‘stretch out to meet 
The snowy tufted cotton fields, the golden fields of wheat. 
Where the road bed and the train load spread their ever growing weight. 
And living on the right of way the man who pays the freight. 

Just a farmer. 

There’s a steam ship making eastward with the flower of the land, 
With a freight of fame and beauty and wealth on every hand. 
Historie land that’s over seas will see their journeys end, 
For music, art and travel their wealth they’ll freely spend. 
While battling with the elements, the wind, the rain, the ice, 
In the clearing house of nature is the man that pays the price. 

Just a farmer. 

Just a farmer with his billion dollar crop of corn and wheat 
With his cars of big red apples and his cargo loads of meat, 
His cotton and tobacco, his sugar cane and hops. 
His oats and rye and barley and his record breaking crops. 
While the flower of the nation spends its holiday away. 
He’s wrestling from the teeming soil the wherewithal to pay. 

Just a farmer. 
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On the seaboard there are cities whence ships go up and down. 
On the river bank and prairie is the ever growing town 
And in these urban confines there are men who strive and toil 
The sinews of the work shop are recruited from the soil. 
To the halls of legislature and the busy marts of trade 
He has sent his finest manhood that a nation might be made. 

Just a farmer. 

Then pledge the nation’s farmer and his sweet devoted wife. 
His husky rosy kiddies full of energy and life. 
The reserve force of the country for the battles to be won 
Is living in the open, in the wind and rain and sun. 
For scattered through the country on the plains and on the hills. 
Is the backbone of the nation the man who pays the bills. 

Just a farmer. 

FRUIT PACKING LAWS. 

FEDERAL APPLE LAW. 

(Sulzer Bill.) 

An Act To establish a standard barrel and standard grades for apples 
when packed in barrels, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled ; 

That the standard barrel for apples shall be of the following dimen- 
sions when measured without distention of its parts: Length of stave, 
twenty-eight and one-half inches; diameter of head, seventeen and one- 
eighth inches; distance between heads, twenty-six inches, circumference 
of bulge, sixty-four inches outside measurement, representing as nearly 
as possible seven thousand and fifty-six cubic inches: Provided, That 
steel barrels containing the interior dimensions provided for in this 
section shall be construed as a compliance therewith. 

Sec. 2. That the standard grades for apples when packed in barrels 
which shall be shipped or delivered for shipment in interstate or foreign 
commerce, or which shall be sold or offered for sale within the District 
of Columbia or the Territories of the United States shall be as follows: 
Apples of one variety, which are well-grown specimens, hand picked, of 
good color for the variety, normal shape, practically free from insect and 
fungous injury, bruises, and other defects, except such as are necessarily 
caused in the operation of packing, or apples of one variety which are 
not more than ten per centum below the foregoing specifications shall 
be “Standard grade minimum size two and one-half inches,” if the mini- 
mum size of the apples is two and one-half inches in transverse diameter ; 
“Standard grade minimum size two and one-fourth inches,” if the mini- 
mum size of the apples is two and one-fourth inches in transverse 
diameter; or “Standard grade minimum size two inches,” if the mini- 
mum size of the apples is two inches in transverse diameter. 

Sec. 3. That the barrels in which apples are packed in accordance with 
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the provisions of this Act may be branded in accordance with section 
two of this Act. 

Sec. 4. That all barrels packed with apples shall be deemed to be be- 
low standard if the barrel bears any statement, design or device indi- 
cating that the barrel is a standard barrel of apples, as herein defined, 
and the capacity of the barrel is less than the capacity prescribed by 
section one of this Act, unless the barrel shall be plainly marked on 
end and side with words or figures showing the fractional relation which 
the actual capacity of the barrel bears to the capacity prescribed by sec- 
tion one of this Act. The marking required by this paragraph shall be 
in block letters of size not less than seventy-two point, one-inch gothie. 

Sec. 5. That barrels packed with apples shall be deemed to be mis- 
branded within the meaning of this Act— 

First, If the barrel bears any statement, design, or device indicating 
that the apples contained therein are “Standard” grade and the apples 
when packed do not conform to the requirements prescribed by section 
two of this Act. 

Second. If the barrel bears any statement, design, or device indicat- 
ing that the apples contained therein are “Standard” grade and the bar- 
rel fails to bear also a statement of the name and variety, the name of 
the locality where grown, and the name of the packer or the person by 
whose authority the apples were packed and the barrel marked. 

Sec. 6. That any person, firm or corporation, or association who shall 
knowingly pack or cause to be packed apples in barrels or who shall 
knowingly sell or offer for sale such barrels in violation of the provisions 
of this Act shall be liable to a penalty of one dollar and costs for each 
such barrel so sold or offered for sale, to be recovered at the suit of the 
United States in any court of the United States having jurisdiction. 

Sec. 7. That this Act shall be in force and effect from and after the 
first day of July, nineteen hundred and thirteen. 

Approved, August 3, 1912. 

MICHIGAN FRUIT LAW. 

(Jakway Bill.) 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: 
Section 1. In this Act, unless the contents otherwise requires, the 

term “closed package” shall be corstrued to mean a barrel, box, basket, 
carrier or crate, of which all the contents cannot readily be seen or in- 
spected when such package is prepared for market. Fresh fruits and 
vegetables in baskets or boxes packed in closed crates, and packages 
covered with burlap, tarlatan or slat covers shall come within the mean- 
ing of the term ‘closed package.” None of the provisions of this Act 
apply to other than Michigan grown fruits and vegetables. 

Section 2. Every person who, by himself or by his agent or employe, 
packs or repacks fresh fruit or vegetables in closed packages intended 
for sale in the open market, shall cause the same to be marked in a plain 
and indelible manner as follows: 
First—With his full name and address, including the name of the state 

where such fruit or vegetables are removed from the premises of the 
packer or dealer. 
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Second—The name and address of such packer or dealer shall be 
printed or stamped on said closed packages in letters not less than one- 
quarter inch in height. 

Section 3. No person shall sell or offer, expose or have in his posses- 
sion for sale, in the open market, any fresh fruits or vegetables packed 
in a closed package and intended for sale, unless such package is marked 
as is required by this Act. 

Section 4. No person shall sell or offer, expose or have in his possession 
for sale, any fresh fruits or vegetables packed in a closed or open pack- 
age upon which package is marked any designation, which represents 
Suen trait, as, “No. 1? “Winest,”. “Best,” “Hixtra. Good,” “Wane? 
“Selected,” “Prime,” “Standard” or other superior grade or quality, un- 
less such. fruit or vegetable consists of well-grown specimens, of nearly 
uniform size, normal shape, good color, for the variety, and not less than 
90 per cent free from injurious or disfiguring bruises, diseases, insect in- 
juries or other defects, natural deterioration and decay in transit or 
storage excepted. 

Section 5. No person shall sell or offer, expose or have in his possession 
for sale, any fresh fruits or vegetables packed in any package in which 
the faced or shown surface gives a false representation of the contents 
of such package, and it shall be considered a false representation when 
more than 20 per cent of such fruit or vegetables are substantially smal- 
ler in size than, or inferior in grade to, or different in variety from, the 
faced or shown surface of such package, natural deterioration and decay 
in transit, or storage excepted. 

’ Section 6. Every person who, by himself, his agent or employe, know- 
ing violates any of the provisions of this Act shall for each offense, be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be 
punished by a fine not exceeding $10, or by imprisonment in the county 
jail for a period not exceeding thirty days, or by both such fine and im- 
prisonment, in the discretion of the court. 

THE KENT COUNTY FRUIT SECTION. 

BY HON. ROBERT D. GRAHAM, GRAND RAPIDS. 

The writer came to Grand Rapids in September, 1864, and for some- 
thing more than a year lived on Fountain street, just east of the present 
site of the Peninsular Club building. In the spring of 1866 my father 
purchased a small place on the hill out West Bridge street and engaged 
in fruit growing and marketing gardening. While not very old I was of 
a sufficient age to assist in the work and from that time to the present 
day I have been more or less actively engaged in fruit growing. 

On this little farm was an orchard of apples and peaches planted by 
the former owner, perhaps five or six years old, standing in the sod and 
somewhat neglected. Fortunately, the varieties were good and after a 
year or two of careful cultivation this orchard proved to be a very pro- 
ductive and profitable investment. It contained about 200 apple trees 
and 400 or 500 peach trees. The market at that time was entirely local 
and our crop was either sold to the local grocery men or, more often, 
peddled from house to house. Of course, we were not the only ones grow- 
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ing fruit and very often the market was oversupplied and the fruit, 
especially peaches, went to waste. In 1874 or 1875 we shipped what I 
believe to be the first car of peaches that ever left this county. We load- 
ed an ordinary box car with probably 100 bushels of Crawford peaches, 
setting the baskets directly upon the floor. My father took this car of 
fruit to Saginaw and sold them, establishing a new industry and a new 
market. After this nearly every year we shipped more or less fruit, 
both by freight and express to nearby towns and established the custom 
of using the bushel basket. Previous to this peaches everywhere were 
shipped in crates or slatted boxes. The bushel basket was for years 
after a distinctive Grand Rapids package. Time and again I have been 
on the Chicago or Milwaukee markets when the only baskets of this 
character were from Grand Rapids, while today half the packages used 
in the entire country are the standard bushel. 

Along about this time it began to dawn on people’s minds that fruit 
growing was profitable and more orchards were planted. I very well 
remember when in 1879 I planted my first orchard. I bought a piece of 
land, thirty acres, for $4,000, just the bare land, no buildings or orchards. 
I paid $1,000 down and afterwards borrowed the balance, $3,000, of 
the late Isaac Phelps, paying him 10 per cent for the loan and glad to 
get it at that. Upon this land I planted 2,000 peach trees of various 
kinds. Everybody said that I was crazy and that the market would be 
oversupplied. All kinds of dire results were predicted. The orchard was 
a success, and the first two or three crops wiped out the mortgage and 
put some buildings on the land. Soon after this planting orchards, 
especially peaches, became an epidemic. Nearly every farmer in the 
county haying anything like an elevated piece of land planted peaches. 
Those who did not have planted other fruits, apples, plums, grapes, or 
small fruit, and the farmer in this county who did not grow fruit was 
lonesome. Up to this time we had had no organizations; we were all ama- 
teurs; nearly everybody growing fruit treated the business as a sort of 
side issue. Much of our fruit was shipped out on consignment and re- 
turns were often unsatisfactory. However, this condition brought about 
the formation of the Grand Rapids Fruit Growers’ Association, un- 
doubtedly the largest and, I believe, the most successful organization of 
its kind in the country, notwithstanding the fact that it had no cor- 
porate charter or legal standing. Necessity is the mother of invention 
and necessity drew and held the growers together, and there grew up 
in Grand Rapids the largest fruit market in the world; a real market 
where the producer brought his produce in the morning and went home 
with his cash in his pocket. We brought the buyers here and they bought 
what their markets demanded. These were palmy days for the Kent 
county fruit growers, with good crops and fairly good prices. 

I remember one morning when we had by actual count 120 outside 
buyers on the market. The climax was reached in 1902 when the fol- 
lowing statistics as to fruit actually marketed here were taken by the 
Grand Rapids Board of Trade: Peaches, 1,706,000 bushels; pears, 7,400 
bushels; apples, 174,000 bushels; plums, 42,650 bushels; crab apples, 

2,000 bushels; quince, 1,100 bushels; cherries, 42,000 bushels; pie plant, 

7,300 bushels; grapes, 125 tons; strawberries, 213,000 crates; raspberries, 

92,000 crates; blackberries, 96,000 crates; gooseberries, 2,000 crates; 
currants, 5,400 crates. For several weeks the transportation lines de- 
voted nearly all their men and equipment to moving the fruit crop. It 
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was perishable and could not wait. After this a succession of hard 
winters, followed by an epidemic of fruit tree diseases and insect pests, 
discouraged many growers. Orchards were neglected and soon fell a 
prey to their enemies and were soon destroyed and removed, and today 
one may see bare and in many cases badly gullied and washed fields 
where once grew fine productive orchards. The farmers, however, who 
stuck to the business, giving their orchards proper care, have found them 
increasingly profitable. 

There is no good reason why Kent county should not be producing 
more fruit today than ever before. It is true conditions have changed. 
The fruit grower of today must be a specialist. Fruit cannot be grown 
in the old careless manner; indeed, I doubt whether the general farmer 
from now on will be able to produce fruit for home consumption. It is 
a serious question if he can afford to do so. It is a business by itself 
and gradually we must grow up a new generation of men who will be 
primarily fruit growers and not farmers, and when that time comes 
Kent county will again take its rightful place as the banner fruit sec- 
tion. Our splendid market, excellence and diversity of soils, elevation, 
immunity from frosts, all combine to make this the ideal location if we 
but meet the changed conditions. I know of no more pleasant and 
profitable occupation or one that will more surely and quickly respond 
to intelligent effort. 
We hear a great deal said about over-production. We have always 

had the same talk, but the facts are that when production reaches a 
point at or above local consumption and an outside market must be ob- 
tained, the greater the supply the greater the opportunity to interest the 
buyers; in fact, until we can furnish solid cars and in large quantities, 
we cannot expect to command any considerable outside trade. Buyers 
will go where there is an adequate supply. 

ui 
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ESSENTIALS IN PEACH PRODUCTION. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL PEACH PRODUCTION. 

BY F. M. BARDEN AND H. J. BUSTACE. 

Before anyone engages in commercial fruit growing, he should not 
only make a careful survey of the possibilities from the financial stand 
point, but also consider his personal desires and inclinations to grow 
fruit. With these points in view, it is hoped that this chapter may be 
of some value, to the prospective peach grower. 

Attitude toward Fruit Growing.—Fruit growing in Michigan is pass- 
ing through a great awakening. From the southern to the northern part 
of the lower peninsula, old orchard ground is being refitted, new land 
is being cleared, and most of the desirable sites now cleared, are being 
sought after. The purpose of all of this activity is to set out fruit 
trees. Apple trees are being planted more than any other kinds of 
fruit, and peaches are a close second. Since they are not adapted to 
So wide a range of conditions as the apple, there is some danger that 
peach orchards may be set where the local conditions are not altogether 
favorable. 

It is needless to state that the cause of this activity is due almost en- 
tirely to the profits many of the Michigan growers have been realizing 
from their crops in the past few years. An individual’s attitude toward 
a business is probably too often governed by the prospects of the money 
to be gained in its pursuit. The thought of personal fitness is very 
frequently kept in the background until the condition of the business 
requires that it be exercised. The way in which thousands of persons 
have rushed into peach growing in Michigan at various times in the 
past half century, may be well compared to the similar rushes that 
multitudes have made into newly discovered gold fields. The results 
have been quite identical. No one should start commercial fruit grow- 
ing with the idea that money is to be easily gathered from an orchard. 
Correct principles rightly followed will bring results; but it requires 
a genuine love for the business that knows no faltering, to live up to 
the principles. The personal equation is of great importance in the 
work. Discouragements are sure to come and the grower must have 
a vision, faith, and enthusiasm that will force him onward. His per- 
sonal supervision is generally necessary, and he must not shrink from 
taking an active part in any of the operations. 

Because of her natural conditions, Michigan has possibilities for fruit 
growing that are not exceeded by any of the states, and equaled by few, 
if any. These conditions consist of: sites, soils, temperatures, trans- 
portation facilities by water and rail, and a short distance from some 
of the largest markets in this country. If these advantages are prop- 
erly combined and used, coupled with hard work and the application of 
correct fundamental principles, success is sure to follow. 
Region.—The western coast of Michigan has been called “The Peach 

Belt,” due to the temperature modifying effects of Lake Michigan, for 
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it was discovered as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
that peaches could be successfully grown in this region. But there 
are some regions in the interior of the state where this fruit has been 
grown successfully for many years in succession. Many orchards have 
been planted in regions where the trees would grow well for several 
years; then an unusually severe winter has wiped out the work of the 
preceding years before there has been sufficient remuneration to repay 
expense. Again, a success may be made of keeping the trees, but frosts 
at blossoming time cut off so many crops, that a profit is not realized. 
These occurrences cause so great a hazard, that one would be wise to 
go slowly in a new and untried region. 

The prospective peach grower had better be sure of starting in a 
region favorable from the weather standpoint, unless a special market, 
location, or something of that kind counterbalances all extra risk. Other 
things that seem to differ with various regions are; susceptibility to 
disease and insects, variation of varieties, opportunity to obtain suffi 
cient labor, and the marketing conditions. These fundamental matters 
should be inquired into before selecting a permanent location for peach 
culture, or before one who is already located upon a farm assumes the 
risk attending the planting of a large peach orchard. 

Sites and Soils—The region or section having been decided upon, 
the next important question is the choice of a site that promises to 
be especially favorable for a peach orchard. Many mistakes have been 
made by people who have assumed that because there are several suc- 
cessful peach growers in a region, that any site in that neighborhood 
is favorable and when planted with peach trees, will produce large 
crops of fine fruit. Nothing could be more incorrect or misleading. 
The most famous peach producing sections have sites that are highly 
profitable, but in thes@ same. regions, much of the land is no better for 
peach growing than it would be anywhere else in the state. 

Elevation and slope mean success to a very large extent in the peach 
business. It is a fact well established in “The Peach Belt” that the 
direction of slope really counts for little in assuring a crop of fruit 
nearly every year; but a slope in some direction is quite essential, as 
air drainage must be secured. Often a difference of several days in 
the blossoming time is seen in orchards on adjoining farms, due, al- 
most entirely, to the direction in slope. That this would mean much 
in many parts of the state is very evident, but under the influence of 
Lake Michigan, it seems to count for little. The slope toward the south, 
of course, is the earliest, while the one toward the north is the latest 
and this same relation prevails throughout the season. <A steep slope 
is not as desirable as one more gradual, due to serious soil washing, 
harder work in spraying, cultivation, and other orchard operations. 

Successful peach orchards are to be found upon nearly all types of 
Michigan soils. Profitable crops may be grown upon the lightest sand 
and the heaviest clay, each soil producing a characteristic type and 
quality of fruit. To say that any particular type of soil would be the 
most profitable for a peach orchard, is impossible. Some growers have 
success upon many types of soil by handling them skillfully. Personal 
preference must be a deciding factor, but most growers desire a soil of 
a sandy nature and it is a fact that the majority of favorable sites 
have this type of soil. There are many cases where the ‘light sand soils, 
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so commonly found along the shores of Lake Michigan, when properly 
handled, have proven very satisfactory for peaches. Many orchards on 
these kinds of soil have produced very successful crops. But the plant 
food in soils of this type is soon exhausted and the neglect to turn any- 
thing back into them has made it very difficult to start another orchard 
upon the same site. On some of these sites, it might be profitable 
to spend money to restore the fertility so that another peach orchard 
could be successfully raised on the same site, but unless the location 
is unusually favorable, many things should be thoroughly considered 
before making the outlay. Such lands should be purchased at a low 
price as considerable money may be needed to build up the soil. Prob- 
ably the most ideal soil is the gravelly, sandy loam that is rich in 
organic material. 

Distance from Shipping Station.—The kind of roads is one of the 
great determining factors in considering the distance from the shipping 
station. It is certainly desirable, under all conditions, to locate in a 
section where there will be a short haul, as at the best, this is an ex- 
pensive part of the business. Yet, in so many instances, the very best 
sites are found at a considerable distance from a shipping point, and 
the advantages of a good site and soil thus gained, will offset many 
times the extra expense of hauling. The distance over which the fruit 
must be hauled by wagon is certain to have an ultimate effect upon 
its keeping quality. No fixed rules can be made as to the relative 
values of certain distances, so many factors must be considered, but 
the judgment of the individual is to make the final choice and this de- 
cision should be arrived at, only after considering all the conditions, in- 
cluding the mode of shipping. It is generally better to locate where 
water and rail compete. 

Consideration For Other Crops Grown Upon The Farm.—There are 
few farms in Michigan where all of the area is adapted for raising 
peaches. On nearly every farm, there is likely to be some land too 
low to be desirable. Even if this were not so, it is a question whether 
one would be justified in devoting all of his land to one crop that is 
subject to so many risks. There is an advantage in having land to 
which profitable attention can be given when the orchard does not 
demand it. Thus a grower will be able to raise at least a part of 
the necessary feeds for the farm animals. Some growers may desire to 
produce other kinds of fruits, and many farms are particularly adapted 
to other fruits. There may also be an advantage in carrying on a 
side line, as dairying. But the best care of the peach orchard must not 
be sacrificed for “side lines.” This is just where many have made 
failures in the past. The peach not only demands, but in a good 
location, is worthy of the best efforts and when not so treated, it fails 
to respond with profitable crops of fruit. If conditions are such as to 
warrant the planting of a peach orchard, it must be made a main part 
of the business and not a side issue in order to bring the best results. 

Risks to be Considered.—It has already been hinted that there are 
several risks attending the business of producing peaches. While hun- 
dreds of growers consider these of small importance in comparison with 
the results it is possible to secure, still it is well to have them in mind. 
A study of the history of the peach business of Michigan shows 

that the first enemy of the trees which confronted the grower was a 
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disease. This trouble now called the “Yellows” was supposed to have 
been imported from an eastern state and from the first year it became 
known, has made severe inroads in many orchards. Because of the 
mysteriousness of this disease it has been a continual menace to peach 
growers in many sections of the state. Another one equally mysterious 
has appeared in recent years, known as “Little Peach.” The lack of 
knowledge concerning the exact nature and workings of these diseases 
and their behavior in the past has discouraged many former growers 
from planting a new orchard. Spending several years in growing an 
orchard and then seeing it destroyed by these diseases, is an experience 
that is discouraging, and to be feared in the future. There are localities 
in which these diseases have occurred and been checked and practically 
eradicated, which indicates that under correct methods of peach orchard 
management, they should not be considered as dangers too great to be 
risked. There are other diseases and several insect pests that may be 
found in many peach orchards, but they are comparatively easy to con- 
trol and are hardly to be considered as risks, 

There is another risk with which every peach grower is acquainted 
and that is the weather. A year never passes without more or less 
anxiety being experienced by the owners of peach orchards over the 
condition of the fruit buds, but some years it includes the life of the 
trees. Of course, the risk varies with the location, site, and variety, but 
there seems to be no place where one can feel sure of complete safety, 
as the weather may do the unexpected. Such was the October freeze 
of 1906 which extended over the southern part of the Michigan “Peach 
Belt,” making practically a clean sweep of all the orchards. But these 
occurrences are rare. Doubtless, hundreds of growers are willing to 
testify that the losses due to winter killing of buds and trees have not 
been so serious or extensive but that the profits from the crops greatly ex- 
ceed those of any other kind of farming which they might have entered. 
Too great risks have been taken by planting orchards in unfavorable 
locations and results have been disastrous. It is to be hoped that the 
present and future grower may profit by the experiences of the past. 

Another thing which, by many, is considered a risk, is overproduction. 
This was uppermost in many minds a decade or so ago, but the preval- 
ence of diseases, variations in temperatures, and the combination of 
conditions that tend to make the peach trees short lived, as managed by 
many growers, have proven that overproduction is hardly to be expected. 
The years are few in which conditions are such as to produce a full 
crop of peaches in every section of the United States where they are 
grown, and the man who is so located as to be reasonably sure of a 
crop about every year, should be able to withstand a low price when 
these rare years do come. 

Still another risk to be thought of, and one that increases every year, 
is that of labor. It means a great loss for a grower to produce a crop 
and then to be unable to secure enough help for the harvest. The 
scarcity of labor varies with regions and should be thought of when 
selecting a section for growing any kind of fruit, but as the peach harvest 
must be rushed, it is more imperative with this than most other fruits. 
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GROWING THE PEACH ORCHARD. 

The principles outlined in the following pages are based upon the 
experiences of the senior author and his father in producing peaches 
in Michigan through a combined period. of thirty years. While these 
principles have proven successful with the conditions experienced by 
these individuals, several things might require changing in order to 
suit the circumstances of other growers. It is desirable, therefore, that 
a brief description of site and soil of the orchards should be given, that 
methods may be more clearly understood. 

Site and Soil_—This subject and the following one can best be de- 
scribed by referring to a fifteen acre peach orchard owned by the senior 
author. The land slopes toward the south and west and for the greater 
part is gradual. Excellent air drainage is afforded by reason of the 

AN ELEVATION IS DESIRABLE. 

A peach orchard in Grand Traverse County. Fruit buds on the trees in region of X are frequently 
destroyed by late frosts, while those on trees in region of O are not injured. 

surrounding regions being lower on all sides. There is some variation 
in the soil, a portion of the higher elevation is clay, but nearly all of 
the land is a gravelly, sandy loam. In some parts, a clay subsoil is 
found, but over a large part, the subsoil is sand. The soil requires no 
tile and is well adapted to growing the usual farm crops of which it 
has produced profitable yields. 

Previous Condition of the Land.—This land was originally covered 
with hardwood trees, mostly beech and maple. Since being cleared: 
it has raised general farm crops and a portion of the present orchard 
is the third bearing peach orchard upon the same land. Some stable 
manure has been added at various times and cover crops have been 
used quite extensively. It has not always seemed to be advisable to 
reset a piece of land immediately after removing an old peach orchard, 
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as the new trees do much better after the land has produced other 
crops for two or three years. If the grower, however, is very anxious to 
replace an orchard, as was the case with many after the freeze of 1906, 
it certainly is worth the attempt. Under such circumstances, it may 
be advisable to spend considerable money in order to gain a year or 
possibly two, to secure a bearing orchard. 

Preparation of the Land for Orchard.—The peach tree, when given 
an opportunity, is a vigorous grower and a heavy feeder. Thus, every 
effort should be made to provide as favorable soil for the orchard as pos- 
sible. One of the best plans is to secure a good clover sod upon the 
land intended for the orchard site and if possible, cover this with stable 
manure. This treatment should assure an ideal physical condition 
of the soil for the orchard and also for any crop that may be grown 
between the young trees. If there is a desire to save a year of waiting, 
it may be advisable to plow five or six furrows through the field of 
young clover. The trees are planted in this strip and may be easily cul- 
tivated during the first year while the space between the rows is saved 
to produce a better sod. Upon the lighter soils, winter vetch promises 
to be a valuable plant to produce a crop to be plowed under before 
planting to trees. In general, every effort should be made to utilize 
material that will add humus to the soil, as most of the favorable peach 
sites are lacking in this material at the present time. 

In case there are any wet spots in the field, they should be thoroughly 
tile drained. Peach trees will not survive long in wet places. The land 
should be plowed and fitted the same as if it were to be planted to 
corn, as the peach tree demands the most favorable conditions for root 
growth. 

Varieties.—In the choice of varieties, the prospective grower should 
be governed by several conditions such as: the market with which ‘he 
expects to deal, the orchard site, size of the orchard, ability to secure 
labor, and the efficiency of handling facilities. Many markets discrimi- 
nate against the white varieties and have certain varieties which they 
especially prefer. Nearly all agree that the white varieties are the 
more resistant to cold and diseases; but if one is to be handicapped in 
-marketing, there is not much encouragement in planting them. The 
Michigan grower must compete in the same markets with southern grown 
peaches. Hence there is not much profit in planting the earlier varieties ; 
as they ripen at the same time with the best of the southern grown fruit. 
When the competing crop is light, these varieties are profitable, but 
when it is heavy, they will barely pay the expense of handling. 

A peach grower of some experience can, by a study of the orchard 
site, be able to place trees of certain varieties where they will succeed 
the best in relation to the soil and elevation. For example, the Gold 
Drop and Lemon Free are very hardy and if a portion of the land is 
so situated as to be possibly liable to frost injury, such varieties should 
be set in these places. On the other hand, the Elberta is more tender 
and should be favored with the best location. A study of the descrip- 
tion of varieties and a comparison with the prospective site should 
enable the prospective grower, even a beginner, to place them intel- 
ligently. 

There are many orchards in this state in which the varieties are 
so badly mixed and scattered that it is almost impossible to harvest 
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all of the crop at the proper time. Such conditions add greatly to 
the expense of harvesting, as well as inconvenience of the owner. This 
occurrence may be due to the trees being untrue to name or because of 
neglect to secure the correct number of trees of a certain variety to 
make complete rows and subsequent indifference or carelessness in re- 
planting. 

If a grower is planning a small orchard and desires to do most of 
the work without extra help, he should make use of several varieties of 
different ripening periods. Or, if it is expected to supply a local market, 
it will be found an advantage to have many varieties to secure a long 
season of ripe fruit. But if the owner is to dispose of his crop in a 
distant market, he should concentrate upon a few leading commercial 
sorts, planting extensively enough, if possible, to ship in carload lots. 
Such an undertaking will require considerable help and the best facilities, 
but it is worthy of the effort. 

The leading commercial variety at present is the Elberta. This is 
due to several desirable characteristics such as: the uniformly large 
size of the fruit, its tough structure, which makes possible long ship- 
ments, the early age at which the trees bear, and the relatively small 
amount of work required to produce the fruit. The tree does not require 
so much pruning or thinning as many other varieties, the fruit is 
very easy to handle and the market price is usually the highest. How- 
ever, it is not a good policy to depend upon one variety entirely. Fol- 
lowing a severe winter, a grower may discover that the Elberta buds 
are all dead, while the more hardy varieties may have enough live buds 
to produce a crop. 

There is and always will be a difference of opinion as to the best com- 
mercial varieties, but the following list has given good results in Michi- 
gan;* New Prolific, Engle, Elberta, Kalamazoo, Gold Drop, Banner, 
Lemon Free, Smock and Salway. In general, these are given in their 
order of ripening, but there is so much variation and overlapping that 
this order will not apply under all conditions or in every season. Some 
varieties may be profitable for one grower, while for another with 
different soil and care, they may be of little value. Thousands of dol- 
lars have been wasted by the poor choice of varieties for particular 
sites and one should study the question thoroughly before deciding 
definitely. 

Securing Trees.—It is not the purpose of this bulletin to direct an 
individual where to purchase trees. There are many good nursery 
companies and the best of them are liable to mistakes. One should 
deal with a company that has a reputation for honest methods and 
thus eliminate many possibilities of a loss. 
Many growers prefer to obtain their trees in the fall and heel them 

in for the winter; others allow the nurseries to winter the trees in stor- 
age cellars, shipping them in the spring. The cellar stored: tree, not 
having been subjected to the vigorous winter cold, comes out in good 
condition with strong buds and, if properly handled under favorable 
weather conditions, will make a quick, vigorous growth. But there 
have been warm springs when it has been necessary for the nurserymen 
to remove the trees and ship early to avoid too great a development of 

*For further information about varieties, the reader is referred to Michigan Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin No. 262. This will be sent free upon request. 



N. B. Hayes of Muir set 40 acres of Northern Spy apple trees when he was 52 years old. He is now 

77 and is enjoying the fruits of his faith and energy. 

A number of prominent Grand Rapids horticulturists, including Messrs. Braman, Cook, Wilde, 

Munson, Berkey, Garfield, Brown and Udell. 
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the buds. The trees have then been heeled in lightly by the purchaser 
and, before planted, a change in the weather with a drop in the tem- 
perature has been sufficient to so weaken the tree as to prevent its 
vigorous growth when planted. Such experiences have caused large 
losses under such conditions and while the nurserymen may replace the 
trees, they do not repay for the loss in time of one year. 

The class of trees an individual selects is quite largely a matter of 

FIG. 1. PEACH ORCHARD PLANTED TOO CLOSE ONE WAY. 

A common mistake is made in planting peach trees too close. In this orchard, cultiva- 

tion and spraying can be done in but one direction. 

Fig. 1. A row looking north. 

Fig. 2. A row looking south. 

personal preference, but it is always well to select a perfect specimen 
with respect to the root system and the body. It is shortsightedness to 
plant inferior trees. 

Planting the Trees.—Probably one of the most convenient methods of 
laying out the ordinary orchard and locating the places for the trees 
is by use of a horse and marker. By cross “marking , the intersection 
of the marks become the location for the tree. It is ‘a pleasure to see 
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a perfect alignment of trees in all directions, but slight differences 
will disappear before the orchard is very old. 

There is a tendency among growers to extend the distances between 
the trees. This is due to the change from high to low headed trees, 
the necessity of spraying, the more general practice of thinning and 
an increased knowledge on the part of the growers that the tree makes 
use of the soil from a wide surrounding area. <A soil washout in the 

me FIG. 2. 

orchard will show that the root system extends several feet beyond the 
ends of the lower branches. It is not advisable to plant closer than 
twenty feet in each direction and upon soils that will produce a large 
growth, twenty-four to twenty-five feet is much better and on good 
soil, some vigorous growing varieties are set twenty-eight feet apart. 

Most growers prefer to dig a large hole, loosen the soil in the bottom 
and plant the tree a little deeper than it grew in the nursery, pre- 
ferably so the point of insertion of the bud will be covered. The tree 
should be slightly inclined toward the direction from which the pre- 

vailing wind blows. This in the lake region, is southwest. The top soil 
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should be worked in around the roots in order to secure a good con- 
tact. If the soil is not in good state of fertility, it would be well 
to use some rich garden or virgin soil for a great deal depends upon 
the trees getting a good start. Such treatment is especially beneficial 
on old orchard land that may be susceptible to the root aphis as the 
root systems must be vigorous to overcome this pest. 

The trees are handled much easier and cheaper if they are pruned 
before planting. This consists in trimming off any broken roots, clip- 
ping off all twigs close to the trunk so as to form a whip, and then 
cutting it back to a height varying from 18-80 inches from the ground. 
This height depends upon the preference of the grower. Care should 
always be taken to prevent the roots from drying and it is generally 
best to keep them in water just before planting. 

Care During the First Three Seasons.—The treatment of the land 
during the first year will depend upon the crop that the owner may 
desire to produce. Corn is usually preferred and is satisfactory where 
the land is adapted to this crop. It should be grown in hills and 
plenty of space left next to the trees. In a twenty foot planting, four 
rows may be run in each direction and in the twenty-four foot space, 
there is an opportunity for five rows. The cultivation of the corn as- 
sures proper tillage for the young trees. 

Corn is not the only crop that may be grown during the first year. 
Beans, potatoes, and truck crops are frequently grown. While it is 
possible and often practical to secure something from the land during 
the growing period of the trees, one must always remember that the 
erowth of the orchard is the main object, and all the crops grown among 
the trees should be considered as side issues. A hoe should be used 
around the tree occasionally to conserve the moisture for the roots. 
When hoeing, it is convenient to train the head of the tree by rubbing 
off the young shoots that may start in undesirable places, The growth 
of the tree is thus confined to the parts that will be left in future years. 
All weeds should be kept down, especially around the trees. At the 
time of the last cultivation, a cover crop should be sown. The kind will 
depend upon the condition of the soil and the preference of the grower. 
If more nitrogen is desired, winter vetch or one of the clovers should 
be used. If the purpose of the crop is simply to conserve plant foods 
and to secure a covering for winter and spring, rye is very satisfactory. 
This applies especially to the first year, as one is reasonably sure 
to plow early the second year, thus keeping ahead of the growth of 
rye. In autumn, after the foliage drops, s soil should be mounded around 
the trunks of the young trees, using care to fill any hollows or de- 
pressions that surface water may drain. away. This mound will also 
be valuable in preventing the mice from nesting in any grass that may 
be next to the tree. This practice should be followed every year while 
the tree is young. 

In the early spring of the second year, the orchard should be pruned. 
From three to five main limbs should be left well distributed in all 
directions and so arranged that chances for poor crotches will be elim- 
inated. These limbs must be cut back severely, Jeaving not more than 
one-third of the growth of the previous season. Before the buds start, 
the trees should be sprayed to prevent the leaf curl disease. If the land 
is in good condition, it may be cropped during the second season and 
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should be plowed and fitted early. Corn is frequently grown the second 
season in peach orchards, but the trees must be given plenty of room. 
The care during the remainder of this season is practically the same 
as the preceding one. 

Pruning at the beginning of the third year consists of thinning out 
the top to produce an open center and cutting back at least one half 
of the growth of the previous season. The whole tree should be 
studied in heading back. The side opposite the one from the pre- 
vailing wind, usually the east, will grow much more rapidly than the 

PRUNING YOUNG PEACH TREES. 

Elberta tree before and after” pruning. 

other and it should, therefore, be cut back very severely in order to 

keep the growth and shape of the trees well balanced. In a general 

way, the care during the third year is very similar to that of the first 

two seasons. Where the land is sufficiently rich in plant foods, it is 

a common practice to raise a crop among the trees again. Beans are 

often preferred at this time. They do not shade the trees, neither do 

they require as much moisture as corn. In a favorable year, the trees 

of some varieties will produce a few fruits during the third season, but 

if the trees have been properly pruned, there should be only a few. 

Growing the Fruit—The fourth year should mark the period when 
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it might reasonably be expected that the orchard should come into 
bearing. Some varieties, under favorable conditions, may produce a 
good crop the fourth season, but it is not wise to allow heavy bearing 
at any time and more especially during the first few years. 

PRUNING BEARING PEACH TREES. 

A five year old Elberta tree before and a similar tree after pruning. Ingham county. 

Pruning.—The trees will produce a large number of fruit buds and 
the owner must act judiciously with the pruning shears. Too many 
growers hesitate to prune peach trees enough, but permit them to carry 
a vast amount of surplus wood. As a result, there is overbearing and 
the usual results, a weakened condition of the tree, increased suscept- 
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ibility to diseases and low temperatures, inferior fruits, and a shorter- 
lived tree. Profit from peaches does not come by having a large crop 
every alternate year, with nothing the other years, but the endeavor 
should be to produce a good crop of fine fruit every year. The method 
of pruning counts for a great deal in securing this result. The best time 
to do the pruning is early in the spring after the danger from winter 
injury has passed and before the leaves appear. 

The system of pruning will vary with ideas of the grower, but the pur- 
pose should be to keep the top open, spreading and low. An open top 
will permit the sunlight to give high color to the fruit, and help to 
produce fruiting wood low down in the tree. A spreading top is ob- 
tained by cutting off the leaders just above a side branch which is 
growing toward the outside of the tree, or, in case of the absence of the 
branch, just above an outside bud. This form of a head is the natural 
consequence of cutting back and thinning out and gives a large amount 
of bearing area close to the ground. The necessity for spraying is 
reason enough for a low headed tree, but it has another decided ad- 
vantage when the fruit is thinned or picked. Also, according to in- 
vestigations carried on among peach growers of New York and Mich- 
igan by U. P. Hedrick of the New York Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion* a low headed peach tree is more hardy and vigorous than one 
with a high head. 
Many growers do not cut out any of the small twigs in pruning, but 

this makes a very easy way of thinning the crop. In young bearing trees, 
it is quite a safe rule to clip off every alternate twig. Unless the 
buds are killed to a very large extent, the fruit will require a heavy 
thinning after this. Any rule of this kind must be suited to condi- 
tions, as pruning should vary with the characteristics of the tree, variety 
and season. Judgment is a large factor in pruning and this will be 
developed very largely by experience. 

Spraying.—It is now a common practice for the best growers to spray 
the trees for leaf curl. Until the advent of the San Jose scale, copper 
sulphate solution was the spraying solution for this disease, and is 
used to some extent today where the scale is not present, but wherever 
the scale is found or suspected, the lime-sulphur wash is applied while 
the trees are dormant and destroys the San Jose scale and prevents the 
leaf curl disease. Full descriptions of these preparations are to be 
found in the bulletin on spraying} and it is enough to state here that 
if the work is done thoroughly, and at the proper time, good results will 
surely follow. 

The summer spraying of the peach in Michigan has not as yet been 
practiced to a very large extent, due probably to several reasons. The 
3rown Rot (Sclerotinia fructigena) (more apparent on the fruit about 
ripening time, but often destructive to the blossoms) is not thought 
to be often seriously destructive to many of the varieties commercially 
erown in the state. The preparation and labor of spraying with the 
self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture is, by many growers, considered very 
irksome. However, the results of many careful experiments and the 

*Pifty-fifth Annual Report of The Western New York Horticultural Society; Notes on the 
Peach. By U. P. Hedrick: 1910, p. 26. : ; 

+Sent upon request to the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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WELL PRUNED. 

An Elberta tree 16 years old. Oceana county. Skillful pruning has kept this tree low. 
Easy to spray, thin and pick. 

‘ 

POORLY PRUNED. 

Tree has formed a bad crotch and poor pruning has permitted an unnecessarily high 
fruiting surface, 
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returns secured by growers who have practiced summer spraying, prove 
that it is a very paying orchard operation. Not only can the fruit 
rot be largely controlled, but also the black spots or peach scab (Clad- 
osporium carpophilum) which gives the fruit an unattractive appear- 
ance and by adding poison, the curculio can be killed. Further, sprayed 
peaches have been noticed to be of a very much superior color than 
fruit from orchards that were not sprayed, besides keeping much better 
after reaching the market. 

Cultivation of the Bearing Orchard.—Peach orchards are always cul- 
tivated. Apples and pears may, under certain conditions, be successfully 
grown without soil cultivation, but this cannot be done with peaches. 

The cultivation may be done by discing or plowing. There are suc- 
cessful advocates of both systems. Discing does not injure the tree 
roots as does plowing and it can be done easily and cheaply. On the 
other hand, it must be started early in the spring, before weeds or grass 
get a start, as they cannot be worked into the soil with a dise if they 
are very large. For the same reason, cultivation must be frequent to 
keep the orchard clean. 

The great necessity of starting this work early in the Spring may, 
in some years, interfere with the pruning and other farm operations. 

Cover crop* plants that live over winter, such as the clovers, rye or 
winter vetch, of course, cannot be used, but plants like buckwheat and 
oats and peas that are killed by the cold, must be used as the remains 
of them can be worked into the soil. 
When the practice has been to dise the orchard, the system should 

not be changed. With orchards that are plowed, the time for doing 
the work is not as exacting as with discing. It may be varied with the 
season, the kind of cover crop used and the pressure of other work. 
The cover crop, if it is one that grows in the spring, should be allowed 
to attain a good size, but plowing should never be delayed until the 
growing cover crop draws too heavily upon the soil moisture. Ordi- 
narily, the plowing is not started until the fruit has set, the latter part 
of May or the first of June. A heavy rainfall, which in many years 
occurs about this time, is a great help on most soils. One horse on a 
light plow with offset is used to turn the first three furrows next to 
the trees. The remainder of the space can be easily plowed with a team. 
Usually, the furrows are turned toward the trees for two succeeding 
years, then away one year, thus keeping the land as nearly level as 
practicable. Immediately following the plowing, the soil should be 
worked down to conserve the moisture, following the same methods as 
in other farm operations to secure similar results. There are various 
types of extension tools upon the market that will cultivate close to 
the trees without crowding the horses under the limbs. 

The frequency of cultivation will depend upon the moisture con- 
ditions of the soil, but will average about once a week. The object 
should be to maintain a fine dust mulch until the last of July or the 
first of August, depending upon the season. The cover crop seeds are 
sown at the time of the last cultivation. 

*Further information on cover crops is given in Mich. Agr. Exp. Station Special Bulletin 
o. 18. 
“Cover Crops for Michigan Orchards and Vineyards.” It will be sent upon request. 
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Upper: 

CULTIVATION TOOLS. 

Two spike tooth harrows fastened together will extend under 
trees. Handles are bent so do not hit low limbs. 

Lower: Aside draft cutaway harrow for cultivating along the tree row 
an excellent tool but the side draft is hard on the team. 

13 

the low headed 

under the trees, 
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Care should be exercised to avoid hitting the trunks of the trees 
with the harrows, as injuries thus produced are very detrimental to the 
future of the orchard. 
Thinning—When the general or as it is sometimes called, “June” drop 

of the peaches is over so that it is possible to determine which are to 
be the permanent fruits, it is time to start the work of thinning. This 
is usually the latter part of June. The varieties should be thinned 
in the order of their ripening. The main points to be considered in the 
operation are the characteristics of the variety; and the peculiarities of 
season. Various rules are sometimes given as to the distance apart 

WINTER INJURY. 

A three year old peach tree injured by winter freezing. In an exposed part of the 

orchard where the snow was blown away and the soil froze deeply. Oceana county. 

to leave the fruits, but they should be regarded as very elastic. Varieties 

that are inclined to bear heavily and that ordinarily produce small fruit 

must be thinned severely. If a tree has one part full and the other 

part light, the heavier portion may be thinned less than it would be if 

the whole tree were full. Trees that are for any reason regarded as 

“weak? should not be allowed to bear heavily. If a tree has been well 

pruned, the fruits may be left nearer together upon the twigs than would 

be permissable with poor pruning. It must be remembered that the 

production of peach pulp does not draw heavily upon the tree, but 

it is the formation of pits and seeds that taxes the vitality. Hence, the 
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most pulp that can be produced per tree with the smallest number of 
pits possible will not only give better fruits for the market, but will 
prove the most economical for the tree. Care should be taken in thinning 
to remove all of the inferior or injured specimens, as there is no profit 
in producing peaches for the pigs. The earlier the thinning is done after 
it can be determined which are the permanent fruits, the better will be 
the results. The size of the remaining fruits will be increased when 
the thinning is done late, but it will be of far less benefit to the tree. 

HANDLING THE CROP. 

Picking—A knowledge of the right time to pick peaches must come 
very largely by experience. Most varieties are so sensitive that they 
must be picked at a certain stage or there will be a loss from over- 
ripeness. If a grower has a large number of trees of one variety, he 
must be prepared with sufficient help and equipment to meet the rush 
of work that a change of weather might mean. Slow ripening is de- 
sired as it not only allows more time in which to do the harvesting with 
the smallest amount of waste, but also allows the fruit to become fully 
developed. Generally, it is necessary to go over the trees three times 
in order to gather all of the fruit, but with cool weather, some varieties 
may require four or five pickings. On the other hand, hot weather 
will reduce the number to two and sometimes to one. Ordinarily, the 
trees require picking over about every alternate day, but this is variable. 
For shipping to distant points, the fruit must be picked when firm, but 
should have its full size and be colored as much as possible. 

Careful handling is absolutely necessary to avoid bruising and this 
carefulness must start with the pickers. The fruit is hauled to the 
packing shed upon a low orchard wagon that is made for this special 
purpose. 

Packing.—Packing houses should be arranged with the idea of effi- 
ciency. There should be plenty of room, but not so large as to cause 
unnecessary steps. Where the fruit is to be sized with a mechanical 
sizer, the machine should be placed near the door. The peaches may 
thus pass directly over the machine and be poured upon the sorting 
table, from which they are placed in packages for shipment. The whole 
idea should be to work the fruit from the receiving door to the place of 
loading on to the wagon with the greatest ease and haste and smallest 
expense. 

Many styles of packages for peaches are upon the market, but the 
kinds most used are: bushel basket, Georgia carrier or six basket crate; 
one-half bushel basket, and one-fifth bushel. A few years ago, the last 
named was largely used as practically the whole crop was, at that time, 
packed in small baskets, but the market demand has changed and the 
bulk of the crop is now handled in a larger package, although much of 
the early fruit is still shipped in the small baskets. The Georgia carrier, 
or six basket crate is extensively used by some growers. When first used 
for Michigan fruit, they were sold at very fancy prices, as only the 
highest grade fruit was shipped in them. But the high price encouraged 
some growers to abuse the package by filling them with a smaller grade 
of fruit and thus, their value has been seriously reduced. Unless an 
extra good price can be secured for fruit packed in these carriers, it 
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is doubtful if their use would be enough more profitable than the 
bushel baskets. The one-half bushel basket is intended for a fancy 
package, but has also been abused. These packages should be used only 
for the largest and finest fruit, then they would retain their individuality. 

At the present time, the bushel basket is used more than any other 
package, largely because of the ease in handling and the profit that 
generally results. The future usefulness of the package depends upon 
the honesty of the packers to keep the fruit in the bottom equal te 
that on the top. In some cases, the fruit in these packages is packed 

PEACHES PACKED IN GEORGIA CARRIERS. 

Left: Packed on diagonal, much preferred by some dealers. 
Right: Packed flat and tight, fruit often bruised. 

solid from the bottom to the top, but generally, they are filled loosely, 
well shaken down, then smoothly faced. 

In using any style of package, the endeavor should be to make it 
look attractive and in this effort, the fruit must be of equal size and 
quality throughout the package. 
Marketing.—The marketing and financial end of the peach growing 

business is the one of greatest importance. It is possible to make a 
splendid success of: the peach business to the producing point and then 
have a complete failure when it comes to marketing the crop. Some 
fruit sections are favored with good canneries where the entire crops 
of many growers may be sold. In such cases, the fruit is delivered in 
bushel crates and much riper fruit may be included than it is possible 
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to ship to distant markets. There is, therefore, a saving of labor, basket 
expense, and worry. 

The growers who are located near the large markets are enabled to 
sell their produce direct to the consumer. This is a great advantage and 
generally adds considerably to the profits. At a certain well known 
shipping point, it is the custom for outside buyers to come in and buy 
directly from the growers. They sometimes purchase an entire crop 
before the harvest begins, but more often, they buy as the crop is har- 
vested. It is very satisfactory to sell the whole crop in advance, as in 
handling so perishable a fruit, it is a great relief for the grower to know 
just where to place the shipment of each day, and exactly the amount 
to be received. The market is sure to have off days and the one who can 
sell for a fixed price for the season, even though it seems low when 
compared with certain high sales, is more sure of a profitable season. 

Some growers are successful in maintaining an order trade and dis- 
posing of a large part of their fruit at a good price, but the perishable 
character of the peach keeps many from entering this field. 

Probably. the most of the peach growers must depend upon consign- 
ing the fruit to a distant market and usually this is quite undesirable. 
Yet, the grower who will put up an honest package with an attractive 
label and ship to one market can create a good demand for any uniform 
type of fruit. The unsatisfactory marketing conditions should lead 
srowers to form effective co-operative associations that would be able 
to seek the best markets and thus return larger net profits. Judging 
from the past experiences, it is doubtful if the peach business will ever 
reach a point where a good, well located orchard, well cared for will 
not yield a good profit; but undoubtedly, there will be some years when 
only the most effective methods in marketing will bring satisfactory 
results. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF A 15 ACRE PEACH ORCHARD. 

This orchard is located in Allegan County, Ganges Township, eight 
miles northeast of the City of South Haven, Michigan. The site, soil, 
and previous crops on the land, were discussed on page 9. It was 
planted in the spring of 1907. The October freeze of 1906 had killed 
practically all of the peach trees in the region including the trees upon 
this particular site. Although this had been the second orchard of 
bearing age upon this site, the location had proven so good that steps 
were immediately taken to plant another. 

The best of good fortune did not attend the orchard during the first 
year. It was necessary to replant over 100 trees the next year. This 
was chiefly due to two causes: first, the trees were delivered during a 
few, days of warm weather early in the spring with the buds very much 
advanced and a period of cold weather following weakened the trees; 
second, a portion of the site is on a side hill that had been somewhat 
depleted by soil washing and was not in the best of condition for 
starting young trees. This hill side has been the unfavorable part of 
the orchard until the present time. 

On the other hand, a block of over four hundred trees have made such 
an exceptional growth and borne fruit so well that the orchard, as a 
whole, will compare favorably with the majority of the best orchards 
in the peach section. The varieties and number were as follows: New 
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Prolific, 100; Engel, 350; Kalamazoo, 200; Gold Drop, 120; Elberta, 125; 
Banner, 100; Fitzgerald, 100; Smock, 250, and Salway, 200. Here again 
the orchard is typical of the majority as 120 supposed to be Smock, 
proved to be Champion, and nearly all ordered for Banner are unknowns. 

The trees are twenty feet apart each way, but at least a portion of 
the orchard should have been planted twenty-four feet, as the tips 
of the limbs touched when the trees were only four years old. 

A crop of corn was grown between the trees the year they were set. 
The orchard land was not cropped after this first year, because there 
was so much other land on the farm to attend to at planting time and 
also, it was thought best to give the orchard every opportunity possible. 
If some crop had been grown during the second season, the total profit 
from the land up to this time might have shown a considerable increase. 

A complete cost account of the first three years was not kept, but 

it has been carefully estimated by keeping a strict account upon younger 

orchards that are growing beside this one. For the past three seasons, 

a complete record of every hour devoted to the orchard has been strictly 

recorded. All manual labor, except pruning, has been charged at fifteen 

cents per hour. As pruning is considered a higher class of work than 

the. other operations, it has been charged at twenty cents per 

hour. Horse work is charged at the rate of fifteen cents per 

hour for a team. For hauling to market, a flat rate of two dollars 

per trip has been charged. In computing the cost per acre of each 

item, it has been based upon the total acreage of the orchard, thus 

with some of the items, it does not give the true cost per acre for the 

operation, as the whole area was not included in performing the work. 

Illustrations of this would be the application of manure or some of the 

cover crop seeds. However, the general operations apply to the whole 

orchard, thus the cost per acre as computed, would be correct. The 

results for the six years are given in the following tables : 

COST ACCOUNT OF A FIFTEEN ACRE PEACH ORCHARD.—1907, FIRST YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

O i Total Cost 

peration. Cost. per Acre. 

Man. Horse. Man. Horse. 

POW arora stat ais fox ini = ol ois Tol =sat=i's/.o aoe =xallais 70 140 $21 00 4.66 9.33 | $1 40 

AGG eae cre lcis ialticre Stoletarx ere) «ietw ist eye l= 45 90 13 50 3.00 6.00 90 

IN Tn tiYed Soe 6 5 SRO nae DOO MIO ED IOe 15 15 3 38 1.00 1.00 22 

Ae teB UENO hese nob bon agenda bd.clec| es coders labodDCUr LEE SO ieee. tetne| stesye tale ake 7 42 

Digging holes. ...).. 6... oni. oe ve ees AON Wea cerats 6 00 2 G6 all seat a 40 

Pisnitinpotreesis oc. cence sce sae 100 50 18 75 6.66 31.88) feo: 

Gultivatine sy co eiac cle etarseleleeinr= «erie = = 30 60 9 00 2.00 4.00 60 

Marking for corn...........2.-++-++> 15 15 3 38 1.00 1.00 22 

Plantin= Commitee ris cielo sie ekeres isles le SO atiodak 4 50 DANAE pig aao< 30 

Seed, 2 bushels, at $1.00. ......... 0. efe eee een ele ee es ane OTRO Dalle reece | ad eater cic 13 

Cultivating; 2 horse. ..........-....- 80 160 24 00 5.33 10.66 1 60 

Cultivating; 1 horse) .) 55.6. -s-8- 5-5 60 60 13 50 4.00 4.00 90 

PERCU TIE) Mercier aac sarees wintoher a olaroiaysbs evetetts\ays AVllowooowec 3 00 Ve Biel aoe 20 

Rye, ¥5 bushels, at 75c. .. 0... ee ee feces ele seeeees OG ne Serre norco 75 

SOninprinvic mnie stelet-feuctfore isle axeisnsneicp=iat> UVES Seceao.c 1 50 AGG Sere easior 10 

GuthMPICOIN oc. oc ee eee aes oe YO) |S aoaoooc 15 00 6566). |e ers cis 1 00 

uskine “and erib.c. 6... 2. ee canes OL icra oO B¢ 50 00 NGA |Sdee one 3 33 

Haoling TOC MEK eins oe ronercxchancletereneere 40 20 ? ou 2.66 1.833: a 

quipment charge...........-++-+++: ME cl oacocebol| | net COU loro Gro cig) ioncrcicncrar: 

PTIEGEESE OM LAE ecie ce vecievcre oie be were ote cet] alin) e/a) loleall eel onekenecers OOOO Sere crecie eins syere eee 6 00 

ee ee) | 

Totals ey ierercrtdacensisie el ctele.chate: = 895 610 $415 06 59.62 40.65 $27 65 
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INCOME FROM FIELD. 
GAMDTISHEISTOMCOLIS tid aCe cin © rete sinc sevice ave) s ote ratatene aheteieh ec sioheucl oat sserkeieraieds) Gackorabaichs” citdhstioney aks 6 $450 00 

PET ROMTG LES OL LOUGEE AL 2 SC o sion ecerele’'s) diate crs: sachet eNetaber eller ese, cust sire: cchclolerertis Geaateioberareloucteveyehe oustece 59 50 

SRO LALSIHCOIM Ok reser sucrc Hate ere alee te SIE MI ache ads SEate: elaralaciee,cr anata spe caarsetenerelesa eters $509 50 

CLAN COS G5 Fs eo he eres ee a eee Fae rene oe PEL eet Pa Lorea baie (ola collar svtoli se ereneeney opece neal charg 415 06 

INCE ADIOTUG Hs ae erereteenetatoeecterolcsefccsccratencferch eral aieFar elnicenisballele cievarsvevocer shale! eters (elefelbinrenelsis $94 44 

Aside from the first cost of the trees and work of planting them, the 
first year includes but little more effort than that necessary to produce 
a corn crop. Not quite so much corn can be grown as in the open 
field on account of the interference of the tree rows. 

1908.—SECOND YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

Total Cost 
Item. oat a en Lee err Costs a. on 1 ent | eNeLeA Cres 

Man. Horse. Man. Horse. 

Neanires 3 OMOAGS ote 5 evenclensisreseveoreustaconsl hiavetetee satay  tetcceterorevaus S3OCOOF |i oi eetsic teil eastoale eae $2 00 
ann ee ete. ee crea soe Mla wicuvaiere 30 60 9°00 2.00 4.00 60 
lame-solphury 20C Bales sans coe sists wills clolapeth euel|ioietsieioleyeie ya) Ul ees op ae Aol boric 16 
MAD Dy eis cresrevecseiece ave: a latine Siekerstonse aie 10 10 2 75 .66 66 18 
PIA hinSSPLONELECS ee oat tatere esis omer TOS |Seo.cscee 1 50 566) il Sadek | 10 
TUN tee arress iw) s ois fecoeene sera siayaieaecs isa QOS Nits sea 4 00 eS Sieeecek. 28 
PAG winglets NOTES Scie Sisia < race eat sce eases 20 20 4 50 eras 133 30 
Plowing; 2 NOrsees Neo eiiess «crea eres ose 40 80 12 00 2.66 5.33 80 
Harrowing me Sra tavuhel a. sisUsl obs cere ai prelcistapecer ene 170 340 51 00 11.33 22.66 3 40 
EL QET Dir ob esr a eee eerie OCA ee cate AO? lletes ee 6 00 PHA Nell tee cd. dicee 40 
Oats, 15 irshelstaty 40ers ties cctepocre, « leis: cisuaccraral|leretebenstenecs GwOO Dees crs. c oil eeontes. ete 40 
Tian SOMES Naa oc, ote erd <p sdaw ss cicicl scares 10 20 | 3 00° 33 66 20 
EGuipmentiehanre ery ccs etait to rererere ol aot staaell leteteLerats ere SWOOF tasters lteter ete ereisus 20 
MMECTESELON MANGN. re ten ser aie cuneate Gare Siete neellletehors aes 90:00) [eae aaa. tae @ eloeee 6 00 

| — ———__—= 

OLAS Ae Seer e ron are tie close a hcetettake. 2 350 530 $225 25 22.96 34.64 $15 00 

STO CAV COS Ee rr Fares a Sa oor Seckane. have esi cyash: ol aces aveta ce iatbe ey cabal oat aust a erste aeemsicn ado eee ae enor $225 25 

CONTE As o ogbonda bo eonnUd ono SD edboonOb Scans Ub FDACboO OSC ORODOAHIOSONOGOS 15 00 

The manure used in this case was well rotted and was applied around 
the young trees during the winter. No charge is made for the trees in 
this table as they were furnished by the nursery to replant where 
those of the previous season had failed to grow. 

1909.—_ THIRD YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

: Total Cost 
Item. (Michigan Maa 4 asl ve OSE; ia Mi idan 2 pebeA cres 

Man. Horse. Man. Horse. 

Fime-sB DOU 400 Pal. ecco a elastin are etal| oc eeerecieh sist ekortvae tare STOO! |B essae | See enceet $ 33 
J 0}8) be atil ere foly CoE CREE EO ica re 16 8 3 60 1.06 53 24 
PRTOCS OO TEs Cas cos c ay5'eiet eierere: sa, 5 ode. ssi s¥all la foie rater all sale stelenels Se DOr a cere cates lerante sraers 23 
Plarivine treesiinc.cs aie cieisrsre hla aee eels Dale womeos 75 Roh Mis omen Gans 05 
VATE a etree is chose iateveve suela Sie. cae ON | etvete cal evens 14 00 A 6G actag encase 93 
Blowines LonOrs@ se troy ye: srsce oo aeneee 30 30 6 75 2.00 2.00 45 
Blowitipy 2 7nOmes eee wos roc ae clacs 40 80 12 00 2.66 5.33 80 
Beowing mieteteistelesstckabarcinvciareretace-c: s)evevere 170 340 51 00 11.23 22.66 3 40 
ERO GIT BING 5.5. science teperstaveiets Give. # elsievsi sce us AO! || eetarceye rere 6 00 DEG Galera. esas 40 
Oats, 15 ishels a Gr40G aos ote aie o creroiere liexelo eoverne |letersccternere iG e OO irl sracre pean lpeiotene orevers 40 
NTA OR te 5 scl) are aJovaie.c.w «and cite soveve 10 20 3 00 “00 66 20 
ME Paden te CHATIEO 24:5 v5.5, Sco c, akev old wseneus'|fovelcie.o wre «illsvateceunctens BOO reterascucietoillexetaretarerers 20 
HMVERCSE COMO Sec )s a stiesrceti ones iaseue seated eveneistareravel| wicieyereve se SOOO eiiced alreaiaerert 6 00 

Toba eiicogecarstarr eee ele ale aictovec 381 478 $204 60 24.93 31.18 $13 63 

Evehate frome Nurser yore aie oils cies cleruu ae ard econ hens Se $65 00 Peracre,....... $4 33 

PLO GEL: COSL Bam crear rere Meet elctaretaierelernscva(oud ware ole share reneeats $139 60 Cost per acre... $9 30 
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The rebate from the nursery as mentioned in this case was received 
for trees that were untrue to name. This emphasizes the necessity of 
dealing with a nursery company that will endeavor to make up for 
mistakes. 

It will be noticed by studying the cover crops used that no attempt 
was made to supply nitrogen. This was due to the fact that the 
majority of the orchard was growing too fast for safety and it was not 
thought wise to add anything to augment it. 

1910.—FOURTH YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

Total Cost Item. Cost. per Acre. 

Man. Horse. Man. Horse. 

Mime-sulphur.ch OOP alls cmreeusye ase errallionneeicreallereneterciere THCY een atiallepiece.as.2 $ 58 
PA plying fey crc tac axcusiereis oi sucieleravee ome 23 23 6 17 1.53 1.53 41 
UUM NG Seed hava coat ore ok less bis cia enone lads Dial iettaveqeraye 42 20 TAPAOG |'t.-dycromuets 2 81 
HUA IMPADTUSH yore suesec aleceusie lc osuc Bonita 23ND wel names 2 78 a as Yr (eee en 18 
Haulingabrushys scctecosncten eect sucka clon 16 16 3 82 1.06 1.06 25 
PLT COS eG Att Care coustssareteudieveces sols oholeuelle oi lave cote custonel lina Aid tavaktele ML D2 cael ete eps ellionerscavete ate 07 
Pl aatinestn ees ic .cc rence ek clebe av erelehare sharmstenal ote ohare vorell howe eps eter SOU scvecsheres ccellletorsuetera vate 02 
Maire oe lO BCS )...w) toevedave.edomere a) sist cheval ltone see otencaliaia aloes mets SOOM Ae Fiera sete lesemeyaneretene 33 
ADD bylnecrerercts go. o hola otc ec iesicter gues 13.5 PE 4 05 .90 1.80 27 
lowing: INN OLSe salar sisetevels wiele! aisleratste 29 29 6 52 1.93 1.93 43 
lO WANE 2 HOLSe Wee oicletete oe cseteie Geshe Si7 75 11 25 2.50 5.00 75 
ET GELS ers cote ecm deus Sheie levaviccerayopereter pew SU” Aly enceuekede | 4 65 DOG ener 31 
EL AERO WTS 2 ree tet cease ore eve ols aus iatchahe fo: shake 85 170 25 50 5.66 ities 1 70 
Applyingiasnesinn. cum tee eo cero see cen 4 2 75 .26 a J16} 05 
SWilrdn Sutrees errs See tre cncsuaioenisee zoeken AQ ile etatare es 6 00 266 Msereccre eters 40 
WU aTeTIAlLORISAIN Ci, 5 Srclcis si eneuavoucsabeleitons fell alone wietssalnlloraleltelcrevese DSO | fe. teccnstet| \suevexete borers 10 
Oats OMbusnelslatrA Oe. J eek se erie cleo etertemallic ocmeratere As (OQ ioy0c:escettee)|| ctecerevayet ere 26 
MTMIne sates crete es loci oon 6 12 1 80 -40 80 ¥ 12 
Sowing other cover crop............. GPA ncletereraress 90 FAO R cesseehate 06 
Surgicaliss fps seicee ae oe hone ovens. satan DGD) incsenee 3 97 e7Biallcosteststevere 26 
Sn OEKIN=- SNOW =e) clecre cin ei ine LSM Gilles createate c 2) 25 LM OOleievsiereverace 15 
Wquipmientichargeereccyoc rion ce cba ata ol luke ota etono nell ereke mecha s SOO ie eel ai raise cee ens 33 
Interestion land spss gcse el aeleisiaetailie steieas eres SO ZOOM ere Wes nrer Garo ¢ 6 00 

Otay Sis Mane tetra: cases ie sine tae storens 569 354 $238 28 neal 23.58 $15 84 

PO tallc@OSb evar sve a iane oi ecios, ootin evel aualeve due et ewolnenacene telanesets, oho One Guest tie tra trains eee Reka Toe cei anette pee $238 28 

WOSEGDET ACTO Gio: ccstavcle cer sh oueracocarioteis: css helaheie beaters aletoueiSiton.chetal ah state he wetc tometer centererese matateheeene eat $15 84 

The orchard would undoubtedly have yielded a splendid crop the 
fourth season as it gave every indication of so doing but unseasonable 
cold weather at the blossoming period proved too much for the young 
trees. A few unhealthy appearing trees were removed during the sea- 
son. Cover crop seeds. for about seven acres were furnished for an 
experiment both for the fourth and fifth seasons. In the autumn, 
while the foliage was still upon the trees, there was a heavy fall of 
snow that resulted in completely destroying some of the best trees and 
split many more clear to the ground. These were wired and bolted 
and have borne two crops of fruit. 
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1911.—FIFTH YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

Total Cost 
Item. Cost. ia> = =o a) eee [MDEFPACTOS 

Man Horse Man Horse 

Hme-sU phe 1,210) Bale  <ercuswe «chars tell aol oreteleletel|(evereteleics ate SUS AS a | Pee cae llevs sianeiecete $1 03 
PARES LY ANE era crete ohn oh ao (ofa eevee ohare 40 40 9 00 2.66 2.66 60 
BESET DU! bal OG erate e cuave ere isso le cere: ui Narenoiteliatalevel|Tevera det opekats SOOO Se ee ceelsiae ees 33 
Bipntine same cnt. eiceie sraserereetax ae aslo | Byecssentvsset 75 Poet [rerateney olisiecs 05 
Leite Seas AS AS pee ceeete pecan Sete ee Soe 66 00 2220 \ es seein 4 44 
AKIN SHDTUSN oe eciciecsig coe see ke Nets cress QBs cuer take 4 20 T8645 sees 28 
ERSTE TUIS actos ot clere aie) wns s1s,c eho sis 28 28 6 30 1.86 1.86 42 
IPlowane-IeHOTSe). os 0. cies cle. cteiewoleta. ores 34 34 7 65 2.26 2.26 51 
PIO WANE ee NOTSO era <) fetes coos ei cle sey ele eral 39 78 ah) 2.60 5.20 78 
ROGIN Gere crciert erecta n store see eie ereletsiels,s DG lia sreenetots 3 90 1 iy 2 bee Qe 26 
Harrowi ng We CA ER en bee arc eevee 102 204 30 60 6.80 13.60 2 04 
Sel-poued -sr440) Sale cians o cibtelele cocks lias ere cereals llotovckaveh erate Oya OM Eas Sider (amen Ss 14 
a ue BAMIEG= costes coos tis atee siatate we 9 18 2 70 .60 20) 18 

ality ies obo booe ie SOOGouS DOD oe 20 iil exe etevonte s 3 00 1 GP al noiote 20 
THAR Oe Sb Ree Bene Ra me oi oucr es UGY5 | Pees meio 748) OIE 1O*SSe\ cee ee } 1x55) 
SOwin? COVer ClOP sss os einss soe ss se Gs [nent rere 2 40 TOG" lett, eo eens 16 
WatanG Dushelsvati SOs] seme cise ceueic liccoreies o Stes" | Wholalorereeie SOO jlivarevctote ess hohharscaroere 20 
Winker Vetch 120 IDSs cle e cicigiese oe @'|\o-e oe ahabe-olles els esere ED GOP. rckarsts celle ee 84 
WGI Dee iesa n Aareiccaye stoke sie i eve. cietere Sie AON ray faye 82 35 36560" |o5ecne 5 49 
Pe Gln Sept c is rarcic o cusvexn miesaral Siossun ote 126 126 28 35 8.40 8.40 1 89 
ACK Rye teretns c'e Ne eloreineleretate ceils AS Tat Sie oh, avons 65 55 PAN ES yall Warae poker otal 4 37 
TAU Pa SASETIDS Se caste coe a 6 stenerevonet ce | reese chel]le. es lerstoievs GSsOON linet leerneye aver 4 53 
CURE ER ioe ceniwt a ake Gus otohe racer iei aisie tener aoxel| svanehe’ siOciallloterakshowere.6 223, WOO! || sieioicre te lave rsretesiace 14 90 
BM EITIE HL CMALLO was re eke o: aiake eheteds es) |e ko teckel |iotemeko ciichaie HLOO MEA Se erawallecoremeeee 33 
Wiest; On lene go ntlodoapaccd.oocd booceebodleondpour UO WO |ousecbonlissedocac 6 00 

? 

PICO EAS Rye ct =r aves aroieenchey aioe eee. oe 1,947 528 $773 03 | 129.75 35.18 $51 52 

ecenecstor 2/039) bushels ofspeaGhes at Slane. a, sie evans clarcin ee inne: sie (opsseteleseromaersveis o oleucuche $2,548 75 

HECELVeUCLOlse 5) DUSHEIS Of peachestat SOG. soya tele e we chsaciacin ei acta evel rene Scaretatoietel ne atave eleven eronerts 12 50 

SMR Eh ick Lape Se Pee Ceca oS oF NG te eee ahh cvaR easter ie totes ancy ay aye LAOS TETE, at aNer ooops ace eaNScEnENS. sds Dee take $2,561 25 

FECES GO acl ois chia cata EPI OS ELE RARER ORG CREE IG EERO A cee AO Dac ati rae at oS 773 03 

NICELY 0) 04 8 Uric Het ee iret gee Mey epee SR ee eS NE Ns De ea VR PDP Oe A OER mee $1,788 22 

INS bspPrOfit sper ACle jrerc es cc wae epee eee Capen caer eters ceo ro canst a eee ucita ies sus eter nder ein oeee tens 119 21 

Costiperbushelis 76, Met, Drolits Per-DUSHEM iy... crersensvete aravey she! cree <veliaverovocaresers nie hovel Kier cus eroiere 86+ 

It will be noticed that the price of trees advanced this season. The 
self-boiled lime-sulphur spray was applied to only a small part of the 
orchard. The price received for the fruit was net at the shipping sta- 
tion. Returns from the first crop are much more than sufficient to 
offset all previous expense. 
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1912.—_ SIXTH YEAR. 

Total Hours. Hours per Acre. 

Total Cost 
Item. Cost. per Acre. 

Man. Horse. Man. Horse. 

eime-sulphur, As ovealisce sy. creases) svecl|lamioce Gites mene sects SIS 244 wl Le cetera terel ones $1 23 
Applying GAINION eyeters steer oes wlece epaeterere 40 40 9 00 2.66 2.66 60 
MTGE LG CAG LOC sercin. sich crs iece Gre avarePetatcos a Pa faves a5) 'eccistermrehohs V GON Si See tral om ecaieretle 10 
PlamtinesSamMe eee ece create crete where eee ere ele tornadoes 60 BOG sls a oceeres 04 
PRUNE a aoe wists ict bie of oe Seer ves caus arene SOU eee 73 40 D47AG | oes eee 4 89 
AKIN GRD TUS Ie cise ele ray tener ceeccesyalonetel atone AD) Ne sieceuere tens 6 75 SPOOR pereciaicvete 45 
ailing OTUs s.r occ. serciels ors che sel 20 20 9 00 1.33 1.33 60 
INA rai Te eel LO BOB eres a Bie encevorouel nt obevei ote lll eve tere renotecad| levet ov atoperens VS FOO! iizeecs, cree erelliaroke cocoa 1 20 
appl ATE ISAT serene le soces avcveuste cisusfelets siete 10 30 3 75 .66 2.00 25 
Plowing yl Horse. 22 ci.t ced se eee ee aR 33 7 42 2.20 2.20 49 
PIG WAN Pie, NOTSC caste ok eieiey aes as oils 38 76 11 40 2.53 5.06 76 
EVA TTO WANE ict ieee 2 cio oie ntemecteiere) sacle dette 114 228 34.20 7.60 15.20 2 28 
MET GONG coc tnee ed ctese fore: wecestovenn Gi aneceeebers etn SAM acieeorniors 5 10 22264 leee eee 34 
Sowing cover Clop. coc. 2 asses es ee WOE ievc, ssevstecs 1 50 $664 Sa se eee 10 
Oats ibushelsiat: FOG yo aas cic ete crete lls ever enavare i] ovotererotele te B80 Wises ore exe ltere movers 32 
Glovereli bushel at:S2.00 hss se slciestialltat cecellivnree clio AO oer ss ar eel ewer ce oes 26 
FShimninge Ace one coerce Sees LAS We ac. Stee 16 95 T 2B Sy | speek 1 13 
IGKIN Get re brctreuaiantersieamareate aioe ake NOVO |e one 85 05 372804 e teers 5 67 
PURUC KANE es aiecaeescnitevess Cun oe ore a leaner 164 164 36 90 10.93 10.93 2 46 
PACKING Asse Se seit ate eee ee BIW leips B eons 59 55 2646 lee ones 3 97 
LAUT o KS SibT DSi ass sisy Meee cite here ered ohshell eller cere otetell eoeee: Geet CEROOF era Mec ers mw ateeiet 4 40 
IPA CK ARES eer is nec eke ches oh ors “ois raters. che o\| even gn ate ey] lon theceanatece 2S AB a atevecoe mailtcnieancso avn 17 62 
Havipment Gharee 5. oon ete cc ocinictel el te ae cnenell rome zve 3 SOO! sake, oavcie ei liaconereler siete 33 
AMESTOSELOT TAO era cc. arcs cheretee <o Gickecs oi.c|lcemne cae) sieaed| er ote etedeuste SOOO es hy checwre| Sateweveeeyets 6 00 

Mi OCAISeee eoatesN ctetetece hee ereds ook 1,956 591 $832 84 | 130:34 39.38 $55 49 

Received trom): 2128) bushels Of peaches: <'ca-e cf aycts <coraie eros Go c:cccxcie wich eUeholobe. says s wets) sispayeite)aices $2,920 99 

TINO PEINCOS traraiaserec oases ares Tea oreo are Te Fone eisausae val on ohe ei 1G fo) oberieors (eters eb abe SUER et Maat haNen oie vatorens 832 84 

INSU MEDTOL Gy Seaevetis oe ta vevek sot oud esopeeecaia noes, solvate Relies Maro tote. ce tholahgim eben sreloueee dels aemiuateiereVerorene $2,088 15 

IN CUADLOLIE PETIA CTE). cn cceves orcs aveyclele cet enny hte tetas tevalerle eter oioustane chor eienele toc heietoietestersharersusdenete 139 21 

Averapeuprice recelycusper DUSHEL > si eroteye cit nyetosaveroleue ls. sralereyetsieyela ese ottetinte cletelsteteliepelvils/-<eltelielis eheraze $1 38 

CWOStED Gry UISH OL ee we av orsinlaire toasts ers ausgov sy neatever es) iets) oT isis: sienelove Mole, eiterspatetele chatenars 'etuy aleuetie, chet suahe,eqcs 40 

ANGt- PLONE AER DUSHELS 52 acts. aco cueperrevel ce role Masai’e oYeleserayertelia/ ouch suelerc uole sails redaeteye ero esite canstinna ster ove $ 98 

Although the farm thermometer registered twenty degrees below zero 
during the winter of 1911-12 and some apparently healthy trees were 
killed yet the orchard yielded more fruit than it did the previous sea- 
son. The crop was borne on about two-thirds of the orchard as the 
lowest and highest parts received the greatest amount of injury. By 
comparing the amount of time devoted to pruning this season with 
that of the preceding year, it is noticeable that the work was just as 
thorough this year as last and the yield of fruit showed its worth. 

The expenses were higher for the year than any previous season but 
the returns were very satisfactory. Considerable reduction is noticeable 
in the amount of time required to pack the fruit. This is largely due 
to the difference in size and quality of the peaches. The last season, no 
grading was required as all was packed as one grade. 

The clover mentioned in the table was common red clover seed that 

was screened out by the fanning mill and was sown very thick over a 

portion of the orchard that requires more vegetable matter. . 

In the following table a summary for the entire period is given in 

order to provide an easy comparison of the results. 
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SUMMARY FOR SIX YEARS.—15 ACRES. 

Total Total Tucoms Cost Tutal Total 
Year. Crop income. cost per acre. | pe acre. Joss. Pret 

123) ee ee ue ets 2 te 
| 

MOO Geeta |e CORN See $509 50 $415 06 $33 96 $27.67 | |hieeeceaacate $94 44 
MOOS es Sere Sacckeres lis Sabedene eoeteualllevececeucPorey iors DL ROIS NS el. Sree 15 00 S225 0255s steers 
Le SBcaceene Wars Se chive rar 65 00 204 60 4 33 13 64 139) (GO| eentonrare 
TC) Ci eee a ears Wie ape Nei as hie Se DASHOS: tere Lore 15 88 938-29 [50a eee 
LOUD Spe fetes aretecerons | Peach 2501) 25 773 03 170 75 OTS] |e creclers 1,788 22 
LOUISE Serelensecae | Peach 2,920 99 832 84 194 74 SO TOLL lero eevee 2,088 15 

Totals..... acs eros is $6,056 74 |$2,689 06 $403 78 $179 23 $603 13 | $3,970 81 

Netyprotitvonpfi eld stor Six Varese ’sise. tus choicsers fous Raver RkS RTE RTOS, a RUHR ete oe $3 ,367 68 
PAV CLAS CH MTITAUIE PL OMG He wise: crass car ace ro re ko SOUS corer SoH ce aD ney TO Te 561 28 
Averap esannualspronit-per aCrels on ars, oko te crate otter oer Rate he oe Oe Scere cer Ne 37 41 
EL OLAlSVICLAE OL PORCHES Nyce cian Rats paneercatsisy evaverseraieros ACRE PaO PO Eee eee ite, Soe ce 4,192 bu. 
Average: price.obtained per bushels. hc scsi ord tr le. oe coe eee Ene nae es $1 31 
Total cost for six years, excluding cost of corn crop and deducting rebate from nursery 

(XUV CT}oNOh ae etn Mac Se CH OTRO, MST ech eee ca ne Meena: Sannin Need ay Oe ,395 08 
Average cost per bushel as obtained Sues LOCAL COST Aisne sieve eer iste posite cate eretele ae 57 
A\veraremet prohiti per bushels § sink Monsen user eis tera ere eT Sam claro erep rae 74 

A certain over-head charge should be made to provide for the orchard’s 
share in the farm buildings, also to cover the necessary expense of 
clearing the land in case of another general freeze but either of these 
is difficult to estimate at present. 

The orchard is now a commonly called six year old, and with good 
care and no bad luck is just entering into the period of greatest use- 
fulness. Some of the trees will be short lived due to the effects of the 
snow storm during its fourth year and there will be some vacancies to 
fill at the beginning of the seventh year but as a whole, it is in very good 
condition. 
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GENERAL TREATMENT FOR SPRAYING APPLE ORCHARDS. 

In the winter or early spring, inspect the trees for San Jose, scurfy 
or oyster-shell scale. (Send twigs and strips of bark to the entomologist 
of the Experiment Station, if you cannot identify the scale yourself.) 

These scale insects, especially the San Jose scale, must be destroyed 
promptly or they will kill the trees. 

Just Berore tHe Bups Open, if the scale be present, spray with the 
strong lime-sulphur wash. To be successful, the work must be done 
very thoroughly—this means that every part of the tree must be covered 
with the spray. 

Just BEFORE THE BLossoMsS OPEN, OR WHEN THEY ARE “IN THE PINK,” 
a spraying must be made to prevent scab and other fungus disease and 
the canker-worm, bud-moth and a few other insects. For this and the 
sprayings that follow, use the dilute lime-sulphur or the bordeaux mix- 
ture. To every fifty gallons, add two or three Ibs. of arsenate of lead. 
(With lime-sulphur, this is the only poison that can be used.) 
IMMEDIATELY ArreR THE BLOSSOMS FALL, and before the calyx closes, 

another spraying must be made just like the one before. At this time 
direct the spray downward from above as much as possible, and with 
the highest pressure available, the object being to get some of the ma- 
terial into the calyx cups, to poison the larva of the codling moth when 
it attempts to enter. . 

This is a very necessary spraying. if well done it usually means a 
crop free from worms. 

Asour Two Werks Arrer THE ABOVE SPRAYING, make another. Use 
same mixture and poison as in previous spraying. 

Karty In Avucust, there will be a second generation of codling-moths. 
Just when this will occur for your locality can be determined. (See 
“When the codling-moth flies” page 127.) 

Protect fall and winter varieties agaiust the codling-moth and a possi- 
ble late outbreak of scab. Use the usual amount of poison, but the 
dilute lime-sulphur, or the bordeaux, either of which can be made some- 
what weaker than before. 
THe Lesser Appie-Worm, which works more superficially than the 

codling-moth, when present requires a spray of poison when standard 
winter varieties are from 1 to 114 inches in diameter. 

Pranr Lice of several kinds infest the apple tree, and their effect on 
the fruit and foliage depends largely on weather conditions. 

The lice are hatched out by the time the buds turn pink and a spray of 
nicotine or some other contact spray is most effective at that time. 

On the other hand, an early Spring with warm, dry weather follow- 
ing this time is unfavorable to the lice and they may fail to appear in 
large numbers during such seasons. Cold and wet and a late Spring are 
favorable to the rosy lice. In seasons of this character, spraying is 
almost imperative. 
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The spray to use is one that kills by contact. Nicotine is best of all 
but expensive; strong tobacco tea will also produce results. For further 
information, see page 119. 

Fire Buiicur has been very serious in apple trees in some parts of the 
State during the past few years. 

For description and method of control see “TREATMENT ror PrarRs” 
on page 112. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR SPRAYING PEACH ORCHARDS. 

Inspect for scale insects, the same as for apple, and spray with strong 
lime-sulphur wash the same as directed for apple trees. 

If this spraying is made, it will also prevent the leaf-curl disease. If 
the lime-sulphur spraying is not required, a spraying must be made 
to prevent the leaf curl which is often especially serious on Elbertas. 
For this spraying, use bordeaux mixture or the copper sulphate solu- 
tion (2 pounds of copper sulphate dissolved in fifty gallons of water). 
It is very important that this spraying be made before the buds swell. 
If made after that time, it wili not be successful in preventing the leaf 
curl. 

If the fruit in your orchard is cominonly affected with the rot and 
the scab (the small black specks usually on the upperside) and the 
curculio (“the insect that stings the fruit’)—and most of the peach 
orchards in Michigan are affected with ell of these—make sprayings as 
follows: 

Just AFTER THE BLossoms Drop AND Most or tHe “SwucKks” Have 
FALLEN OFF, Spray with poison, using 2 pounds of arsenate of lead in 
every 50 gallons of water. 

(See under arsenate of lead page 124.) 
Never use any arsenical other than arsenate of lead, on peach. 
Two Weeks AFTER THE PREVIOUS SPRAYING, another must be made. 

This time use the self-boiled lime-sulphur and to every 50 gallons add 
2 pounds of arsenate of lead. The dilute lime-sulphur has not been 
generally satisfactory on peaches. Even when very dilute some burning 
of the foliage has resulted. 

Apout ONE MontH Berore THE Fruit RIPENS, spray again the same 
as directed above. 

In orchards where the curculio is not present or not serious, the spray- 
ing recommended “Just after the blossoms fall” can be omitted. 

Self-boiled lime-sulphur settles rapidly, so keep well agitated and do 
not add the arsenate of lead until just before spraying. Use fine nozzles 
and give the trees a uniform coating of mist-like spray. 

PesAcH Tree Borer. Dig out by hand early in spring or late in fall 
at points where gumming shows. Sterilize knife with carbolic acid to 
prevent spreading crown-gall which may be present. 

“PEACH YELLOWS” AND “LITTLE PEACH.” 

These two diseases are extremely infectious and very difficult to 
positively identify. Their causes are unknown and the only method of 
control] is destruction of the tree—fruit, root and branch—as soon as 
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discovered. It is especially important that diseased trees should not 
be allowed to blossom as it is believed the disease is spread by insects 
at that time. Both old and young trées of all varieties of peaches and 
probably all varieties of Japanese plums are susceptible to the two dis- 
eases. Both diseases may be present in a tree at the same time. 
PeacH YELLows. The first symptoms in a young tree, previous to 

bearing, are indicated by the leaves of ene or two limbs turning from 
a rich dark green to a “yellowish green or reddish rusty green” color; 
this is accompanied by a rolling of the leaves from their edges. These 

PEACH YELLOWS. 

A six year old peach tree in an advanced stage of the ‘‘ Yellows.”’ 

leaves ripen and fall earlier than normal leaves. The fruit buds are 
larger and more mature in appearance and in the spring will invariably 
bloom earlier than healthy buds. In some instances, the symptons are 
not confined to one or two branches, but many of the leaves in the 
center of the tree turn yellowish or light green, roll slightly from their 
edges and droop considerably. These latter symptoms are often present 
in case of “Little Peach.” 
Upon bearing trees, there may be any one or all of the following 

symptoms: the fruit may ripen prematurely—one to three weeks—upon 
one or two branches or over the entire tree. The fruit may have numerous 
red spots on the surface, the spots sometimes extending in red streaks 
partially or wholly through the flesh to the pit. Often the flesh, about 
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the pit, is full of radiating streaks of red. The surface of the fruit may 
be smooth or considerably roughened and the flesh more or less stringy 
and very insipid. The leaves may be yellowish pale or reddish rusty- 
green in color, usually rolling and drooping. In advanced stages, 
numerous finely branched shoots bearing many slender sickly leaves, 

CUTTING OUT BLIGHT. 

Cutting out blight in a quince tree, The blight attacks pears, apples and quinces. Note the bottle 
containing the disinfecting material, and the sponge to apply same. 

appear on the trunk or main limbs and sometimes in the extremities 
of the branches. Finally the tree dies. 

Winter injury to the bark of the trunk or main limbs, mechanical in- 
jury by mice, rabbits, peach borers, cultivators, etc., or a serious lack 
of moisture or nitrogen in the soil may discolor the foliage and cause 
premature ripening of fruit and should not be mistaken for “Yellows,” 
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Littte PeacH. In “Little Peach,’ characteristic symptoms are: the 
leaves of a part or the whole of the tree have a bunched appearance, and 
are shorter, and broader than normal leaves. They are usually yellowish- 
green in color with the veins appearing dilated and darker than the in- 
tervening tissue. The fruit is usually under size and ripens from a. week 
to two weeks late. The flesh is more or less stringy, watery and very 
insipid while the pit is usually very small. One or all symptoms may 
be present and unless they can be positively attributed to some other 
cause, the tree should be condemned, pulled out and burned. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR PEAR ORCHARDS. 

Inspect for scale insects and if present, spray before the buds start 
with strong lime-sulphur. The Pear Blister Mite ( a mite that causes 
thickened red and brown spots on the feaves) and the Pear Psylla may 
also be partially controlled by this spraying for scale. If these pests 
were serious last year, make the strong lime-sulphur spraying even if 
not needed for the San Jose scale. 

APPLY THE SAME GENERAL TREATMENT TO PEARS as is given for apples. 
If the dilute lime-sulphur is used, it should not be as strong as for apples 
(see dilution table on page 128). 
PEAR BLicHT or Fire BLIGHT was very serious last season in many 

parts of the state. It is easily noticed, a branch dies back from the tip, 
leaves turn brown, wither, but do not drop. Is caused by a germ that 
works within the twig and hence spraying is not a preventative. It 
usually is more serious in rapidly growing trees and for this reason, many 
pear orchards are left in sod. Cut out the diseased twigs and branches. 
Make a frequent and systematic inspection of every tree and cut out 
every diseased twig and branch found. Cut several inches below where 
the wood appears to be dead. Carry the dead portion out of the orchard 
and bury or burn. After every cut, wipe off the wound with a cloth 
or sponge moistened with a 5% carbolic acid solution. 

If slugs appear, spray with an arsenical, if not too near ripening of © 
fruit to be dangerous. In case of early pears fresh hydrated lime may 
be dusted on. ; 
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GENERAL TREATMENT FOR PLUMS. 

Plum trees may be infested with the San Jose or by the European fruit 
scale. The treatment for them is the same as recommended for scale 
on apples. (Page 108.) 

Just Berorr THE Bups OPEN, spray with the dilute lime sulphur (or 
the bordeaux mixture) and arsenate of lead, 214 to 3 lbs. to a barrel. 
This is to prevent leaf-spot, fruit rot, black knot and curculio. 

Arsenate of lead is preferable to paris-green on all stone fruits, owing 
to tenderness of foliage in such fruits. 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE BLossoms Far, it is very essential to make 
another spraying using the dilute lime-sulphur or bordeaux mixture or 
self-boiled lime-sulphur, and two pounds of arsenate of lead to every 
50 gallons. (For the Japanese varieties use the self-boiled lime-sulphur 
or dilute the bordeaux one-half.) This spraying is to prevent the leaf 
diseases, fruit rot and curculio. Be sure it is made immediately after 
blossoms fall. Our experiments last year showed that dilute lime- 
sulphur was very satisfactory on plums end it is easier to prepare and 
spray than bordeaux or self-boiled lime-sulphur. 

Ten DAys on Two Werks Later, it will pay to repeat the previous 
spraying, especially if the weather is wet or the curculio is serious. 
This spraying should be repeated every ten days or two weeks until there 
is danger of staining the fruit; stopping at least a month before pick- 
ing time. 

On yarieties especially susceptible to rot, an application of weak 
copper sulphate may be made about two weeks before ripening. One 
pound of copper sulphate to 150-200 gallons of water. No poison need 
be used. 

Buack Knot. Early in the spring a careful inspection should be 
made of every tree, and all “black knots” cut out and destroyed. Cut 
back several inches below the knot. Disinfecting cuts as for pear blight 
is not necessary. Wild cherry trees harbor the disease and if diseased 
ones are near plum or cherry orchards, they should be destroyed, if 
possible. 

15 
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GENERAL TREATMENT FOR CHERRIES. 

Cherry trees may be infested with San Jose scale. If found, the 
treatment is the same as that recommended for the apple. 

Just Brerore THE BLOSSOMS OPEN, spray with dilute lime-sulphur, or 
bordeaux mixture. This is to prevent the rot and leaf spot troubles. 
Especially valuable on the English Morellos for the latter. Our ex- 
periments the last two seasons indicate that the dilute lime-sulphur 
is just as satisfactory as the bordeaux for cherries and either is better 
than the self-boiled lime-sulphur. 

Just AFTER THE BLossoms FAti, make a spraying like the above with 
the addition of 2 pounds of arsenate of lead to every 50 gallons of spray 
solution. This spraying is directed against the rot and leaf spot, cur- 
culio and slug. 

TEN Days or Two WEEKS LATER, it may be necessary to make another 
spraying like the previous one for the rot and leaf spot. The need for 
this spraying will depend upon the susceptibility of the variety to the rot 
and to the weather conditions of the season. 

Large Buack Lice may appear on the leaves at any time. A spraying 
of tobacco water (see page 126) will destroy them if applied before the 
leaves curl too tightly. 

SLucs sometimes appear after the fruit is harvested, a spraying of 
arsenate of lead (2 or 3 pounds in 50 gallons of water) will destroy them. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR GRAPES. 

Grape vines are not often subject to attacks by scale insects so there 
is seldom need for a spraying with strong lime-sulphur before growth 
starts. 

Do not use the dilute lime-sulphur at any time for grape spraying. 
It stunts or checks the growth of the berries. Use the bordeaux mix- 
ture. 
Downy Mitprew commonly called “Red Grape” was very destructive 

last season and caused large financial losses to growers who did not 
spray. 

Buiack Ror has been a serious disease in recent seasons. Growers 
cannot afford to risk the loss it may cause by neglecting to spray. 

These diseases and others will be prevented very largely by spraying 
as follows: : 
WHEN THp SHoors Arp Azsout 8 To 10 INcHES LONG, Spray with bord- 

eaux mixture for black rot and downy mildew. 
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Just BEFORE BLOOMING spray again with bordeaux mixture for black 
rot and downy mildew and to every 50 gallons of bordeaux, add 2 or 
3 pounds of arsenate of lead to poison the grape berry moth, and the 
rose-chafer. If this latter is serious use stronger poison even up to 
5 Ibs. to 50 gallons. A pint of the cheapest molasses added may help. 
Just As THE BLossoms ARE FALLING, make another spraying like the 

above. 
Apout 10 Days or Two Weeks [Later, it may be necessary to make 

another spraying like the two previous, but this will depend upon the 
weather conditions and the amount of rot and mildew prevalent. If 
later sprayings are thought to be necessary, some material should be 
used that will not stain the fruit such as weak copper sulphate solution. 
(See page 124.) ; 

There are several grape insects that are found only in occasional vine- 
yards, and then not every year. The grower should keep a sharp watch 
of his vines for them and if found, take prompt measures to destroy 
them. (If not familiar with their appearance send specimens to The 
Entomologist, Hast Lansing, Michigan.) 

Those most likely to be found are the following: 
FLEA-BEETLES May appear at any time but are most likely to come as 

the buds open in early spring. Spray with bordeaux mixture and a 
strong poison, 3 or 4 pounds of arsenate of lead to every fifty gallons 
of the bordeaux, if early in spring. Later use less poison. 

In vineyards where the grape-berry moth is serious, spray with bord- 
eaux. and an arsenical poison during the middle of July, before the 
20th. 

For leaf-hoppers, sometimes incorrectly called “Thrip,” spray with 
nicotine or with kerosene-emulsion while the insects are young, and 
before they can fly. Later in the fall, clean up all rubbish and burn 
after cold weather sets in. 

For climbing cut-worms, use cotton bands or bands of sticky mix- 
ture. On tender growth these can be put on strips of paper. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES. 

San Jose and European fruit scale are cften found upon these bushes. 
Inspect carefully for them. If found, spray before growth starts with 
strong lime-sulphur. 

JUST AS THE LEAVES ARE EXPANDING, spray with dilute lime-sulphur or 
bordeaux and two pounds of arsenate of lead to every fifty gallons. 

Repeat this spraying when the fruit is about one-fourth grown. 
If worms trouble after this, use pyrethrum or hellebore. 
Leaf bugs or aphids may appear. When they do, spray with nicotine 

or strong tobacco water while the bugs are red and wingless and before 
the leaves have become curled. 

GoosrBEeRRY MILpEw is a fungous disease that is especially troublesome 
on the English varieties as Industry, Columbus and Chautauqua. Spray 
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with dilute lime-sulphur. Begin when the buds start and repeat every 
10 days to two weeks until near picking time. 
WHEN Pruning, if a cane is cut that shows discolored pith, it may 

indicate the cane borer. Cut back to sound pith. Burn trimmings. 
WitLtTep Fo.tAce at any time indicates the cane borer. Cut out and 

burn. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR RASPBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES 

AND DEWBERRIES. 

SPRAYING POTATOES AND STRAWBERRIES. 

Cur ouT THE Fruir Bearing canes after the last picking has been 
made. This will lessen insect and disease troubles that may be har- 
bored on the old canes and allow more room for the growth of the new 
canes. 

ORANGE Rust may appear in May or June. It is easily identified by 
the bright orange color on the under sides of the leaves. There is no 
method of preventing this trouble. As soon as it is found, the bush 
should be dug out and burned. If allowed to remain the disease will 
spread and destroy many plants. 

ANTHRACNOSE, identified by the grayish spots on the canes (also on 
leaves, but not conspicuous), is common in many berry fields. It does 
not yield to spraying unless very frequently done with bordeaux mix- 
ture and this may not be profitable. If desirable, make the first spray- 
ing when the new canes are 6 to 8 inches high and repeat every two 
weeks during the growing season. 

Cutting out and burning the old canes immediately after fruiting will 
be of some benefit. In starting a new field, make a special effort to 
secure healthy plants. 
“Worms” or “Suucs” might appear at any time. Spray with an 

arsenical if early in season, but if near picking time, use hellebore or 
pyrethrum. 

Cut out and burn gouty galls, tree cricket eggs or borers in stems, 
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GENERAL TREATMENT FOR STRAWBERRIES. - 

Examine the young plants before setting them. Pick off all discolored 
or diseased leaves. If root lice are suspected, dip the roots in strong 
tobacco-water. 

After the growth starts, spray with bordeaux and a poison to prevent 
the leaf spot and to destroy the leaf-roller insect that may be present. 

For fruiting plantations, spray with berdeaux before blossoming and 
yepeat ten days to two weeks later. After fruiting if the bed is to be 
fruited again, mow and burn over quickly (as on a day when there is a 
wind, to avoid burning the crowns of the plants). If leaf rollers have 
been present, spray with poison after the growth has started again, but 
before the leaves curl. 

For strawberry root lice, see Michigan Bulletin No. 244, page 88. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR POTATOES. 

For THE Poraro Scas. Soak the uncut tubers for two hours in 30 
gallons of water and one pint of formalin (can be secured of any drug- 
gist). This solution can be used several times. Do not put treated 
tubers back into crates or bags that held scabby potatoes. Make the 
treatment only a few days before planting if possible. Do not plant 
upon land that has recently grown crops of scabby potatoes or beets. 

For THE BLicnHT AND “Bucs.” Begin spraying with bordeaux mix- 
ture and poison when the “bugs” first appear, or when the plants are 
about 8 inches high, and repeat about every 2 weeks as long as the 
plants are growing. Spray often in warm, muggy weather; fewer spray- 
ings are necessary in dry weather. ; 

Use bordeaux mixture (6 pounds copper sulphate and 4 or 5 pounds 
of lime to 50 gallons of water, and put in the poison, about 1% pound 
of Paris green or 2 pounds of arsenate of lead, or 1 quart of the stock 
solution of Kedzie mixture.) 

Dilute lime-sulphur is not as good as the bordeaux mixture for po- 
tatoes. 
Warr DISEASE OF THE Porato. This disease also is known as Black 

Seab, Canker or Cauliflower Disease. It attacks the tubers mainly. Ina 
severe attack, big, dark warty excrescences sometimes as large as the 
tuber itself appear at the sides or ends. In advanced stages of the dis- 
ease, the tubers are wholly covered by this growth and lose all resem- 
blance to potatoes. In the final stages, the tubers turn to brownish 
black soft masses, giving off a very unpleasant odor. In very mild at- 

tacks, the tubers appear normal, but the eyes are found to have turned 
gray, then brown and finally black. 

This disease is not known to be present in Michigan, but is likely to be 
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found at any time. No remedy is known. When once introduced into a 
field, the whole crop should be burned and no tuber from the field used 
for seed purposes. The field itself should not be used for potatoes for at 
least six or seven years and the disease should be reported together with 
specimens at the first outbreak or suspicion of outbreak to the Depart- 
ment of Botany, Michigan Agricultural College. 

Send specimens in a tight mailing-case. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR TOMATOES. 

Tur Lear Buicut (Septoria lycopersici Speg.), caused serious losses 
in some tomato growing sections last season. This disease can be easily 
and cheaply controlled by proper spraying and growers should be 
equipped to do this important work. 

In a test made last season by the Horticultural Department on the 
farm of Mr. G. C. Raviler at Plymouth, the best results were secured 
from four sprayings of Bordeaux mixture made with five pounds of 
copper sulphate, four pounds of stone lime and fifty gallons of water. 
The first spraying was made about a month after the plants had been 
set out and repeated every ten days or two weeks so that the new foliage 
was protected. 

GENERAL TREATMENT FOR MUSKMELONS AND CUCUMBERS. 

To protect these plants from fungous diseases spray with bordeaux 
mixture made with two pounds of copper sulphate, four pounds of stone 
lime and fifty gallons of water. 

Begin spraying when the vines have runners a foot long and repeat 
once a week or every ten days as long as pickings are made. 

Thorough sprayings of muskmelons and cucumbers will undoubtedly 
be a paying practice in most seasons. 

Several insects interfere with the welfare of cucumber and melon vines. 
The cucumber beetle (striped) feeds on the leaves, and the young tunnel 
as grubs in the roots. Plant more seeds than are needed to produce vines 
and then thin out injured plants and dust with hydrated lime and flour 
of sulphur, (one of sulphur to five or six of lime) through coarse cloth. 
Some prefer arsenate of lead powder mixed with nine parts of hydrated 
lime. About the bases of the vines on the ground throw some tobacco 
dust to prevent beetles from laying eggs on stems. Paris green is not 
reliable on these tender vines. 

The cucumber louse usually starts in a few hills and then spreads 
over the field. Cold, wet weather being favorable to the louse. Some 
prefer to bury the first few vines attacked to retard spreading. A good 

spray is Persian insect powder, 14 oz. to a gallon of water, spraying up- 

ward from beneath. The difficulty lies in getting the spray on to the 

lice. Each louse must be fairly hit to be killed. 
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The large black squash bug, or stink bug, not only feeds on vines but 
probably also carries the wilt. It may be trapped on cold nights under 
pieces of board and dropped into a can of water, having a little kerosene 
on top. ; 

PREPARATION OF SPRAY MIXTURES. 

STRONG LIME-SULPHUR. 

Strong lime-sulphur to be used on dormant trees or bushes for scale 
insects, can be prepared in three ways: 

A HOME COOKING PLANT. 

An outfit for the cooking of the lime-sulphur at home. Water supply tank on the left. The 
cooking is done in barrels into which are extended perforated steam pipes. The steam is sup- 
plied by traction boiler. 

By the old formula. 
By reducing with water “the home-made” concentrated wash. 
By reducing with water the “commercial” concentrated wash. 
The “Old formula” has been used for many years with good results 

and is very satisfactory. The formula is as follows: 

Danmipy lime... <2. Bs ES a digs a 6 Cee ree 20 pounds 
et EodapIT OEE Yes ar io ss otto aeetag ao sehe wae 15 pounds 
Water hob tormake ooo. crane oun eo oes 50 gallons 
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The lime is slaked with a small amount of water (hot if lime is 
sluggish) and the sulphur is added, fifteen or twenty gallons of water 
are then added, and the mixture boiled. (It should take three-quarters 
of an hour, or an hour of good boiling with frequent stirring.) When 
done the liquid should be amber colored and fairly clear. Strain, 
dilute with water (hot is preferable) to make (up to) 50 gallons, and 
apply warm, through a coarse nozzle. 

If small quantities are required, use an iron kettle to boil it in. If 
larger quantities are to be used, live steam is preferable for boiling pur- 
poses, either in a tank or in barrels. 

Applied just before the buds swell, it coats the branches in such a way 
as partially to hinder from settling down, such pests as the oyster- 
shell, scurfy scale, some aphids and other insects. 

HOME-MADE CONCENTRATED LIME-SULPHUR WASH. 

Growers, having cooking plants, can make the lime-sulphur wash in a 
“concentrated” solution. This may be an economy of time, as large 
quantities can be made early in the season and stored until needed. 

It is difficult to make this wash of uniform strength. For this reason, 
every batch that is made must be tested with a hydrometer and diluted 
accordingly. 

The difficulty of getting a solution of uniform strength, apparently 
depends on the lime, which varies in composition and strength. Lime 
that contains more than five per cent of magnesium oxide and less than 
90 per cent of calcium oxide does not combine in the cooking with the 
sulphur in a way to make a good mixture. Special “spraying lime” is 
now on the market. 

There are several ways of combining the lime and sulphur, but always 
there are two parts, by weight, of sulphur to one of stone lime. The 
following three formulas are in common use: 

Stone lime 75 lbs. 60 lbs. 40 lbs. 
Sulphur 150 lbs. or 120 lbs. or 80 lbs. 
Water 50 gal. 50 gal. 50 gal. 

The lime is slaked to a thin paste and the sulphur is added. Boil 
for one hour and stir frequently. Water enough should be added so 
that there will be fifty gallons at the end of boiling. 

After it is cooked, if not to be used at once, it should be strained into 
a barrel which should be air tight, as exposure to the air causes the 
sulphur compounds to lose their value for spraying purposes. [Each lot 
that is cooked should be tested with a hydrometer when cooled and di- 
luted, according to the dilution table on last page, when applied. 

COMMERCIAL CONCENTRATED UIME-SULPHUR WASH. 

There are several brands of the “commercial” concentrated lime-sulphur 
solution now upon the market. The use of these instead of the home 
cooked kinds is becoming more and more common every year, especially 
by fruit growers who do not care to take the time or trouble to cook 
the material for themselves or if they do not have good facilities to do 
so. They are now reasonable in price,—of fairly uniform strength, and 
do add to the ease of getting ready to spray as all that is necessary is 
to dilute with the required quantity of water. 
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FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT. 

TESTING AND DILUTING CONCENTRATED LIME-SULPHUR. 

Every “batch” of the home made concentrated lime-sul- 
phur wash will have to be tested when cooled to determine 
its strength and it will be well to test the “commercial” 
brands. This testing is done with a Baume hydrometer. 
It is a simple instrument used to determine the weight and 
density of liquids. It is made of glass, is about a foot 
long, and has a graduated scale on the side. 

It is absolutely necessary that the hydrometer be kept 
perfectly clean. If the solution is allowed to dry on it an 
accurate test cannot be made. 

It can be purchased from dealers in druggists’ supplies 
or from Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, 
N. Y., or Whitall Tatum Company, Philadelphia, Pa., or 
Taylor Instrument Companies, Rochester, N. Y. 

(See last page for the rates of dilutions.) 

AMOUNT OF SULPHUR IN SOLUTION. NWI NaMavana tan gaye 

SS 
The relation between the “Baume Test” and the sulphur in solution 

in the commercial or home made concentrated lime-sulphur wash can 
be determined from the following table: 

Density, degrees. Baume. eer a as 

SBSkie herd Ras Benn OMRCEE el paces ry Rae each ies is ARN AS NaN Pee ica han ryt h Selyega 26.0 

Bee 3 oe eked OO APRONS Ao. ROR CRORES Che OREO a ote hr Pus ee POEM Deseo aka tena: 25.0 

POileetemaiaer veer tetsy3 ae oe tor sha: Sheath Seans elie Saha wigeceaaseree om cca] Rem eee atebe rede RETR eee 24.0 

BOE MOMs acct uihs cost ec dersten say tcc.s fay oy cpeveoetn taal 6 «add Welt soho thao Ayes aya hasraccgvade ls eles Store 23.0 

2 SrA CNET Nc cf Sheer gslo. 1 Pee C yh vtec Sasquatch ction Shoe te taxes al alata NS Oe 22.0 

2S 0 tiple pia Be claie caerp Ee pito rd SRS ee OSS BIGEEE Canes Occ a pai may aie ee ee 21:0 

PAT ire He OA eae RASC retro ee nea ROMER ters NOR RRO ate ined MG aEoe 20.0 

7 os RATAN ROROR GH apie ay recteinns aiRicinnin pkteneeitael Ako Btls neice estate Semis eh ce 19.5 

VA an ae a ee Ir RRR SIC PR chee CaN OR? rarnnahc ae richest os aeolian ase a cute Eade oie 19.0 

AE EWC ine Seo.ls 15 Fitah Di eres Sea netted oho eter sete aera ena Se nds sre Perea Smee 18.5 

ZANE RO NONE BE LARS GORE CE CED PCIE On CIO CMe CoN ICE 18.0 

PARE At IR SLOOP, AEE CnC LF SERENE BCR ee Et ir Rrra Me ea ec ot ae ee Wd 

2A Ne AIO OE ECC eNO = EL enn OR RIO AEE COG Oba a Ar ac chs Amero ae 17.0 

BAO ep ete) ci aiioha tal o/s Jobevs oad OM Sr iaileisfohe. Sviscscel® Sua kepe cus aeaehs gleneehaedsbaee! <Uelane atetee ote 16.75 

SD uabemeecic csc Failet css Tra cai eran Nested candy veiorcapah aw cave She Fos hee Mae epee ys omc me Ie 16.25 

Iie dio don aiQ Oca OU eC CROCE MUO GOO b Se aco soda O00 bind Pec. cibiemesolE 16.0 

Ue ltheiceis fic Cot b'y Bb.G DUR POMS DCR RE MPT ees foc Cac oC Eerie ete 15.5 

Cir. No. 10, Mich. Exp. Station. 

Pounds of 
sulfur in one 

gallon of 
solution. 
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DILUTE LIME-SULPHUR SOLUTION. 

For spraying on the foliage of apples, pears, European plums and 
cherries but not on peaches or Japanese plums, grapes or potatoes. 

This solution can be prepared for use in several ways. 
First, The “Commercial” concentrated lime-sulphur solution can be 

diluted to the proper strength. 
Second, The “home made” concentrated lime-sulphur can be diluted to 

the proper strength. 
Third, The solution can be made at any time and in any quantity as 

follows: Boil in a few gallons of water for one hour, twice as many 
pounds of sulphur as of lime, strain and dilute with water so there 

~ will be 8 pounds of sulphur to every 100 gallons. 
Example: To make 100 gallons of spray solution, boil 8 pounds 

of sulphur and 4 pounds of lime as directed. 

SELF-BOILED LIME SULPHUR MIXTURE. 

This is a mixture of lime, sulphur and water and not like any of the 
other lime-sulphur sprays. It does not (when properly made) injure 
tender foliage and is very valuable for spraying peaches and Japanese 
plums. The formula is: 

PUNTA OT TONS ois sche ihe oe a feo ensot woceote nek een ie rete 8 pounds. 
PS UME UMTS Spel eteisa eee eine a Perea e pate deere awe Mec sonore 8 pounds 
WEAN bearers oss see ans cha co velachn serutye ow eveaeataatw ete teueretetovere 50 gallons. 

The mixture can be prepared better by using thirty-two pounds of 
lime, thirty-two pounds of sulphur, and eight or ten gallons of water, and 
then diluting to 200 gallons. 

Place the lime in a barrel and add enyugh water to almost cover it, 
as soon as the slaking begins, add the sulphur, which should be run 
through a sieve to break up the lumps. 

Stir constantly and add enough waiter to make a thick paste and 
then, gradually, a thin paste. As soon as the lime is well slaked, cold 
water should be added to cool the mixture and prevent further cooking. 
It is then ready to be strained into the spray tank, diluted up to the 
full formula, and used. 

Care must be taken not to allow the boiling to proceed too far, if the 

mixture remains hot for fifteen or twenty minutes after the slaking is 

completed, some sulphur will go into solution and injury to the foliage 

may result. 
The time of adding the cold water to stop the boiling depends upon 

the lime. With a sluggish lime all the heat in it may be needed, while 

with limes that become intensely hot, care must be taken not to allow 

the boiling to proceed too far. 

SOLUBLE SULPHUR POWDER. 

Soluble sulphur powder, although it is less known than other sulphur 

compounds, has proven in our tests, of about equal value with com- 

mercial lime sulphur when used as a Winter spray on dormant trees 

against the San Jose scale. 

BORDBAUX MIXTURE. 

Bordeaux mixture is made of copper sulphate, lime and water. 

These three substances are combined in various proportions, depend- 

ing upon the kind of plant to be treated. For apples, pears, cherries and 

plums (except Japanese varieties) the preparation Is usually four 
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pounds of copper sulphate, with about the same amount of lime, to fifty 
gallons of water. Poison is added as needed. The copper sulphate will 
readily dissolve in two gallons of hot water, to which should be added 
enough water to make twenty-five gallons or one-half barrel. Do not use 
an iron or tin vessel to dissolve this in, as the copper sulphate will de- 

i} is —
 nL 

225 Li BA =a ee a HL 

vi rai Pure 
ORPER ; | do sa Hi uy ) 

Ss sae " ! Soupiar le ras ti pm P 
: al pp; 7 

A Z a: BZ 

pe Z 
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stroy it, and besides the iron will spoil the bordeaux. A wooden pail 
is good. Slake the lime into a thin paste and add water to make twenty- 
five gallons. Pour, or let these run together into a third barrel, and the 
bordeaux is made. When it is emptied into the spray barrel or tank, it 
should be strained through a brass wire strainer to catch any of the 
coarse particles. 

Whenever it is necessary to use a quantity of the mixture, it is de- 
sirable to have the lime and copper sulphate in “stock solutions.” 
A quantity of lime is slaked to a paste and held so by being covered 
with water. The copper sulphate, say fifty pounds, is placed in a clean 
gunny sack and suspended in a barrel (one with wood hoops is much to 
be preferred) containing twenty-five gallons of water. This will dissolve 
in about a day. One gallon of this “stock solution”* is equal to two 
pounds of copper sulphate. 

A good quick way to combine these three substances is as follows: 
Put the amount of the “stock solution” of copper sulphate required in 
a barrel, and add enough water to make 25 gallons, or one-half barrel. 
Put about 7 pounds of the lime paste in a barrel and add 25 gallons of 
water, making a thin whitewash. Pour, or let these two run together 
into a third barrel, or directly into the spray barrel or tank, being sure 

/ ae stir this ‘‘stock solution’’ before dipping any out, in order that what is used may be full 
strength, 
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to strain. When partly run in, test with ferro-cyanide of potash} to 
make sure enough lime has been used. If Paris green, arsenate of lead, 
or any other poison is to be used, make it into a thin paste with a little 
water and add it to the bordeaux mixture, which is now ready to be 
used. 

COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION. 

Copper sulphate solution is copper-sulphate dissolved in water. It is 
used by some growers to spray peach trees to prevent the leaf curl where 
a spraying for scale insects is not required. Two pounds of copper sul- 
phate to 50 gallons of water is strong enough for this purpose. 

POISONS USED IN SPRAYING. 

For Insects That Chew. 

ARSENATE OF LEAD. 

This poison is used very extensively. It can be secured for a reason- 
able price, is ready to use at any time, does not easily injure the foliage 
and is the only poison that can be safely used in the lime-sulphur sprays. 

Injury to tender foliage like the peach has occasionally occurred by 
spraying with arsenate of lead and water when the foliage was moist 
from dew or rain. If necessary to spray tender foliage (peaches or 
Japanese plums) at such a time it would be well to add 3 to 5 pounds 
of slaked lime to every 50 gallons of the spraying material. 

Arsenate of-lead is usually sold in kegs or “kits” or small barrels in the 
form of a paste. Some companies have it in a powdered form. This form 
usually costs twice as much or more per pound as the paste form and 
since it does not contain much water only one-half the amount in 
weight should be used as is recommended for the paste form. 

A simple, easy way to work the thick pasty arsenate of lead into a 
thin, smooth paste (as it should be before using either alone or in some- 
thing) is to put the amount required in a keg; add water and churn 
with a dasher. This is much quicker, than to use a paddle. 

PARIS GREEN AND LIME. 

Always use lime with paris green, it makes the poison stick better, 
besides greatly reducing the danger of burning the foliage. 

+ This chemical can be secured of any druggist. ‘Ten cents, worth dissolved in a pint of water will 

be enough for a season. Drop a very little in the bordeaux, if a reddish brown color appears more 

lime must be added. If there is no discoloration, there is enough lime. Ferro-cyanide of potash 

ig extremely poisonous, so observe great care in its use. 

° 
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For spraying from a barrel, the writer bas found the following method 
very useful: Place from one-quarter to one-half pound of good lump 
lime, or unslaked lime, in each of three or four tin pails which will 
hold about three quarts or less. Old cans or crocks will answer just as 
well. Add-enough hot water to slake it into a thin cream or paste. 
Now add to each lot, one-quarter pound of paris green, previously 
weighed out, and placed in paper bags, stir while the lime is hot and 
allow to stand for some time. Now measure out about forty-four gallons 
of water in your spray ing barrel, and wake a mark that will show 
how high it comes in the barrel, add the contents of one tin pail (viz., 

- one- quarter of a pound of paris green and one-half pound of quick- lime 
slaked) into the forty-four eallons of water in the barrel. Stir well and 
spray. The pails or crocks can be used one at a time and refilled occa- 
sionally so that the stock is always on hand ready for use. 

ARSENATE OF SODA—KEDZIE FORMULA, 

This form of poison was originated at this Station by the late Dr. 
R. C. Kedzie. 

This is a cheap, effective poison that can be prepared at home. It 
is used by many of the grape growers of Michigan in combination with 
the bordeaux mixture. It cannot. be used in the lime-sulphur sprays. 
If used alone—as is sometimes done for potato bugs—slaked lime must 
be added or the foliage will be burned. 

The formula is: 
WIT De AISCIUEG > Pse-gete conti) sit S,8 «ps oue anes Siar oneole’ Oo) aneevers 2 pounds 
Sal Soda (commonly pied washing soda)...... 8 pounds 
ACT Te) Sook oad ae A Ie PY Ra LEN IE EC RS Ee hte See 2 gallons 

Boil these materials in any iron pot or kettle not used for other pur- 
poses for about 15 minutes or until the arsenic dissolves, leaving only 
a small muddy sediment. Put this solution into a jug or other vessel 
that can be closed tightly and labeled “Poison.” 

One quart of this solution is equal to 4% pound of Paris green. For 
most spraying one quart in 50 gallons of water (with some lime) or bor- 
deaux mixture will be sufficient. 

CONTACT INSECTICIDES, FOR INSECTS THAT SUCK. 

KEROSENE EMULSION. 

Place two gallons of ordinary kerosene in a warm place, either in 
a warm room or in the sun, and allow to become as warm as possible 
without danger from fire. Boil one pound of laundry soap or whale oil 
soap in a gallon of soft water until completely dissolved. Remove the 
soap solution from the fire, and while still boiling hot, add the kerosene 
and agitate vigorously for ten minutes, or until the oil is emulsified, 
with a spraying pump by forcing the liquid back into the vessel from 
which it was pumped. When the liquid is perfectly emulsified it will 
appear creamy in color and will flow evenly down the side of the vessel 
when allowed to do so. Care should be taken to completely emulsify the 
oil and this is accomplished much more easily when the mixture is hot. 

This strong emulsion may now be readily diluted with water and used, 
or it may be stored away for future use. When cold it becomes like 
sour milk in appearance and should be dissolved in three or four times 
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its bulk of hot water before diluting with cold water. If the water 
is at all hard, “break” it by adding a little sal soda before putting in the 
soap. 
_ Small amounts of this emulsion may be made by using the ingredients 
in small quantities, but in the same relative proportion. It is used at 
the rate of eight or ten parts of water to one part of emulsion. 

HELLEBORE. 

White hellebore is the powdered root of a plant. It kills both by 
contact and as an internal poison. It may be applied either dry or in 
the form of a liquid. When used dry it should be mixed with three or. 
four times its weight of flour or of plaster and then dusted on the in- 
sects. Applied wet, one pound should be mixed with twenty-five gallons 
of water and this liquid applied as a spray. 

INSECT POWDER, BUHACH, PYRETHRUM. 

This valuable remedy has one drawback, its cost. It is too expensive 
for use on a large scale. It kills insects through their breathing pores, 
but is harmless to man and beast. It will kill many of the insects of 
the garden if dusted on or applied as a spray at the rate of one ounce 
to two gallons of water. 

Use the powder when it is undesirable to use poison, but never buy 
any unless it comes in tightly sealed packages. It loses its strength on 
short exposure to the air. An hour will suffice to weaken it. It must 
be applied from time to time, as it quickly loses its strength. 

TOBACCO. 

Tobacco in the form of dust may be obtained of the large manufac- 
turers for a few cents a pound. 

It is useful in destroying root-lice, especially wooly-aphis, in young 
trees, and in keeping insects from garden truck. For root-aphis, in- 
corporate four to six handfuls of tobacco dust into the soil about the 
roots and induce a thrifty, healthy growth by using liberal quantities 
of nitrate of soda or barnyard manure early in the spring. 
A strong infusion or tea made of waste will kill plant lice if sprayed 

when they first appear. 
Nicotine is to be had now in concentrated form. It is more often 

sold about 40 per cent strong. This may be diluted many hundreds of 
times before applying. As there is a diversity of grades and brands to 
be had, it will be well to use the strength recommended by the makers. 

HYDRATED LIME. 

Finely slaked lime is often useful because of its slight caustic proper- 
ties. Against such larvae of saw-flies and beetles as are sticky, for in- 
stance, those of the cherry-slug and asparagus-beetle, it may be used as 
a substitute for poison, if the latter, for some reason is undesirable. 

Stone lime may be slaked with a small amount of hot water, using just 
enough to turn it to a dry powder. Such slaked lime js as fine as flour 
and very soft to the touch, having very little grit. Use a metal pail or 
kettle to slake in, as the heat may set fire ta wood. Do not use too much 
water, and where possible, use freshly burned lime. 

Hydrated lime may be used in making bordeaux mixture, but it is not 
as reliable as good, fresh, lump lime. It is less adhesive, not as strong 
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(so more should be used) and more expensive. The one advantage is 
that it is a little easier to use. 

Ground lime for making bordeaux mixture acts exactly like lump lime, 
if fresh, but this is difficult to determine as it is already in a powder. 

CAUTIONS. 

Do not spray while plants are in bloom. It is prohibited by law, ex- 
cept when canker-worm is present, and may destroy bees and other bene- 
ficial insects. . 

Do not dissolve copper sulphate in an iron or tin vessel. It will ruin 
the vessel and spoil the spraying solution. 

For all spraying solutions containing copper sulphate, the pump must 
be brass or porcelain lined. 
Wash out pump and entire outfit each time after using. 
Use arsenate of lead on stone fruits in preference to other forms of 

arsenical poisons. It is less liable to burn the foliage. 
Do not spray fruits or plants with poison within a month or more of 

the time when they are to be picked. 
Keep all “stock solutions” covered to prevent evaporation. 
Do not spend money for freak “cure-alls” such as powders to be put 

into a hole bored in the trunk or limbs of trees or liquids to be diluted 
and poured on the ground beneath the trees. They may do considerable 
harm. 

WHEN THE CODLING-MOTH FLIES. 

While the first week in August is a good average time for applying an 
arsenical spray for the second generation of the Codling-moth in Michi- 
gan, it is well to remember that seasons vary, and that the time set aims 
merely at an average. To determine exactly each year just when to get 
the highest efficiency out of a spray, for a particular locality, requires 
only a few hours of work, providing one can find some neglected apple 
trees near at hand. 

First of all scrape off all loose bark-flakes from the trunk and limbs 
of several trees, thus destroying all the natural places for the hiding 
away of the cocoons. The scraping is most easily done while the bark 
is soft after a prolonged rain. 

Next, make some bands of burlap six or eight inches broad and three 
or four layers thick; place one around the trunk of each prepared tree 
and fasten with a headless wire nail driven into the tree so that the 
band can easily be removed. Do this in June so that the cloth may be- 
come weathered before the time for spinning. The larvae in searching 
for a good place to spin cocoons will find the bands, in the absence of 
other protection, and spin cocoons there. 

Occasional examinations during July will reveal these cocoons, which 
should be carefully removed by cutting out a small bit of the cloth to 
which each is fastened. | 

Place all these bits of cloth with the cocoons attached in a cage made 
of a lantern globe or some other glass cylinder open at top and bottom, 
and then tie a bit of mosquito netting over the top to confine the insects 
when they. come out of the cocoons. If the lantern globe is set on a 
little soil in a flower pot and the soil is kept just slightly moist, the 
chances of getting the moths out are increased. 
Now put the cage thus prepared in a shady place where the sun cannot 
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strike it to sweat it, and where the rain cannot penetrate. Outside of 
protection from rain and sun the conditions should be as near those of 
the outside as possible. Keep the soil in the pot just moist and look for 
the moths often during late July for they will hide down under the 
layers of burlap and may be overlooked. When you see them in the 
cage, then you will know that they are laying eggs in the orchard and 
the time to spray is just before the young hatch and go into the fruit, 
which is about a week or ten days later, not afterward. Of course, they 
do not come out all together, but string along over quite a period. 

TABLE OF DILUTIONS FOR CONCENTRATED LIME-SULPHUR 

WASH. 

To spray for San Jose and other | Summer Sprayings for Apples, Cherries, 
" scale insects. and European Plums. 

| Amount below Amount below 

If Baume | should be diluted If Baume test is | should be diluted 

pose to 50 gallons. to 50 gallons. 

33 6i gallons 38, 32 or 31 1} gallons 
294! | 63 gallons 30, 29 or 28 13 gallons 

31 62 gallons 27, 26 or 25 1? gallons 

30 7 gallons 24, 23 or 22 2 gallons 

29 | 73 gallons 216-20.6r 19 2+ gallons 

28 72 gallons 
27 8+ gallons 
26 82 gallons 
25 9. gallons Summer Spraying of Pears. 

24 93 gallons 
23 92 gallons 
22 10 gallons 

> Zi 103 gallons 38) o2 0F ok 1 gallon 

20 102 gallons 30, 29 or 28 13 gallons 

19 114 gallons 27, 26 or 25 13 gallons 

18 114 gallons 24, 23 or 22 1# gallons 

li 12 gallons 21, 20 oral9 2 gallons 
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SECRETARIES OF STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 

PANTIE Z IME che te Reatard See ne se ee ca aie ere Ven evole ou NS fay al Mos sees eli Steps Pisses R. H. Forbes, Tucson 

JANTIGS) OF HCG Ri ola ce Pe EP CR CPORC RT AT cso: Cra Renter eRe een P. F. Williams, Auburn 
PRRICATIS ASP EES costs ess Soci cae TERS OOD, nee His cs PE as Prof. Ernest Walker, Fayetteville 
ATMO MMA es crop ositoccud pie wee of aielar eye w<oisne wtieie res: avs ey enaye H. H. Lillienthal, San Francisco 
“OTOL AIC NS eo ee 5b to COI ORCI RE n,n Ocean Eom ICS G H. C. C. Miles, Milford 
ER OUsL CL ewer tae Tee icon cee chee, en seed rare (ler at he Ronee Neate E. O. Painter, Jacksonville 
(GOT ST le tree a evel sy eet coles oie! obee nal das Geet avetotelis Gudlecpmieia a tape ra Say euasoys areas J. B. Wright, Cairo 
MUURTROTS Cpe mene eTeceT Scc tems Rests hts S otcaw othvcl oualcuey ide ove won ans er aronh W. B. Lloyd, Kimmundy 
REN GDU CAIN LONER cE At Tol ve: chia cent ovens robs Leh Sa ea out evaL Deke esR ita C. G. Woodbury, Lafayette 
TRG MEADS SG pemOR eR OISHRONS CREED MIOICLLL CIT Oe SECC EEG otto chee nore W. N. Yost, Meridian 
HONUB Lae dear Sedee ERO SoC OnE ROCA oe Dar ne eer ec otha rite Wesley Greene, Davenport 
CIT SAG ete sear Mare ovate tale: tvesalov ohne cotta seen en Te ND Gin ore eae Walter Wellhouse, Topeka 
SCS AL peray ce rere dlr ae Leh aT due tage Iaee Ssany Se. tobe auareu a GNatanael Sens W. R. Button, Bedford 
OUIIST ALAR pos Foss ek aa oon tie hese ore e evoPa clo tenes Orbeonrent rar eeten F. H. Burnette, Baton Rouge 
RVUSRITY OR tees oor arene Syscs. oe dios ormrnln nie Ae acas eoarats egebeys Pe Sateen E. L. White, Bowdoinham 
HV Ua rsay UAT ES See tetae ero ow eke) «Zo, Shere d aeons one ode ee ene chown ame Prof. C. P. Close, College Park 
NETS SAG MNISC ULSera eck s aietncrenareeiete nla rcicke ett een eee eee William P. Rich, Boston 
INET RUNES eyes is a a eae Se a A eR Re Ua eg Snr Se leks Bee Charles E. Bassett, Fennville 
MV UTINTLES © Etre sey we steratelioc sys) sya iater a eecese hoe Sth ead eee ciedar sates Aa A. W. Latham, Minneapolis 
IN SISISFEMT Cy OE 8 chi ei PORE OR RCEH RS Na MPN re NLA Pia eC H. EH. Blakelee, Jackson 
VETS SOMME rae Mele ee yen ac eet Se art eican ct oneta iis nia ore ee Taree oe te Dr. W. L. Howard, Columbia 
HVA ATA EN pet tog cers Soa raveves (Mss oie ai ty ico Alor ose Rie May eck Secu aheate Io eMEL CNET ed Oe ae M. L. Dean, Missoula 
ToS] OUETEYSI 6G ESR creek cal a ate Neeg se gre EC ERE Hat Orie EMRE LR rate C. G. Marshall, Lincoln 
LEN “TSR oat ofS8 att ete pert owen echt RGure CR EL COPRER TRCN) oO ceCartS tereterio hrc B. §S. Pickett, Durham 
INS CTES OV ann erecc leisy cra ete oie chadevnu seal ene tice: con eaaliel Se cietsneetolte Gia 's Howard G. Taylor, Riverton 
INI Wat VIO Kel COM Reet zh oveis apis sedencaray ie ga iaverron SGewetave, Uysrevevetate: «-o2e sete lay erie alovahaene J. D. Sena, Santa Fe 
INVES WWI: aes sfestaten crs vctar oronclrecn aha cneeaielencnend ci eal eke id Slats wadsnenalapotenste aches E. C. Gillett, Penn Yan 

eas CROCHET EAN ESOL A AACR oT Pe En ere ETERS John Hall, Rochester 
NOT te OA OLIN a ec crepes tec sratas ca aie exes oie ete eles eee e=ertocer oles Prof. W. N. Hutt, West Raleigh 
INO GhigeD) KOLA sats caster, site siete oie ec tesPase © tice ie Stee eee O. O. Churchill, Agri. College 
HORT Ose ats, sasceve tees TeMeSe ie. cee Shem -aKG GE el cleie ee eteliereh ache ie eu elles SRer ohana: F. H. Ballou, Newark 

Mn COhEsc PUN OTM a Aart yareh 2 ooo ys ness Rus coer oe es aha a eee Bese ene J. B. Thoburn, Oklahoma City 
DOM OTN ye err ae sara 7o Lona ate oattaiiaieel Sea oter shay ate Weis deha ote oeterer aie Frank W. Power, Portland 
TEXVESNIING ATI AVENE Sons eter ae eee Me eet te tee orca a Chester J. Tyson, Floradale 
TRRG GIG: TIE WING |S Eee Screg Ot ee re a ere Ie Sear ie wvn aee Arthur C. Miller, Providence 
Sromitiyi, ” [DPS Eo} 5 ete ees Birr ie Suen SR a UM ai Nn Qs Prof. N. E. Hansen, Brookings 
SITUS SOC Rr arene nekaire cole saeae o teeisi ene honapens Rent sveaene Prof. Charles A. Keffer, Knoxville 
SR X SPM A rehecnay-scdek sow ons Sinus Utaidie wbacianietestrersi mares Prof. E. J. Kyle, College Station 
TONE OG ote 6.0.6 BROR OIG ES oh AA SIC EL RCN Tone rian ee Pe J. Edward Taylor, Salt Lake City 
AVG oIna OM Ry scares oes rewen che cova. ce oust el etanone sneha tenets otk chebone Riaus eanatele M. B. Cummings, Burlington 
WAL OPIN tees eae Ae ence, Pee ee ty hae Ae aioe ater aati ae ote ae Walter Whately, Crozet 
VV RSINETY Cou ON Ha fansi sue, arava taeiss A about are area ck cae ey & reer Ger cleo eae L. M. Brown, Walla Walla 
WiGS Up AVIS TINT Ee Pee hI 2 18.5 coche cutica wl arate at cgeomeenel ou svavalaveeetenere A. L. Dacey, Morgantown 
SWAT COMED S Mine hi 5.0 sco raahncuaavce: crests See Rs cpr ea ent ea cn Se gene F. Cranefield, Madison 
AV VCO HMMM Oo Aveareant clay ors "anc: Sy-ala aice. Gavan eeaPanhs TTL bel sae ee aon ol ches Hoteteble Aven Nelson, Laramie 
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BERRIEN COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

George Friday, - - - - - - - - -___ President. 
C. H. Hilton, - - - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
Jacob Friday, - - - - - - - - - Secretary. 
J. M. Cunningham, - - - - - - - - Treasurer. 
Henry Ewald : 
L. W. Ruth - - - - - - - - Directors. 
Miss E. MclIsaae 

MEMBERS FOR 1912. 

J. A. Stump, Sodus. 
W. A. Rose, Benton Harbor. 
J. F. Carter, Benton Harbor. 
R. A. Smyth, Benton Harbor, R. 4. 
Joe Peters, Benton Harbor, R. 2. 
Jacob Friday, Coloma. 
Geo. Friday, Coloma. 
Will Renner, Benton Harbor, R. 3. 
Henry Leel, St. Joseph. 
W. M. Wissing, St. Joseph. 
C. H. Hilton, Benton Harbor. 
C. E. Hilton, Benton Harbor. 
William Geisler, St. Joseph. 
G. 8. Drake, Benton Harbor. 
Henry E. Ewald, Benton Harbor. 
L. T. Burridge, Benton Harbor. 
H. H. Hogue, Sodus. 
Hale Tennant, Sodus. 
S. McCord, Benton Harbor. 
Henry Pump, Benton Harbor. 
Murphy Bro., St. Joseph. 
J. H. Chamberlain, Benton Harbor. 
E. MclIsaac, Benton Harbor. 
I. McIsaac, Benton Harbor. 
F. J. Ewald, Benton Harbor. 
J. M. Cunningham, Benton Harbor. 
J. W. Reed, Benton Harbor. 

. O. Woodruff, Benton Harbor. 
Hull, Benton Harbor. 

. J. Haman, Benton Harbor. 

. H. Peters, Benton Harbor. 
ohn Mass, Benton Harbor. 

C. C. Kneibes, Watervliet. 
W. B. Mosher, Berrien Center. 
Geo. Fritz, St. Joseph. 
J. P. Versaw, Sodus. 
Reinholt Wendzel, Coloma. 
John O’Brien, Benton Harbor. 

T. N. Perry, Coloma. 
Henry Pollard, Coloma. 
G. W. Loorner, Benton Harbor. 
Ralph Ballard, Niles, R. 4. 
Young Bro., Niles, R. 4. 
Exilda Camfield, Benton Harbor. 
A. B. Bishop, Coloma. 
Aug. Schneider, Benton Harbor. 
J. G. Wright, Benton Harbor. 
Fred Hobbs, Benton Harbor. 
B. Bartram, Benton Harbor. 
C. H. Mitchel, Benton Harbor. 
Geo. L. Port, Coloma. 
Fred Bishop, Hartford. 
Arthur Dickinson, Benton Harbor. 
W. W. Knapp, Watervliet. 
Dr. L. Ringh, Benton Harbor. 
Chas. Renolds, Benton Harbor. 
James Bishop, Benton Harbor. 
Juan Hess, Benton Harbor. 
Gaylord Trisbee, Benton Harbor. 
W. H. Swarthout, Coloma. 
Ed. Dukesherer, Coloma. 
Albert Beaton, Benton Harbor. 
Willard R. Mayes, Benton Harbor. 
John Heior, Benton Harbor. 
Philip Young, Benton Harbor. 
R. P. Streets, Benton Harbor. 
R. L. Hayes, Benton Harbor. 
Earnest E. Lewis, Benton Harbor. 
John P. Kniebus, Coloma. 
W. C. Cribbs, Watervliet. 
Philip Hosbein, Coloma. 
C. Beckwith, Coloma. 
Will Terwilliger, Benton Harbor. 
C. E. Stuart, Benton Harbor. 

| B. D. Bishop, Benton Harbor. 
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SAUGATUCK AND GANGES POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

Edward Hutchins, Fennville, R. 
Charles B. Welch, Fennville, R. 
Horace G. Welch, Fennville, R. 
Charles E. Bassett 
H. H. Goodrich - 
E. H. House 

Hutchins, Edward, Fennville, R. 1. 
Wiley, D. W., Douglas. 
Dunn, Wm. H., Ganges. 
Atwater, E. H., Ganges. 
Davis, Chas., Fennville, R. 
Plummer, Wm. H., Fennville. 
Goodrich, H. H. Ganges. 
Gooding, T. L., Fennville, R. 1. 
Gaze, Geo. C., Fennville, R. 3. 
Leland, E. P., Fennville, R. 1. 
Rickert, W. C., Douglas. 
Taylor, Grace L., Fennville, R. 2. 
Fabun, J. C., Bravo, R. 2. 
Paquin, N., Bravo, R. 2. 
Wedge, J. D., Allegan, R. 4. 
Broe, P. H., Fennville, R. 3. 
Herbert, Fred, Douglas. 
Tillinghast, Clark, Douglas. 
LaDick, Wm., Fennville, R. 1. 
Funk, J. M., Bravo, R. 2. 
Chapman, J. G., Fennville, R. 1. 
Thompson, A. Saugatuck. 
Kenter, Vern, Fennville, R. 1. 
Kingsbury, E. E., Fennville, R. 1. 
Rouse, W. E., Fennville, R. 1. 
Kerr, Wm., Douglas. 
Plummer, F. W., Fennville, R. 1. 
Kitchen, M. W., Fennville, R. 1. 
Cawthorp, F.8., Bravo, R. 2. 
Dreher, Adolph, Fennville, R. 2. 
Turrell, W. J., Fennville. 
Kibby, W. J., Fennville, R. 2. 
Knox, A. R., Fennville, R. 1. 
Kingsbury, A. O., Fennville, R. 3. 
Hirner, John, Fennville, R. 2. 
Mosier, Frank, Fennville, R. 3. 

F. D. 
F. D. 
F..D: 

OFFICERS. 

be = 2 = = President. 
- - - - - Secretary. 

- - - - Treasurer. 

ie = a -  Vice-Presidents. 

MEMBERS. 

Wedge, J. D., Allegan, R. 4. 
Plummer, L. E., Fennville, No. 1. 
Weed, P. P., Fennville, R. 2. 
House, E. H., East Saugatuck, R. 1. 
Wark, Edward, Fennville, R. 2. 
Eubank, O. V., Fennville, R. 1. 
Cleffy, James, Fennville, R. 1. 
Birkholz, Chas., Fennville, R. 2. 
Hayes, John R., Fennville, R. 2. 
Heinze, Emil, Fennville, R. 2. 
Miller, Jesse L., Bravo, R. 2. 
Stevens, A. H., Bravo, R. 2. 
Schrimger, David, Bravo, R. 2. 
Symons, Chas., Bravo, R. 2. 
Dorning, J. F., Bravo, R. 2. 
Dailey, Chran, Bravo, R. 2. 
Repp, Lewis, Bravo, R. 2. 
Wells, Henry, Bravo, R. 2. 
Wright, Perry, Bravo, R. 2. 
Berry, John, Glenn. 
Williamson, C. P., Bravo, R. 2. 
Hamlin, W. M., South Haven, R. 2. 
Wolfgang, L. C., Bravo, R. 2. 
Wadsworth, Jas., Fennville. 
Stillson, W. B., Fennville, R. 1. 
Howland, David, Fennville, R. 2. 
Hoover, A., Fennville, R. 1. 
Munger, R. C., South Haven, R. 2. 
Weed, Mrs. Will, Fennville, R. 2. 
James, Harvey, Bravo, R. 2. 
Hilbert, Henry, South Haven, R. 2. 
Smith, C.S., South Haven, R. 2. 
Fabun, J. C., Bravo, R. 2. 
Conrad, S. L., Bravo, R. 2. 
Dean, G. D., Fennville, R. 1. 
Armstrong, W. H., South Haven, R. 2. 
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OAKLAND COUNTY#HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS. 

Charles A. Bingham, Birmingham, - 
W. D. Flint, Novi, - - - - 
Sarah E. Sly, Birmingham, - - 
Charles B. Pettibone, Farmington, - - 
R. J. Coryell, Birmingham, - - 
A. L. Ross, Rochester 
Harry McCracken, Farmington 
James N. Cobb, Birmingham 
H. J. Broughton, Birmingham 
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President. 
= = = = Vice-President. 

Secretary. 
Treasurer. 
Prompter. 

* 2 = Executive Committee. 

MEMBERS. 

Arthur H. Shultz, Pontiac, R. 7. J. F. Deacon, 28 Connecticut Ave., De- 
troit, Mich. 

C. W. Haven, Royal Oak, R. 2. 
E. J. Ver Duyn, Novi, R. 1. 
F. P. German, Birmingham, R. 2. 
A. H. Beebe, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Stanley, Case, Franklin. 
L. B. Flint, Novi. 
Carl Tibbits, Farmington, R. 3. . 
Charles Bingham, Birmingham, R. 2. 
H. J. Broughton, Birmingham, R. 2. 
W. J. Spicer, Birmingham, R. 2. 
R. J. Coryell, Birmingham, R. 2. 
W. D. Flint, Novi. 
J. A. Graley, Pontiac, R. 6. 
John Kleine, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Volney Miller, Birmingham, R. 1. 
Miss Sarah E. Sly, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Miss Addie Sly, Birmingham. 
Edwin Miller, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Thomas H. Thurber, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Albert Sloo, Birmingham, R. 2. 
R. D. Bird, Birmingham, R. 2. 
A. C. McGraw, Birmingham. 
J. T. Miller, Birmingham, R. 2. 
R. J. Beattie, Birmingham, R. 2. 
William Storey, Birmingham, Briar Bank 

Farm. 
James W. Cobb, Birmingham. 
S. H.-Tyrer, Pontiac. 
C. L. Rockweed, 180 Franklin Ave., 

Pontiac. 
Morris M. Jay, Pontiac, R. 5. 
Elmer Evans, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Ward Eagle, Farmington, R. 1. 
Raymond H. Hyde, Farmington, R. 3. 
H. W. Green, Orchard Lake, R. 1. 
J. W. Strong, Pontiac, R. 3. 
S. E. McKinney, Birmingham. 
Charles Pettibone, Farmington. 
William A. Harmon, Pontiac. 
Bert G. Beebe, Holly. 
Jacob Perry, Goodison. 
H. C. Gatzka, Birmingham, R. 2. 

E. Foster, Clarkston. 
Caleb Jackson, Birmingham. 
F. B. Howlett, Pontiac. 
Thomas R. Beddow, Birmingham, R. 1. 
Frank Tanner, Pontiac. | 
Homer Cummings, Pontiac, R. 5. 
James H. Cutcheon, Orion, city address 

Detroit Beef Co., Detroit, Mich. 
George Bingham, Birmingham, 
W. R. Marvin, Pontiac. 
Howard Masters, Birmingham, 
Walter A. Carpenter, Troy. 

Re 2: 

Re. 

Ernest E. Green, Orchard Lake. 
Visgar Spicer, Birmingham, R. 1. 
Floyd Leach, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Edwin Leach, Birmingham. 
William A. Bassett, Birmingham, R. 5. 
Sidney Colby, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Charles Knowles, Pontiac, R. 3. 
L. L. Seeley, Pontiac, R. 3. 
Edward Colby, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Casper Case, Birmingham. 
Jackson Voorheis, Davisburg, R. 1. 
Bert Foreman, Birmingham, R 
Albert Bradway, Birmingham. 

ee 

Clarence Higby, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Louis Steinkopf, Pontiac, R. 5. 
William Benedict, Orchard Lake, R. 1 

(Box 81). 
George Stoll, Birmingham, R. 1. 
Kzra Chamberlain, Orion, R. 3. 
Alvin Leach, Birmingham, R. 2. 
B. D. Wood, Birmingham, R. 2. 
Chas. Johnston, Franklin. 
A. H. Whitmer, Birmingham, R. 2. 
G. A. Cottrell, Milford, R. 5. 
Arch Stoddard, Leonard. 
Andrew Bowden, Franklin. 
O. L. Murray, Walled Lake. 
Arthur Snook, Rochester. 
A. J. Tibbitts, Farmington. 

1912.) 
John Landow, Farmington. 

(Died Nov., 
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H. N. McCracken, Farmington. 
Edwin H. Seeley, Novi. 
H. C. Bartlett, Farmington. 
Carl Hatten, Farmington. 
Fred Bade, Farmington. 
J. B. Halstead, Farmington. 
Frank N. Steele, Farmington. 
E. S. Sprague, Farmington. 
L. B. Robb, M. D., Leonard. 
Otto A. Park, Birmingham. 
Mrs. Henry C. Ward, Pontiac. 
Harrison Walter, Clarkston. 
Almon Parks, Birmingham. 

Bert Tyack, Troy. 
Henry C. Ward, Pontiac. 
A. Scott, Pontiac. 
E. E. Sweet, Birmingham. 
A. L. Ross, Rochester. 
Jackson, Voorheis, Davisburg. 
W. J. Bailey, Troy. 
Walter German, Birmingham. 
W. A. Newman, Pontiac. 
Duane Tibbitts, Farmington. 
Orlando J. Munro, Novi. 
Henry M. Leland, Detroit. 
L. R. Hunter, New Hudson. 

E. 8. Letts, Rochester. 
G. 8S. Brodie, Pontiac. 
L. N. Howard, Farmington. 
S. G. Foreman, Birmingham. 
H. E. Moore, Orchard Lake. 
Mrs. S. H. Tyrer, Pontiac. 
Peter Voorheis, Pontiac. 
H. J. Ross, Rochester. 

Mrs. L. R. Hunter, New Hudson. 
A. E. Fleckinger, Rochester. 
Z. H. Curtis, Leonard. 
J. C. Chamberlin, Leonard. 
W. W. Graham, Rochester. 
P. J. Meiser, Detroit. 
C. G. Ladd, Rochester. 

Sn Oakland County Horticultural Society closes its first year with a membership 
of 123. 

Seven meetings have been held at the following places with prominent speakers: 
Birmingham and Pontiac, Organization Meetings, with Mr. T. A. Farrand, President 

of State Horticultural Society as speaker. ‘ 
Birmingham, Mr. C. E. Bassett, Secretary of State Horticultural Society, as speaker. 
Farmington, (Union Meeting with Farmington Dairymens Association), with Rev. 

George E. Gullen, Farmington; Mr. N. A. Clapp, Northville, a Member of the State Detroit 
Board of Health; Mr. H. N. McCracken, Farmington, as speakers. 

Sly Farms, Birmingham, Prof. L. R. Taft, Agricultural College, as speaker. 
Mr. J. A. Graley’s, near Pontiac, with Prof. L. R. Taft, as speaker. 
Mrs. H. C. Ward’s, Square Lake. $ : 
Mr. L. B. Flint’s, Novi, Mr. O. K. White, Field Agent in Horticulture, Agricultural 

College, as speaker. 
Mr. A. L. Ross, Rochester, with Mr. R. J. Coryell, as speaker. ; ; 
The meetings have been very instructive and of great benefit to horticulturists. _ 
The first exhibit at the State Fair, under the auspices of the Society, was a creditable 

showing of apples for the county. Great credit is due the Chairman, R. J. Coryell, for 
his efforts in securing the display of fruit. Fourth prize was awarded. 
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MANISTEE COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

The Manistee County Horticultural Society, auxiliary of the Michigan State Horti- 
cultural Society, was organized at Bear Lake, January 26, 1912. 

OFFICERS. 

President—Edwin S. Russell, - - - - - - - Manistee. 
Vice-President—Arlie L. Hopkins, = - - - - - Bear Lake. 
Secretary—Jos. F. Brunais, - - - - - - - Chief. 
Treasurer—Wm. F. Milarch, - - + - - - - Bear Lake. 

MEMBERS. 

Geo. Crook, Bear Lake. 
Bert Bowling, Bear Lake. 
Arch Marshall, Bear Lake. 
Archie Graham, Bear Lake. 
Stanley Mallison, Bear Lake. 
Ed. Oleson, Bear Lake. 
Louis Lingg, Bear Lake. 
Bruce McIntosh, Bear Lake. 
H. M. Jones, Chief. 
Mrs. H. M. Jones, Chief. 
Mrs. Mary Burmeister, Onekama. 
Geo. Appleton, Bear Lake. 
Mrs. Nellie Wector, Bear Lake. 
Miss Mable Richmond, Bear Lake. 
K. M. Jones, Bear Lake. 
Fred Bradford, Bear Lake. 
Geo. Kuenzer, Bear Lake. 
J. C. Merritt, Manistee. 
S. L. Smith, Bear Lake. 
C. J. Milarch, Bear Lake. 
Matthew Lutz, Chief. 
Tom Quinlan, Arcadia. 
F. E. Brunais, Chief. 
Fred Herrmann, Chief. 
J. E. Cody, Bear Lake. 
Richard Graham, Bear Lake. 
L. D. Connelly, Bear Lake. 
Joseph Patterson, Chief. 
P. C. Chamberland, Arcadia. 
J. C. Strickler, Bear Lake. 
Jas. H. Millard, Bear Lake. 
C. N. Russell, Manistee. 
H. M. Cosier, Bear Lake. 
Mrs. Geo. Cole, Bear Lake. 
Donald Crouch, Onekama. 
N. C. Bertelson, Bear Lake. 
Peter H. Lass, Bear Lake. 
L. A. Herkelrath, Pierport. 
E. O. Thompson, Bear Lake. 
Chris Shively, Chief. 
Roy Welch, Bear Lake. 
Jim McGuire, Bear Lake. 
R. W. Smith, Manistee. 
Geo. A. Hart, Manistee. 

''T. J. Elton, Manistee. 
James Mullen, Manistee. 

| L.S. Ramsdell, Manistee. 
R. R. Ramsdell, Manistee. 
James A. King, Manistee. 
Magnus Nelson, Manistee. 
C. B. Jentoft, Manistee. 
H. C. Bright, Manistee. 
Harlan MacMullen, Manistee. 
H. W. Marsh, Manistee. 
Lawrence Marsh, Manistee. 
Thomas W. Ferguson, Manistee. 
Herbert L. Harley, Manistee. 
Dudley A. Siddal, Manistee. 
B. R. Hindel, Manistee. 
C. H. Morey, Manistee. 
J. M. Peterson, Manistee. 
T. J. Ramsdell, Manistee. 
F. A. Mitchell, Manistee. 
A. E. Moen, Chief. 
O. C. Moen, Chief. 
John Cushing, Bear Lake. 
Geo. W. Holler, Bear Lake. 
Fred Baird, Arcadia. 
Carl Pickert, Arcadia. 
Charley Starke, Arcadia. 
Henry Montler, Arcadia. 
John Bradford, Arcadia. 
D. J. Martineau, Arcadia. 
Carl Bigge, Arcadia. 
Chas. P. Matteson, Arcadia. 
Wm. D. Ebert, Arcadia. 
H. J. Lang, Arcadia. 
Adolph Hasse, Arcadia. 
Jackson & Oppenheim, Arcadia. 
Edwards Bros., Arcadia. 
Shira Bros., Arcadia. 
Mary E. Carr, East Lake. 
Walter L. Dietz, Onekama. 
E. F. Marr, Bear Lake. 
Mrs. Jane Probert, Bear Lake. 
Fred Smith, Arcadia. 
Walter Kebaugh, Arcadia. 
H. C. Fox, Bear Lake. 
Lumen Garven, Bear Lake. 
A. J. L. Keddie, Bear Lake. 
Joseph Floersch, 7444 Normal 

Chicago. 
Ave., 
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Our Horticultural Society was organized at Bear Lake, January 26, 1912. 
mire first meeting was held at Bear Lake, March 6, and devoted mostly to business 

affairs. 
The second meeting was held April 9, at the same place. The program was in charge 

of local fruit growers. J. E. Merritt and Wm. Milarch spoke on the planting of young 
orchards. Most everything pertaining to planting of fruit trees was discussed. 

A. L. Hopkins gave an interesting talk on spraying, warning fruit growers to be sure 
to spray on time. He also showed several different styles of nozzles and sprayer fixtures, 
telling which was most satisfactory. 

The meeting in May was held in Geo. W. Hopkins and Sons orchards at Bear Lake. 
Mr. O. K. White, of M. A. C. was present and gave demonstrations in pruning and 
spraying. 

June 21st a meeting was held at Onekama. Professor Eustace spoke on the management 
and cultivation of orchards, use of fillers and cover crops, girdling of trees to produce 
fruit when young, etc. Professor Patten spoke on fertility of soils, fertilization and liming. 
That these are subjects of interest to the farmers of Manistee county was proven by the 
interest displayed and questions asked. 

There was a large attendance at the mceting at Bear Lake, August 19. Wm. C. Smith 
of Delphi, Indiana, author of “How to grow 100 bushels of corn per acre on worn out 
soil,” gave an interesting talk on the restoration of worn out soil by the use of cover crops 
and green manuring. Mr. Smith claims that he can build up any soil in the country by 
plowing under rye and winter vetch. 

EK. H. Dow, President of the Dow Chemical Works, told of his first experience at truck 
farming on three acres of poor, sandy soil and some of the things he learned thereby. 
He also gave his method of planting trees. 

Professor Hedrick of the New York Experiment Station gave the results of some ex- 
periments in pruning and fertilization conducted at the station. 

There were no regular meetings held in September and October but Mr.- White gave a 
demonstration in grading and packing apples, before members of the society in October. 

SUTTONS BAY FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

(Auxiliary to the State Society.) 

OFFICERS FOR 1913. 

Albert F. Freeland, - - - - - - - - - President. 
Theodore Asch, - - - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
Claus Van Glahn, - - - - - - - = - Treasurer. 
W.M. Payne, M.D., - - - - - - - - Secretary. 

MEMBERS. 

Chas. Krupt, Maple City, R. F. D. Mat Spinniken, Suttons Bay. 
Albert Freeland, Omena. Henry Kahrs, Jr., Suttons Bay. 
Philip Ejeler, Suttons Bay. Wm. Van Glahn, Suttons Bay. 
Geo. Smeltzer, Suttons Bay. Adolph Echerle, Suttons Bay. 
Dunkelon Bros., Suttons Bay. Claus Van Glahn, Suttons Bay. 
Wm. Crocker, Suttons Bay. L. E. Bahle, Suttons Bay. 
John Bremer, Suttons Bay. Fred Revolt, Suttons Bay. 
Fred Otto, Suttons Bay. Con Lather, Suttons Bay. 
Louis Sill, Suttons Bay. Geo. Steffens, Suttons Bay. 
Anna Reynolds, Suttons Bay. Albert Hanson, Suttons Bay. 
Ole Larson, Suttons Bay. Marcus Hoyt, Suttons Bay. 
John Weisler, Suttons Bay. Enor Christianson, Suttons Bay. 
Al. Smith, Suttons Bay. J. J. Maakestad, Suttons Bay. 
Nels Aleson, Suttons Bay. John Smiseth, Suttons Bay. 
Henry Kahrs Sr., Suttons Bay. Philip J. Portner, Suttons Bay. 
Philip H. Portner, Suttons Bay. Henry Kelsch, Suttons Bay. 
Wm. Horn, Suttons Bay. Frank Werler, Suttons Bay. 
Theo. Asch, Suttons Bay. William Reineke, Suttons Bay. 
Morgan Steele, Suttons Bay. Jacob Esch, Suttons Bay. 
John Wald, Suttons Bay. 
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Prof. O. K. White, of Lansing, has been with us on three occasions, giving demonstra- 
tions on pruning and spraying, following in a short time with one on thinning. At our 
Agricultural Fair was held by him a demonstration on packing and grading of all fruits. 
All of which were highly appreciated and for which we extend to Prof. O. K. White and the 
State Association our hearty thanks. 

W. M. PAYNE, M. D., Secretary. 

KALAMAZOO COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS’ SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS. 

President, E. V. Kendall, - - - - - - - - Oshtemo. 
Vice-President, Fred Meyers, - - - - - - Alamo, Rural 13. 
Secretary and Treasurer, H. L. Jacobson, - - - Kalamazoo, Rural 3. 
Member of Executive Board, G. A. Cavanaugh, - - - Kalamazoo, Rural 10. 
Member of Executive Board, J. R. Blake, - - - - - Galesburg 

After the close of the past year, with much open weather and a large part of our crops 
in storage to dispose of we have not given the Society time or thought. We have only 
had three meetings but have arranged for several in the near future. This accounts for 
our small membership at present but I am sure we will have more in the near future. 
Members are as follows: 

oe Middleton, Kalamazoo, 204 N. Rose | E. R. Jackson, Plainwell. 
(Be G. A. Cavanaugh, Kalamazoo, R. 10. 

E. F. Stoddard, Kalamazoo, R. 12. Charles Scudder, Augusta. 
H. L. Jacobson, Kalamazoo, R. 3. A. J. Shakesphere, Kalamazoo, R. 5. 
E. V. Kendall, Oshtemo. Miss E. C. Reynolds, 709 West Cedar St., 
Fred Meyers, Alamo, R. 13. : Kalamazoo. 
C. W. Thompson, 530 Wheaton Ave., | Wm. Healy, Bloomingdale. 

Kalamazoo. W. H. Dennis, Kalamazoo, R. 5. 
Herman Wunderlin, 815 Stockbridge Ave., | G. H. Seiler, Kalamazoo, R. 10. 

Kalamazoo. Geo. M. Chaenels, Alamo, R. 13. 
J. S. Oswald, Doster, Barry Co. 

Seventeen in all. I hope to have more in the near future. We are interested in the 
market conditions of our fruit, with strong talk of a cooperative system as outlined by our 
State Secretary, Mr. C. E. Bassett, who spoke to us on the first of March. We heartily 
agree with Mr. Bassett on the proposition. The consumer and producer must get in 
closer touch with each other. We also recommend honest measure with an honest pack 
label for advertisement .and protection. We also recommend larger acreage, which will 
strengthen our organization and reduce the cost. 

SOUTH HAVEN AND CASCO POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

(Organized 1871.) 

OFFICERS FOR 1913. 

J.C. Hunt, - - - - - - = - - - President. 
Geo. W. Griffin, - - - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
H. E. Merritt, - - - - - - - - = Secretary. 
R. F. Dean, - - - - - - - - - Treasurer. 
R. E. Gibson be! 
Chas. N. Frye - - - - - - - Executive Committee. 
Jas. Nicol 
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MEMBERS. 

C. E. Abell, Phoenix St., South Haven. 
R. H. Adkins, 627 Huron St., S. Haven. 
Alfing B. Alfing, S. Haven, R. 6. 
Robert Anderson, Covert. 
M. H. Bixby, 752 Wilson St., S. Haven. 
TSA Dixby, Wh. 2. 
Ernest Burnham, Western Normal, Kala- 

mazoo. 
Geo. E. Chatfield, S. Haven, R. 4. 
Leonard Chambers, 8. Haven, R. 5. 
C. C. Chesebro, S. Haven, R. 3. 
A. B. Coit, 829 Phillips St., S. Haven. 
-Henry Crabtree, 103 Main St., S. Haven. 
R. F. Dean, S. Haven, R. 3. 
Abel DeRocher, Berlamont. 
C. E. Fowler, R. 6. 
M. T. French, 320 Pearl St., S. Haven. 
H. P. Fullenwider, 853 Phoenix St., S. 
H f 

T. H. Frost, S. Haven. 
R. E. Gibson, Phoenix St., S. Haven. 
A. G. Goodridge, R. 2. 
W. F. Grady, S. Haven, R. 1. 
B. G. Green, S. Haven, R. 4. 
¥. A. Gregory, 8. Haven, R. 2. 
Geo. W. Griffin, S. Haven, R. 2. 
Willis Hallock, 205 Michigan Ave., S. 

Haven. 
E. A. Hartman, S. Haven. 
H. C. Heald, 8. Haven, R. 3. 
Earl Hemenway, 203 Center St., S. Haven. 
A. R. Herriman, 200 Center St., S. Haven. 
S. F. Hill, 223 Huron St., S. Haven. 
D. E. Histed, S. Haven, R. 2. 
G. R. Hobbs, Bangor, R. 1. 
Jas. Hosking, Jr., S. Haven, R. 1. 
A. C. Hult, 8S. Haven, R. 2. 
J. C. Hunt, S. Haven, R. 1. 
J. C. Johnston, Kibbie, R. 2. 
John Jutkins, Grand Junction. 
E. LL. Keasey, S. Haven, R. 1. 

Martin C. Kehoe, S. Haven, R. 1. 
Jos. L. Kelley, R. 3. 
C. D. Leisinring, S. Haven, R. 3. 
Marshall Mackey, Phoenix St., S. Haven. 
H. E. Merritt, S. Haven, R. 2. 
C.S. Mills, S. Haven, R. 2. 
C. J. Moberg, S. Haven, R. 2. 
A. H. Monroe, Pearl St., S. Haven. 
C. J. Monroe, S. Haven. 
A. D. Moore, Phoenix St., S. Haven. 

| John M. Mott, 405 Erie St., S. Haven. 
Geo. H. Myhan, 203 Dyckman Ave., S. 

Haven. 
A. F. Nagler, 351 Indiana Ave., S. Haven. 
John G. Nagler, S. Haven, R. 5. 
Jas. Nicol, S. Haven, R. 2. 
D. Ogden, S. Haven, R. 2. 
F. W. Osborn, 8. Haven. 
Chas. Ott, S. Haven, R. 5. 
A. W. Overhiser, Kibbie, R. 2. 
F. J. Overton, Bangor, R. 1. 
J. Pedrick, S. Haven. 
Harry A. Randall, 199 Conger St., S. Haven. 
L. Schwaberow, 8. Haven, R. 4. 
M. V. Selkirk, Phoenix St., S. Haven. 
KE. E. Shaw, Grand Junction. 
H. L. Sherman, R. 6. 
Ralph P. Sherman, S. Haven, R. 6. 
Geo. R. Smith, S. Haven, R. 5. 
Wm. Smith, Phillips St., S. Haven. 
A. G. Spencer, Kubbie, R. 2. 
John Stout, R. 3. 
J. S. Templeton, 924 Postal Tel. Bldg., 

Chicago. 
Amos Tucker, Center St., 8. Haven. 
F. E. Warner, 8. Haven. 
Peter Watkins, 8. Haven, R. 3. 
Robt. Watt, 832 Phillips St. S. Haven. 
Gecil Wilcox, S. Haven, R. 1. 
F. A. Wilken, 802 St. Joseph St., S. Haven. 
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LENAWEE COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Cicero S. Kendricks, Blissfield,  - - - - - - - President. 
N. D. Chew, Adrian, - - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
E. W. Allis, Adrian, - - - - - - - Secretary and Librarian. 
H. C. Bradish, Adrian - - - - - - - - Treasurer. 
S. W. Bennett 
Adelbert Ward 
Dr. J. E. Westgate 
Helen Nickerson 
Mrs. Carnahan 
Mrs. Kendrick 

= = = = = Executive Committee. 

Meetings held at Horticultural Hall, Court House, Second Wednesday of each month. 

MEMBERS. 

E. W. Allis, Adrian. C. 8. Kendrick, Blissfield. 
S. W. Bennett, Adrian. Mrs. C. 8. Kendrick, Blissfield. 
Mrs. 8S. W. Bennett, Adrian. Mrs. Chas. Kimball. 
H. C. Bradish, Adrian. D. W. Love, Adrian. 
Mrs. H. C. Bradish, Adrian. Mrs. D. W. Love, Adrian. 
Mrs. Frank Carnahan. B. F. Mattern, Adrian. 
N. D. Chew, Adrian. Mrs. B. F. Mattern, Adrian. 
Mrs. N. D. Chew, Adrian. Mrs. Julia McFettridge, Adrian. 
Hon. M. T. Cole, Adrian. (Died) Miss Anna Meyer, Adrian. 
H. L. Cole, Adrian. Hon. W. H. Moore, Palmyra. 
W. H. Cornelius, Adrian. Mrs. W. H. Moore, Palmyra. 
Mrs. Philomena Crane, Adrian. Helen Nickerson, Adrian. 
Mrs. Lucy Davis, Adrian. Jeanette Nickerson, Adrian. 
Alfred Edwards, Adrian. Byron E. Niles, Blissfield. 
Mrs. Alfred Edwards, Adrian. W. G. Porter, Sand Creek. 
Mrs. Harry Fee, Adrian. Mrs. W. G. Porter, Sand Creek. 
Mrs. Mary Gleason, Adrian. Mrs. E. W. Reeder, Adrian. 
Ben Gurin, Adrian. Mrs. A. C. Taylor, Adrian. 
Mrs. Wm. Gurin, Adrian. Mrs. A. J. Walters, Adrian. 
Rey. Samuel Heininger, Adrian. Adelbert Ward, Adrian. 
Mrs. 8. Heininger, Adrian. Dr. J. E. Westgate, Adrian. 
Mrs. R. A. Hood, Adrian. Mrs. Westgate, Adrian. 
Mrs. Mary A. Howard, Adrian. A. 8S. White, Adrian. 
James H. Kelley, Adrian. Mrs. Martha Willbee, Adrian. 
Mrs. J. H. Kelley, Adrian. (Died) Mrs. L. L. Wray, Adrian. 

Hoping this may not be too late to be of service, I remain, 
Very respectfully, 

E. W. ALLIS, Secretary, 
Adrian, Michigan. 
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JACKSON COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

OFFICERS. 

E. St. John, - - - - - - - - - President. 
L. C. Reid, - - - - - - - - - Secretary. 

MEMBERS. 

L. H. Field, Jackson. 
W. B. Field, Jackson. 
M. Gilbert, Jackson. 
Jos. Butler, Jackson, R. 5 
John W. Boardman, Jackson. 
W.L. C. Reid, Jackson. 
S. E. St. John, Jackson, R. 2. 
M. L. Noon, Grass Lake, R. 3. 
de 15: McQuillen, I ackson, R. 4. 
Roy Heath, J ackson, R. 4 
W. B. St. Johns, Seca R.2 
Jay Laverty, Jackson, R. 5. 
Geo. Shuart, Jackson, R. 2. 
Ned Beebe, Jackson, R. 9. 
C. A. Bullard & Son, Jackson. 
M. L. Abby, Jackson, R. 4. 
B. A. Simonds, Jackson, R. 5 
I. A. Thayer, Jackson. 
Vern Snyder, Jackson, R. 8. 
S. B. Davis, Jackson. 
Frank Thompson, Jackson. 
H. G. Bailey, Jackson, R. 5. 
H. W. Maguire, Mason. 
C. E. Shotwell, Jackson. 
B. C. Cole, Jackson, R. 9. 
Norton Bros., 326 Losey St., Jackson. 
S. Schemahorn, Jackson, R. 7. 
E. L. Farrand, Jackson. 
J. EK. Blake, Jackson, R. 2. 
C. W. Krooze, Jackson. 
J. E. Boey, Jackson, R. 5. 
H. J. Wilbur, Springport. 
EK. T. Webb, Jackson. 
H. B. Snow, Parma, R. 1. 
Roy Brown, Jackson, R. 5. 
J. and C. Waltz, Jackson, R. 3. 
Henry England, Jackson, R. 9. 
H. C. Wollfle & Co., Spring Arbor. 
B. J. Nichols, 207 Merriman St., Jackson. 
John B. Ford, Jackson, R. 7. 
Glasgow Bros., Jackson. 
Jos. Johnson, Jackson, R. 5. 
Carl Johnson, Jackson, R. 6. 
C. W. Bond, Jackson, R. 4. 
D. B. Hatton, Rives Jct., R. 
Hadley Bros., Parma. 
H. G. Marvin, Jackson. 
Chas. Huntoon, Jackson, R. 5. 
James Davey, Jackson. 
EK. Bromley, Onondaga, R. 2. 
E. B. Davidson, Cement City. 
Chris Siegrist, Rives Jct., R. 3 
Jacob Cooley, Jackson, R. 7. 
Amos Rhoades, Jackson, R. 1. 

| Burt C. Hicks, Jackson, R. 4. 
W. D. Soper, Jackson. 
Clyde Kilpatrick, Jackson, R. 3. 
C. J. Reed, Spring Arbor. 
Harr Bros., Jackson, R. 2. 
R. A. Lee, Jackson, R. 6. 
W. E. Kennedy, Jackson. 
W.N. Curtis, Rives Jct., R. 1. 
Fred Graves, Rives, R. 1. 
Geo. Stiles, Rives. 
H. F. Wing, Grass Lake. 
W. O. Maxson, Grass Lake. 
B. R. Harrington, Munith. 
Ray Borner, Albion. 
L. B. Benton, Napoleon. 
Wm. N. Ottney, Jackson, R. 4. 
R. D. Simmons, Jackson, R. 2. 
Milton French, Jackson, R. 3. 
John G. Noon, Grass Lake, R. 3. 
J. Geo. Friedricks Brooklyn, R. 3. 
Enoch Bancker, Jackson. 
C. F. Hutchins, care M. C. R. R., Homer. 
Wm. Newman, Jackson. 
Floyd C. Palmer, Jackson, R. 3. 
L. L. Wheeler, Parma. 
A. E. Ellisthorpe, Jackson, R. 7. 
Dr. C. G. Parnell, Jackson. 
Mrs. L. A. Cooley, Jackson, R. 7. 
Wm. 8. Cobb, Jackson. 
Willard C. Weeks, Napoleon. 
B. F. Lair, Jackson, R. 5. 
C. A. Barnes, Jackson. 
Chas. H. Allen, Jackson. 
W. J. O’ Dwyer, Jackson. 
O. 8. Ludlow, Parma. 
C. W. Flansburg & Son, Jackson, R. 7. 
Allen Bros., Jackson, R. 3. 
L. E. Landon, Springport. 
L. Whitney Watkins, Manchester. 
J. W. Dart, Spring Arbor. 
E. C. Baker & Son, Jackson, R. 2. 
J. P. Townsend, 811 Wildwood Ave., 

Jackson. 
F. C. Burdick, Rives Jct., R. 3. 
C. E. Strong, Somerset Center. 
Walter L. Ford, Brooklyn. 
David Walker, Brooklyn. 
Jos. North, Brooklyn. 
W. E. Eckerson, Rives Jct., R. 3. 
J. H. Gaunt, Jackson. 
BG. Richardson, Jackson, R. 1. 
Dr. W. W. Lathrop, Jackson. 
A. N. Sova, Jackson, R. 9. 
P. Fisher, Rives Jct., R. 2. 
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W. Abby, Rives Jct., R. 2 W. W. Fisk, Jackson. 
C. W. McCoy, 296 Wildwood Ave., Jackson. | Walter E. Sharp, Onondaga, R. 2. 
D. E. Turner & Son, Mosherville. Albert J. Walker, Brooklyn. 
W. H. Cordon, Jackson. J. C. Bean, Jackson, R. 5. 
Jos. Lutz, Grass Lake, R. 2. H. B. Kane, Jackson, R. 4. 
C. J. Hankerd, Munith, R. 1. Leo Woodin, Hanover. 
G. Ray Reed, Clark’s Lake, R. 2. Ivester Young, Jackson, R. 2. 
Dr. W. E. Spicer, Jackson. Vill Updyke, Jackson, R. 2. 
D. 8. Fleming, Jackson. Jas. W. Dey, Springport. 

BENZIE COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS. 

G. L. Dressel, - - - - - - - - - President. 
Joseph Smeltzer, - - - - - . - - lst. Vice-President. 
W. J. Pettitt, - - . - - ~ - - 2nd Vice-President. 
E. J. Parker, - - - - - - - - - Secretary. 
Allen Case, - - - - - - - - - - Treasurer. 

MEMBERS. 

George Allen, Frankfort. 
Victor Allsberg, Elberta. 
Roscoe Burtker, Elberta. 
Allen Case, Frankfort. 
C. H. Chapman, Frankfort. 
N. J. Crawford, Elberta. 
George Cornell, Elberta. 
Ed. Crawford, Arcadia. 
John W. Cruse, Honor. 
C. F. Collier, Frankfort. 
E. Curtis, Frankfort. 
J. L. Chandler, Elberta. 
J. F. Conboy, Elberta. 
W. L. Davis, Frankfort. 
E. Dragoo, Elberta. 
G. L. Dressel, Frankfort. 
John Ehman, Elberta. 
A. Fairchild, Frankfort. 
Francis Forrester, Elberta. 
M. E. Gavigan, Arcadia. 
S. C. Glarum, Elberta. 
Carl P. Gregerson, Frankfort. 
John Howard, Arcadia. 
C. Jacobson, Frankfort. 
Mrs. E. L. Johnson, Frankfort. 
C. J. Kinney, Frankfort. 
C. C. Keillor, Arcadia. 
Mrs. M. A. Knapp, Frankfort. 
H. A. Lewis, Frankfort. 
Wm. Little, Elberta. 
E. G. Lord, Arcadia. 

Cris. Mathieson, Frankfort. 
Peter Mathison, Elberta. 
George M. Moore, Frankfort. 
George Morency, Frankfort. 
R. Mortensen, Arcadia. 
J. E. Nelson, Frankfort. 
E. M. O’Blenis, Thompsonville. 
F. W. Palmer, Frankfort. 
Byron Parker, Frankfort. 
E. J. Parker, Frankfort. 
M. D. Persing, Frankfort. 
W. J. Pettit, Benzonia. 
V. L. Putney, Arcadia. 
Wallace, Putney, Arcadia. 
R. B. Reynolds, Bendon. 
Miss C. H. Rogers, Thonipaonville: 
Paul Rose, Elberta. 
Joseph Smeltzer, Elberta. 
Wesley Smeltzer, Elberta. 
L. D. Spafford, Lake Ann. 
H. A. Sperry, Frankfort. 
Haven Talbert, Frankfort. 
W. R. Thomas, Frankfort. 
Loyd Valleau, Lake Ann. 
J. W. Van Deman, Benzonia. 
Wm. G. Voorheis, Elberta. 
Sam. Willis, Thompsonville. 
Byron Wolcott, Elberta. 
Seymour Wright, Elberta. 
U.S. Young, Frankfort. 
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MASON COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS. 

Smith Hawley, - - - - . - - - __ President. 
R. J. Fitch, - - - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
R. C. Sabin, - - - - - - - . Secretary-Treasurer. 

MEMBERS FOR 1912. 

O. EK. Hawley, Ludington, R. 3. 
Wm. Fitch, Ludington, R. 3. 
C. W. Fitch, Ludington, R. 1. 
R. C. Sabin, Ludington, R. 3. 
C. G. Wing, City. 
Geo. Cribbs, Ludington, R. 3. 
A. J. Houk, Ludington, R. 1. 
J. H. Withey, Ludington, R. 1. 
Martin Lund, Ludington, R. 3. 
Wm. Metzler, Ludington, R. 3. 
J. H. Burns, Ludington, R. 1. 
J. H. Fitch, Ludington, R. 1. 
Wm. Kennedy, Ludington, R, 1. 
Joseph Sellner, Ludington, R. 1. 
W. F. Curratt, Ludington, R. 3. 
J. A. Gamertsfelder, Ludington, R. 1. 
Albert Kinney, Ludington, R. 1. 
L. L. McClatchie, Ludington, R. 3. 
Louis Hawley, Ltdington, R. 3. 
D. H. Grout, Ludington, R. 3. 
Smith Hawley, Ludington, R. 3. 
L. B. Lyon, Ludington, R. 3. 
Theo. Ervin, Ludington, R. 3. 

Andrew Thompson, Ludington, R. 3. 
Jerome Harmon, Ludington, R. 1. 
H. D. Stowell, Ludington, R. 1. 
J. H. Gamertsfelder & Son, Ludington, R. 1. 
Wm. Wadel, Ludington, R. 1. 
R. J. Fitch, Ludington, R. 3. 
John Rinebolt, Ludington, R. 1. 
Fred Peterson, Ludington, R. 3. 
Michael Fitch, Ludington, R. 3. 
Frank Kibbey, Ludington, R. 3. 
Arthur Morton, Ludington, R. 1. 
Donald Jameson, Ludington, R. 3. 
Gilbert Broder, Ludington, R. 3. 
Fred Beebe, Ludington, R. 1. 
Henry Meisenheimer, Ludington, R. 3. 
Joe. Pallasch, Ludington, R. 1. 
D. H. Morton, Pentwater, -P. O., R. 1. 
Jas. McDonald, (no paper). 
C. L.. Houk, Ludington, R. 3. 
Jesse Houk, Ludington, R. 3. 
A. R. Benjamin, Ludington, R. 3. 
Joe. Prevost, Ludington, R. 3. 
V. L. Olmstead, Ludington, R. 3. 

IONIA COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS FOR 1912. 

President, Claude Dickerson, - - 
Vice-President, Henry L. Nielson, - 
Secretary, Frank E. Hall, - - . 
Treasurer, Herbert F. Kellogg, - - 

s = 2 = = - Ionia. 
Tonia. 

- Tonia. 
Tonia. 

MEMBERS. 

Herbert F. Kellogg, Ionia. 
Claude C. Dickerson, Ionia. 
Geo. E. Dickerson, Ionia. 
Perry H. Stebbins, Saranac. 
Chas. C. Luce, Ionia. 
Ray Normington, Ionia. 
Thos. F. Martin, Ionia. 
Luther E. Hall, Ionia. 
Lee P. Spalding, Ionia. 
E. E. Branch, Ionia. 
H. D. Waldron, Ionia. 

F. P. Trowbridge, Ionia. 
Herbert L. Smith, Shiloh. 
Jens Jensen, Orleans. 
H. L. Nielsen, Ionia. 
John Flater, Ionia. 
C. I. Goodwin, Ionia. 
Frank E. Hall, Ionia. 
Geo. Gott, Ionia. 
Maurice Yeomans, [onia. 
Ivan J. Brooks, Ionia. 
Geo. Hulleberger, Saranac. 
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F. T. Flanagan, Orleans. 
Geo. E. Green, Ionia. 
Chas. Mattison, Ionia. 
James Little, Shiloh. 
J. B. Welch, Ionia. 
E. D. Weaver, Ionia. 
W. W. Bemis, Ionia. 
B. E. Goodwin, Ionia. 
H. B. Webber, Ionia. 
Chas. Stoddard, Ionia. 
J. R. Densmore, Ionia. 
Wm. Robertson, Ionia. 
Chas. North, Fenwick. 
Arthur Wilson, Ionia. 
James A. McCarty, Ionia. 
Harry S. Knapp, Muir. 
J. J. Eaves, Ionia. 
Samuel Eavey, Ionia. 

H. R. Bluemley, Butternut. 
Fred Vanderheyden, Ionia. 
Clyde Sigourney, Ionia. 
Fred Glostrick, Ionia. 
D. A. McQuaid, Ionia. 
M. J. Allen, Ionia. 
A. G. Smith, Ionia. 
Elmer Peabody, Shiloh. 
Chas. Begerow, Lake Odessa. 
James Dildine, Ionia. 
P. C. Freeman, Lowell. 
E. H. Hunt, Saranac. 
Fred Kendall, Ionia. 
P. M. Slaybaugh, Orleans. 
B. A. Yeomans, Ionia, R. 4. 
George Sage, Ionia. 
Daniel Slowinski, Lake Odessa, R. 39. 

NORTHPORT FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

(Auxiliary to State Society.) 

OFFICERS. 

R. E. Flood, - - - - - ~ + - - - President. 
Antoine Bartlett, - - - - - - - Vice-President. 
A. Bentall,  - - - - - - - - Secretary-Treasurer. 

MEMBERS. 

A. F. Anderson, Omena. 
Bordeaux, Allan, Northport. 
Bordeaux, J. A., Northport. 
Barnes, L. A., Northport. 
Barth, Otto J., Northport, R. 
Barth, Otto G., Northport, R. 
Brown, A., Omena, R. 
Braman & Son, Northport. 
Bartlett, Antoine, Omena, R. 
Baumberger, C. A., Northport. 
Barnes, Dell, Northport, R. 
Brown, J. D., Northport, R. 
Bentall, A., Northport. 
Barth, Walter, Northport, R. 
Bartlett, Wm., Northport, R. 
Bartlett, Oscar, Northport, R. 
Birnbaum, J. W., 11205 Superior Ave., 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
Bowles, J. H., Northport. 
Brown, W. R., 145 Lake Ave., Grand 

Rapids, Mich. 
Bartlett, Amos, Northport. 
Brace, Julius, Northport. 
Baumberger, Fred, Northport, R. 
Budd, Robert, Northport. 
Chlausen, P., Northport. 
mean, J. M., 19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 

Cutcheon, J. M., Winston, Salem, S. C. 
Dame, G. M., Lansing, Mich. 
Dame, Isa, Northport. 
Dinsmore, E. J., Northport, R. 

19 

Egeler, Ph., Northport. 
Foltz, W. N., Omena. 
Flood, D..\R. E., Northport. 
Fonda, W. E., 11203 Superior 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
Frederickson, Nels, Northport, R. 
Garthe, Isaac, Northport, R. 
Garthe, Esten, Northport, R. 
Garthe, S. C., Northport. 
Garthe, Seth, Northport. 
Gustaff, O. C., Northport. 
Gill, Wm., Northport, R. 
Gorman, W. P., Omena. 
Griffis, R. E., Omena, R. 
Hills, R. E., Delaware, Ohio. 
Holton, J. N., Northport, R. 
Johnson, Alfred, Northport, R. 
Johnson, Adalph, Northport, R. 
Johnson, Fred, Northport, R. 
Joint, C. L., Omena, R. 
Krebs, G. J., Omena, R. 
Kehl, Jas., Northport. 
Kehl, Ed., Northport. 
Kehl, C. B., Northport. 
Kilcherman, E., Northport, R. 
Keyes, S. Omena. 
Leslie, A. M., 201 Main St., Evanston, IIl. 
Lackie, W., Omena, R. 
Maule, Mrs. Anna, Omena, R. 
Middleton, Al., Northport, R. 
Matthews, J. F., Northport. 
Milliken, A. H., Northport. 

Ave., 
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Maresh, Antoine, Northport, R. 
Massa, J. A., Northport. 
McMachen, A., Omena, R. 
Morgan, N. J., Omena, R. 
Middleton, Elmer, Northport. 
Middleton, Frank, Northport, R. 
Nelson, C. A., Northport, R. 
Nelson, W. P., Northport, R. 
Nelson, Andrew G., Northport, R. 
Peck, L. R., Northport. 
Porter, S. W., Northport. 
Putnam, B. J., Northport, R. 
Probst, R., Northport, R. 
Purkiss, Thos., Northport, R. 
Putnam, J. D., Omena, R. 
Peterson, Oscar, Northport, R. 
Richner, C. A., Omena, R. 
Ranger, Irving, Northport, R. 
Rogers, L., Northport, R. 
Sargent, Rev. C. S., 2117 Talbott Ave., 

Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Smith, L. C., Northport, R. 

Sanders, D. L., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Sutherland, Rev. J. W., Lansing, Mich. 
Steele, W. F., Northport. 
Steele, W. H., Northport. 
Steele, Geo., Omena, R. 
Smith, R. P., Omena, R. 
Scott, J. E., Omena, R. 
Scott, Hugh, Northport, R. 
Scott, D. H., Northport. 
Seott, Henry, Northport, R. 
Scott, Birney, Northport. 
Schroeder, M., Northport. 
Swanson, Ed., Schomberg, Mich. 
Thomas, Robt., Northport, R. 
Thomas, J. J., Northport, R. 
Thomas, W. J., Northport, R. 
Van Holt, J., Omena, R. 
Voice, Walter, Northport. 
Wurzburg, P., Northport. 
Warnquist, A., Northport, R. 
Wiley, Robt., Omena. 
Wheeler, L. H., Omena. 
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LIFE MEMBERS OF THE STATE HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY.* 7 

* Norre.—A Life membership which was formerly $10 is now $5. The fund thus gathered is in- 
vested in good securities and only the interest employed for general purposes. ‘The Secretary desires 
information as to the death or change of address of any life member. Notice of the death of a mem- 
ber should be accompanied by a sketch of the life of the deceased one, to be entered in the records of 
the State Society. 

Name. P. O. Address. County. 

TAG Ue spol 2 IRs BE) ae a a Galesbine. vot. ee.c 3 Kalamazoo. 
iS OF Ee a coe ad OD AE We Cob: Lae Aparato teeta Lenawee. 
Allis, Miss Mary C. (Mrs. Beal).......... UNG elf) Ape GaP Lenawee. 
PNAISY te (Ora Bra hele Ads i ease Seah smelter Towa Citys ..s oy. aeecks Towa. 
PREG APE! DANN en Skt 5 docs Uc ortpese Staeacttake Montoewats- eek eee Monroe. 
2s SUE FEE AS 8 Den oF By ok en ee Miontague®=.. = agakees Muskegon. 
PSAMEY 4 Lisek lagi heck icesiofonasia Wt aN finan se See New York. 
Baker, Klaus, Rural 1t;; Box 97.2... 3. ¢3... Eollandeet see Ottawa. 
alenwane OMA Dies, 2 5 eod gpa ook obec: ridpminnen 7... 66 sey Berrien. 
ibaliard; Ralph Rural4s 6 oo. oc ce alone ANTES as een SA cio tere Berrien. 
Barden, ls Me Suna Ge oo Zi22".. 2 woe tld South Haven. 2.0.3... . Van Buren. 
Barnhart, Herbert, Rural 1............-. iPremonte-15.5...o0 asc Newaygo. 
iparwram, Burr, Rural 4.2. 2 css ales Bentonvilarborss. 4-46. Berrien. 
LE GYSS'e1 fae) CEI OB ae a ee eo iRlennivilll eee eer Allegan. 
baumann, Arehie Jos, ......s.7o0 es oe cies New Richmond.......| Allegan. 
1 Byer ee) [od DF Age ce te te eg rm eg ‘Ad GISOne eee Meee ae Lenawee. 
LEVG3) A oll QS OFS eae pees Ce eee ce ne dihreesRiiviers sss seee 
Beckers Ne Scar ROULe So. cone aoe Elespenta cic: ete ye Oceana. 
Beekman, Geo. Rural’ 3. 655 hae ese at: udmeteny Kncaie. ws Mason. 
IBEnNetG 5-4 OSEAT Nes rc ayn temic 8h ae Eolas <2 Sade ese Ottawa. 
Bisham weer CA ee Go Tee a ae we, Malina ont erar Tuscola. 
Blain, A. W., Supt. Elmwood Cemetery. ..| Detroit............... Wayne. 
Blues Georgen Same he. sen st ee abe dee Traverse City... ...-: Grand Traverse. 
Bowker Insecticide Co., 43 Chatham St....| Boston............... Massachusetts. 
VOQWIGS PIL Ab te os Sine ned cas ee North porters eae Leelanau. 
PREROKCU I Craes oy WA set Se eg Ba Mot RE Washington........... 5 On 
Brassert,, Walter ©., Rural: . 2.0025. .).. RWHP Wicca Sioa o oa Van Buren. 
JST TES) I GS 8 Sn ieee ie | Aim onitehertes. oo anes er Lapeer. 
eeawelh eS aie pon een. See ac aS an nek ‘Traverse City.) 5.25: Grand Traverse. 
IBTO Wass Gre ASE Se a, sara een a eee Decatur ay aA er on: Van Buren. 
LESS) CD Al CSS ea et a oe ae i < eee antiord eset see Van Buren. 
| STn TEV aS) Be tre) De a aan Pe ree Ganveseas ten Semin Allegan. 
[Sey arnien © aaleees ae 6 9 tetera oe ee LAN South Haven.......... Van Buren. 
Uc Kanaan shee srs nace nee SOdUSseet yess saree Berrien. 
ullogk Aus ames <b hss oceania et nel ee Wai peers choo nok 3 ckce Lapeer. 
| BADD ESTAR Tis 2) Ne aa OL ey 2 ae OIA G Acre: onia 
ueton., UP t ho oo) 5) oe are a Mitchells 2. 23 255 eet Indiana 
BsurTTOWS: GeO: Ais tal, > ..6)24,0:«)alaiate. 04.200 psf on Saginaw City... .5.4.: Saginaw 
CSTE MALU DRE age ee Ba WeP SR Wision sittin satis Van Buren 
es bet ee. arcwanten WiATIMO UGE Nova Scotia. 
Chamberlain, Glenn R., Gas Co........... Grand Rapids 2-34.) Kent. 
Whapriss Aushainie ses. sos cs. nee wens South Rockwood...... Monroe. 
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Name. 

C@hatheldaGeor Wiser ack fins se ee 
Sheney GalVviNTA. Nusa. Vos cc = Se yee lete 
Church, Wm. E., Title & Trust Bldg...... 
orth sAlwinla th ee oc oscars Boe eR Ee 
Collins; Gowile Fe Acie oie bic oi tieete oS ances 

@oopermViAdisOns: sa.cseode 26 tee aa ees 
Countryman, E. J., 111 Galena Ave....... 
Cranes ohngbe. RS Beal merrecei cere 
Cra wlOord se tvOpiscetr easy. oni iiccc ene ee eaters 
IDS eV Rear cistern Sires ek. « aaa <a e 
(Gurticew dep Biare: Norco nee ered ieee 
Darlington, Frank, Rural 4............... 
Davidson Mri: Conese ater ee. 
vid SELOPAGEAWe os as ca oes & jase ie ers 
Devas AW ie MEL sees. Mies cde ails Mateos aoe 
HO) Sy Ral) MEO fe Priore | Rett, ecceke pte MreBe. eet Moree 
WDA VihOMs dagliae esac tats ox. Wiawala als thee bisteeets 
Deamud, J. B., 51 Wabash Ave..........- 
Decker, Walter E., Rural 20.............. 
Dickerson, Claude C., Route 1........... 
Dickersomeb pee tea). shtalkeee Go eeascinn ee 
Dickerson, Geo. E., Stage Route.......... 
Dieckman, Mrs. Josephine M............. 
Dretrichs VU wtih cei eteiactos sien on 
uIViezZS Tone eis As 570 taj ress Hee ee hake eds 
PIELONS MOMAS IO oc. oz says Ses ORs ae aes 
Wey kerma alee es thes Nok eke singe ela wee aia ome ae 
BIG aT sein Os ae crs tov ovns seston oes eve iets atte 
Edwards, O. C. (sanitarium)............. 
Elsworth pills ctr ce cers cueleie Caracceseeseues 
HTPMSDELP er wis diwkycnee cette et mare ene 
Harleyauhired in fate acts, 5 wesye ke tie euake menses 
AER ANG ews CAM Yel eae Wann, aces arenes 
Hiei NVA yA ere oh od ead ake ee ee 
Hirallerg hi 1O sas ee isc ve cs See aie oie lo Rennes 
France, J. G 
Freeman, Mrs. Agnes, 325 E. Jefferson... . 
rcumd nage Hol Poe as Sous oi Bus ope 
RG Ay IG EDERE sida c he hk 4A ten reie's oles 
ria eIACOD adios tons o Siak estes sue cote ew Be 
rosie brani Hest Cura Ge: 2 ney tesla cee 
Gartielae (Hass W o.0% sire 25 oes cals oa 
Gathman, Mrs. Augusta, 1103 Grace St.... 
Gebhardt Benton: 2.20.02 bens seme 
eddes! WaVAGd) Olson snk HER 5a oe wales ee 
Geisler, Wm., Rural 2, box 92............ 
Getz, Geo. F., Lakewood Farm........... 
(Genhartslls Wiese occas acaee ee cmese oor 
CrahamHlwoods:-.conses och neces 
Grand Traverse Fruit Co., 1008 Ford Bldg. 
Grant, John F., 2710 Indiana Ave........ 
(CLAMPED amen e rehe are See tei aha oa eu ete cies 
OTEOT Ose AC ee oie boss 5b iS ee Shes Steed 
Greenme  Obarleg JE... 4. .aeeeae se bee 
Hale; Charles) BS Rural 49. ...0.5550.).5 2. 
Hall, Alfred 33, dke BSD 4. oso. et. oe 

P. O. Address. 

SouthvHavent.. 4a 
Maple City... Sosa ce ee 

South Haven.......... 
Hiartiord ey .scc.c nee 

FIGS POHiAs et ox. Re oes Ste 
Rockwoodee-eenene 

eeceereceo eee ee see 

Glentiavens eee 
Painesville pe hee A 

sis «)'sife\'s) (a, \alie; 0/0, 8ere leis: = 

East Saginaw....... >, 
Eaton Rapids......... 
Battle Creek.......... 
stravjerses Olive een sare 
Watervileti ss... a. 

Eaton Rapids......... 
South Chicago........ 
CasnoVare sees ee eee 

South) Havent-2+.s5-- 
Grand Rapids......... 

alete\fayfeele) =) e166) se) a8 

viele, 0 0/70) le, 2's wis 98. 

Traverse City......... 
Hillsdales.2< <1 smnee es 

Sane a) e je) 4 (ele) 6, oL ere, 6 

ats) tes) ele) 's,%s, 0126 0 

County. 

California. 
Shiawassee. 
Kent. 
New York. 
Illinois. 
Allegan. 
Macomb. 
Berrien. 
Midland. 
Oceana. 
Ohio. 
Lapeer. 
Gratiot. 
Leelanau. 
Ohio. 
Tllinois. 
Tonia. 
Tonia. 
Wayne. 
Tonia. 
Saginaw. 
Benzie. 
Ottawa. 
Ottawa. 
Saginaw. 
Eaton. 
Calhoun. 
Grand Traverse. 
Berrien. 
Lapeer. 
Eaton. 
Illinois. 
Muskegon. 
Calhoun. 

Grand Traverse. 
Hillsdale. 
Monroe. 
Kent. 
Berrien. 
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Name. P. O. Address. County. 

Vall: omishAl. ural, Dh. 23 Sooo Bern ory ask eee Kent. 
UB SUA EA ster eel Oe Se eer a Po TGH BIS thoes cre teats are Tonia. 
Halstead, SRR 8a to 2 ole gt vinta ie Harmmeton>. 2-65. -5 6. Oakland. 
Habeggar, SOUR Sho says tare 2 Ee VWieodburmees esse eee Indiana. 
EPO BRANKO Ao ote red cored Stes ous NOrbnVINes << fac. 2: Wayne. 
Biamilin ose, areal Din) 0.302 as cee eee ee BSTAV OS 2 rasta teams Allegan. 
IFT Gy Hed bari aoe st «oct ond crescents oLoYo IUISHS ante Geto posdce ole Berrien. 
awiey GenrmesANs 0.3 o2 arc es te 8 Harton ete ae e Oceana. 
Hawxhurst, W. F..... Ale eae pe eM Saline es ae ee Bao Washtenaw. 
ELA Vest Niet Dy yesetoml shore ccicks cute cette eee Mite eee See core Tonia. 
Eavdens Mrs sHAQA 2.8 pacer van cates are: Jacksomae aaa aoe cio Jackson. 
emze, Hdward}., R. F.. D820. 222.56.) Si.Joseplis.2 5 oe 5.2 Berrien. 
emstreet7 Br Has 42. ctyscn ee ees Soe Bellairetery: oes ee Antrim. 
Heuser, J. H., 1262 Monadnock Bldg......| Chicago.............. Illinois. 
Billet aErolleag Fs. 3/8 neo cease eee Itt) AWE OOP 5 5 o Bacio boos Washtenaw. 
ners Watt Eb 8 chs scant etie. an Ottawameeanciae cee Illinois. 
Mariana Wey es BRE Ae ols a cae Aho aes Benton Harbor........ Berrien. 
Hothatans Wi areal 2 5.65 ais es vb ale sta e Sb: sesepuls ote Prats Berrien. 
HorvevHaHe Rural lw se faa. ce hese OMUS tans sete rat epee: Berrien. 
Holloway, Geos dBie, 3 ashes ia sso ee SAWYCLs antec iae ae Berrien. 
EID OPES A MER caus chats ais.6 5:6 s seeathe es Geeks West Chester......... Pennsylvania. 
EropkinsscAse la cnite aoc ahs So eee Beartitia#kessseeeeeree Manistee. 
FHosner;OsGeervunal lice siete a ane Oxfords sere oe ee) Oakland. 
TOW ATG pd > ieee fe 2k Ye oe ee oe ee IATGAGIA Se Ae cee Manistee. 
OW Eres Ca rich ais oe Pant oo 0s See Old) Mission. ..<-:.. 2. Grand Traverse. 
iubbard..Geov M., Rural do. .c cdccck. 3: Jenison Reese ee Ottawa. 
Euey-eHarold Be sharal:25 5. 5. scot ee Shelby ae ee Oceana. 
Mnghston; Jv As Bock Box 16. .-.0...2.....: Grand Rapids.........- Kent. 
15 NET 7 oo ty a Se ee eer Baton Rapids. 2.12.6 ot: Eaton. 
listed = NoahsPer ins tonatonce fee oan hOWEll sci se Kent. 
Hutchins, Hdward RM, Di 1s. aa ek Fennwville.,.2-. 2% 25 ses Allegan. 
imentnitz® CipAVn ss iis hiss lo oa eke Bole Monroe 45-r) ee Monroe. 
Jenks oe Gr SEVUr alto snes Sv-sc,s sda Sere Shelby was see eae Oceana. 
ONMISON eke lite eer ee nono 2s: Sey eee Gawrencer. -e oeeee Van Buren. 
Jonnsons Walliams 2. o.oo. See ee oe Wasser cn s- eu erccss corte Tuscola. 
Kales, Dr. John D., Savings Bank Bldg....| Chicago.............. Illinois. 
LAGI al Dai SS ree na en errs Southnelaventeee ee eee Van Buren. 
CET ER Big 3 WER oe Po eae ge ee no a OP Sa wy Glasitanes ncaa Berrien. 
Geer Wir aes Foie oir lias LSE are ins Wanona Lake. <, .)... 3.’. Indiana. 
Kellogg, ICH EE DSS ots lureusfe ss) a 21d Jona eee se: Tonia. 
IG YAR OSs r tok es See Stee Dansvaillese see ee New York. 
Kempit: Gender. tats od eee ecumsehne eee see Lenawee. 
Kennedya~ bhoseevutaltasc ses reer IGS eri ay tous offsc Oceana. 
Kennedy, Wm, Rural 3. 6..00.5048 Meee FIGSP ERAS Rae Ac cates oe Oceana. 
KeppelteDhoss tered tein te eee Dera Heclandeyiey, <5 ata Ottawa. 
pitted Estee se vlit so yar lela See ee Goopersvilless: 2th Ottawa. 
a G(s (0 LA [Ed Eee net Se ot aa eer ee wr LOIS ES yee beanie Tonia. 
amasleyar liens ert 3 225, vale cue ter eae Bennyule..2 4a ee Allegan. 
hens jeer 1. '5 250 atc: Mere Farmington. :.. 22s. Wayne. 
GAVE Yes Gy OS OC a ee ee te te Watervliet... 25k. e505 Berrien. 
Knight, David wo Son.. :'. 5. sea aeaee SAWVEE cc ehnecoehien ¢ Berrien. 
irebss Geos es atc. 2... ce ek ethene IN GrENDOEE ooo 5 soles ce Wayne. 
iA ec H os Oates oS. Sas5 shee a ee Old Mission.<:4n 3 sec Grand Traverse. 
LaDuke, Lipa BA otic, 33 ge. Cees Wawrences ease tsc tac Van Buren. 
Basch wA-A-jeruural2 3... 2 sarc c0s ay. 2 Jal OUGLONS Bays Joc ah ce Leelanau. 
Lass, Peter aie 180 rg) lie eee aetna Pos) Beartihaken see ees a6 Manistee. 
Ibgivateodond Dy. De a 54 6 eee ee cE EEE ena (STCHBEY: peters aes Barry. 
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Name. P. O. Address. County. 

Ihawren ce: stim seas notes stacn cal eeeeee Decaturee ies en ee Van Buren. 
Meg ret. Ei Psion as ok: Nae be oa sae ee Henn villes:i2 8023 fact Allegan. 
lnindsleys GeosWrn ssn sos 5 aes Harbor Springs........ Emmet. 
Bee) 0) Lol) Dye Ose ae gt ye arene MCE gaa tala Greenville............ Montcalm. 
AC GOMIIS thes Ee Ae CN eh dhe hs Aas ceo eS ahs Jaeksone 2 82245 sane es Jackson. 
Lord, E. GBox 56 Ruralesses.. ce AV CAIs hs cae eae Manistee. 
Low, Ger Gentes een hp kore Bangor) e255 Gh k scsar Van Buren. 
Mica Ulayeplmiats ch ch cin ve alse sere Montreal chs ators Canada. 
Maou R Me; 159 LaSalle St: 2.5.5.5. 40.2 Chieacoy Asse tecdees: Illinois. 
Maguire, H. W., TANG Deyo.sts: 62 aswon es JRekKSOMm Pe. 8 es Sct Jackson. 
Mann, Clyde Alison, Rand-MeN ally Blde?+|* Chicago yee aks Illinois. 
Nema SB entender eres sc eee aes Glenwoodmn eee eae Florida. 
Marshalls WalllrananyA verde ae siete @ldgMissionease4seeee Grand Traverse. 
Marshall, W. C., 128 So. Sacramento Blvd.| Chicago.............. Illinois. 
Matheson Hrankshiuraliee a5 4c. sak Wi bertatenry saree neon Benzie. 
Mead aA Ry vrvurall ellie jones aera. sober: Battle Creek.......... Calhoun. 
Merritt Vets rvumral D.'o0 oO ee ve cae South Haven. ... 6200.3 Van Buren. 
Juv geri Crake We Se a A ee ean eae Occ c e MAnIStEG..2 occ. 2 bee Manistee. 
MESSET SL Wirws sees fisis oe hoe eek ee GAG Admonti-t ice te Fe Melee Lapeer. 
Miethiviens © Saawiut bacuun: seen eee Holland yee eoearee 2 Ottawa. 
Miller A@ hase Haart eee Pe ae GlenvArborse eee Leelanau. 
Myialicns Miranle Aloe we o.0: seep hake Sa ees ee Northville: 755) s.a8 Wayne. 
Miller ohneiern core ee 28. esa. sree Birmingham... ae see. Oakland. 
Machele Vamess. shits sos aeere poem eee ANIM OM othe eh en aes Lapeer. 
Monat, Lawrence, Jr., 1540 Hawthorne 

MUCITACEL cise reine fs steeoeee Ce We ee Berkeleyers aac toes California. 
Niontne dC A tare Se sais abc ee rea eee South Haven... i ...5.2. Van Buren. 
Monroe irs! ClaraObass- ene South Haven.......... Van Buren. 
Monta gue* sAC Kas act ees 5 er Main ae ee Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
Moores MVirsspamuecliC aa shee en ee Rapidi@itys aes see Kalkaska. 
INTO ORES: Sisdklecrrras eiatehe tare ken bod note eae Wansinig 10 Jn eae Ingham 
Morgan, Samuel M., 1301 Ashland Block. .| Chicago.............. Illinois 
IMOTTOW eau e Kons sine eee ee Central Lake.......... Antrim. 
Morse; Miss7Anna. Ruralis ys .a4ee een Old=Missoni aos s24 so: Grand Traverse. 
Niullen Names: te F: ass 2 seid setae Ko oo Seon INamisteett nace acuneiael Manistee. 
Munson, J. Pomeroy, Knapp Ave......... Grand ‘Rapids cae. Kent. 
Wilonmpne, dima, 12, 1hbndall oho an odoomenoac AIDION ate divas sess se Calhoun. 
Mi SEO aetna g sik a gia, cook ose ee South Haven:....:.... Van Buren. 
Wile ailtmna sel es as aia eh esc See Hesperia. cass sis ss hs Oceana. 
Mic Clanehie GG ce oa 03 s.arctais oe ees Wudingtonss: 5 asctces es Mason. 
Mic GutcheompRerhe aca citse eae sear Biv Rapids jes es Mecosta. 
McGuire, J. Fred, 101 Washington St..... Chreasgoss aasdse8 sense Illinois. 
NMichiancy: CARN eae re. ys eee ath oe as AMON. S 22 cia see Lapeer. 
AMP OUIS. Arsen tere ike 2 se malo eaten Walliamsburg . 3-214! Grand ‘Traverse. 
INGih ine DENA Riis aos Ana PP RR aa a RAVENNA aes re Mea Muskegon. 
Nedsen.tlenry alae We Os coche eke hee tae Toman soe Seen ke: Tonia. 
Melson Organ yest he Soe oo te ital he ee INIGIRH GS. foo ono e bee Leelanau. 
Newhall, Benj., 840 Otis Bldg............ Whicagotrada. eee ome Illinois. 
Newhall, Johm ccs. 22.07 ne. eee aed Thompsonville........ Benzie. 
Nichols, W. W., Geddes Ave............. ATOR SS 2 Wines Washtenaw. 
Nicol, Jas., Braeside Fruit Farm.......... South Havens seas Van Buren. 
COT CUT EN a. Oz aap arn ee Re ra Pane Howard City) 2:10.) Montcalm. 
IO ag EN te Ars Tis lai ans t Gime aun Reeman ca sase ance Newaygo. 
CO verromey etd cr te os el ae sie eae eh oi Bangorse cies Van Buren. 
Orerromaiiller gM: 2 .2/0c) fs nee eae Bangor. ach ese Van Buren. 
| EECOTYS) BR AV 8 ere a men a TO Kalkaskayyna.o sgn ie Kalkaska. 
(Raliter homage cia.. svc cose eee Detrortateis dace ates Wayne. 
Pancost, Cir, RuraliGes oo sce ee eve Bees Diansinpye, cons he ct Ingham. 
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Name. 

Partridge, Newton A., Room 53, No. 54 
We Randolph Stas: 23%. fuses bh cos oe 

Partridge, Newton L., 611 W. Illinois St... 
Pease, F. D 
PRennell@Ray die box Chri eee one 
Rertya George ities: 4 Secon sce creas te 
TESS tA gage 2200) 01] o yet Soa a a ek ae 
iRetersenw7 Jig Mepe mean ch tiie och ee ne 
ECG CERC ERODE AT PER oF E50 oihys. cca damier 
Brereestceo: W.)BOx 235.60 mucoid ee ess 
LEDC Cee Wie aah een arene Bede Wie en res ee 

aia) d,leXa) mi) m)'m) te) 0) 'e) 0.0). 8) ote ie o/1e (es) 6):si.s|ke ee) ats 

Prentisa: Sid ces Wa’ 62s ects woe coi oes 
EAVESUOM: VICE Sentes AUB oS SSS eerie es 
ibretuvmansOsG sehvuralc4 sc) eee 
ualey. sin terercs he te tos nen Bae ee eis 
amsdelle Dri s eam shan er he 
LENGE (ey hel ad Bec ye oa oO RON Na rn 

Reed, jan Wiper ae MA acta 
Meymold seis Hives oS ake Manoa cre tate: 
Reynolds, H. G., 257 W. California St..... 
| P(g (01215 PY] De en ei 
stewee radon 1h oe se he Ls he ake oe 
RiGee aAlp a EURAING Gas a cee eee cee 
itobbins, We. He Rural soe ee 
HEOMGUMATI Ue ee saya oe shares oer ete 
aeweye Curent Wie oc ai 02 is Saks kano’ 
PLOMCES Ail) Ibs Robe «ween ee one 
Ropers. Bros: box 402.5 8s. 3 cee oma 
Rowe: GeovH. .B. De IP: oe oxog eens ee 
Ruekmann,, xP) Star Route: 0.3. 068. 

Samuelson, Norman L., 1811 W. Madison.. 
Satrerleer, Jamendo 2 cis bien are cith ate ie 
Scales, J. C. & C. R., So. Water St........ 
Schenbeck, Edwin we Taree sip cern en gn ete 
Schreiber, Thor, irae s. lees eae 
Seotits or AUstin seks tarot Pe CA ae 

messions, Charles: Aiio: 324 civckina ne oatieee 
DCSIGN Ss EIGEACR ee . Sos hcatrei aoe ete 
Sheffield, Wam--B& Cow... cjseek cece eos 
Shepard, Leon As Julia. St) 25 oes ss 
Sheridan Gleaner sae dor, ae ee ee hee 

Bherk, Ralph, 151 Clinton St... 65... c4 
Shirley, Wing eles tGral Gee toe Seed bre Soe 
Simmons, F. Be d RSW UREN TNS RE caper AN ae a 
Sisters of St. Joseph, Nazareth Academy.. 
pee Dr. E. P., Chicago Savings Bank 

ERR took iil Guel o.c a oe a 

P. O. Address. 

Chicarat cos) Mise 
Wirbanaee eee es rae 
re (Oe al ft ga a Be 
Traverse City :: 3.24: 
INGieBleasanten anes 
Goodisonkeeen ene 
Manisteessensc asin soe 
Northport. 324.4002 « 

Lowell. etc 

Eontiaepene. eerie 

Alpena. zizens./e i aeiee 
Grand Rapids... 2. 
Hesperia tscn ocste 
Manistee i. : 3.42 a ose 
MIGNISDCeS ain e hoes 

ATIngATDOLee emer 

Shelbys fates ee 
Benton Harbor....... 
Grand Rapids... Hae 
Hudsonville. 2440 
Watenvitetrerme anes 
Grand Rapids........ 
Allegany se titeks mariige 
INorthvillesees eee 
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County. 

Illinois. 
Illinois: 
Kent. 
Grand Traverse. 
Isabella. 
Oakland. 
Manistee. 
Leelanau. 
Huron. 
Berrien. 
Kent. 
Ber rien. 

Van Buren. 
Manistee. 

Monroe. 
California. 
Oceana. 
Oakland. 
Oceana. 
Van Buren. 
Benzie. 
Berrien. 

Manistee. 
Manistee. 
Illinois. 
Illinois. 
Ingham. 
Illinois. 
Oceana. 
Allegan. 
New Jersey. 
Kalkaska. 
Washtenaw. 
Kalamazoo. 
Oceana. 
Oceana. 
Berrien. 
Kent. 
Ottawa. 
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Name. P. O. Address. County. 

Sly siiss Addiegs oa. aeeniek manne acme Birmingham 7Gacce : Oakland. 
Helier OSE Ne Urn cos tcictes cae ercereean dulbertaiccncs ceteertos Benzie. 
Smith, D. W., 175 W. Kirby Ave......... Detroite. vsti ox err Wayne. 
Smith, Henry, Cor. Monroe and Division. .| Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Smith; FIO WATC GS ooh bes cic as ee WANONS = 2)srk sc ae aoe Ontario. 
Smythe, TTP AW Cate raya oe NS ep cca le ero a He ta Benton Harbor... 2... Berrien 
SMy Gen ayVda ely dacs sais si acce anes «mar elnmeienas Barts 6). citi aig re Oceana. 
Southack, Fred W., 217 Indiana Ave...... Hammond). 2 \-;.y5.-'eer Indiana. 
Stahelin, Ieee eee eae Staosephicn so. en: Berrien. 
Stearns, SENG ieee A) ee ere Kalamazoo........... Kalamazoo. 
Stearns AWB sonra mies a ctneeie alee eee GHIGAg ONS Acs coe res Illinois. 
Siecle- Julius) Raubal De 622, dc. cisttacynsteearetos BEL GOSEDE: eer tee ane Berrien. 
SteereyS.<Wietinevermicncc rks te eer eae Carthage. Seo c onan Indiana. 
OGL AIRE MCG COS WV ia'a.c jes c0s a) vases ee pae nea aie Folland aR el eee 
DUeAtOr GE TE) ada he hue rere eee sail PGE CSIOUI ee ee ae ncd Kalamazoo. 
Stroven sary: oer iis ooo a eee: Hremonts erecta Newaygo. 
prockey#G7 Cu Rural: o). 2080S. amc Hesperia «vis. sees Oceana. 
Shoeinsoulh, Itoh lo oa doannonoodcduco0se Schombergee ss sees Leelanau. 
Pallant a saWisecoaerstetaic atie-cuarei cater cutee Shelby. 3 ee eee Oceana. 
Taylor, Reg teense ott aac heya nee | BEY of cy si Date etee Sean saya Lapeer. 
ebayer vvitd. Celiac. ns. 6 Secu sha oe sakes or Benton Harbor........ Berrien. 
BURA VeG MIS DOTA. hota fae. Re cee eels Wioosterss: a. crpit ce Ohio. 
PR OMAS penile, <aey hae usec omen es ORS Three Oaksitece. eo: Berrien. 
PITTI SOM aN Gra ccsket oe «clas soc ayetens ee cast ae Benton Harbor........ Berrien. 
MHOMPSONs Wc... 2 vices s Lele scare wee Jacksoncsorsrremrrarcese Jackson. 
Miller SC VGRM 1S Ne eis sel ayes tap eaamarss = Watervileti.! ) tose. New York. 
Ura) ETo( TGS CAS Re A See in  ede> eat udingtoniac..soee Mason. 
PLT AGY oe WV SLAs cre enc Leste axe tel ceed ean ie as Wiashingtones o0 0 sce. Duc: 
iydereGOmiOnb Aree Ascnas st aaatiagas gai Coldwatero trios jance Branch. 
Upham, Miss Mary C., Rural 1........... OldaMiisson oni cites Grand Traverse. 
Ven Norsdally Bred: 8. acne Seen Threé-Rivers.c- 342. ¢ St. Joseph. 
Vaughan, Leonard H., 31 W. Randolph St. Chicigoastaen esc Illinois. 
Warrhtgluo Or. coat cic a atu e Mumia eo ttnas Jacksonville........... Illinois. 
Von Herff, Baron, 444 Monadnock Block. .| Chicago.............. Illinois. 
Wagner, G.M.H. & Sons., 1901 McCor- 

THICK NAD isa aeloetoa tend oats eee aeystheea GHICRRDH. 7) fen eee Illinois. 
Waite: Gilbert Miro 32 cients accra a ienoehe et: PawiPawe crc nee Van Buren. 
Wiait Walter J aemeeoeec cern Bis tis Gas Stureisis y-cie acornces St. Joseph. 
Walton, TEVES Ce sche fey es ark eos ena is ee NGHIGR os ciao Aoienesens Lapeer. 
Walton, T. B., 1426 Rept Bldg ChigazOw... as ceccue st Illinois. 
Warren, WENA tROn AN At os fee PVAMONNS See tre a Muskegon. 
Watkins, L. Whitney. HA Ae Oo a tor cae toe Mianchester.........-- Washtenaw. 
Wiatkans! TD ssn jastwts ake entre cueisie pakeseieepe Manchester........... Washtenaw. 
Webber, Miss Francis E................. East Saginaw......... Saginaw. 
Welch, Chas. BORD. 22.6 ctadieas Bennwille 250 e522 ace Allegan. 
Wells, Frank dD pel Sal cay D aes Saeneecentan betes Rochester seer Oakland. 
DVEStern, VOU pn Goes Quah oe ements Rapidi@rtyeaa cree Kalkaska. 
WikeelensniD scree in tec esate tice carte erates Tomato ceases ae Tonia. 
WVINIRE TO eta crore rae 5 scktrecsiiye amy ate age Hast wansingess sare Ingham. 3 
Wintiney. Grancers: 2 ut £6 ss ares oer e Williamsburg......... Grand Traverse. 
Witten Cite. nal n ace mags Cone Brideman® «Fete. eee Berrien. 
Dicey Oth AGIs Set eles alate etacge usin cent ve Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Weir. Atitoine § 0 RoE, oa ese aie scone nie INfOnrOe he ere ore: Monroe. 
Waldeyahomas 52... ales dagen ce dete tie « Coopersville.......... Ottawa. 
Wilde shea Re Ee Dea fein mre canals Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Wilder, L. oe Ua Derk es eet ch ee degay un Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Wilken, F. A, Care Michigan Farmer...... IDERNONE: fhe eG 68 ac Wayne. 
Willobee, A. M., Ta a ke eck. ee avn chee Old Mission.......... Grand Traverse. 



000 trees in 3; asch has 3 Suttons Bay. Mr. L 

his several orchards in Leelanau county. 

ard near y orch old cherr A. Lasch in his four-year- A. 
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Name. P. O. Address. 

VWUTL SC fe 0 (a ee BCU ARE ond secre ks Aa 
Wilson, F. W., Care DuPont Powder Co...| Wilmington........... 
Wilson, J. B., Rosedale Farm............. OlOnit ee te tree 
UMS REESE cis os sc oc Sung eee eee s ewan tere ae buns 
VG. Ss eB de Brown City: 02.2. 
DIRE Ee 2 5s nee ate eth ane eles Brown City. 56.52 
Witiome names... a ecct leks. oF ange oe: ead ca 
Weioocruriine Ame Nita: 2. cc (cc Merce: Resta ores Watervliet g.5 35 3 ac. 6 
NV GOC WATE PARI eo eee AE me oS RS 8 LAG ON hed at heise oes 
Wundt, K. R., 803 Peachtree St.......... At anitaey oie: aati: 
NE GOTUECIS TAG 2 |S al ee ei See ee Shelby,vallevase ere oe 
NRE ee Coo Siian 5 5.215 ie waste ok A Saginaw: City... 5... <.. 

County. 

Benzie. 

Berrien. 
Lenawee. 
Georgia. 
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ANNUAL MEMBERS. 

Name. P. O. Address. County. 

Daya Wille: cee =. Ni, fee  laceesl hearts ma eN Rives Junction........ Jackson. 
Atkinson, Mebward ys. .go6%. 2 acs ae Sobek 405 No. Euclid Ave., 

Oaks Rankine: (sa: seu Illinois. 
Bachman eA tora liana. whee e)ie ys eeinrnenel Golam ality haa. sors ete 
apley., Wiraeb) 2... a5 edie wiovsiercyate se eeece eels Olds Missione®....: tyes, Grand Traverse 
Ballard MarswRealphe ioc asec eree INES ees Ait ace eee 
CA CHy aa EE eer. assis ccs Reeeene eas SR ucimetont ees eee Mason 
EIS sya wekeo se, bor eSee ieee nha i alate See Coloma: sacar tee 
IBYts|aXojoyy IBY, IDS, ARIE PTS osc oimccc a amonad aes Benton Harbor........ 
Blackman AW oda. mural loses. G2ee ae ‘Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
land ford, ABER yes < euchece cela 0 spn id creer cE mR Bremontend! ete eo Newaygo. 
OS Ate rren ie ie hatctvane, Baron latvia ercasie aoeen ate ibid sonwalles ee Ottawa. 
Braman, OVW, ural 45 70. 3) .ie eee oe Grand Rapids... 22s... Kent. 
Brown eA Ne, Care sHiruit belt... ase. cece Grand! Rapids..0...52. 5: Kent. 
Bio W Ad I, Jake, level ia aknarieoia 6 coon de 6 Benzoniaeerrrsc ciate or * Benzie. 
SLO WAN WED ML Rant Abe ony cquah eas eetos as Semis PArM Al ray eee Jackson. 
[Byayyanas (Cislove! IR vies Es aaenmintetdo amo oniciad ome Waterviletin. «..20-taee 
Bll donne rural 1. meee, tac Hern CAsnOVIS. pe hese nike 52 Muskegon. 
Burridge, 0, Pleasant.St.32...+.......| Benton Harbors... r 
Array ere Nas 30 Aiea se REI OM wee eR MbelinnG es Sones coda Midland. 
Chesbrow@a@Sekuralismmerneeer ici nie South Haven.......... Van Buren. 
Whittenden, Mass Eda‘Lisas,.-2Alhese ee: ANSI Sf ee la Ingham. 
61 Pd Sea Fil Fe ere Se ee aL nia ee me Schooleraft-@ 2020 > cs Kalamazoo. 
TOUTE IWN oe Wor ogo haces Seg, Su Len eee | BS) ULE 1 ype eae meets NaS ea Benzie. 
Conrad, Seth. 220 cc evan: dvathvn set ecor Waylandive.c ack. saan Allegan. 
Converse, Wekieohuurale2 2 sass a eee AUG USTAEK srs.ad aussie Kalamazoo. 
AOipris MAES Reet a Peavey ae ene ee (OWOSSO 245 0 antiend. Gide we Shiawassee. 
Cook, INAS CS MBS 32 Alc hs co oats Cua eanewe nee Onrosso fs pene ge Shiawassee. 
Culp , Wm Ye a ea taca he ama d ace ene apis aan AtHENnS 2258. esas eae Calhoun. 
Gutter Augusta W., 457 Thomas St....... Grand “Rapids... 4. - Kent. 
Davies, GAGs ee Bo oa see clone ee eee IGaMSin eee pene items Ingham. 
Dobson eAg one Granbisters. ee eer ilraverse! Gites eta Grand Traverse. 
Dowd. chvarala.. sci gaeeture ste Elantiordeeria er sen Van Buren. 
Drakes George wRurall4 2 eee peer ecneees «=f Benton Harbor........ 
IB YUU es aVe eh, 1B las Re eR a BLA cl tle Colomaree ne re 
DVB CS AGI KG gh re ORE a ee MPR 8 EVOMOR at. fis aes Benzie. 
adel, gras. POU hace She, Sits igs ae Grand Junction....... Van Buren. 
Pgs NGEO. de ec cod sowing eate seen tee Chelsea; « > a.829 bo oc Washtenaw. 
Stace Erol Mess Dp: sacsc Ae stearenatenctarcrs eater ston Hasteuansine-e one aa Ingham. 
JBN yaaaeleinl tp: Mauviel Mien com ace ook Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
Ewald, Henry a OE RAR Meee OLR Rr ee Benton Harbor........ Berrien. 
Bivens rats ye tas hte eeee ei tecnenae. ote Cumberland = 35-1.) = Wisconsin. 
Ewald, Aa Wee PECUAL Sune s sete veueteraieres Elanttord ser oe conte 
IBURE Er Wry e mints a carota ine Atle os Mie eend SHE AF eater eect ae Ingham 
ibeshier Prentice 3.2 sovnrarsass Siete seh Saaeste Rives Junction........ Jackson 
(GarpernOttouRnpenic Subekvae others sbarer tick Hissexwvallle °c ics acters ay. 
Gibson, John I., 447 Wealthy St.......... Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Gleason abiwHy.s rasta ta yenscae yeaa nimer reer OS Soe aes 
Goebig, Gustav, Rural 42. ..2.....0s0055: Shelby 4: stator serene Oceana. 
GG Fee WY eal ere tee Salieri Oman a NR Se ar Wihrtelvall wae grea cecs Muskegon. 
ASOMALY SPIEL NV) te Sotere occ aceasta gieca Shajeas's eRe Ajnien-Pier:. seer <s 
OTA Vip tAte epee Peers ote c aasee teats, Hem a's aie enate TraverselCityasee se - Grand Traverse. 
(CRU S CANSI SUR ree eRe IO ic eS ie oan aie Bellaires pec oc se hae j-Antrim. 
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Name. 

Ghaniseel PN oes oe sua wn tae use ee cara wanek re 

Halliwill, M. B 
Familfon; Haney. teas oea cc oe ee eee 
Hanke” WEE ey; Soe oo aa er NE eee 

A anley, JF 

Hull, Samuel, ls4"Apple. Aves 2 estan os 
Humphreys, PeRA o oe Mem eee nee 
Hunsberger, George, Rural 5............. 
Hunt, C. M 

Ingraham, Miss M.S., 206 Ridgewood Ave. 
Ralselh CBee. gees 2 sions Sire atecs Da ER 
PACODS Gr Mes cclitas torbe G53. 2 2 aie Cae 
IGMASGH Oe ie oo iis tree hae ee 
Petes lis TMUTAL GO. 4 nares aaa ete a 
Meisterwrtcn., Aural’ o .< 5 5 o..'h. fata ns bak 
LSEDSR ESTs Viol te ana ta etal aid re 
eer. Ch: Ruraliay cre. cca ede kere 
rele Ose pi lah 20 288s ccs oss Se EE 
Kendall, C. J., 151 Griswold St........... 
Reudrick CoS. Rural 3... aa soei ek 
Wendriek, *WMirsGs S) sus sows 2 ee 
IQ Vites byt D2 1 ae ae ee ea 
Kerry, Dr. F. M., 292 Brunson Ave....... 
aK<eichams ths) ahvuralod i= eat eee ese 
Retile, Henryt te 552 oh ee ois fed oe 
Reraune bass, Poult? os onc ba eae re 
Pandans, AGW. PHU: scloe, tic ios deer, BER. 
PR Coree PRU Noe oo. See he Ste De 
imsleyc hl eral Wee! soho Fy eo 
aciher.C: We ribural 2.7 oO 8 iced baad ek 
Lymburner He Acs Rural 205. 3). sons 
Manwarring Heb. oo. cds cbs oaduteien 
Wiseriss eri Gen. 0 Aes Poe oe Ree 
INTSTVAN OAD ace y ive. oi, cae oe Ee See 
Massa Niamicai Ashe. ch. ictal: hea ate 
Mawby.ataG Ss avaral 9.3. eases 
Mechem (Geos Bs! spot ang. ti. ph aten tk eee 

Wiatlous Wink peers 2: S ba vue omen. Lane 
Maya: We ibasanural’ 39-555. whee eee: 
Mellen, Miss R. H., Rural 4............. 
Moran, (We weet A. kee Poe 
Moran ire Web: oo. Sess os. fa ee 
Morr PRONG iho). ot vs Las eu. owiehe 

- Munson, Wm. K., Knapp Avenue......... 
ECS etry Osby see os oo wis hbase 
McDonald, S. J., 

P. O. Address. 
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County. 

East Lansing.......... 
No. Joseph: .c Usp 54'e4 2 
iD Ushinger eee isaier ecskee > 
Bangor sis tees ee 

Grarid Rapids:...<: .: 3. 
Wraterviletaes ss eee 

WastpOrt.s <a. te eS: 
Traverse City......... 
East Saugatuck........ 
Benton’ Harbor......... 
Casnovis. =. $45). Seances 
SAGINAW... 20. oe ea ook 
Eaton Rapids....-...- 
South lyons: . 2. sess. . 
Rennwilles oc; aoc hc ee 
Glen Ridges oe 
Central Lake... ..... = 

Berrien Springs........ 
South Haven.......... 
Detroit. eee ee 

SE SIOUIsha.s —— Leeeee 

SouthyEayens-s sane 
Coopersville........... 
Colomanee eee ee 
Springport 5: .)2:saeaee. 
Greenville ns. \ conte 

Northporhsee sce acess 
Grand Rapids......... 
iHennvilless.-2 2k yee 

Grand Rapids......... 
Benton Harbor........ 
Benton Harbor........ 
Saginaw. ote ete. 2 
Saginaw, W..S..cc2.... 
Benton Harbor........ 
anise pepe ar 
Grand Rapids......... 
HM pire) Adee. nae 
Grand! Rapids 32 5 304.. | 

Ingham. 

Van Buren. 

Jackson. 
Van Buren. 
Kent. 

Berrien. 

Antrim. 
Grand Traverse. 
Allegan. 

Muskegon. 
Saginaw. 
Eaton. 
Oakland. 
Allegan. 
New Jersey. 
Antrim. 
Kent. 
Washtenaw. 
Tonia. 
Van Buren. 
Lenawee. 

Van Buren. 

Lenawee. 
Lenawee. 
Gratiot. 

Ottawa. 

Jackson. 
Montcalm. 
Grand Traverse. 
Leelanau. 
Kent. 
Washtenaw. 
Antrim. 
Muskegon. 
Leelanau. 
Kent. 
Allegan. 
Grand Traverse. 
Kent. 

Saginaw. 
Saginaw. 
Berrien. 
Ingham. 
Kent. 
Leelanau. 
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Name. P. O. Address. County. 

Mclsaac, Miss E. M., Rural 4............ Benton Harbor........ 
MeMultens De, ural. nsec *Draviersel Cit vermin Grand Traverse. 
Newbere:-Carl) Rural 2.55005 00. acento ue Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
INoon Sy MeRLM ism ccc aieshsnd oovaie neler Grass Wakes senan snr Jackson. 
Older sal ME rs ear sy wie aia s GeV rote Adrian +, Waar anid Lenawee. 
Barkers hn deene races Le NRG Choo Haak Eiranktonteeene pier Benzie. 
Retersw i shor urall dice vein. «se ee ent es Benton Harbor........ 
IRICKTORC sel nadia nets: Say Sip etacl Sinaia stoma mae BMpIne resets cea Leelanau. 
Porter, Frank L., 6th and Union Sts.......| Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
PU eWir Ses ke ccutoaba hatte eooe-arm crue Hillsdale. 6 kiss Hillsdale. 
Muranbrevle Ws WR ho ap oases Cees ee Charlottes. ).cdiie ses Eaton. 
Rand all iMiarke eave isto. sug aca sesame tone cee Mapler Cities caee see Leelanau. 
Ramee, Wen, ImeNiGies su supecodceootd or Benton Harbor........ 
ievnolas; ie Be RuralUss..cac le. es os tee Bendon... nie eee Benzie. 
Rocher, Abelidexciis3 Fad eae oe ara Berlamonts: os -eeeeeee Van Buren. 
UO CICK AMARA ts cove hee shins scissile White Pigeons. «525. <1 
Robins. Pauls. tural. soe s/t cine ee oe mpireyce sae Leelanau. 
VGULIer A OMNN 80s ways On a alee Se Hremonits tee aaa neumtrer: Newaygo. 
ERGTISG MEO An iat Mole ars’, eee ania ante SHEN aoe hisia,seqcce cts Oceana. 
Rueele Dra Raralea ace yi cieaiee Sete Benton Harbor....... 
IRE IONV eee 2 = eceays ae Pave yeasts ala Benton Harbor........ 
Sewer cbatmat case auacore avaneac-are Gene whats, usenet Grand! Junction. ..:.; Van Buren. 
SAMO Hy Epa si<)ac us feesenieh a.stees etereln evs Hastelansin cannes Ingham. 
Sarecnt eras ORAal, D,. . isi. sada aie ele Sere Grand Junction....... 
COU ICS NO en wile waldo hve s\iuman in citeas see Bancoryeeaecen wae 
IESSTOMS AEE SW) oticcts ctl avec stidvananttots ain womens Benton Harbor........ 
Dlrel emctACs Hae Ma orci nity classed tealcysante nrae we IRVIETSIC GM noe os eames 
Smoallices (Ges wivunaledanras ache mien oe Benton Harbor........ 
Srigin, eva. Wiural 4.0. vs aha ts eet Benton Harbor........ 
Smith bheronely usc 2 aa semen tr Sout helivonenasme 
Somers, F. W., Hoffman Apts............ Grand Rapidsee ass. en Kent. 
Ravine wloowelle 2 le aries a ake ais ie ae Bikes Rapidsmeasees cae Antrim. 
SpencerwAy Gi dhural Qo. 22h: sae nee eos Kab bios: S:nccs alters sae Van Buren. 
Sperry, Caroline, 514 Thompson St........}| Ann Arbor............ Washtenaw. 
Stickney; Mrs. C. F., Rural 1...........4% Traverse City.$.°: 22% Grand Traverse. 
Stone wALAG Adame eran. sae eee o spare INvles Meee ape toe era Berrien. 
Sutherland, HG): yan ceerade tes» Detueiareeatoks ee eee Benton Harbor....... 
Sutherland, Leo M., Territorial Road.....| Benton Harbor........ 
Swanson, Peter, Rural Gl nt aos ole SchomberGeanass sees. Leelanau. 
Swanson) Peter sJr., mural 1...2 v./fee ee: Maple City. 3.2.2 5.47. Leelanau. 
Taft, IEA Uh ag cere East Lansing.......... Ingham. 
Taylor, CB. wer7No: Oak Sti. 3.0 ines Traverse City.......-: Grand Traverse. 
Taylor, Miss Grace, Ruralis eee eran Henmivalle secs Allegan. 
PTA ES, A tes co ie Rs aie Bohan tere ele ee IREVETSIGE 2 oA ni ete 
Titus, lp MEO A aake wis! d beketowin 215 tira ooFS Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
MINING HOC ae Sande ond beh eee aes Olds Mission i704 05 ne Grand Traverse. 

WNorapieins! Wie Grek ac ohne Saw ot steele ate oe ees Old! Massion 3.28 i7..33. Grand Traverse. 
pRnick er wAWNOS G4 ots oso 4 ctevelatiaiae siete Ses Southehavene ss. yen 
Tuschling, heme kamal Says ese rales IBrid genlaneet yee f 
Turner, Robert ioe 692 Lincoln Ave....... ING eS ps cweteketeterol then wore Berrien. 
laa OW Vis S65 nos opeehnis) win Beate ace eee Traverse City......... Grand Traverse. 
Wan Allen. i. 80 So.8rd' St. 0.05.0 ..2.56¢ Columbustse eee Ohio. 
Vans Demany Jonni aW) ers cnc seas roe IBERZONIA.S, .SoAnc apr Benzie. 
Wakeman. fArchuri: ce sucess cnet caer Ban gOP.. cars pita Van Buren. 
VNU Re OVER Bait Aye ues tole ara, N Gr alaals are oe Hast Lansing......... j 
Wun OT ad Tc Gat teats 50 fi. Grctaiia| shale incest ene Charlevorsn eer Charlevoix. 

Niarnerelranieeh ral o sme ree err le South Haven.......... Van Buren. 
WWEURE MGCO WW, SEU SL 22's yereiteia a's waters Grand Rapids. .3....... Kent. 

CHICA RI os ee Fke ow ale ot Illinois. Whener, J. J., 7551 Sangamon St......... 
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Name. P. O. Address. County 

Weleh; HG Boral 2) 2 360" = he ss Rennivallessnes creas: Allegan 
Welsh, GoonWVete. lek ee eee me Grand Rapids......... Kent. 
Wermuth, Mrs B., 456 Townsend Ave.. Detnoris, \ ave tent.ae Wayne. 
Winne, eniaeyeek al ea Bangor st tg Genre ae Van Buren 
Wolverme: Nursery Co......2. 9 4.5 es see | Br fal a a a Van Buren 
Ber es a lain Sac am Saeeeele anes Rives Junction........ Jackson 
ANGE OF tte Soa akc h he tate eee eee ae ING a SAEL tei eee eae ews Kent. 



es: 
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Ani ldealepeanre OLCNALGs «cris sc. c ceo a Sako oon oie lieth ron eee nem icc 73 
Applewerowine ine New? Yorks State. .i.c) octane sso eee eke aoekos ciiehe meets 12 
Applevorchards, general treatment for snraying..045.....5--.-6- 12... 108 

B. 

Basley awe De. ACOEESS: Di=s teteucet cio ciel anaes sbsucucas sebnera) cote itht ole tanctacespene sito 53 
FATA ULC Get hare cw ates teln aia here, Gon ayateveNe cleveg Sle)aval acavave pcr meats costete gels mauer aniesle ierat oun ec one mueeelre 5 
Bard cr belie Paper WY i. ays sieahera Meyers Oe <2 a.0 otal ate tis repos ae enka sastoreys sterae 82 
Berries] ceneral- treatment. TOM ccc eee swe Dialers See ete eal cl ats ae areal eaenleee 116-117 
ES Oe pelle Ss oA ONCRSid Yar sbetens otto te tres casas Meare casio nstac amet deaene cTonench mene rete 73 

C. 

CASCV BA) 5 BOGLESS Tye st apere ofanc sore) saree tuete aie hens. m, sheRey oe eae ie oy et SG ope ee cares 12, 45 
@herriessaceneralstreatment” LOM escia ers Sagas sccthersrs Gh. ore fs eee cee enone 114 
GREET Vee lielb ES TVOS s.veecet ys raters cucaa, oisve auore adore ace oo sheations, Ue A csaaec se ne ee 70 
Contactainsecticidess for insects® that Suck .aveceies ook ele eee 125 
OOS NPAr ein, wAGOPESSE ND Yr ~ ccterarste s aueciei sis efacergwlaTer cao muses. SAIS RIOR RE ete eee 68 
CO-OMELAUIVC EID ATKEEIMO™ ietavosetrredel sh oie. ashe teveve ce, sive tiie docs cone dun re ak egeeebeie aS Obs cheer emene 3 
Cicumpers. Seneral. treatment. LOT 1.2 sacs. a oncisi oie mos Sala vce Do eionemeone ee ene 118 
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